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P R ."B F A C *

In the year 1917 I took the opportunity during ray Summer 

holiday to prepare a route-map of China, showing the geology 

of some parts of that country, which I hoped might serve a use 

ful purpose in my future geological research. On the completion 

of this map, which perhaps hardly deserves the name geological 

nap, because of its necessarily disconnected charactar, I WSL 

pLaased to show it to Prof. W. S. Boulton. Aftar a cursory 

glance Prof. Boulton pemarkad that it would be a useful under-
\

talcing if I could carry my preliminary anquir¥y a stage further. 

At once I realized the pressing need of such a work, and decid 

ed to seek for more information.

Je the same professor has happily pointed out, the nature 

of my task is to briefly but comprehensively summarise the worK 

that has been done in connection with Chines 3 geology during 

the past; thus to indicate the state of our knowledge at pres3tit^ 

and further, to bring out the vital points which demand inves 

tigation in the immediate future* Being the first, as far as 

I am aware, to attempt a work of this nature, lam encouraged 

to make a strenuous effort.

Further consideration of the vast ground covered by the 

subject, and the limited time at my disposal, has compelled ma 

however, to confine myself to the most important region of the
• •

-whole Republic, viz the eighteen provinces, usually known as 

China Proper;; and to reserve the description and discussion of



the gaology of Manrliuria, Mongolia, Chinese Turkestan and Tibet 

to some future occasion, after I have accomplished my intended 

Journey. At the present time, in these regions outside China 
Proper not only is there vary little geological information 

available> but the geographical data ara often uncartain or
»

even misleading. Mountains, rivers, lakes etc., of considerable 

importance, indicated on one map are often absent or marked 

under different names on another. Therefore it is necessary to 

establish our geographical knowledge with regard to the said 

regions, prafarably by making a reliable topographical map, 

before we can start systematic geological study.
(in a se^ar«9te Copy)

At tha end of this work a bibliography of geological lit 

erature with mining notes concerning China Proper, as well as 

its dependencies is introduced. It is by no means complete, bit 

I have little doubt that the more important worlss and papers 

are mentioned*

J. S. I* 

The University of Birmingham, May, 1918*
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INTRODUCTION.



Students of Chinese literature can hardly fail to find 

the occasional occurrence of a prominient phrase "Blue seas 

change into mulberry fields". The same phrase may be used as 
a type-expression for a peculiar form of pessimism alluding 

to the inconstancy of human affairs, or may be raferr3d to for 

depicting and emphasizing the mighty and persistent changes

talcing place in the universe. It is the lattsr sense of its 
use that demands our attention. In one o'f the Chinese writ-

^

ingB of antiquity* indaad the oldest still surviving to-day 
believed to be compiled and revised by four great thinkers

the expression "intense heat hidden in the earth" was us 3d 

allegoric ally in the revelation of some philosophical doct-
%

rine.

A close enquiry into the meaning of such phrases and 

their original source would show that the grander geological 

processes and the more important physical conditions exist-
\

ing inside the earth had not entirely escaped the notice of 

the ancient philosophers. Thus the first of these quotations 

msgr be reasonably understood to indicate tha integration of 

the almost imperceptible but incessant changes of tha aarth's 

surface during a long period of time, on these facts modern
/

uniformitarianism is partially based; while the latter claar 

-ly involves some conception of a state of our planet, which
*

suggests the existence of highly heated magma or "potential

liquid" with its necessary temperature gradient towards the 
outer portion of the cold crust*
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Similar brief statements and rude suggestioiB shaping the 

more definite conclia ions borne under modern elaborate s cien- 
tifio studies are not infrequently met with among ancient 
Chinese literature. The Chineee literati either gaze at these 
mythical words with indifferent regard or adapt thorn for th« 
purpose of decorating their e cholestic writing* One quotes 
after another until the s aying gradually become proTerbial 
truths. But apart from a large number of relumes treating of 
drainage SJ/& tens and a few volumes treating of minerals , 
Chinese literature, SB far es the writers knowledge goes » is 
singularly wanting in original systematic contributions to 
geological science.

The rapid growth of s cience in general during the Ice t 

few decades has not spared its influence in pressing geologist 
to contribute thair due share. The hunger for wider knowledge 
naturally arous ed by the fascinating restoration of ancient 
lands capa* and the vivid s peculation of physiography through 
the succeeding periods of the earth's history, together with 
growing need for opening up and developing the natural s toras 
of mineral wealth have led many western geologists to direct 
their attention to a new hunting ground in the Par Saet. The 
little knowledge that we have at pras ent concerning the geolo-

.. *

gy of that vast area in the -Asiatic continent embraced by the 
Chinese Republic is largely due to the efforts of these anthiB-

/

»tic investigator who felt the call of the time. It may not 

be too aarly for VB to-day to appeal to the rising ganeraticm
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of , the "Middle Kingdom" to realize their responsibility in 

harping towards the advancement of pure scienca on the one
«. > ' . v

hand, and on the other the solution of many vital problems 

directly or indirectly related to industry through the light 

of the knowledge BO obtained. For the science of geology 
nature has prepared "tongues in the leaves of MGIMl traas
and boofcs in the BUEIHD brooks". It is only needed on our part 
to cultivate such aspiration and capability as to listen and

to read.
W' , . .

Before the exploration of Pumpelly during the years 1862 

-1865 the only records of geological observations in China were 

stray or occasional notes made by travellers and missionaries 

to relieve the monotony of their journeys. Credit should be 

attributed to this pioneer who made the first adventure under 

enormous difficulty for the «dte purpose of scientific research,

His route covered a large part of eastern Asia. Tha results of
0 i . j  i  

'his work were published by the Smitl^onian n^l^ly under the

title "Geological research in China, Japan & Mongolia".

Kings mill during his long stay in China, mads occasional 

visits to a number of localities in the southern provinces 

and contributed a series of papers of which the "Hotes on the 
geology of China" and "A sketch of geology of a portion of 

Quangtung" appear to be most important. Injthe year 1867 a

"Sketch of a journey from Canton to Hankow through the provinc 
of Kwangtung, Kwang&i, Hunan, with geological notes", was pub-
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lished in Journ. N. China Br. Roy. Asiatic Soc. by Bicteore 

who also described the "Recent geological changes in China 

& Japan" in 1868. At about the same time, A. David recorded 

his obs err at ions in Journ. d»un voyags en Mongolia et d'un 

voyage an Chine dan le Kiang-si n . Before the&<3 publications 

had attracted the attention of geologists to any extent the 

famous emplorer Von Richthofen had already commenced his 

penetrating Journey. After publishing a large number of orig 

inal papers, Richthofen and those who carried out his last 

will suioned up* his observations and far reaching conclusions 

in the important work "China11 together with an atlas of geol 

ogical maps. These maps although in places the inferences 

drawn seem scarcely justified by the field-observations, 
( as will appear later )are not only unique and therefore

valuable; but they have, no doubt, stimulated, and Tvill con 

tinue to stimulate the interest of all investigators of the 

geological structure of China.

Since Richthofen's time the number of explorers showed a 

decided tendency to increase, the cause of which may be traced 

to the romantic reports made by the earlier workers.

Loczy, an early contempory of Richthofon n, attached him 

self to the expedition of Szechenyi during the years 1877-1880. 

Ttey entered into China from the lower Yang-tze valley and 

proceeded N. V. ward along the valley of the River Han. Aftar
fcu t

cross ing ̂ Tsingling-Shan and making observations in the footh 

o/^an-Shan, the expedition directed its journey southward to-
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wards the mountain regions of western Su-Chuan and Yun-nan* 

Notwithstanding the dangerous nature of the route, and the 

unfavorable circumBtances for geological observations, Loczy 

was able, during his Journey, to compile voluminous reports, 

many of which are valuable contributions to science, and they 

still stand as an authoritative source of information inasmuch 

as they remain our only source of information for those regions.

Obrutchov a.faw years later made several travarses across 

south Mongolia* south Kan-su and a part of Shensi. Among his 

brilliant records of observations one may count those which 

ware made during his exploration into the high mountain ranges 

of Han-Shan in H.W. China. Unfortunately the work that has bean 

done by Obrutchov, in N. and N.W. China ha& been published, 

largely if not exclusively, in the form of fisld notes; the 

deduction of systematic geological data from these notes is an 

exceedingly difficult matter. Tha writer has carefully searclwU 

for a separate volume of his work in which he promised to give 

a full account of his deductionbas^d on his own views; but has 

not so far met with success. In all probability the said work 

has never been published.

In the year 1897 E. H. Anert wrote two papers on the geo 

logical results obtained by Kbslow and Roborowsky during their 

Journey in central Asia and Manchuria. They ware published

under the titles "Vc.rlauf Bericht der Manctechur'schan Hbcpatiit- 

ion. d. k. russ. geo%. Resell. Geol. Theil n . (lew. russ. gaogr.
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, vol. 13) and Expedition zur BrfoiBchung der Mancfe churia.
* »

Geol. Theil". (z.d. Georg. Geo., St. Petersburg.)

E* Putterer in the year 1898 entered into China from the 

northwestern frontier of the country. The first part of his 

journey WSB devoted to Chinee e Turkestan. Travelling s outheaat- 

ward he creased the great des art of Gobi* and made ote ervaticaas 

along the northwestern and e outhern flanle of the Han-shan 

ranges » particularly in thos e regions s urrounding the lake Eu- 

]Di-nor and near the head waters of the Hwang-ho. Thence s outh-
^ *

eastward he crossed the Is ing-ling-c han» and finally arrived
^ «

at the middle Yang-tze valley. There he completed hfe Journey •
s

in the year 1899. The oteervatiois made by K> Putterer are 

recorded in has work HDurch jfe ienn.

During the s anie years (1898-1899) P. Leprince-Binguet wee
.

instructed by the Prench ministry of foriegn affaiK to join 

the expedition s ent to diina by the Credit leronnais. After 

travelling through Ghi-li, Qian-s i, Ho-nan and Hupeh,
\

lafrince-Ringuet reported his ote ervatioiB and s uianiarized his
\

viere in an able paper "Etude geologique sur la Hord de la 

Chine»». (Ann. des mines 9 s arie vol. 14 1901) In the & arae pape/ 

he also made reference to Eichthofen's work in U. China and 

modified s orae of the latter'e concli^ ioiB . •

More or less as contemporaries of the authors mentioned 

above, we may count Lorenz who haB made valuable contribution 

to the & tratigraphy of Shan-tung, VogeTs ang whoe a journey in 

W. Hupeh and IT. Chi-li has brought



many facts of petrological and economic importance to light, 

Abendanon who devoted his study on the structure and strati 

graphy of the Bed basin of Su-chuan and the Yang-tze gorges. 
The papers and maps published by these writers are referred to 

and discussed to some extent later*

In the years 1903-1904 an expedition headed by Bailey 

Willis under the auspices of the Carnegei Institution, started 
from Pekin and journeyed round N. China, and ended at the Yang 

tze gorges. Their route, apparently was never far from one of 

the routes taken by Riehthofen* Dr. Willis summarized thejar 

observations obtained by his own party and compared their vie^e 

with those held by Richthofen, Suess*, Loczy and others in his 

eonprehensive and able work, the "Systematic geology of China^ 

This work would have been more complete and authoritative if

the author had been able to obtain further data from southerni
China in addition to his own observations in1 northern China*

yk W/)1x,YN>44tT>. 
Our geological knowledge concerning *MT* A provinces of/ *

China is largely due to the labour of French explorers. In the 
years 1897-1899 A* Leclere, a Prench mining engineer, approach 

ed China from her S.W. frontier and penetrated into Yun-nan, 

Kwei-chou and Kwang-si. He observed the occurrence of Cambrian 

Devonian, Carboniferous and Triassic formations. The fossils 

collected by him were studied by M. Douville and others who 

also recognized the Rheatic and Idassic fomB. The rock speci-

Hnens were studied by IWKLevy, Locroix and Leclere himself.
VA* The full report *«* of the resaarchAprssent3d to the Academic
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des Sciences in the year 1900. Leclere was followed by Si !R M '

Moncd who discovered the Devonian coal in Kwei-chou, and made 

observation*, at many localities in S.E. Yun-nan. A comprehen 

sive account about Legendre's journey in the Lo-lc district is
«

also given by him. Among the papers published by Cr. H. Monod 

the following two appear to be most important: "Contribution a 

I 1 etude geologique des provinces meridionales de la Chine ".Bul 

3conom. Indo-Chine, vol 4 pp. 619-637 1901, "Notes sur quel- 

ques points en litige au sujet des formations de la Chine 

maridionale et du Tonkin".-Marseille. (Imp. Huard.)

"Later H. Lantanois published an interesting account of 

his research under the title "Note sur la. geologie et mines de 

la region comprise entre Lao-kay et Yun-nan-fu" with a map. 

The fossils collected by Lantenois were described by Mansuy 

and others. (Ann. des Mines 1907.') In the yaars I9IO-I9II J.Ee-

-prat contributed a series of papers to the Academie des Scien-

-cee. (Serie de Compt-Rendus donnes a I'Academie des Sciences J 

The sarae author in the following years, (1912-1913) with the 

co-operation of the able palaeotologist Mansuy, published an 

elaborate memoir entitled "Etude geologique du Yun-nan Oriental
*

Eie writer has not met any other work dealing with the geology 

of China, which attains the equal precision and lucidity as 

the said volumes.

About the geo.logy of Idau-tung, Yang-tze provinces and to 

some extent Shan-tung* different Japanese writers have writ- 

~ten a number of papers in the course of the last fifteen
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years. Yokoyama, Yabe, Inouye, rfSakaliaya) and Uoda are among the 

well-known contributors. ^Their papers are principally publish* 

in the tourn. Soc. Imp. College. Japan, Journ. Geol. Soc. Tolgo 
and the Bulletin of the Imp. fleol. Surrey of Japan.

Recently, Mr. V. K. Ting and Mr. C» Y. Wang, the only two

Chines e geologis t& known to the writer, hare contributed a few
4* 

papers har ing/import ant bearing on economic geology* It is to
be regretted that the res ults of the reported res earch of
Ifr. Ting in the provinces of Yun-nan and Shan-si and of Mr.Waig

\
in the prorinces of Kwang-si and Hu-nan have not- been publish®..

* ^

Qicrtly before the Chinese Eerolution in 1911, the Chinese
L*§ gorernment^established a geological surrey under the Ministry

of Agriculture and Commerce. The same establishment is still 

existing under the directorship of Mr. V. E. Ting. Whether the 

Chinese gorernment is willing to rais e s uf f icient funds and to 

spend them in an efficient way to carry out an extensive surre/ 

is a matter that remains to be s een. So far, the writer has net
found any reports or memoirs published by the Chinese geolog-

>
ical Surrey.

Other intermittent and sporadic information relating to 

Chinese geology has appeared in reports, journals, and magazinsy, 

and h« grown in quantity largely in COIB aquence of the recent 

derelopment of mining actirities through-cut the country.

Tht* it fe necess ary at the outs et to gather up the multi 

tude of scattered papere and reports, and extract froia them
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the reliable geological data. In this way such, infonaation can

take its proper place in geological literature; and further, 

the line* for future investigatioiB can be mapped out.

I am fully COXB ciou& of the danger in trying to extract 

the truth from s o much material which cannot be taken for graft- 

ed as all reliable; yet by advancing with caution and appeal-
%

ing alwaj/B to well-established fire't principles of geology, I
^

am emboldened to brave the dangers and pieh forward.

This thes Is & divided into three s ectioiB • In s action I 

ph^iography is treated only in brevity in order to s ave space 
and time. In © ection II general geology is dealt with at s orae

•

length in four chapters. The fiist three are principally inteiti 

ed to record the clsss if ied facts with a certain amount of dfe- 

CUBS ion, involving, to some extent, the writer's own opinion; 

while the fourth repras ents the complete general conclie ion of 
the writer. Hatteis relating to economic geology are mentioned 
insertion III to which a plate is attached, showing the minerd

^

depos its in China.
With the regard to the choice of information, the writer 

realizes the importance, at the pres ent s tage, of layings trees 
on s ecuring what he judges to be the more important and reli-

*

able facts ; premature arguments which s ometimes amount to mare 

surmise, are not introduced wherever avoidable.
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PHYSIOORAPHTCAL DESCRIPTION 

OP cm HA PROPHE.

A cursory glanca at a geographical map of China would 

direct our attention to tha significant array of three mighty

rivers -^fowang-ho, KYang-tza~kiang andTSi-kiang, flowing in a
1 ' fc~ general direction front wast to east. Tha last-naraad, ; Si-kiang

* *

or tha West River, though it coTars a much smaller distanca 
than tha other two, is nevertheless, aqually important from o~ 

phyBiographical point of view. The fact that all these rivers 
flow frost wast to east in a ganaral sane a, at onca suggests

G~M)
that tha highland of China Proper lias on tha wost> wfei^h- grad

-ually diminishas in haight towards east* till finially it siiij» ••*••• -
banaath tha Yellow Sea. Such a broad statement is only true in

a yary broad sans a. Itountain rangas that attain conspicuous 

height* and play iutportant parts in determining tha topographic

--al features of the whole country are mat both in U. "S. and S.B. 

China, as will be described later. #or a moment let us cons ids- 

how these three rivers hare divided the whole country, or look
-Ing from another point of view, how they are separated from 

ona another*

Northern China.

The northernmost one of tha three rivers mentioned 
|\^ 

Is jLHurang-ho or the Yellow River. As it emerges from the mount
/t 

~ain*ous region of^Han-shan, the river describes a large bend,
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shaping an inverted U,and embraces Ordos in the north, a part 

of Kan-su and the whole of Shan-si in the south. To the north
* %

of this bend lies the southern border of the Mongolian platsau
/w* 

To the N.W. of it stands the plateau-like upland of ̂ Ala-shan

mantled by Gobi sands* The region enveloped by the bend is 

nearly rectangular* In all probability, it is on account of tte

presence of this huge block that the winding course of Hwang-
/ > 

ho has been determined. In the absence of a proper name, the v

writer proposes a term Shen-kan plateau to indicate the area
fc, 

almost encircled by the large bend of^Hwang-ho.
* the .
To the east of/Shen-kan plateau, and separated from it by

the eastern lisib of the great bend of\Hwang~ho» wa find, a loig 

watershed trending HIE!To the east of this watershed lies the 

Yalley of Pen-ho which is continued to the UM^. by the plain 

of Tai-yuan/ Further east there appears the Shan-si plateau 

which stands conspicuously and abruptly above the plain of Ho

-nan on the south, and the alluvial plain on the east*
tH« 

The narrow constriction of/Hwang-ho valley in the south

of Shan-si and north of Ho*-nan widens into two open plains,
\

each of them extends hundreds of miles: the one opening toward 

H. B. in the shape of a funnel, lies between northwestern Shan

-tung and southeastern Chi-li. The surface of this plain is
'. " , *

monotonously flat and is often flooded by the thrilling over-
*

flow of the Tallow, River. We may call it the plain of S.E. Chi
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-11 as it occupies a large area of that part of the province .
* •

The other lies to the east due south of the coretriction of tte 

Hffang-ho valley* It is likewise an alluvial plain covering
*

large areas of northern Ho-nan, northern An-hwei, and northern
* *

Kiang-eu* Since the year 1852 the lower course of Hwang-ho has
» 

deserted this plain and adopted it£ present courea in the plaii

of S.B* Chi-li* The*writer proposes to call this plain Kwan-
* s

bei plain from the ancient naias of the province of An-hwei.
*

Between this plain and the plain of S.B. Oni-li protrudes bold 

«ly the upland of Shan-tung. The latter is best described as
4 »

an island rising above the alluvial sea.

Bordering the northwestern margin of the plain of S.S.

Ghi'-li* there arise parallel mountain ranges running in a NB- 
» • 

SW direction* They have been so expressively described by
1% Richthofen se the "Grill of Peking"* These parallel ranges occ-

-*ap7 a large tract of northwestern Chi-li. Proceeding north-
* *

eastward they meet the southern prolongation of the Great
fa 

Khingan range; and to the S.W., they join the Wu-tai and^Ki-
* *

chou-ehan mountains which end on their S.W. side, at the border
of the plain of Tai-yuan, locally known as^ilin-chou basin* The

> » 
southern ex tent ion of the "Wu-tai mountains completely araalga-

\ \
aates with the Shan-si plateau already referred to * Between

the headlanc^ BO to spealfc of the Shan-si plateau and the Grill
the 4n 

of Peking, after / fashion of/embayraent, lies a portion of the
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vast plain of S.K Chi-li. To the southeast of the embayment 

the isle of Shan-tung with its rugged weather-eaten feature, 

stands boldly in the distance. It is because of this peculiar 

configuration that we recognize the grand and unique scenery 

of N.1% China.

Returning to the head waters of the Hwang-ho, and to the 

north of it, we find a series of parallel mountain ranges enter 

ing China Proper from the N.¥. At first they pursue a S.EL course, 

then turn towards ELS.S. then K, and finally sweep round in a 

N.K direction, A1011^ tllft fo°t of the last-mentioned portion

the upper Hwang-hc flow northeastward. These high mountain 

ranges form a transitional belt between the Tibetan plateau, 

the central water shed of eastern and central Asia, and the Gdbv 

region of southern Mongolia. The northwestern part of these 

arcuate ranges are collectively known as Han-shan ranges.

Central China

Separating the valley of^Hwang-hc in northern China from 

the valley of the Yang-tze in central China, the mighty range 

cf the Tsing-ling runs in an equatorial direction for more thai 

800 miles. This range may be regarded as the main central water 

shed of China Proper. Unlike the eastern prolongation of the 

Kan-shan ranges which bends towards IT. S., the Ts ing-ling range 

Js believed by Richthofen and others to be the direct rectilin 

ear continuation of the Ewen-lun range in central Asia, and
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shows no conspicuous bending of its orographic axis as it pro- 

caads eastwards. /Entering into China Proper by the northern 

border pf the Tibetan plateau, (c to the south of the town of 

Didao) the Tsing-ling range always pursues a course S. by S.. 

After passing through southern Kan-su, southern Shen-si, soutls-
» *

-arn Ho-nan, it terminates somewhat abruptly at the head water 

of the river Hwai. Along its length several branches are given 

off; among them Ta-pa-shan and Mu-ling are most important* The
^ *

first of the two fonm the northern border of the province of

Su-chuan, and runs towards 1S.S.1S. into central Hupeh. The second
,

branch forms the divide betwean the province of Ho-nan and the
4

province of Hupeh, and runs in a direction approximately par 

allel to the Ta-pa-ehan branch. This range separates the waters
* \

feeding the rir&r Han and Yang-tze-kiang on its southern side^ 

fron the head waters of the river whai on its northern side.

To the south of the Tsing-ling range, in the province of 

SU-chuan, two neighbouring phys iographiaal ragions are disting-
*

-wished by their striking contrast of seenic peculiarities: 

(a) The western region forms the transitional area between the 

Tibetan plateau and China Proper with parallel high mountain

ranges running N-S. Between Ta-tsien-lu and Ba-tung, the Garabu
« «

attains a height of 7,400m, and the peate of Deava are believoi

to be still higher. The upper Yang-tze-laang or King-eha-kiang
% \ •

flows across these parallel mountains in a sinuous course. The 

same ranges extend southwards into W» Yun-nan. This feature is
\

well represented on any geographical map of China by the paraU-
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el lines indicating the KLn-s ha-kiang - gold-s and-river, tha 

Ya-lung-kiang, the river Me-kong, and the river Salween and
s S

their tributaries. Regarding western Su-chuan and western Yun-
s «

nan SB a s ingle phys iographical unit, the writer propos e& the 

name Si-shiu ranges for indicating the whole mountainfco\fc area* 

this region as comparable with the Kan-shan ranges in as far a
«

it fomB the & tep& by which the central upland of eastern jfeia 

descends to China, (b) A vast plain or basin lies immediately 

to the east of the SL-shiu mountainfcous region. The country
«

within this basin as comparatively low and generally flat. By 

far the greates t part of its surface is covered by red, fertile 

soil. Hence it has been called the rad basin of 9&-chuan» 

Although the surface feature Js nowhere characterized by prom-
V »

inent relief, parallel hill rangae running, in general, in a
4 nor the as terly direction are noticAable. Sometimes they ara rouril

and gentile in outline, and s ometimes they ar& flat-topped or 

even characterized by a deproBS ed cres t. On the north, the bas 

in is bordered by Ta-pa-ehan, the important branch of the 

3k ing -ling range; on the s outh it reaches the border of Yun-nai
*

and penetrates into K.W. Kwei-chou. On the east three long and
•*

deep gorges appear, through which the Yang-tze flox\& eas twarcfe, 

To the eas t of the gorge das trict mentioned above, and on 

both e ides of the Yang-tze^ the s urface features ara s omewhat
t

irregular: Isolated hills s orietimes arrange theiq& elves in the
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shape of a dissected chain^other times swell up from the low 

land at random. Broadly speaking, we recognize an ill-defined 

and irregular basin limited on the east by the hilly region of

SLE. Hupeh, on the south by the hills bordering the southern
the 

margin of the lake Tung-ting in Hu-nan. We may call it/middle
the 

Yang-tze basin or/Tung-ting basin.
* . "

To the S.B. of the. hilly regions of southeastern Hupeh 

1196 the lake of Po-yang. Prom the neighbourhood of this lake 

to the southeast and/east beyond Nan-king, the whols region is 

characterized by the array of hills and mountains having a 

dominant northeasterly trend. Following the change of the-trend 

of orographic axes the river Yang-tza bends suddenly towards 

K.S. This northeasterly trend* is so conspicuous and prevails
the

in so extensive an area in/lower Yang-tze valley that it enables 

-«• us to recognize a phi's iographical region covering the area

of Ki ang-s i , s outhe rn An-hwai , and s outhwes t e m Ki ang-s u.«We
the 

may conveniently call it/Ning-gang region after the ancient

names of Kiang-ei and Nan-king.

Southern China.

Let us now follow the main w atershed of southern Ghina 

from the west to the east. This watershed divides the vall3y 

of Si-kiang frori the valley of upper and middle Yang-tze. We 

have already seen that the Si-shiu ranges extend from western 

au-chuan into western and central Yun-nan. The strong relief of
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the latter districts caused by the parallel mountain rangas,

and deep intermontana valleys, is gradually replaced eastward 

by broad prolongation of plateau-like highland. Towards the 

province of Kwei-chou, the land surface is charactized by the 

feature of a true plateau which reaches as far as western 

Hu-nan. Geographers have already given it a name Kwei-chou
^

plateau*

On the southern border of the Kwai-chou plateau, between
*

Brang-si and Kwei-chou a conspicuous range bagins to appear 

which runs in an easterly direction, forming the divide between 

Hi-nan and Kwang-tung. Further aast, it reaches tha head waters 

of Gang-kiang in the southern part of the province of Kiang-si. 

Thence east-ward a complete change of orographic axis takes

place. This W-by S - 15 by H mighty ranga is known as/ Nan-ling
'to

or gouth-Kange, which answers /the Ts ing-ling ranga further north. 

The araa to the north of the crest line of the Nan-ling ranga

is drained into/Yang-tza, whila that to the south of it is, on
tHe

the western part drained into/Si-kiang, and on the eastern

part diractly into China Sea. Tha whole araa ambracad by the 

province of Ewang-si and a large part of western Kwang-tung, 

being drained by the river Si-kiang, may be regarded as Si-

klang valley.
In Yun-nan the orographic features ara somewhat peculiar.

The chairs biftWfcate into two branches: Those lying in the wast
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have a N--S trend, while those in the east trend S*S»E. The 

latter rui» parallel to the Red and Black rivers with decreas 

ing height towards Tonkin* Between these bifurcated chains lies
\yithe open plain of Pu-er. According to 8uess the bifurcation pra-

-fcably occurs at a place somewhere between Ta-li-fu and Yung-
« * *

tsang-fu. It is due to this eastern branch of the bifurcated
*

chain that the river Kin-6 ha-ki ang is suddenly forced to take 
an easterly course along the northern border of Yun-nan; and 

that the tributaries of Kin-s ha-ki ang are separated from those 

feeding the Red river and Black river*-

Southeastern China*

Having made a broad survey of the regiore adjoining the 

three river valleys, there only remains the coa&tal provinces 
of southeastern China - Che-kiang and Fu-kien, to be dealt with. 
^J have already seen, as we proceeded from the ¥. to the S. of

central China, that the change of orographic axis in the neigh
the

-bourhood of/Po-yang lake is followed by the alteration of the
course of/Yang-tze from S.B* to N.BL Again the Nan-ling range 
which rune alines t W-B, suddenly gives way to an entirely diff-

\

srent system of mountains at the head waters of Gang-kiang. 
These changes, as we would naturally expect, foreshadow the 
approach of a set of different physiographica! f*A*Utec char 

-act arizing the southeastern provinces.
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Starting from the northeastern corner of Kwang-tung, a

mountain range of considerable height runs towards IT.If• "B. ,ar.d 

fomB the northwestern border of Fu-kien and Che-kiang. The 

hills ct Hang-chcu appear to be the northeastern end of the
*

same range. The southern part of this range is generally known 
as Ta-yu-ling. Towards the north, the range is loss persistent 

and less continuous; various local names such as Pao~er~shan, 

Wi-lung-^han etc. have been given to it. For convenience, the 

writer proposes to call the whole, range Ta-yu-ling. The area 

lying to the S.13. of the Ta-yu-ling is drained by rivers runn 

ing in the directions predominantly perpendicular to the axis 

of the range, but occasionally parallel to it. e.g., The river 

Tung-kiang or T3ast River, runs in its upper half perpendicular 

and in its lowar half parallel to the 1T.1T. S. trand of tha water 

shed. The river JTiu-lung-kiang which enters into the Formosa 
Strait at Chang-chou, flows almost strictly in a direction per 

pendicular to the axis of the Ta-yu-ling. The course of the 

river Hin-kiang follow the trend of the s ame range for its 

upper half—a smaller half; but at the south of the town of Yen- 

ping, it bends abruptly, and describes an angle of nearly 90 

degrees. Thence southeastward, an U. S.IS. course is persistent^ 

ly persuad by the river, until it enters into the Forrios a Strait. 

Similar "5.S.E. course is observed with the W-kiang which enter* 
into the Yellow Sea at Wen-chou. The only large river in this



CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION 051 THE SEVERAL PffirSTOGRAPKECAL

RB&IOIIS

Only those pih^iographical features which appear to bear 
close relation to tectonics or otherwise important are dealt 
with in further detail.

The eastern and southeastern border of the
Mongolian plateau.

(a) The eastern boundary of the Mongolian plateau is mark 
ed by the Great Khingan range trending N»1T.S.-S»S,V. Rising 
from the southern side of the river Argun at about latitude 
55N. longtitude I2^K, tha range extends persistently towards 
^S.W., until it meets the parallel hill ranges in N.W. Chi-li 
at about latitude 42N* longtitudeMJKS. This range is peculiar 
inasmuch as it only possesses an eastern slope, representing, 
a& it were, the landing at the head of the Staircase. By this 
-gigantic step Mongolia descends to Manchuria*

In the eastern Gobi region, from Urga to Kalgan, the country 
ie not a desert plain, as it is generally believed to be , but 
Js more or less occupied by hills of fairly high altitude vary 
ing from I4eto to ISOOl*1 The hills diminish in height towards
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of Eu-ku-Jdio-to* More or less continuous with the ranges men-
* 

tioned aboye but trending in a more wes terly direction, are
lofty and precipitoi* heights ; along their feet the Hwang-ho

flore eastward*. The western part of these mountains is called
135 

Ifiini-ula by Prjewalski and Wula-ehari by Rockhill. It reaches «
* *

altitude of 8000ft and fonts a sharply defined block which
;

tenninatas on the northern s ide of the Hwang-ho in a wild man»r.
» « 

About 50E.M. we&t of Qiara-chata rises the Suma-chata
^ ^

range; the latter ie higher than the former, but runs in a 

parallel direction* To the north of the In-ehan range and more
*

or less parallel to it, there arie e& a e eries of rmuntainB 

Ou-than-djo, Ife hanyiia-ula, Shok-hcin-daban, Qieiten-ulaetc.,
\ • • < \ ^

separated by intermontane plains. Further north lies the rwt 

area covered by the Gobi s ands •

Curring with the H«W* bend of the Hwang-ho, is the arcuate
* >

range of Chara-narin-ula or Black-Mountain* It extends 370!kM.»
i ' r 

\ • >

Between thJs range and the pres ent COUXB e of th« Ewanh-ho lies 

an Allurial plain t rare IB ed by a nuniber »f abandoned COUIB es tf 

the same rirer. The eastern portion of the range trends W. ^W.
t *

which bends westward to a ^&W. trend. The whole range &

deeply incised. Rarinas and canons run ink direction oblique
/

to its orographic axis*
JT.W. of Chara-narin-ula, and parallel to it, Obrutchor

% «

encountered parallel mountain ranges which diminish in height 

towards the (Jobi-Altai. According to 9uese , the &W. continual*
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of the Chara-narin-ula as far more extern ive than it is gener 

ally believed to be. His inference oc drawn from the account
W 37* 

jfurnished by Kan&ualcow and Kce lew* These two explorers met t%c
heights •*— the B argue, te-ula and its probable southwestern

* •- «*..< 
prolongation the Oori-Yavari* Thes e mountaiiB are steep and

14.5 yrecipitoTJB s ugges ting s ome relation hip to the principal chain,
the Chara-narin-ula. They extend across the des ert with a north- 
easterly trend and vanish at a place about 80 miles N.B* of 
the town of Kan-su.

The wes tern limb of the large bend of the Hwang-hc is
t

bordered on the western side by the Ala-shan range rising to

an altitude of 3000m in the vicinity of Ning-sha-fu. The west-
,

9m flani: of this mountain is covered by dee ert s ands. It JB IB- 
lisved by Obrutchov that the mountain ranges coming from tha

i

H.W. meet underneath the s ands of the Ala-&han. Lcczy also 
thinlB that the ranges bordering the Hwang-h© s tand in s ome

«

relation to the eastern termination of the Nan-ehan ranges* 
Sues e after a close examination of the data relating to the 
surface features of the ess tern Han-shan, was compelled to 

accept the view held by Loczy and Obrutchov* It s eans to ba a 
significant fact that the arc thus formed .by the union of the 

two ranges shorn a rude parallelism to the amphitheatre of 

Irkteufc.
n

; r The 9ien-kan plateau

This region is customarily divided by Chinese geographeis
Into two parts s (I) The northern, spai&ely populated region of
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OrdcB is separated by the Great Wall from (2) the s outhern, mcr£ 
thickly populated region of 9ian-si and Kan-su. The southern

*

limit of this plateau is defined by the river Wei which flove 
in an essterly direction, and joirs the Hwang-ho in the neigh 
bourhood of Tung-kwan.

^

Tb.e main watershed of the Shen-kan plateau ruxs obliquely 
across the huge rectangular block defined by the Hwang-ho and 
the Wei-ho. It trends B.3., and partially coincides with the 
eaBtern portion of the Great Wall. The area lying to the N.W. 
of the main watershed & drained into the western limb of the 
great bend of the Hwang-ho; and that lying to the as* of it 
is drained, on the northern part into the ess tern limb of tha 
great bend of the Hwang-ho, and on the s outhern part into the 
Tfei-ho.

By far tha greates t part of this region is covered by 
wind-^orne deposits. The atmosphere is extremely dry . Only 

kindf of vegetation which require less t amount of
ture can maintain their life. The general climatic conditicrs 
often become aeolian during a period of drought.

The Nan-shan ranges
^

The northea&tern forerunner of the Han-shan ranges is the 
lung-shan range which lies to the H»S. of Su-chou and Gan 
and ruiB in a SIB. direction, i.e., parallel to the other 
to be described presently. These mount aiiB are divisible into 
three portions along their length: Each of the>m pose ess as cert 
ain morphological peculiarities: Imagining ourselves approach 
ing the ranges from the U.S. and making three travais e& , we
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should come across each member in the order des cribed below.

(a) N.W. Nan-6 nan. To the 6 outh of the head waters of 

the western tributaries of the Su-lei-shui, ( such se> the 8i- 

6hui etc.) and the 6treaty which unite at the town of Schi-bao- 

chien, there arises the Da-66 jue-s han range or the Great-Show- 

mountain. To the s outh of the. Da-ss jue-s han liee the Ye-ma-shai 

Between the Da-66 jue-s han and the Ye-ma-shan, the river Ye-nsa- 

ehui flore westward. This river is often dry. To the aw. of 

the Ye-ma-shan stands the Humboldt range which is separated, 

. on the H.E., from the Yo-ma-shan, by the valley of the Ifeurgy» 

goi; on the SwW., from the Ritter range by the valley of the 

Chaltyn-gol. JPurther SwW. lies the Mu&chketow mountain which 

appeals to be, on Obrutchov f& map, the western continuation of 

the s outh Kuku-nor range in the central Uan-shan region*
\

(b) Central Han-shan. According to Obrutchov, the re 

gion of central JTan-shan is bounded on the no rthe SB tern side fer 

a coE&picuoue range called the Eichthofen mountain or the Chi- 

lien-shan,» The K. S. flank of this mountain is cut by a number 

of parallel COIB equent s treaiss flowing no rthe ae tward. Among tl» 

five re 9 the Lin-shui and the Da-pei-shui,are the longaet. The 

town of Su-chou liae between the lowar cours es of thes e tv/o 

rivere. ^hile travelling in tha central Richthofen range, from 

the &iu-fo-fche to the Da-she valley, Obrutchov ole erved a
*

thick moraine at an altitude of 3410m. Peate ris ing above 4600m
9

to 4800m were als o s een by the s ame geologis t. Apparently gla-
^

€ial condition prevail in those localities at the present 

time. The next range to the &W. of the Kichthofen mountain ie
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the To-lai-shan. Although the latter is lass imposing and

smaller in size than the former, it is likewise covered by 
eternal s now. Between the To-lai-shan and the Eichthofen 
mountain lies the valley of the Ghun-shui, and a tributary of 
the Da-pei-shui. To the aw. of the To-lai-shan runs the Alex^ 
ander III range which probably rises to 6000m. It is separated 
from the To-lai-shan by the valley of the To-lai-chuan, i.e., 
the upper cours e of the Da-pei-6hui. To the &V. of tha Alex 
ander III range lies the 9u-le-nan-s han or thft Suess raountain 
of Obrutchor. Between this mountain and the Alexander III ran# 
the Su-lai-shui Hove northward. Further S*W. the mountain

« ^

ranges flatten out into the open swamp of £ outh !fe aidam.
(c) St'W, Han-shan. Between Lian-chcu and Lan-chou the

* » >

snow-clad Ran-shan ranges suffer a remarkable bend, giving rasa
i \

to parallel arcuate heights with their concave side opening to-
IT 

wards the north.' The northernmcB t member of thes e approocimatftV
concentric arcs JB the Mo-iao-shan which is believed by Obru-

* * *

tchov to be the s outhesB tarn prolongation of the Eichthof en 
range. It runs at first in an E.&B. direction, but near the 
ess tern end of the 9ii-ts ho-ts e-s han the general trand becomes 
KB,K Thence esBtward it as continued by the Ea-tac-bei-shan. 
The next arc following on the s outh of the Mo-mc-s han and its 

e® tern contination is the Shi-shan which appears to be the
"tf)€continuation of the To-lai-shan and the Ma-llng-s han in/centrd
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Han-shan region. "See tward the Sbi«0h«n arc is continued, by the 

Ping-fan-s han of 0&rutohov,,4.Al.on.: the s outh\v^ tem s icd of tha 

Ma-ling-e han, the ^ivar Ta*-tu^:-ho flov\& s outbess twards , arid

joins the uppar Hwang-to at, «^t* wt*. t 'Of r,a,^~cr.,ou. To the ^ "\,\
of tha Ta-tung-ho vallcr and tha north cf the lake Ku-ku-r-cr 

the mountain ranges are s oaaewaht irregular, showing a t^'uu^ic: r 

to converge towards H. ^"r. and to diverge towards S»S. The town 

of Si-ning lies in the open fork. To the ^W. of tha laka : i.-^to 

loi-norf long parallel ranges again appear. The f ire t one bord 

ering the lajp is the south Ku-ku-nor range; this- rangt? is 

separated fjrpm its s outh\v9s tern success or, the Semeno mountain 

by the open £es ert valley of La.-tGr.-f-un-gobi and a rauut-ar cf

The S-.ar, ~r i pi at e aus 

^ The province of £han-s i is naturall v divided into three
*

portions ••• the eastern tr-.e plateau, the central plrir. or

valley, and the was tern plateau-like upland. The central plain
H>. 

oacupias the least area. These stri^r ,cf land extend in a meri-
k • ••• 

dional direction,
>.

(a ) fhs characteristic features of the ecs tern plateaui*

Vast appreciated by imagining c-jrs elves malcing a traverse from
$ To 1% B outha4fttarn border to the northwest* A* tlr? north of :i a>

Jatn'c-fn, to-nan, the vest pi air. Of S» ^ Chi-li and ncrtharn Ho-
« *

nansuddanl;- ends at the abrupt, wall-like edge of the Sic;ri-& i
* %

%hich rises to a height cf 2000ft above the _lain or 

abjbve t>i<3S'?a. Its rugged ccetelleted top is one
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aoBt striking features. About I20lis northwest of this edge, a>w&
second rise of similar character rawee the surface of the 

ground still higher. Aboye the second rise the altitude is be 

lieved to be 6000ft above the sea level. The simple feature of
*L the plateau somatimies betraya^advancad phase of erosion, which

is particularly notic^abla in the neighbourhood of the famous 

mining district Yang-chang-hsien. 1J.W. to the Wu-ling pass 

(5000ft) the ground again falls abruptly, forming the western 

adge of the eastern plateau. In the gorges cut by streartB con 

sequent to this striking change of altitude, a large number of 

coal mines are seen in the districts of I-chung-hsien, Pou- 

shan-bsien etc.

(b) Th3 central plain or the Fen-ho valley is bordesred on 

both sides by mountain ranges of varying height. The eastern 

boundary of the valley runs along the western slopes of the 

Ho*«han and its southern continuation, ths Pong-huang-shan range, 
The slope of this broken range^tne western edge of the eastern 

Shan-si plateau is generally steeia and precipitous. The trend 

of the range curves with the course of the Pen-ho; The Ho-shan 

range trends almost H-S, but the Pong-huang-shan range trends 

H.N.3L on its northern part, and S.W. on its southern part. 

Thus the eastern margin of the Fen-ho vail37,or the western 

•dge of the eastern Shan-si plateau describes an arc with its 

concave side facing Hf.W. Further southeast, this arc is contin-
^

u«d by the Ta-hwa-shan range which curves from "B.1T. 1L to W. by 

^ Finally the range amalgamates with the mighty Ts ing-ling.
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The western boundary of the Pen-no valley is sometimes

by a gentle rise or sometimes by an abrupt change of ground.

The Mountains lying to the west of Wen-ehui-hsien and their
(=Ngo-Sha»x)

southern continuation, the 0-shan range^are among the more con-*\
spicuous heights which border the western margin of the Pen-ho 

Tallsy. The front of these heights is as a whole, less preci 

pitous and less sharp than that of the corresponding ranges 

bordering the eastern margin of the valley.

(c) With regard to the peculiar surface features of the 

western upland of Shan-si, the writer is unable to find any 

information.

The upland of Shan-tung

The upland of Shan-tung is bounded on the S.W. by the 

Grand Canal, and on the JT.W. by the western portion of the 

Kiao-chi railway —— from Chi-nan-fu to Wei-hsien. The whole 

region is dirided by a depressed area in the middle of the 

proTince, lying between RLao-chou and Wei-hsien. In this low 

land the Wei-ho, the Kiao-ho and their tributaries flow from 

the S. to the IT., and enter into the Gulf of Chi-li. To the 

•ast of the central depression lies the rugged and precipit 

ous peninsula ; to th3*west of it mountain ranges rise to great 

altitudes.

(a) In western Shan-tung three series of parallel high
n

Mountain ranges ar3 recogft&zable; each of them possesses pecu 

liar orograpJiic axis. (I) To the west of the Yi-ho which flows 

the "north to the south, and joins the Grand Canal at the
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south of Pei-chcu, four conspicuous parallel rangae appear. Tte
\

southeastern parte of these ranges treond N.W.-S.3. But, proceed-
\

ing northwestward, their axes change from S.U.-H.W. to K-W.If
*

tie draw a lin« by joining the points where the bending of the 
axes tafce place, we would find such a line running almost per- 
p»tidicular to the N.W. trend, that is, it runs in a northeasterly 
.direction, ^ramerating the, ranges from the S»W. to the IT. E., 
the first is the Chuan-ku-e han which lias to the I7.13. of Tsou-

* *

hsien, Teng-h&ien, Yi-bsien, and threes off a large number of
parallel consequent streara from its southwestern flank to fetfd

o the flrand Canal. The second is the Meng-shan (450ft.) which liss
^ ^

to the ILK of ^ul-ehui-hsien and Pei-hsien. In the Talley be-
• *

tween the firct and the second range, two longitudinal strears 
How in opposite direction. The one that runs towards the 11.^. 
- the Tzu-hc, bends southward at Yen-chcu-fuf and Joins the

« \ «

Grand Canal; the other which runs towards the S»S» - the 3?ang- 
fco» Joins the Yi-ho at Yi-chcu-fu. The third range is the Lien-

% •» * ^

hwa-shan (»3280ft. ) which lies to the N.S. of Ifeiu-tai-hsien
< 

and Meng-yin-hsien, and is separated from the second range,
Ifeng-shan, by the Talley of the Wen-ho artf the Tung-wen-ho.

^ « »

These two rirere flow in opposite directions > and Join the 
drand Canal and the Yi-ho respectively in the exactly similar

4

manner as the Tzu-ho and the Pang-ho do. The fourth is the
•

Yung-fu-s han or the Ao-shan which lies to the N. ^ of the head
< * *

watere of the Yi-hc and the Wu-wen-ho, a tributary of the Wen-
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ho* This fourth range is tha shortest among the four, but

most conspicuous in its way of changing the trend* (2) To the 

north and H»K of these parallel mountains we find another 

series of ranges which trend more or less ELH.B. The Ti-shan 

and the Tai-chan (5050ft.at summit) ranges between Chi-nan-fu
» * *

and Tai-an-fu, the Ta-ku-shan and the Ta-hsien ranges between
» * * »

Chin-chwaHTu and the head waters of the Yan-ho are the typical
' * • • 

•xamples of this series* (3) A third series running almost
e the

are particularly noticable in the region to the east cf/Yi-ho
^%

t

and the Shiu-ho. The latter flcras southward as far as Shu-yung-
*

Isien, thence sweeps round toward the east and finally enteis 

into the Yellow Sea*

(b) Although the topographical features of eastern Shan-
iforo*. 

tung is not so regular as ^tfeat of western Shan—tung, a water-
\ N

6bed with its surface crest line trending E.N.-S*^. is recogni
^

zable in the N»W. part of the peninsula* It extends from the 

€w w* of Lai-chou^fu, and passes the Ticinity of Ghao-yuen-hBien.
Kj ' ^^vji*^'

farther K*3, at the s outl\ or *fc* Hwang-heien, the trend change

from S.W.-K. S. to W»-E.At a point to the north of Chao-yuen-
to hsien the watershed attains an altitude of 2500ft. B*ex average

height e^-irt increasas eastward. At the suramit of the Ai-shan,
%

the eastern terminal of the watershed, a height of 3100ft, is 

recorded. A large number of small consequent streacm drain the 

coastal districts lying to the H»W. of this watershedt into
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the Gulf of Chi-li. Parallel to the southern coast of the pen 

insula, between Lai-yang-hsien and Hai-yang-hsien, another
\ - •

watershed exists* It assumes the similar trend as that in the 

northwestern part of the peninsula, but rises to a smaller a!-
OO "

titude on the average, (from I300ft.tc-20ft.) Betv/een these two
^

watersheds lies a highly eroded central area with dissected 

chains approximately trending R.-S» In the valleys between the
4

chains the river Wu-lung-hc, Ta-iu-ho and their tributaries
1 la"7 

flow s outhwards into the Yellow Sea.

The Red basin of 3u-chuan

It has been already stated that the basin is bordered on
1 

the north by imposing mountain ranges. From western Ta-pa-shan

to Mu-tu-shan the ax«s of the bordering mountains curve from 

almost K»-^. to IT*!%-£*¥» Prom ITiu-tu-shan southward the trend
* « *

of the heights bends from H.13.-S*¥. to 1T.N.EL-S. S,¥. The alti-
« ftw&vjtf 

tude of this* arcuate range* diminishes for a time nfc Athe north

of Ya-chou; but to the S»¥. of the same town conspicuous para 

llel ranges, again appear,trending B.-S. They are collectively
rncknown as/Ta-chan-ling, or the Ore at-mountain-range. Suess com 

pares these mountains bordering the northwestern margin of the
«4J 

red b£6in with the CJhara-narin-ula range in£cuth l,!bngolia. On

the southeast,the basin is bordered by a long continuous scarp 

—the edge of the Kwei-chow plateau; on the south its margin 

apparently extends as far as the south of Yun-ning.
*

In the eastern patt of the basin, more or less parallel
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hill rangOB ris e to a height varying f rom. 300m to 400m above

the plairu Tha mean altitude of thes a hills gradually dimin-
%

ishes towards the northern and the wee tarn part of the basin; 

and they show a tendency of approaching one another towards
Krt'f-C

the northeastern part of the basin, ee if they awee laterally 
compress ed. Between Chung-king tod Lung-chang there are five 
rows of s uch hills trending H.E. Prom Chung-3cLng to Ta-ts u

« *

four roTO of flat topped ridges are reported to occur. Jte these 

ridges extend northward, the definition of each ridge gradual^ 

becomes vague. To the southeast of Ho-chou where the Ki-a-ling-
» » *

Hang comes from the north, the five different hill ranges 

completely amalgamate into a united whole. Here the river cuts 

gorges along its winding path producing attractive s cenery. 

Purther northeas t, at a place to the north of the town of Wan- 

teien, hillocte rising to a height of about 400m, run in a B.17.E 
direction. To the north of Ta-ning their trend is completely

krtft
in accordance -fco^the eastern prolongation of the Ta^-pa-shan 9&

• «

range, viz, 15,&T5, It as significant that the change of the 

trend of thes e hills is almcs t s trictly followed by the corres 

ponding change of the couxs e of the river Yang-tze in the 

eas tarn part of the bss in.
In the s outhern and western part of the basin there are 

only two characteristic long ridges: One ruiB in a northeas tefty 

direction, and pass es the neighbourhood of Soi-fu; and the otter
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runs towards Ya-chou. Both of them disappear towards/xnortheast

Between Lung-chang and Kia-ting there is a large number of lo*v 

hills, but none of them seem tc possess the peculiar feature 

of the ridges des cribed above.

In the northwestern part of the basin lies a rectangular 

plain. On the northeastern border of this ple^n is situated tte 

town of Chen-tut hence this plain is generally called the plaii
*

of Chen-tu. Bordering the east and northeast of the Chen-tu
^ ,

plain, are fairly notable hill ranges which on the east trend 

almost H.-SI, while on the N.K trend H.N.W.
\

In the northern and central part of the basin, the ground 

Js essentially flat. Nowhere it exhibits significant relief 

except on the border of the basin. To the north of Ewang-yuang-

fc&i«n Richthofen ob© erred parallel mountain ranges attaining
^ an altitude of 2000ft, trending W.20S. Since they are outside

*

the basin, they should be regarded as roambeis of the Ta-pa-shaa
« *

range.
The rirer Yang-tze enters into the Red Basin from its 

southwestern corner and trarels in a northeasterly direction. 

At 9ui-fu it receives the water of the Min-lciang from tha U.W. 

After cutting across the ridge near 9ui-fu, (described above) 

it still advances in a general northeasterly direction, but 

describes a rather sinuous course. In the neighbourhood of 

Chung-king it again cuts across a number of ridges and receive 

the water of tha Kia-lin-Iciang from the north near the town of 

Chung-ldng. At Fou-chow the river Wu-kiang meets the Yang-tze
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from t-ia south* Thence northeastward it follonsB the trend of 

the ridges, Tiz. N.N. Tfi., for a considerable distance.

At the south of Wan~lBien the rirer bends towards the aast^
%

completely in accordance with the trend of the hill ranges which 

also btnd toward the east as they approach the lofty Ta-pa-shan 

range, the important branch of the is ing--ling-* han. Thance *t <£ 

cute a straight channel till the gorge district is reached.

* The Kwei-chou plateau

The highland forming the was tern part of the plateau dimi 

nish* towards the east. In the longitude of Kwei-yang it bi 

furcates into a southern and nort?iern waters had with the val-
*

Ity of the Wu-iiang lying between them.
»

The northern watershed is surrounded on the southern, 

southeastern and eastern sides by the rirer Wu-kiang which 2z»etS 

the Yang-tza at Poo-chou.
» \

To the south of Kwei-yang-fu the southern watsrshed ruiB

in an easterly direction; in the neighbourhood of Too-suen-fu
\ 

it »uddenljr tur^s towards N,N»B. The eastern scarp^ of the

watershed is steep and well-defined (3500ft.to 4500ft.) and 

probably extends continuously to the gorge district of the 

Y»ig-tzau By this remalckable, extensive step the plateau of 

Xwei-chou descends to Hunan* Just as the Mongolian plateau da- 

ecancb to Manchuria by the Khinganstep. In the neighbourhood 

of Chen-yuan, the river Yuan cuts pictures que gorges mi^iieking 

those of the middle Yang-tza region but in a smaller scale: 

Cliffs rise to a height from 400ft to 500ft; waterfalls appear
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in success ion along the course of the river; underground rivess
W and car as are of frequent occurrence. Thee e features combine

to produce charming scenery.

The Tung-ting basin
^

and the adjacent districts

The northern part of ths Tung-ting basin is characterized 

by a large number of lakes and marehy ground. In the southern 

part of it an extensive area is occupied by the shallow lake 

of Tung-ting. The river Yang-tze enters into this region from
» %

I~tu on its H»W* border. It flovfc southeas tward as far as the
*

mouth of the Tung-ting lake, thence the river suddenly turns 

to a northeasterly direction, separating the hilly region on 

Its southeastern side from the marshy lowland on its northwes tr 

am side. After making a peculiar loop at Jin-ko, the river
^

again ruts in a N. 15. direction till it meets the water of the 

river Han at Hankow. TO the north of the city of Hankow a sha^p 

bend makes the river onca more to take a general southeasterly 

couxs e towards Kiu-kiang. Prom Hankow to Kiu-kiang four times
* «.

the river assumes a local W»-K cotiise, each of which corres-
' * . ^

ponds to a stretch of hill spur trending W.-"S.
\ 

In the neighbourhood of the lake Tung-ting hills begin to
\

appear on its western, southern and eastern sides. Thesa hills 

gradually increase in height as they racede from the margin of th

lake. They possess rathar irregular contours and form v;at3tBhaft$ 
between three river valleys of Hu-nan.
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(I) Ihe Yuan-kiang valley. The source of the rivar Yuan 

lias in the ees tarn part of the Kwei-chou plateau and the north

arn foot of the Han-ling4. Proceeding north-north-aee twar&» i
' rUx cuts gorges in the neighbourhood of Ohen-yuan: further H* 13. ifr

Ktr^Lt^f1^
jpuiBues a s oraewhat s inuouB^cours e, until finally it enters into 

the lake Tung-ting at.its southwestern corner. (2) The Os za~ 
kiang valley. This valley as situated to the west of the Yuan- 
iiang valley and the ess t of the Siang-kiang valley. The river

«

fe ze des cends from the Han-lin^ range on the s outhern border 

of Hu-nan* In the upper part, the river flou© northward. Prom 
the west of An-hwa, it suddenly takes an easterly couis e, and

*

enteis into the lake Tung-ting at its s outhacB tern corner.

(3) The QLang-kiang valley. The river Siang also descends from
,

the Han-ling range. But unlike the other two, its couis e 3s 

almost strictly S.-K., being parallel to the divide between 
the province of Hu-nan and Kiang-si, i.e., the watershed be 

tween the Siang-kiang valley and Gang-kiang valley. The latter 

IB connected with the Po-yang-hu bss in and therefore belong 

to a different phy& iographical region.

The material brought down by thes 3 rivers & enonocus in
1*4 <iuantity. According to the Chines e official record 'the land

surrounding the lake Tung-ting, is gaining s everal million mao
a/ 

per Annum at the expers e of the lake. It sears to be highly

probable that all the is olated lakes in the Tung-ting bas in 

were originally connected by a continuous sheet of water. Sub 
sequent infilling during very recent geological tine hse bean
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res pore ible for the growth of the cultivable land lying 

between the remtfnante (the ja olated lakes ) of the ancient 

exteiB ive lake.
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CHAPTER III

The study of the succae&iva physi ©graphical stages in 

northern and central China has enabled Bailey Wiiiis tc racog- 

niza different cycles of erosion during the last continental 

period of that country. Although this subject is axtreioaly 

fascinating in a country like China where the geological devel 

opment has been essentially continent al> and revolutionary 

morphological changes of the land-surf aca hare taken place s ev- 

•ral tiioaB since th3 Jurassic period, (p^-^y) The available date 

and the space of this thesis do not admit the writer to amtar

into the detailed discussion. Only the more important conclu-
'54 

siorE drawn by finis are briefly indicated below.

northern China

Pour sue c ass ive physiographic al stages have bean disting 

uished by Willis in northern China.
(I) Pei-tai staga-A vary agad form of peneplain is seen 

on the high plataau of the Wu-tai-shan and alsewhera

in eastern jfeia. Wiliis regards the period during
thfe which/paneplanation took place, as the f list stage of

tha last continental period in northern China. Ha 

calte it tha Pei-tai staga.
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(2) Tang~hsien stage An eroded surface with moderate

relief is well developed near Tang-teien, Chi-li. 

The peneplain resulting from the Tang-hsien cycle of 

erosion is apparently less mature than that from the 

previous Pei-tai cycle of erosion.

(3) Hin-chou stage This third stage is one of aggra-
r \ ,

dation in northern China. Tha deposition of loess

began at the beginning of this stage. Attributing

production of the desert wast* to the climatic

at the end of the Tertiary time* Willis assigns this

s tage to the opening of the PI'3 is toe ana epoch, but

he als o remarle that it may date back to the PlioceiB

time.

(4) Pan-ho stage Judging from the young features of 

the cano'ns cut by the river Pen in Shan-si, Willis 

believes that this fourth stage is the rscst recent one,

Central China

According to Wiiiis only two stages of physiographicali
ehange are recognizable in central China.

(I) !fe ing-ling stage The present & ing-ling ranga is 

suppcsed to be built at the end of this stag®. Will* 

states that the ancient peneplain is still occasion 

ally seen on the summit of the s artie range; and that 

it is difficult to correlate the Ts ing-ling stage 

with the stages which he is able to distinguish in 

northern China.
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(2) Yang-tze s tage Following the Is ing-ling s taga as

the Yang-tzo stage which, according to Willis , is

equivalent to the Pen-no s tage in northern China.
\ 

Some remarts on the floTelo^mggt^^^
< \

Commenting on the hydrographic s y$ tern of the Red Bss in of
ll 

&-chuan and wee tern Hupeh, JUKniep's peals of the advanced
* *

peneplanmtion of the middle Yang-tze region, and the laaanderin
» 

of the river without clce e connection to the rocle-s tructure;
* * •

while Abendanon writes : "The irultifference of the cours e of the 

middle Yang-tze to the general land-structure rising fromsouHi
* *

to north, anight account to- the antecedent theory. On the other 

hand, the bending round of that Yang-tze near Wan-h= ien, from a
* *

general U.H. 3. to an 3»R»]3. couise, in complete accordance to 

the turn of the anticlines of the Red BSB in agains t Tfe ing-Ling- 

shan, seem to bear against this theory, for here the* river has 

followed the mountain structure n.

Prom the ramarls made by Kniep, we would gather that the 

middle Yang-tze hsB already reached its base level of erosion; 

but thie idea is contradicted by the fact that swift current 

continuously poure down from the gorges, and does the work of 

corrasion and abr»ion in v,an energetic manner; indeed the river 

maniffesta every youthful feature. Moreover the course of the
f

Yang-tze in the gorge district, is sometimes parallel to the

«x«^ of the folded strata, (above Ba-tung-te ien) and s ometimaB
» » 

perpendicular to them, (atthe I-chang gorge) showing that it
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do as bear some connection to the rock s trueture. Therefore we 

cannot regard Khiep's remark either SB an anouncement of facts 

or some preliminary suggestion which might evolve to an accapV 

able hypothesis* Abendanon Y& account quoted above is much more
&* CLtttr£*~**~

congruentNwith the observed facts* To account for the existing 

hydrographic system in the upper and the laiddle Yang~tze regioi 

Abendanon writes that it is probably due to the combined effect 

of antecedent and regressed rivsis. This hypothesis suffers 

criticism of being too elastic; it only gives us a vague 

sion about the development of the Eaighty river*
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 CHAPTER IV.

S T H A T I G R A P H Y. 

Introductory.

T; Selection of data    In endeavouring to gather 

various kind of .adequate information to form the frame 

work of this chapter, two principles are constantly kept 

in view: (l) the data must be reliable in so far as the 

writer is able to judge. (2) They must be fairly typical 

over a rather wide area, in other words they may be taken 

as representatives, so to speak, of the stratigraphical 

facts of a region in which geological conditions are 

essentially similar all over the area. That kind of 

information which does not satisfy both of these two 

conditions is discarded. From the second it follows that 

observations of merely local importance, are left out of 

consideration. It would be against the original intention 

for the preparation of this work, if every detail of known 

facts were to be included.

Sometimes the records made by different observers at 

different times in the same district tend to confirm one 

another, but in other cases they'do not entirely agree or 

may even conflict. In dealing with such cases the writer 

thinks that the safest and the most unbiased way is to cite 

all the accounts of observations, as far as convenience of



description permits, in the original form; and leave them 

to fight their own battle.

In all cases, attempt is made to distinguish the 

observed facts from deduced data, so that even --hen the 

deduction fails, which may be expected to occur as our 

knowledge grows, the established facts would not suffer 

any distortion or be otherwise affected.

The treatment of each system or a group of systems, 

except the post Jurassic, is divided into three parts: 

(l) General remarks on the outstanding points characterizing 

the particular system or a group of systems are irade. A 

short historical account concerning the establishment of any 

system peculiar to China is also inserted under the same 

heading. (2) The stratigraphical sequences determined 

by different observers in various regions are dealt with 

under the heading of field observations. These form the 

fundamental data from which all deductions are to be derived 

In this part of the work, save the general arrangement, 

translation, para-phrasing and wording, the writer f s own 

opinion is very little concerned. The description of each 

unit or a series in a sequence is found sometimes too brief 

ajid sometimes too full of superfluous material. In the 

former case, the description is amplified, if possible, by 

adding further notes which are drawn from one and the same 

author ! s work but not necessarily from the same part of it.
 

In the latter case, material that appears to be superfluous



has been omitted, the writer must accept the responsibility 

for such abridgement. (3) Evidence and arguments (if any) 

are brought forward under the heading of correlation or 

summary, as the case may be, in which a certain amount of 

the writer ! s opinion is involved.

By far the greater number of fossils that have been 

described and figured by different palaeontologists are 

mentioned in connection with the description of the geological 

formations which yield them or with reference to the exact 

locality from which they have been collected. The large 

lists of fossils appear at first sight, to be out of propor 

tion in this thesis; but that this is not really so is 

seen when it is realised how vital a part each species may 

play in the determination of age and the correlation of 

Strata both in the present and future stratigraphical study 

in China.

The weight of any inference drawn with regard to the
*

question of age of certain strata must ultimately depend on 

the authentity of the specific determination of the fossils that 

they yield. With regret, the writer considers himself not 

in a position to take part in palaeontological discussion; 

nor is it desirable to bring such discussion into this thesis. 

The specific and generic names given by different palaeontolo 

gists are arranged in separate lists vrith reference to the 

original papers in which the actual specimens are described 

and figured.

Terms, notations, etc,., used. ..in this section     In



northern China where stratigraphy is comparatively simple, 

a number of peculiar systems has been recognised by 

Richthofen, Bailey, Willis and others. The names given 

to these systems are adopted in this thesis either in 

their original sense or slightly modified by the writer. 

In both cases, they are clearly defined under the heading 

of General Remarks of each system or a group of systems. 

The application of these peculiar terras in southern China 

does not seem to be possibly, for there the stratigraphical 

record is much more complete and complicated than that of 

northern China. The writer has attempted to extend the use 

of these terms to a large part, if not the whole of the 

country with the object of simplifying matters relating to 

stratigraphical correlation; but reports after reports from 

southern China have forced him to abandon this plan.

Having made no personal field observations, I feel 

scarcely justified in classifying Chinese geological 

formations under new systems, though frequently such a 

procedure appears to be desirable. To do so it would 

necessitate the introduction of nevr terms, which is too 

heavy a responsibility for the writer to accept, at all 

events at present. On the other hand I do not hesitate to 

assert the presence of certain large groups of formations 

in China equivalent to those developed in Europe and North 

America, during different periods on the strength of 

palaeontological evidence. Being governed by the^e



circumstances, a suitable method for denoting a group of 

formations with respect to their approximate age becomes 

necessary. To form the heading under which each group'of

formations is to be described, I use the names of definite
^ 

geological period or periods combined with^hyphen (-) and

dots (...). A hyphen between the names of two periods means 

the duration of the two periods, while dots are meant to 

signify the uncertainty of the chronological extension of a
0^ <#UwtCrJvv

group and yet^not far from the period to which the dots are 

attached, e.g. CAMBRIAN-MIDDLE ORDOVICIAN    represents a 

group of formations, the lowest member of nhich was formed 

at the beginning of the Cambrian time, while the uppermost

member may extend to some short period after the close of
<r

the Middle Ordovician. It is hardly necessary to say that

such groups arei^largely'v^videcj) for the convenience of 

description.

Utmost care is taken to prevent straining the original 

statements recording field observations, when they are 

subjected to reconstruction. A number of vague technical 

terms frequently occur in French and German works, e.g. 

French Geologists seem to use the word w schist" Sometimes 

for shale and sometimes for slates, while German writers 

use the term "schiefer" in various senses. To avoid 

confusion and vagueness I render all these terras into what 

appears to be the most appropriate English ?K>rd for each 

particular case and put the original in bracket.
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All stratigraphical sequences are arranged in descending
y

order and numbered from the base of a sequence upwards. The 

lettering or notation of each set of beds in a sequence.and 

the standard of measurements quoted or abstracted frori various 

works are kept in their original form at the expense of 

uniformity of style. The object is to attain the greatest 

facility for tracing the information to its original source. 

The standards used for measuring distance and thickness are 

English mile , kilometer , li. ; , foot and meter.

English, French and German writers all have their 

peculiar ways fcaOspelling dhinese names. They may not 

exactly convey the original Chinese pronounciation but the 

writer thinks it desirable not to alter them for the same 

reason as stated above. In this connection two exceptions, 

however, occur: (l) M Chff attached to the beginning of a 

syllable given by French writers is replaced by f Sh f in this 

thesis. (2) 'J 1 placed at the beginning of a syllable 

given by German writers is replaced by f Y ! ; e.g. 'Chann 1 is 

transformed into f Shann* and Jen-tsai-yi is transformed 

into Yen-tsai-yi.

Before- proceeding to deal with each system or a group 

of systems, I here introduce a table showing the general 

stratigraphical succession in different parts of China, and 

the lateral equivalents of each formation. It is based on 

the conclusions drawn by different geologists and palaeontologists



mentioned in this chapter, and also, to a certain extent, 

on the writer f s opinion.

Notations in the table:

Conformable junction between two formations is denoted by 

Unconf ormable " fl " ff « « « 

Uncertainty of the nature of the junction between two 

formations is denoted by ... ...



PRErCAM BRIAN

or

The Pre-Siny|ian Systems* 

(1) General .Remarks*.

Rocks classified here under the term pre-Sinisian systems are 

characterized by their stratigraphical position below the plane of 

pre-Sinisian unconformity, or the lowest stratum of the Sinisian 

system as defined later* Since we have good reason to believe that 

the lowest Sinisian bed is equivalent to the lowest Cambrian bed, 

we may regard the pre-Sinisian systems in China as equivalent to the

pre-Cambrian systems in the other parts of the world. It is, how-
?re-

ever, important to note that, although the KSinisian systems occupy 

as a whole, the lowest stratigraphical position in Chinese geology, 

they are not necessarily the oldest rocks; for intrusions of much 

younger age than Cambrian are intermingled with the true pre-Cambrian 

formations.

The pre-Sinisian systems include rocks of various kinds - 

igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic. The last mentioned is more 

predominating in these systems than in any others: Nearly every 

member of the pre-Sinisian systems shows signs of metamorphism in the 

wider sense of the term. They are often so badly altered that one

can hardly make out whether they were of sedimentary or igneous
ftvuC^u*

origin. Bai highly metamorphosed rocks in China do not necessarily



belong to pre-Sinisian systems; for large masses of schists probably
jxltff^r ' 171- MW 15^ 

of^mesozoic age occur in the eastern Tsing-ling-shan, according to

Bailey Willis; and palaeozoic gneiss and schists showing a pre- 

Sinisian aspect are exposed at many localities in S.E. Yun-nan, 

according to J. Deprat. a~tL o^^.
]S'

Pre-Sinisian rocks are generally unfossiliferous for all we 

know* Even in those members which are most favourably disposed to 

preserve organic remains, such as shales and limestones,no more 

than traces of doubtful fucoidal inpressions and enigmatical worm 

tracks have been found. Curved and minutely contorted laminae of

flints are reported to occur in pre-Sinisian strata. They are
3.01 £* d*» -w^wU Hc^f'

compared by Willis with Cryptozoan Proliferum^Hall. But^such peculiai

structure seems to be more likely due to mechanical cause rather 

than organic origin.

Important exposures of the pre-Sinisian rocks are chiefly 

known in northern China in the provinces of Shan-tung, Chi-li, Shan- 

si, the Nan-shan region, and the Tsing-ling range. But in southern 

China they are also exposed here and there: The principal exposures 

are in western Su-chuan or the Si-Shiu ranges, middle Yang-tze,

northern An-hwei, southern Kwang-tung and probably in some parts of
?-i 

the southeastern coast.

On account of the grand development of the pre-Sinisian or 

pre-Cambrian rocks in northern China, it seems to be desirable to 

subdivide them into different systems. Such systems, when we can

consider them as well-established, would be not only of local value
throTT much light 

but would "&« « * itfaeto &&$o-pfc«&«* on the early geological development

of the world. At present all that we know for certain during the



pre- Cambrian time in China is that prolonged sedimentation was 

punctuated by earth movements. The nature of the geological pro 

cesses in this ancient time does not appear to have differed mat-
,'••

erially in kind a»d probably &&p ±n degree from feat which
. 3, A v

common to the later geological processes since Cambriam 

time. Although the available data are insufficient to warrant the 

establishment of different pre-Sinisian systems purely from strat- 

igraphical point of view, the three principal lithological and 

structural types of the pre-Sinisian rocks exposed on the S.E. 

flank of the Wu-tai-shan seem to invite us to attempt, at least 

provisionally some chronological division of the pre-Sinisian period.
15%

Bailey Willis has used the terms "Eo-proterozoic1* for repre 

senting the early part of the Algonkian time and "Neo-proterozoic" 

for the later part of the same period. Obviously he uses the term 

proterozoic in a different sense from what has been defined by Prof. 

C. Lapworth who has contracted the term as protozoic, and used it to 

indicate the lower palaeozoic groups. Regarding the marbles and 

schists in the fundamental complex, the lowest group of the pre- 

Sinisian systems (see p(4f ) as altered sediments, the writer ven 

tures to call these sediments Eo-proterozoic formation; Accordingly 

he regards the Eo-proterozoic of Willis as Meso-proterozoic and uses 

the tern Neo-proterozoic in the sense as originally defined by Willis. 

According to this scheme, we have three periods in pre-Sinisian or 

pre-Cambrian time: The oldest which is represented by the highly 

altered sediments intermingled in the fundamental complex, is 

eo-proterozioc, the second is meso-proterozioc and the third neo- 

proterozioc.



(11) Field Observations.

N.,E  .China.

Western Chi-li and Northern Shan-al._ 

In the district of Wu-tai-shan and the adjoining regions,

Willis and Blackwelder recognized three groups of pre-Sinisian
\W 

formations: v

C. Hu-to system.

B. Wu-tai system.

A. Tai-shan complex.

A. Tai-shan complex The rocks of the Tai-shan complex are, 

according to Willis and Blackwelder, fcroadly exposed in the vicin 

ity of Tang-hsien and Fou-ping-hsien, Chi-li, and along the divide 

between that province and Shan-si. They occur also in the dissected 

upland west and south of the city of fiin-chou, on the northwestern 

foot of the Ki-cnou-shan, and more extensively along the northern 

base of the Wu-tai mountains.

In the Tang-hsien and Pou-ping-hsien district the nature 

of the complex is in general the same, and grades from "gneissoid 

granite11 into mica-schist. It is usually .quartzose with a small 

amount of hornblende or biotile. Lenticles of amphibole schist and 

biotile schist, varying from a few inches to a few feet in size, are 

numerous at places. Small masses of course white marble with or



without streaks of vrhite mica occur in association with mica schist. 

In the more quartzose variety of the complex there are few or no 

felspars. Parallel layers of acidic composition, possibly owing their 

origin to early intrusion, are in some cases responsible for the band 

ed structure; in other cases they give rise to peculiar designs when 

folded or contorted* (see section )

Intruded into the complex mentioned above, there are granites, 

aplites, granite-porphyries, felspar porphyries, and altered basic 

rocks generally classified as greenstones. The acid rocks occur as
t

dykes of varying size in the mountains near Tang-hsien and the 

vicinity of Fou-ping-hsien. Some of the aplites appear to be apop- 

hyses of large granite porphyries. Veins of quartz and pegmatite 

traversing the complex are frequently seen. They may be genetically

connected with the granite. In the west of Fou-ping-hsien horn-
t 

blende becomes the prominent constituent of the pegmatites. The

basic dykes are well exposed in the region of Fou-ping-hsien and 

Tang-hsien. Their number and thickness increase towards the <.Yu-tai- 

shan. One dyke of greenstone exposed at the south-east end of the 

mountain west of Wan-hsien, is as wide as 400 ft. These basic rocks 

are altered to various extent, ranging fron those which hardly 

show any sign of strained condition to epidiorite and hornblende 

schist.

On the northwestern side of the T"u-tai-shan the prevailing 

rock is a reddish mica-gneiss traversed by schistoze greenstone. 

Richthofen first reported its occurence in this district, and he
-<G

regards it as basal gneiss, wniis identified the same rock during



ito
his hurried Journey.

The red and grey granite exposed in the Hin-flfoou^ district, 

are composed of orthoclase, biotile and blueish grey quartz. 

Although they themselves do not appear to have been highly meta-
"Kftr^t

morphosed, the greenstones which ;Vintruded into them are usually 

schistose.

B. Wu-tai system* In the Wu-tai district, S.E. of Shl- 

tsui, Willis and Blackwelder observed soft grey mica schist overlying 

the typical Tai-shan complex. This schist is quickly followed upwards 

by coarse-grained felspathie quartzite. This quartzite is regarded 

by Willis as the first indisputable sediments that overlie the 

gneissic complex in the Wu-tai district. Owing to the advanced 

metamorphism that both the quartzite and the gneiss have suffered, 

Willis and Blackwelder were unable to determine the actual Junction 

between the two. Nevertheless they state that the whole sequence of 

rocks lying above the soft grey mica schist is distinctly stratified, 

and the strata are much less intensely metamorphosed than the under 

lying complex, Therefore they infer that the Junction between the

Tai-shan complex and its overlying series must be an unconfonnable
VW 

one. They call the overlying series \M Wu-tai system11 .

The rocks belonging to the Wu-tai system are well exposed along

the S.E. flank of the Wu-tai-shan. Their apparent succession was
'M 

observed by Willis and Blackwelder. The following sequence is not

exposed along a single section, but is a combination of the exposed

succession of strata in three sections, viz. Shi-tsui section,

(1 to 19) Shan-ho-miau section. (20 to 26) and Wu-tai-shan section



(27 to 33) The numbering of the strata given below is not in 

accordance with the interpreted sequence as given by T' rillis and 

Blackwelder, but is intended to denote what appears to be the 

apparent succession of the T.Yu-tai system on the southeastern flank 

of the VTu-tai~shan as observed by the same geologists (see section

34o Gneiss composed of quartz, felspar, muscovite 
and chlorite; metamorphosed to an advanced 
stage, partial recrystallization being rec- 
ognizableo This gneiss grades into a belt 
of grey muscovite- schist v;hich passes downwards 
insensibly into the underlying chlorite. It 
is exposed on the northern part of the peak 
of Pei-tai; and is not shown in the section.

33* Chlorite schist appears to be monotonously 
uniform over a large area of the upper part 
of the r-ru-tai-shan. Close examination 
however shows that it is sometimes massive, 
not well cleaved, and sometimes a true phyllite. 
All the mineral grains may be composed of 
pure chlorite or may be mingled with biotite 
or quart Zo

32   Following the chlorite schist, quartzite
and sericitic elements gradually appear. The 
rock changes from finely laminated quart z- 
sericitic-schist to grey fissile schistose 
quartzite with pink felspars.

31 o The above arkose series gradually merges into 
a conglomeratic schist consisting of quartzite 
and granite pebbles of various size, embedded 
in a matrix of chlorite schist or greywacke 
schist. The pebbles are severely deformed, 
flattened, elongated with their long axes 
lying in the plane of schistosity.

30   Grey quart z-inica- schist*

29. Arkose schist followed by green schistose 
conglomerate. (Note. The above two beds 
are essentially similar- to 32 and 51, the 
recurrence of these beds, according to 
vrillis, suggests the existence of a thrust 
plane between 31 and 30  )



28. Hard reddish brown and grey banded 
quartzite and siliceous marble with 
thin layers of sericite-phyllite and 
chlorite-schist. The quartzite is locally 
conglomeratic containing large well 
rounded pebbles of quartz and quartzite.

27. Banded grey quartzite and siliceous 
marble with thin layers of slates and 
local beds of hematite near the thrust 
described below, and bands of jasper 
exposed to the N.E. of the Tai-shanTho.

Near the temple of Shan-ho-miau, there 
is a thrust. The general trend of the 
"outcrop" of the thrust plane is more 
towards the east than the strike under 
lying beds which strike N.E.

26. White marble with thin layers of Garnet- 
schist.

25. Alternation of chlorite and biotite schists 
with schistose brown quartzite.

24» Pure white marble massive and medium- 
grained.

23. Alternation of garnet-biotite-schist 
and chlorite schist with banded grey 
and reddish brown quartzites. The 
quartzites are more or less schistose.

22. Coarse-grained white marble with thinner 
strata of garnet -schists.

21. Bio1t:it<e-garnet-8taurolite-8chist.

( Note. 26 to 24 and 24 tCjf21 a^e interpreted by Vrillis and 
Blackwelder as two limbs/ a

20. Massive grey "Augen-gnei SB" exceedingly 
uniform in texture. The bands of the 
gneiss are so arranged that as if they 
were parallel beds between the over 
lying and underlying schistose sedi 
mentary strata in a conformable sequence.

(Willis is inclined to regard this gneiss as a metamorphosed 
granitic mass, intruded into the sedimentary Wu-tai system)

19. Moderately schistose pink quartzite 
with seams of mica-schist.



18o Steel-grey hard rr.^netite-quartzite, highly 
magnetic, including bands of jaspilites and 
jasper*

17  Mica-schist and gneiss.

16. Amphibolite.

15 t Mica-schist.

14. Massive, spotted, greenish amphibolite. 
Large crystals of hornblende often form a 
matted network in the schistose light- 
greenish matrix.

13. Muscovite-schist and gneiss.

12. Arkose schists with pink felspars.

11. Alternation of grey mica-schist and
gneiss with thin layers of chlorite schist. 
Here the bedden rocks are hidden from sight 
by the river bed.

10. Massive, brown-banded quartzite having 
fairly uniform texture.

9. Dark bioti.te schist. 

8. Micaceous quartzite.

7. Biotite schist with bands of pink
quartzite; some layers rich in red garnet, 
others in staurolite and scapolites. In 
the cleavage planes large flakes of mica 
occur.

6. Felspathic quartzite with dimintii shing 
quantitiesof mica following downwards.

v

5. Pine grained biotile schist.

4. Dense, grey micaceous quartzite.

3. Pale grey and pinkish quartzite with 
large crystals of pink felspars. 
The whole series is severely deformed.



2. Biotite Schist.

1. Tai-shan complex.

The beds 2 to 19 all dip N.W. with increasing amount: 

the lower ones dip about 30° K.^. while the upper strata dipas 

eteep as 70P N.W. This fact is considered by Willis & Blackwelder 

as an indication of a synclinal structure. They further argue thai 

the southern and the northern ends of the ^hi-tsui section are 

alike inasmuch as both of them are decidedly quartzose, and 

containing biotite schists: that the, black magnetite-quartzite (18} 

may represent, the ferruginous quartzite (10) which probably becarre 

magnetic through losing a part of its oxygen ender the influence 

of the intrusion, the augen gneiss. The lowest members of the 

northern liirb of the inferred syncline were probably cut off by 

the intrusion according to Willis & Blackwelder. In connection 

with the question of possible megnetization of ferruginous 

material by intrusion, the writer considers a certain experiment

conducted in the University of Birmingham under the direction of
2J>S 

Prof. T. Turner as s substantial proof. It has been shown that

non-magnetic hematite and other classes of  'ron ores can be 

rendered magnetic by roasting.

In discussing the genesis of the bed (2), the biotite 

schist, Willis & Blackwelder suggest the following alterna-



62-

lives: Firstly, it may be regarded as argillaceous 

deposit, "being subsequently subjected to intense metamor- 

phism; Secondly, to regard it as a part of the underlying 

Tai-shan complex. In the absence of further data, it is 

difficult to judge which is nearer to the truth.

On the North Western side of the Wa-tai-shan Willis 

noted mica and quartz schists dipping vertically in a 

canon. On the North-western side of this exposure, and 

close to it, the same geologist saw massive granitoid gneiss. 

The actual Junction between the two was not observed by him. 

The schists in the lower horizon contain large pebbles of
  \

quartz and quartzite. They passMio pure chlorite-schist 

towards the summit of the mountain.

On the southern slope of the Wu-tai-shan, Richthofen
'rM

observed a bedded series which he calls M Wu-tai series", 

(Wu-tai schichten) as he followed the Wu-tai-ho downwards. 

The strata strike N.E. and dip N.W. at 45°. The following 

are the observed sequence:-

a. A very thick series of alternating beds of green 
schist, grey slates (Tonschiefer) and quartzite.

( b. Grey-green, slaty (thonige), highly schistose strata, 
about (
2000 ( c. Conglomerate with intercalation of grey schists. The 
feet. ( pebbles of the conglomerate consist of quartz, quar-

( tzite and green schists.

( d. Metamorphosed, felspathic, and shaly sandstone form-
( ing a semi-crystalline rock, with individual beds 

600 ( 4 to 5 feet thick, 
feet. (

( e. Very hard and very coarse conglomerate consisting
( of quartzitic pebbles.



f. Hard, pure quartz!te of gray-white colour. 800 ft.

g. Quartzite with interbedded shaly sandstone, gray
and green schist, conglomerate etc. Course-grained, 
green minerals belonging to the hornblende group 
occur in these rocks. Chlorite also plays dominant 
parts.

Richthofen remarks that these strata are very difficult 

to classify. They attain, at least, a total thickness of 

2500 ft. The lower part of the sequence was not followed by 

him.

After some consideration, partly from lithological and 

partly from structural point of view, Willis & Blackwelder 

classify the Wu-tai system, as exposed on the S.E. flank of 

the Wu-tai-shan, into three series; and place them tentatively 

in the following order:-

c. Si~» tai series beds 28-33 

b. Nan-tai series " 21-27 

a. Shi-tsui series " 2-19

The nature of each series may be briefly summarized as 

follows:-

a. Shi-tsul series. - This series consists of schists, 

gneiss and quartzites. The rocks are unmistakably of sedi 

mentary origin. The apparent thickness of the series is 

estimated at 12,000 ft. provided there is no repetition of 

the members through folding or thrusting. But according 

to Willis & Blackwelder, the structure of the strata is pro-



bably a monoclinal fold; the thickness then would be 

reduced t<b 6,500 ft. of which 4,000 ft. being attributed 

to the lower alternation of quartzites and schists.

b. Nan-tai series.. This series largely consists 

of dark quartzite and siliceous marble with subordinate 

amount of schists. The apparent thickness from the base 

of the bed (21) to the thrust plane is reported to be 2,000
 

ft. The actual thickness is probably much less because of 

the local folding of the members.

c. Si-tai Series. This series is characterized by 

massive chlorite-schist. Towards the lower part of this 

series the constituents become coarser and coarser, till 

the rock is distinctly conglomeratic. The pebbles of the 

conglomerate are such as the Nan-Tai rocks would furnish. 

They are in some localities severely deformed, while in 

others their original shape is more or less maintained in 

a schistose matrix.

C. Hu-to system Although Willis & Blackwelder 

assert that the rocks that they have classified under this
 

category constitute aft* unit®, and that an unconformity ex 

ists between this system and the underlying Wu-tai system, 

they did not observe the actual unconformable junction 

during their reconnaissance in the Wu-tai district; nor 

any other geologist has made special investigation on this 

point. The inference drawn by Willis & Blackwelder is based 

on the fact that rocks belonging to the Wu-tai system are all



intensely metamorphosed, while those belonging to the Hu-to 

system are only slightly altered; that the general dip of 

the Wu-tai strata often approaches verticality,but that of 

the Hu-to rocks is, as a rule, gentle. They further state 

that the unconformable junction may be seen at the summit 

of the Nan-tai, the southern peak of the Wu-tai-shan; and 

that we may find the Hu-to rocks resting directly on the 

Tai-shan complex in the Wu-tai district.

Tne following exposures of the Hu-to rocks were observed 

by Willis & Blackwelder:

Near Tou-tsun. Between Tou-tsun and Wu-tai-hsien, 

Shan-si, a group of slates with portions of the overlying 

limestone are well exposed. The base of the slates has not 

been observed. Willis & Blackwelder call the slaty group
flĉ Tou-tsun slates. They made out the follo?ring sequence: 

(see section fv«. <\ )

e. "Gray pinkish limestone, accompanied by a light
coloured limestone breccia in an unknown relation".

d. "Dark purplish a*»gillite".

c. "Gray and buff limestones, dense or finely crystalline. 
Contain parallel lamina© of flint, which are often 
curved and become prominent on the weathered surface 

150 ft."

b. "Purple argillite with thin beds of limestone and 
one or two quartzite. The argillites show mud 
cracks and are not schistose . . . 250 ft."

a. "An unknown thickness of gray argillites which are 
usually slaty. Like the slated of LI - ;.'in these 
frequently contain grains of hematite and local 
thin layers of red dolomite" .



East of Liu-yuan. In the east of Liu-yuan and the 

south of the Nan-tai-shan, there occurs a series of earthy 

gray phyllites .with intercalation of thin layers of crystalline 

dolomite. These phyllites are wall cleared. Crystals which 

appear to be pseudomorphous of hematite after magnetite, are 

often seen in the cleavage planes. 2«5 miles S.E. of the 

village of Liu-«/uan, the phyllites are brought into contact 

with a syncline by a thrust from the west. The syncline is 

formed by strata of white quartzite and limestone with layers

of phyllites. The quartzite is locally conglomeratic. Willis
fa 1U 

& Blackwelder identified the gray phyllites £o ke Tou-tsun

slates. flection >J0-(=? }

Near Tung-yu. East of Tung-yu, Shan-si, a low range 

largely composed of limestones with interbedded soft slates 

is mentioned by Willis & Blackwelder. The prevailing colour 

of the limestone is dark gray, but light gray, pink of even

buff layers are frequent. Willis & Blackwelder call this
, tko 

limestone group xTung-yu limestone. Towards the northern part

of the range purple slates appear to be overlain by impure 

limestone which is often pink or bright red. Further north, 

red, white and purplish gray quartzite containing layers of 

conglomerate, at least 500 ft. thick, dipping northward, lies 

upon purple slates. The junction ig probably a thrust accord 

ing to Willis & Blackwelder. (See section |\[j .7 ).

W. & S.W. of Tung-yu, there are low anticlinal hills rising



above the plane of the Huang-tu or loeas. Some of them are 

composed of limestone, others, of dark schistose slates with 

reddish lime - stone and quartzite. The massive gray limestone 

with shaly strata forming the mountain spur, N.W. of the town 

of Tung-yu are apparently the continuation of the limestones 

exposed in the low ranges, east of the same town. (Section NO.S
rt^*u

Tou-tsun district. Seven miles east of Tou-tsun^a syn-
VK toWv*4. ^c-6

clinal ridge^exposedl strata of gray, buff limestones with 

shaly rocks and occasional white quartzite. On the S.E. 

these synclinal strata thrust upon the Sinisian limestone: 

towards the N.E., the ridge ends in a canon which separates 

it from the Nan-tai. On the N.E. side of the canon, Willis & 

Blackwelder observed rocks from a distance dipping steeply 

northwards, presenting similar aspect of the Wu-tai rocks. 

Therefore they suggest that the unconformable junction between 

the Hu-to system and those lying underneath it may be found 

along the slope of the Nan-tai.

Northern slope of the Ki-chou-shan. South of the Ki- 

chou basin, and along the northern foothills of the Ki-chou- 

shan, belts of the Tung-yu limestone are repeatedly exposed 

between belts of granites and schists of the fundamental com 

plex or the Tai-shan complex. The different belts of rocks 

being obliquely cut off across their westerly extension by a 

mighty fault, the Ki-chou-shan fault, the exposures of the 

Tung-gu strata arrange themselves en echelon.

Summarizing the observations with regard to the Hu-to



rocks in the districts near the north-eastern boundary of 

the provincd of Shan-si, Willis & Blaokwelder draw two divi 

sions :-

Upper Tung-yu series.

Limestones with slates . . . 3500 f to 5000* 

Lower Tou-tsun series.

Slates with limestones . . . 3000 f or more. 

Near the Wu-tai district, Willisa & Blackwelder have 

distinguished a peculiar series of limestone formation which
•

cannot be readily grouped with any other limestones occurring 

in the district. They call this formation M Ta-yang limestone". 

The Ta-yang limestone is essentially a dense, gray, argillaceous 

or siliceous and sometimes pure limestone containing numerous 

characteristic layers of usually black but occasionally gray 

or white flints. At the base of the limestone a thin layer of 

shale up to 30 ft. thick is generally present. Seams of 

quartzitos and even schists occur in the limestone. It is 

readily distinguished from the overlying Sinisian limestone 

which is free from flints and quartzites as exposed in the 

Wu-tai district.

In the North and West of Wan-hsien, S.W. Chi-li, Ta-yang 

formation rests on a fairly even floor of the Tai-shan complex, 

and is apparently overlain by a series of soft quartz-biotite- 

schist with layers of white quartzite. The total thickness 

of the Ta-yang formation in this district is estimated at



- / about 1,200 ft. (see sections f/0 . M ).

In the vicinity of Tang-hsien, near Nan-tang-mei, Ta-yang 

limestone again lies upon the Tai-shan complex. Willis gives
IbT.the following sequence:

5. Dark purple, hard shale mrre than 60 ft. 

4. Quartzite 50 ft.

3. Conglomerate composed of well rounded pebbles of 
black, white and banded flints in a hard siliceous 
matrix. The matrix is oboorvod on planes striking 
N.30°W., and dipping 70° /to 85° N.E... 100 ft.

2. Ta-yang limestone. 

1. Tai-shan- corat>lex.^* »

xhe Ta-yang formation la widely distributed in S.W. Chi-li. 

It generally occurs in association with the Tai-shan complex, 

or actually overlies it. From the village of Si-ta-yang it 

extends westward to the city of Kiu-yang-hsien, forming low 

hills which are half buried by the superficial Huang-tu. 

Good exposures were noted by Willis in the hills east of Wang- 

kuai-chou, and at the summit of the mountain about a mile east 

of Fou-ping-hsien.

Near Hwo-lu-hsien, south western chi-li, a section of 

limestones is exposed in the Hsi-ping-shan mountains bordering
ilt^C-Vc ?< 0

the plain of S.E. Chi-li. The succession of strata ohaer.ve4 

by Richthofen is cited by Willis for comparing the development 

of the pre-Sinisian sedimentary series. The following is 

Willis's transalation:-

9. "Firm sandstone, white and gray".



8. "Crystalline limestone".

(Interruption)

7. "Greenish gray, brightly coloured, ringing thin 
"bedded siliceous limestones; interbedded with 
various sorts of strata".

6. "Globulitic and conglomeratic ("Wurmkalk") 
limestones".

5. "Thin-bedded limestone, red and green." 

4. "Red shales".

(Interruption)

3. "Crystalline limestone with nodules and layers of 
flint."

(Interruption)

2. "Alternation of crystalline, thin-bedded limestone,
including thin layers of flint, with quartzite, epi- 
dote rock, red sandstone,etc."

(Interruption) 

1. "Gray crystalline limestone".

NORTHERN CHI-LI
schisfe 

Gneiss & Schists. According to Richthofen, crystalline/

and gneiss occur in the region east of Yung-ping-fu, but they 

disappear towards Peking. Between Yung-ping-fu and Peking 

Richthofen only observed one exposure of gneiss and schists 

on the west of Tong-tchou.

The occurrence of gneiss and schists nearlthe Mongolian 

border is mentioned by Richthofen, Obrutchov and others. 

These crystalline gneiss and schists extend towards the west 

and occupy large area in northern Shan-si. Prom Urgalto Kalgan 

Obrutchov observed foeits of schists, gneiss,and crystalline



limestone occurring in association with granite. These

rocks lie between bands of basalt, rhyolite and porphyries,
141 

and generally strike N.E. - S.W.

Nan-kou section. In crossing the Nan-kou mountain 

from Tshai-tang to i*au~ngan-fu, Richthofen made out the
o o

following sequence in which pre-Sinisian rocks occur;-

K. An essentially dark coloured, fine-grained
limestone breaks splintery. ..... .about 2,000 ft.

i. Globulitic limestone with trilobitic remains 2,000 w

h. Variable strata of red slates (Schieferton) 
and limestone with evenly bedded, platy, 
greenish siliceous limestone lying at the 
base. ..................... 580 ft.

g. Gray massive limestone, in part fine 
grained and crystalline. ........... 400 M

f. Gray-green and black sandy slates, (Schieferton) 
partly even and partly curved. Intercalated 
with the slates are yellow sandstones rich 
in ironstone nodules. Organic remains are 
absent except doubtful traces of stem-like 
bodies. .................. 500 ft.

e. White-gray, fine-grained crystalline limestone 
with bands of quartzite and occasional flints. 
.................. about 2,500 ft.

d. Light brown crystalline flinty limestone, 
partly pure and partly stratified with 
thick beds of quartzite. This series is 
only observable near Pan-shan-pu where 
the strata rise above the loess plain.

c. The bedded rocks are largely buried under the 
mantle of loess. At the north of Fan-shan-pu 
only a bed of rose-red crystalline limestone



wao noted by--Riclithof ©ru

b. Thinly bedded gray-white crystalline
limestone which is sometimes schistose. 
Flints aa d beds of black quartzite are 
present.

a. Flinty limestone with thick beds of
quartzite. They are sometimes schistose

Richthofen designates the beds from a to e as "Unter- 

siniesh", and h to k as "obersinisch". As to the beds 

f .g., Richthofen seems to be rather perplexed in classify 

ing them. In this connection it is important to note that 

the "Sinisch" system, as established by Richthofen, has 

been revised by Willis. The reason for the revision is 

stated in the general remarks on the Sinisian system. 

The term "untersinisch11 as used by Richthofen is not 

equivalent to the term M lower Sinisian" used in this 

Thesis.



Shan-tung.

Tai-shan district. In the vicinity of Chang-hia, near the 

mountain Tai-shari, western Shan-tung, VJillis and Elackwelder 

able to distinguish a group of very ancient type of rocks. Their

structure is intricate and their stratigraphical position is
^ apparently absolutely basal. They call this basal mass A Tai-shan

Complex". According to Blackwelder, the Tai-shan complex or funda 

mental complex exposed in the Tai-shan district is classifiable
IWinto three groups of rocks:-

(c) Sch^istsand gneisses The schists are mostly dark 

greenish rocks containing quartzite, hornblende and often with 

biotite lying in their cleavage planes. They are altered and 

folded to such a degree of complexity that they leave hardly any 

clue by which one may infer their genetic relation. The gneisses 

are usually composed of quartz, orthoclase and biotite with a few 

other Accessory minerals. Hornblende and sometimes chlorite are 

present. The proportion of ferromagnesian minerals varies from 

place to place. The structure of the gneisses may be so coarse as 

to show large bands ranging from a few inches to a few feet, with 

phacoids of felspars or it may be as fine as only to reveal the 

schistosity under a microscope. In the field these structures can be 

traced to a varying extent, and one merges into the other by 

insensible gradation.

The composition of the schists has led Blackwelder to su-ppose 

that they might be of igneous origin but he also says that the 

available data do not preclude the idea that they may be partially



sedimentary in origin. The gneiss are believed to be a granitic 

intrusion, or intrusions into the older schists* This view is 

supported by the fact that large masses of the schists are some 

times included in the gneisses. Dyke-like masses of biotite schist 

are seen to traverse both the gneiss and the schist. It is uncer 

tain whether they are metamorphosed later intrusions, (see section

(b) Granite. A group of granite composed of quartz, 

orthoclase and biotite with prevailing red colour and medium grain 

is exposed in many places in the vicinity of the Tai-shan; but 

those which occur at Tai-shan itself are coloured grey due to the 

presence of epidotes and chlorites. No hornblende is present in 

these granites, and they are apparently less metamorphosed than 

the gneiss. This latter fact suggests their younger age and there 

fore intrusive nature. Off shoots and veins of quartz and pegmatite 

often radiate from a central mass, and cut through the older gneiss 

and schist.

(a) Igneous rocks other than the granite also occur in the

Tai-shan complex. They are as a rule, little altered. One dyke of
€ 

doleritic habit occurring on the last of the Man-to-shan traverses

the red granite, and it is cut off by the lowest Sinisian stratum. 

Throughout the Tai-shan district, the Tai-shan complex 

is always overlain by the Sinisian formation wherever the junction 

between this group and the younger sedimentary strata was observed 

by \7illis and Blackwelder. Rocks which may be regarded as 

equivalent to the rru-tai system and the Hu-to system in the



Wu-tai-shan district, Shan-si, are apparently wanting in the Tai-ehi

district, Shan-tung.•R) 
At the south of Wang-tai, between Lai-wu-hsien and Po-shan-

hsien, western Shan-tung, Lorenz found gneissic rica-schist which 

he regards ae metamorphosed w Algonkian Sedirent 1*, in other 

districts in Slian-tung, the same author mentions the occurrence of 

quartzite and marble of "Algonkian Age 11 . The average thickness of ,.

this so-called Algonkian formation in Western Shan-tung 1s accord-
fci ing to Lorenz, only 2uO m.

tj> X.

In the neighbourhood of Che-foo, eastern Shan-tung, Richthofen 

observed micaceous schist covering a large area of the hilly 

district. The schist is very typical, and often contains abundant 

small grains of garnet. In the western part of the hill ranges

near Che-foo there occurs a massive formation of crystalline
frw 

limestone with^ill-defined boundary. To the west of the pass on

this limestone hill lies a broad sandy plain above which rises a 

low hill of crystalline schist. The town of Pu-shan-hsien stands 

on this hill. Southward, the valley extending by the side of the 

hill ranges near Che-foo comes to an end at Hau-yu (40 lis from
Ijfcv,^

Che-foo) wkereft-off Hichthofen. followed a sequence of ancient 

rocks: (section Mo.n )

4. Blueish crystalline limestone strata striking 
N.E.-S.W. and dipping N.W. The lower part of 
the limestone contains a large number of in 
tercalated Beds of micaceous schist, and green- 

brown rock. Toward upper part the lithology 
of the limestone becomes very variable, rang 
ing from thin layers of fine-grained impure 
limestone to quartzite. At a still higher 
horizon the micaceous schist completely



n
disappears. The thickness of this formation 
is considerable. Throughout the exposure, no 
folding was observed by Richthofen. 

3. Granitoid rock, similar to the formation 
No.l. in this sequence.

2. White and yellow quartz-porphyry.

1. Non-calcareous metamorphosed rocks
striking N.W.-S.E. anl dipping S.V. In some 
parts of this formation the rock is mica 
ceous, and in other parts, it is granitoid. 
Schistose and gneissic structures are both 
known in these rocks.

To the H.W. of Wu-shi-11-pu,(lat 37° 45 T H.long. 120° FSS E.) 

near Teng-chou, Richthofen came across a group of rocks described 

below. The description of the rocks is arranged in the order as

he saw them from S.E. to N.W. the numbering of eaefo series is in
KV<t 

accordance t=e N the inferred succession from, the older to the

younger, (section N/0- n )

4. Calcareous metamorphosed rock dips S.E.

5. Eruptive greenstone with hornblende over 
lain by quartz-porphyry as that of 
Tsi-shi-li-pu.

4. Very coarse well-bedded crystalline lime 
stone striking N.E.-S.W. and dip S.E.

«. Easalt-cover with olivine and basaltic 
hornblende.

4. The lower part of the calcareous 
metamorphic series.

1. Mica-schist, the same formation a? that 
forming the hills of Che-foo. Inter 
calated with the mica schist are coarse 
grained rocks composed of quartz, mica 
and large crystals of orthoclose and 
tourmaline, striking N.v.-s.E. The 
same strike is observed wi-th the mica- 
schist forming the hills'of Che-foo.
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Central and Southern Shan-si.

According to Blackwelder, pre-Cambrian rocks occur in almost 
of 

all/the high mountains visible from the main road running in

the plain of Tai-yuan or the valley of the Fen-ho. They belong 

to two and possibly to three systems* and are essentially the same
i

as those occurring in Western Chi-li and northern Shan-si already
11 A 

described.
». 

In the valley of the Wen-shui-ho, VJillis and Blackwelder

found gravels and pebbles consisting of black and white hornblende- 

granite, coarse pink granite, Hornblende-porphyry, basaltic rocks 

and quartzite of various colours. These rocks are presumably 

derived from the rugged Shi-hsia-shan ranges. According to 

Blackwelder, this material indicates the occurrence of'the Tai-shan 

complex and one or more pre-Cambrian sedimentary series. About 5- 

miles west of iven-shui-hsien there are hills of rounded contour.

In these hills Obrutchov mentions the occurrence of gneiss and granit;
. b« which lie beneath the Cambrian.

On the lower slope of the Ho-shan range which borders the 

•eastern margin of the Fen-ho valley, Blackwelder observed, from a
^w

distance of 10 miles,^exposure'that appears to be of dark meta-

morphic rocks with steep inclination and without notable difference
ibs

of hardness. He infers that these rocks are probably the basal

complex arid other associated pre-Cambrian formations. As a check 

of his distant observations, rpebbles brought down by streams from 

the range are found to consist of quartzite, grey limestone, grey 

gneiss, pink granite, diorite etc. The grey limestone was



identified to be the Sinisian limestone which overlies the pre- 

Sinisian group elsewhere. Richthofen also maps the same area as

gneiss and schists.
&Y 

From the Fong-hwang-shan range, Richthofen reports gneiss

and crystalline schists overlain by reddish quartz-sandstone. The 

limited observations made by VJillis and Black\velder confirm this 

report.

Gneisses and granites showing the characteristics of the 

basal complex are reported to occur in the Ta-hua-shan range.

N. rr . China.

The ."Tan-shan region.

On the south of the To-lai-shan Obrutchov observed a zone of 

highly inclined gneiss which is unconformably overlain by "upper 

carboniferous".. On the southern side of this narrow zone almost 

flat beds of the "Angara series" and the "Gobi series" are exposed. 

These two series are of considerably younger age than the gneiss,

as will be described later.
Me*- __
By^ the valley between the Alexander 111 range and the To-lai-

*

shan, which leads to the Da-kou pass, (5380 m) Obrutchov observed 

biotite-gneiss striking N.W. and dipping 60° to 70° N.E.

Between the Da-bej-che and the To-lai-che, on the southern 

side of the To-lai-shan, a zone of gneiss was observed by Obrutchov, 

The rocks consist of hornblende-schist with highly inclined beds of 

crystalline limestone. This zone not only extends far to the west, 

but rises to the height of Chyj-daban. Southward these rocks



are overlain by "Carboniferous strata"•
of 

The Da-ssue-shan is formed by rocks/large variety, and very

ancient type: Quartzite, hornblende schist and spotted slates 

(Fleckschiefer) are accompanied by porphyry, granite and diabase- 

Similar rocks are found in the Ye-ina-shan, the next range to the 

south of the Da-ssue-shan* The strata strikes N.E.

The Humbolt mountain is largely formed by highly inclined 

crystalline schists which are uncomformably overlain by ? mesozoic 

"Ueberkohlen Sandstein"• The latter is much less metamorphosed*

A large part of the Ritter mountain is occupied by highly 

quartzitic metamorphosed phyllites. (Tonschiefer)« On the 

southern slope of the Zagan-tscholu hornblende granite and por 

phyries were noted by Obrutchov. Schists also occur, which assume 

a general northwesterly strike*

In the Muschketow range, gneiss, crystalline schists,
1C?

quartzite and limestones are the prevailing rocks.

Along the northern slope of the Nan-shan range, Loczy
si. 

distinguished a formation which he calls"Nan-shan sandstone".

It consists chiefly of grey-green sandstones and clay slates, 

which are frequently traversed by distinct cleavage or schistosity 

and <»rM$& are barren of fossils except -fi>r the occasional 

indistinct impressions, that may possibly be ascribed to fucoids* 

This formation is apparently intimately folded and is intruded by 

large masses of granite. Loczy tentatively refers the Nan-shan 

sandstone rto the Wu-tai formation of Richthofen.



Kan-su.

In the western part of the Lo-rari-shan, near Ping-lean-fu, Loozy 

observed chlorite-schist rising above the mantle of loess.

To the S.K. of the town of Lan-chou, gneissic rock crops

out in a rocky gorge cut by the Yellow River. The gneiss striker
I 

E 30 N.

Between Min-chou and Kiu-tien, Futterer observed A coarse-f\

grained quartzite and slates (Schiefer) rising above the loess 

plain. These strata strike W.S.W.-E.N .E. and are referred to th«
1C

Wu-tai formation by Futterer.

At Hsia-kou-yi, half way between Kan-tachou-fu and Lang- 

tschou-fu, Futterer saw green slaty rock striking N. 15° W. and 

dipping 80° E, which he assigns to Wu-tai formation. The same 

rock crops out on the west of the coal field, south of Hsia-kou- 

yi ?S-

Near the town of Ku-lang-hsien, Futterer observed grey

slates (schiefer) which he identified fc«F%e the "Nan-shan sand-
it^ « 

stone", and regards it as^Wu-tai formation. Above Wu-schong-pu,

North of Ping-fan-hsien, green rocks, graywacke, quartzite and
Co

unfossilifrous limestone occur: these form lofty precipitous 

mountain covered by red and grey-green sandstone.

Central China.

The Tsing-ling Range.

Eastern Tsing-ling-shan. On the southern ridge of the 

Fu-niu-shan, the Kiu-li-shan, Ho-nan, Richthofen saw chlorltic s(Qhii 
and crystalline lirestone; and highly folded strata of grey-green



slates (Ton-'^chiefer) and slaty quartzite. They are unconformably
&5

overlain by coarse conglomerate and sandstone with coal seamse In the 

northern part of the Fu-niu-shan, crystalline limestone, crystalline 

schists, gneiss and a large mass of granite occur. The granite gives 

off dykes and quartz-veins cutting across the gneiss. The crystall 

ine schists are intruded by quartz-porphyry. Richfhofen maps the 

whole of these rocks in this region as "gneiss and crystalline

schists in general" and regards them as Archean.
o o 5* Between long. 112 and 109E Loczy crossed a broad belt of

monotonous biotite schist; in association with the schist,there 

occur dark amphibole-schists, chlorite gneiss, gneiss and lenses of 

white granular limestone. These metamorphosed sediments are intru 

ded by massive diorite, coarse grained amphibole granite and peg 

matite which locally change* the schists to hard,fine-grained gneisses 

This complex is classed by Loczy under the" Azoic" or Archean formationo 

To the north of this broad belt of the biotite schist lies the main 

range of the eastern Tsing-ling which, according to Loczy, consists 

of gneiss-granite, gneiss, amphibole-schist, mica-schist, phyllites 

and crystalline limestone, intruded by massive coarse-grained 

granite.

Central Tsing-ling-shan. In long. 108° 50 f E, between 

Chou-chi-hsien and Liu-yue-ho, Shen-si, Willis and Blackwelder 

observed a broad zone of green schists, prevailingly chloritic, in 

which occur thin beds of quartzite and highly siliceous marble. 

South of Liu-yue-ho, the green schists are succeeded by White 

quartzite and massive grey limestone folded in a syneline. The



contract between the green schists and the limestone and quartzite 

was not observed by Willis and Blackwelder; but they remark that the 

green schists bear strong resemblance to the chlorite-schist 

occurring in the Wu-tai-ehan, north eastern China.

Western Tsing-1ing-shan. During the journey from Pau-ki-
$*>

hsien to Pai-shi-pu, Hichthofen first observed an extensive mass

of granite with which occur mica-gneiss, hornblende and Chlorite- 

gneiss and other highly altered rocks. The gneisses are every 

where penetrated by the granite. To the south of the Twi-tsze-sban,
tfL

the gneiss and granite are succeeded byAgreen rock containing 

abundant hornblende and chlorite, and is intruded by dykes of 

granite, pegmatite and quartz. These rocks are soon replaced 

towards the south by the typical chlorite-schist occurring in 

the Wu-tai-shan. Further south the schist is succeeded by ? "Sil 

urian limestone"

Between Lo-jan-shien (Lio-yang-hsien) and Tschau-tjeu in 

long.106° 20* between lat.32° 50 T and 35° 30'N Loczy observed 

crystalline schists, gneiss and phyllite, arid crystalline limestone. 

He classes these rocks under "Archean", and distinguishes them 

from the overlying altered palaeozoics.

The Middle Yang-tze District.

Above the I-chang gorge, western Hupeh,^a denuded broad anticli
i\ &h-f Ni c cP, rlvA. 4-ri^v («.~

exptr^e* an inlier of granite, the Hwang-ling granite, iMrch-.ist\
intersected by dykes of granite, diorite, and veins of aplite, and 

rocks which belong to the lamprophyre group. Flanking the



core, Abendanon distinguishes a series of"metamorphic schist"

consisting of hornblende, chlorite and mica with alternating layers
13 

of nearly pure quartz* Pumpelly mentions the similar schist with

quartz veins. Thus the two observers agree. But Willis and 

Blackwelder state that they have not seen any altered sediments, 

in situ,in between the Hwang-ling granite and the overlying 

Sinisian formation. In all probability, the schists observed by 

Abendanon and Pumpelly are absent at the localities where Willis 

and Blackwelder made their observations.

The H an ya 11 ey,.

In summing up the observations made in the valley of the Han- 

kiang, Richthofen distinguishes a group of gneiss which according to 

the same author, is probably older than the "old palaeozoic group" 

of hard quartzite, and folded and over-turned schistose limestone 

with slates and phyllites. The gneiss is exposed near Li-Ho-kou
;o3

forming mountain chains which have a S W - N E trend.

Northern An—hwei and Eastern Hupeh•

Gneiss and schists apparently of highly complex character 

occupy large area in 'northern An-hwei and eastern Hupeh, in the 

districts of Kwang- ji-hsien, Hwang-mei-hsien, Tai-hu-hsien, 

Chien-shan-hsien, Sou-sung-hsien, Yin-^han-hsien etc.

Western China.

The occurrence of H Archean" rooks in the high mountain ranges
5^- 

between Batang and Ta-tsien-lu has been described by Loczy. They

consist of(a)gneiss and crystalline schists intruded by granite, 

syenite, diorite and other igneous rocks; (b) monotonously clayey 

sandstone,



of grey and dark colours, associated with clay schists and also 

with amphibolite and chlorite-schist. Semi crystalline limestones 

occur beneath the sandstones. The strata are extensively intruded

by granite.

S.W.China*

Leclere mentions a group of ancient rocks, occurring in the 

central part of Kwang-si; they are frequently exposed on the banks 

of the rivers between Kwei-lin-fu and the Si-kiang. The upper part 

of the formation is composed of highly indurated quartzite with

black and white bands. On the west of Hoai-luen, the same formation
a consists of uniform quartzose phyllite with greenish grits and/little

mica. This whole series attains a thickness of about 600 m in the 

said locality. Leclere refers this formation to the "pre- Cambrian 

system11 and he states that good exposure of this "pre-cambriam" 

formation is to be found on the west of the Kien-kiang; in the 

vicinity of Ta-li-fu; and in the zone of the "Hou-kouang fracture % 

between Kwei-chow and Kwang-si.

Southern China.

Kingsmill describes a belt of "quartz rockft alternating with 

beds of slates and quartz. These sedimentary rocks are entangled 

in the granite, and run across the isle of Hong-kong, in a !*&*f-*- 

E.S.E. direction. The complex nature of the so-called quartz-rock 

is best explained in Kingsmill's own words: "In some place the 

rock might be mistaken for an igneous formation and in others it 

approaches conglomerate, x •* * -* It would be difficult to obtain 

two specimens alike" This rock is overlain by the prevailing red 

sandstone.



TTT SUMMARY. 

Classification and correlation.

Three systems of the pre-Sinisian rocks in the Wu-tai district 

ha& been tentatively established by Willis and Blackwelder as
lacU

already described, (see pj^ss-^ ) . There is doubt as to the

absolutely basal position of the Tai-shan complex, as defined by 

the same geologists, for its thickness everywhere extends down 

wards to indeterminable depth. But as to the establishment of the 

other two systems, the Wu-tai and the Hu-to systems, Willis and 

Blackwelder themselves consider the observed facts to be insufficiant 

to warrant a definite conclusion. It is therefore necessary, apart 

from lithological and structural reasons, to distinguish the Tai-shar 

complex or the fundamental complex from the Wu-tai and the Hu-to 

rocks. Thus we recognize two groups of pre-Sinisian rocks in 

China:

B. Upper. Wu-tai and Hu-to formations.

A. Lower. Tai-shan complex or fundamental complex.

A. Lower pre-Sinisian.

The Fundamental Complex.

This basal mass of rocks in China, as in many other parts of 

the world, is readily identified by its peculiar lithology and 

structure. In the Wu-tai district, Shan-si, it occurs below the 

upper pre-Sinisian group. In the Tai-shan district, Shan-tung, the



/',

fundamental complex is overlain by the lowest Sinisian stratum or 

the lowest Cambrian formation. Both in Shan-si and Shan-tung, the 

complex contains calcareous and micaceous material, which according 

to Blackwelder is probably of sedimentary origin* G-ranting that

such material is true sediment, the writer proposes to call the
Yk 

period during which the sediment was formed, Aeo-proterozoic period*

Since the fundamental complex is largely composed of igneous 

intrusions, the greater part of it was presumably formed in past 

eo-proterozoic time.

According to Richthofen^ftnft Willis and Blackwelder, gneise

and schists of the fundamental group are extensively developed in
IM- 

Shan-tung; but Rinne and Lorenz have independently stated that they

saw very little true gneiss during their journey in the same 

province. In their opinion the so-called Archean gneiss spreading 

far and wide in that province, and being overlain by palaeozoic 

sediments, is nothing but granular micaceous granite of "Algonkian" 

age.

Judging from the lithological and structural peculiarities, 

we may regard the following rocks as belonging to the fundamental
«

complex.

1. The Tai-shan complex occurring in N.E.China as 

identified by \7illis and Blackwelder.

2. The gneiss and granite observed and described by

Richthofen in the western Tsing-ling-shan. 

The other gneiss and schists described under the heading of field
^37^2^2.

observations (pp A ) are only tentatively referred to this group, 

without further evidence the writer is unable to attempt definite 

correlation* .



B. Upper pre-Sinisian.

Wu—tai System (MesQ"p,roterozioc«)

In the Wu-tai district, S.E of Shi-tsui, the Tai-shan complex 

is overlain by mica schist and schistose quartzite. (see section M 0-^ 

Whether tlae mica schist and quartzite are altered sediments or 

mylonized products due to shearing between the T' ru-tai rocks and the 

Tai-shan complex or in other words, whether the junction is a thrust 

or a natural one is an open question t fo**-Bail0y~Millie does—sot 

rawr&e^- Apart from the nature of this junction, however, the bedded 

character of the quartzite and its overlying strata as compared with 

the chaotic features of the Tai-shan complex is positive evidence 

that the two are unconformable. Since the Wu-tai series overlies 

the Tai-shan complex, and the former is plainly a metamorphic sedi 

mentary series, it is natural to regard the Tai-shan complex as 

underlying the Wu-tai system.

It is true that the lithology of the w-u-tai rocks as exposed on 

the southeastern flank of the Wu-tai-shan, naturally invites us to 

classify them into three series, as TVillis and Blackwelder do, the 

lowest Shi-tsui series being most quartzitic and micaceous, the 

middle Nan-tai series calcareous and quartzitic the upper si-tai 

series most uniformly chloritic. This classification is strength 

ened to some extent by the presence of conglomeratic layers at the

base of the Si-tai series. The conglomerate can be regarded as
5U* 

basal conglomerate, indicating marked unconformity, provided^no

evidence of their being crush conglonerate can be brought forward. 

The existence of thrust planes and of intrusive masses of igneous 

rocks in the sections observed by Willis and Blackwelder along the



southeastern flank of the Wu-tai-shan make the relative position of 

the three series obscure. To solve this problem we may argue in the

following way:
rL

The Shi-tsui series is in direct contact withA Tai-shan complex. 

The arkose bed at the bottom of the series consists of material of 

such a type as would be furnished by the Tai-shan complex exposed 

in the eastern mountains of the same district. Moreover, the sedi 

ments are principally coarse material, suggesting the incipient 

transgression of the Wu-tai sea. For these reasons Te have some 

confidence in regarding the Shi-tsui series as the lowest of the i 

three. In the Si-tai series the sediments vary upwards from the 

coarsest conglomerate gradually to fine chlorite-schist. Here we 

have strong evidence to show the gradual deepening of the Si-tri sea. 

?Tiat lies underneath the Si-tai series might, then, be an elevated 

and eroded land surface. Therefore in the absence of a thrust 

immediately underneath this conglomerate we knsw that the Si-tai 

series is at least, younger than the members lying immediately 

underneath the conglomerate. Our next procedure is to find a proper 

place for the Nan-tai series. On account of the calcareous nature 

of the Nantai series, it has been suggested by Willis and Blackwelder

that it might be a deep sea facies of the Shi-tsui series, being
/ 

brought to its present position by thrust. According to this idea

the Wu-tai system can only be divided into two series. On the other 

hand, it is equally possible that the apparent position of the Nan-tai 

series is also its real position. In this case, there must be a 

period intervening between the Shi-tsui and the Si-tai of such a
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length as to yield the rocks of the Nan-tai series. Richthofen 

made observation between Che-foo and Teng-chou-fi, eastern Shan-tung, 

where mica schist is overlain by a series of alternating crystalline 

limestone and schist with quartzite. ' The limestone becomes more 

important as the sequence is followed upwards, the total thickness 

of the same series amounts to several thousand feet* "fiilis compares 

Richthofen's case with his Wu-tai sections. If the lower beds of 

Richthofen f s section near Che-foo are eventually proved to be 

equivalent to the lower series of the Wu-tai system* in the V/u-tai 

district, then there would be a similar lithological succession of the 

upper pre-Sinisian group in N.E.China and the calcareous Nan-tai 

series would be probably younger than the Shi-tsui and older than the 

Si-tai series,•
*

Hu-to. .system .(neorproterozioo)
^m*H****~i^Hi^**m**mm^'^ + m**m~m-^ <m lt» m IMI-M-^ - -r J ^ i n i Mhi

The nature of the unconformity between the Hu-to system and those 

below has been described in connection with" the occurrence of Hu-to 

rocks in the Wu-tai district. According to VJillis and Blackwelder 

it is decidedly younger than the Uu-tai system and the Tai-shan 

complex. The lower Hu-to series is mainly argillacous, while the 

upper Hu-to series is essentially calcareous. This classification 

is borne out by the interpretation of the structure of the Hu-to 

rocks occurring in the vicinity of the Wu-tai-shan. The structure is 

believed, by Willis, to be a large synclinorium with its axis pitch 

ing S.W. If the calcareous series is the upper division and argill 

aceous the lower, we should expect that the calcareous series of the 

Hu-to system are chiefly exposed in the central region of the



synclinorium and the argillaceous series in the margin of the 

synclinorium i.e. towards the N.E. and S.E. end of the entire expanse 

of the exposure in the district cited. The observed facts agree with 

this view.

The. Ta-yang limestone of ^illis and Blackwelder is alivays
•

reported to rest upon an eroded surface of the Tai-shan complex. In 

one case it is overlain by a series of conglomerate, quartzite, 

shale, etc. It is unfossiliferous for all we know; it differs from 

these Sinisian limestone in many respects; and it certainly cannot 

be a later formation than the Sinisian. Richthofen at the Nan-kou 

pass, N.E. of Peking, noted whitish-grey crystalline limestone with 

rows of black flints extending downwards to an unknown depth. 

Similar linestone came under his notice in Hsi-ping-shan, south of 

Chi-li. There the flinty limestone rests on grey crystalline 

limestone. These limestones together with the Ta-yang limestone 

and the Tung-yu limestone of Willis and Blacks/elder may all belong

to the upper calcareous division of the Hu~to system as suggested by
the

Willis. But it is equally possible that/Ta-yang limestone, the Man-
i *

kou linestone, and the Hsi-ping-shan limestone are younger than the 

Tung-yu limestone. The highly eroded surface of the Tung-yu lime 

stone in the Tung-yu district accounts for the total disappearance
«

of the Ta-yang limestone if ever existed.

As stated above the Tung-yu limestone is seen at many localities 

resting at once on the eroded surface of the Tai-shan complex. If th 

the Ta-yang limestone is the latest developement of the Hu-to period,
r "~ . 9

this fact would indicate that the slowly expanding



Hu-to sea finally transgressed the higher Hu-to land which had been 

denuded to a peneplain* This view gains weight when we come to 

consider the gradual increase of calcareous material in place of 

arenceous and argillaceous deposits throughout the entire succession 

of the Hu-to rocks from its base upwards*

Having thus provisionally established the sequence of the 

upper pre-Sinisian formations in the Wu-tai district which may be 

taken as a type-area, and correlated the more important equivalents 

in N.E.China, we may proceed to enumerate the formations which are 

most likely to belong to the same group*

After studying Richthofen's China vol. 11, Loczy correlates 

his Nan-shan sandstone (p &o ) with Richthofen f s Wu-tai series, viz. 

the V/u-tai system of Willis.

Both Richthofen and Willis emphasize the lithological 

similarity between the chlorite-schist of the Wu-tai-shan and that 

of the Tsing-ling-shan* In the western Tsing-ling-shan the schist

occurs in association with the fundamental gneiss and granite; in»
the central Tsing-ling-shan it lies near a belt of white quartzite 

and massive gray limestone. The same authors agree in regarding 

the chlorite schist of the .Tsing-ling-shan as partly equivalent to 

the Wu-tai formation in the Wu-tai district.

The broad belt of mica schist in the eastern Tsing-ling, 

(p <? 1 ) and the "Archean Zone" between Lio-yang-hsien and Tschau- 

tjen in the western Tsing-ling, (pea) may be tentatively referred 

in the opinion of t>° rr^ter, to the upper pre-Sinisian group. This
, ; ^r .

view is based on one/iact that the lithology of these rocks resembles 

to a degree, that of the '"u-tai rocks exposed in the 1Tfu-tai district*



The Hwang-ling granite (p <s«2.) exposed in the gorge district 

of the middle Yang-tze, is regarded by Willis as an Algonkian 

intrusion. His assignment of pre-Cambrian age to this granite is 

strengthened by the fact that the Cambrian or Sinisian strata 

overlying the granite is in no way effected by this large intrusive 

mass. The schist (p<s$) observed by Pumpelly and Abendanon in 

the same district is in all probability altered pre-Sinisian 

sediment.

The clayey sandstone formation with amphibole and chlorite- 

schist occurring between Batang and Ta-tsen-rlu (p <&3 ) is referred 

to the Y/u-tai formation by Loczy. The presence of the chlorite- 

schist is the basis on which he makes his correlation.

The inadequate data do not enable the writer to assign a 

definite stratigraphical position to the highly altered sedimentary 

rocks observed by Obrutchov in the Nan-shan region (p 78 ); but he 

suggests that they possibly belong to the upper pre-Sinisian«

The reason that Futterer correlates the quartzite and slates 

exposed near L!in-chou, Kan-su, (p <%,o ) is not clearly stated in his

original work M Durch Asien". Presumably, he does so on account of the
fi^ 

lithological similarity between these rocks and certain phase of

the Wu-tai series as described by Richthofen.

Leclere definitely mentions outcrops of pre-Cambrian 

formations in S.W.China. If the quartzite (p B4 ) that he classes
v

as"pre-Cambrian1* system is true pre-Cambrian formation, it may 

be tentatively regarded as belonging to the upper pre-Sinisian 

group, for the lithology of the rock suggests certain similarity to 

that of the Wu-tai strata.



The Kauling formation which is extensively exposed in Kiang- 

si, (see p J2>4) was originally classified by Richthofen as Cambrian, 

but Tiessen, the editor of"China" vol. Ill* suggests that it may 

possibly belong to the pre-Cambrian group* In the opinion of the 

writer the Kauling formation is more likely to be a Cambrian form 

ation; accordingly, it is described under the Sinisian system.

It is hardly necessary to say that all these tentative 

correlations are open to criticism, and the known data are too few 

to arouse vigorous arguments.



The age of the Pre-Sinisian formations*

The absolutely basal position and the peculiar structural 

and lithological type of the Tai-shan complex, the lower pre- 

Sinisian group, remind us at once of the Lewisian in Britain and 

the fundamental complex in North America• Their equivalency seems 

to be self-evident, and needs no further argument.

As to the upper pre-Sinisian group, Richthofen and Hi His 

often speak of its Huronian or .Algonkian age. It is true that the 

general composition and to some extent the structure of the Wu-tai 

rocks are comparable with those of the Huronian formation in 

North America,but a distant correlation based on lithological 

ground does not seem to be a sound one» Either direct or indirect 

fossil evidence is demanded. Owing to the generally unfossilif- 

erous nature of these rocks it has been impossible to obtain 

organic remains of stratigraphical importance in the pre-Sinisian 

in China, and the pre-Cambrian in Europe and North America. On 

the other hand, abundant forms of life, particularly trilobites, 

are recorded near in the base of the Sinisian in China and the 

Cambrian in Europe and North America. If we can prove that the 

base of the Sinisian is equivalent to the base of the Cambrian, it 

would follow that the pre-Sinisian in China is of pre-Cambrian age.

Walcotthas shown that the Chinese lower Sinisian sea was 

connected with the Australian lower Cambrian sea by the presence
i

of the common genus Redlichia; and the middle Cambrian sea of 

China was obviously in communication with that of Western America 

and Europe by the presence of a large number of related forms. 

Thus it is beyond doubt that the base of the Sinisian can be



regarded as the base of the Cambrian for all practical purposes. 

In N.E.China, the base of the Sinisian system consists of a 

red shaly formation, the Man-to shale of V/illis and Blackwelder, 

(see p |o2 ) containing Redlichia and other lower Cambrian forms.

This red shaly rock is described by Richthofen in his Nan-kou
*7f 

section (pll| ) and Hsi-ping-shan section (p £>^ ). The flinty

limestone lying beneath this red shaly rock, (Man-to shale) is 

correlated with the Ta-yang limestone which is regarded by Willis 

as the upper part of the Hu-to system.

In Northern Shan-si near the Wu-tal district, Blackwelder 

observed that eroded and weathered Tai-shan complex, Wu-tai schists 

and Hu-to limestone are in a number of instances unconformably 

overlain by the red shaly formation with local conglomerates. 

For these reasons we may consider it as conclusive that the pre- 

Sinisian groups in China are of pre-Cambrian age.



CAMBRIAN-MIDDLE ORDOVICIAN. . .

or 

The Sinisian System.

(1) General Remarks.

74 
The term "Sinian" was first introduced by Pumpelly for

expressing a system of folds trending N.E.- S.W, observed by him 

throughout N.E, Asia. Richthofen during his exploration found a 

group of ancient rocks spreading over large areas in China, and

being generally affected by the N.E.- 3.17. folds. He then called
27 

this group of rocks "Sinisch11 which was later anglicized by A.
.

as "Sinisian". Richthofen .remarks- that the formations be 

longing to his upper Sinisian or " Obersinisch11 probably extend 

stratigraphically above the Cambrian, and his lower Sinisian or
«

"Untersinisch" possibly reaches down to the pre- Cambrian.

In the years 1903-4 rrillis and Blackwelder discovered an 

unconformity of great magnitude between the Obersinisch and the 

Untersinisch of Richthofen in northern Shan-si; and they call this 

unconformity the "pre-Sinisian Unconformity". Moreover they noted 

that the Untersinisch is generally unfossiliferous, while near the 

bottom of the Obersinisch, a number of species and abundance of 

individuals have been found. In the districts between northern 

Shan-si and S.W.Chi-li, Blackwelder observed thirteen instances of

Sinisian beds (=0bersinisch) lying in contact with the pre-Sinisian
^ 

formations. A Nine cases out of the thirteen, the same geologist was

able to observe erosion unconformity; the underlying pre-Sinisian



is often traversed by dykes which terminate abruptly at the 

plane of the umconformity* The other cases are fault or thrust

junctions. Blackwelder and V/illis therefore found it desirable
as

to restrict the lower extension of the "Sinisch system"/estab 

lished by Richthofen. For denoting the "Sinisch" system in this 

restricted sense, they adopt the old nomenclature "Sinian", the 

plane of the "pre-Sinian unconformity" being regarded as the 

lower boundary of the "Sinian system11 *

To avoid confusion, and to do justice to Pumpelly's early 

discovery, the writer thinks it more appropriate to use the term 

M Sinian11 in its original sense as defined by Pumpelly, (see p33o ) 

i.e., to denote the prevailing N.E - S.W trend of the major folds 

in N.E. and S.E.China; and to use the phrase "Sinisian system" in 

lieu of the phrase "Sinian System" as defined by Willis and Black- 

welder*

Although the Sinisian rocks are widely distributed in 

northern, S.W., S,E., and probably western China, the Sinisian 

formation, as a system, appears to be most well-defined in N.E. 

China,o The grand developement of the almost undisturbed 

Sinisian strata in Western Shan-tung, and their magnificient 

exposures with abundant fossils, have induced a number of 

geologists and palaeontologists to concentrate their attention to 

that area* A tolerable fauna has been collected from Shan-tung, 

and described by Dr Walcott. The labour spent by Dr. Deprat on the 

Cambrian formation in S.W.China is also a fruitful one; but there 

the severe deformation suffered by the Cambrian strata has



rendered the region less favourable than Shan-tung for studying 

faunal sequence* The work of Richthofen on the Sinisian 

formation in S.E.China, valuable as it is, gives us little 

satisfaction as regards the record of organic remains.

The lower member of the Sinisian system in N.E.China 

usually overlies the Tai-shan complex or the Vru-tai formation or 

the Hu-to rocks with marked unconformity; but in one or two 

known cases the unconformity does not seem to exist* Richthofen's 

section at the Nan-kou pass affords such an example, (see p "7 I ) 

The upper limit of the Sinisian system in N.E.China is marked by an 

unconformity of such a nature as to represent a great hiatus of the 

succession of life; and to exhibit visible trace of erosion and

notable change of lithology between the upper Sinisian rocks
SK<^-n6\4n. 

and the rocks belonging to the overlying Sinioian system.

(see p tb5 ) But, there is a wide concordance of stratification 

between the uppermost Sinisian bed and the lowest Shansian 

stratum. It is uncertain whether the corresponding break 

defining the upper boundary of the Sinisian system exists in the 

othercparts of the country. If it does exist, it need^ not & be 

at the same horizon, for the upper part of the Sinisian system in 

northern China had been presumably eroded off before the depos 

ition of the overlying Shansian base had begun*

In eastern Yun-nan, Deprat has shown that, at a certain 

locality, a number of upper Cambrian beds are missing underneath 

the Ordovician; and the Ordovician passes Upwards into the Silurian 

in a conformable mannero If this break between the Ordovician 

and the Cambrian is proved to be a mere local non-sequence, or



due to tectonic movement in post Ordovician time as suggested by 

Deprat,(if the writer understands him rightly) it may be possible 

to extend the use of the term Sinisian.to S.W.China, but if it is 

an unconformity of appreciable magnitude, the application of the 

Sinisian system in Eastern Yun-nan would be thoroughly unsuitable. 

Jn the absence of further data concerning the nature and the • 

extent of the alleged unconformity between the Ordovician and the 

upper Cambrian in Eastern Yun-nan, Deprat ! s suggestion is 

tentatively regarded as a valid one.

With regard to the tee*md€tr i e-e of the Sinisian system, we 

have convincing evidence to show that the lowest bed of the same 

system in Northern China is practically equivalent to the 

Cambrian base; and from the uppermost stratum of the system, 

forms related to the Trenton fauna of North America have been 

found. Thus it is certain that the Sinisian system in China, 

at all events in northern and central China, covers a period 

which extends from the lowest Cambrian at least to the middle 

Ordovician*

The nature of the rocks belonging to the Sinisian system 

shows a tendency of changing from(the lower) shallow water deposits 

to(the upper)deep sea sediments. The change is gradual but 

unmistakable indicating the slow and continual subsidence 

of the sea floor during the Cambro-Ordovician time throughout 

China.

There is a general absence of basal conglomerate in the 

Sinisian system over an extensive area except at a few localities 

in Northern Shan-si and Western Chi-li where the developement of 

the conglomerate is strictly local. Instead of the usual



presence of a conglomeratic band above a plane of great uncon-
uV^-f

formity, we find deposits which have presumably derived from
A

laterite in Northern China, and a consolidated glacial formation 

or tillite in Central China. They form the base of the Sinisian 

system. The discovery of glacial deposits in early Cambrian time

in Central China is entirely due to the energetic research and
Mr. 

astute observation of Dr. Willis and Br. Blackwelder. It is much

to be regretted that their hurried journey did not allow them to 

obtain any more data than one locality of the exposure of the 

tillite and its approximate stratigraphical position.

Fossils that have been found in the Sinisian system, are
t

mainly trilobites and brachiopods; gastropods, cephalopoda, 

ostracods etc are also fairly well represented. The lower 

Sinisian fauna is characterized by the species, Helcionella 

rugosa chinensis, Obolella asiatica, Redlichia chinensis and cer 

tain species of Ptychoparia. The middle Sinisian has yielded a 

large number of species and individuals. Dorypyge richthofeni, 

Agnostus, Anomocare, Solenopleura, certain species of Ptychoparia, 

Stephanocare, Drepanura, Obolus, Orthotheca etc, are among the 

characteristic forms. The upper Sinisian is usually not so 

fossiliferous as the middle and lower Sinisian; but the genus 

Asaphus Dionide, large orthoeras or "pagoda stone", etc, occurs 

near the top of the system.



(Tl) Field Observations.

(Under this heading fossils are mentioned by reference No. Their 

generic and specific names are found in list No. 1.)

N^E. China.

We stern Shan-tung.

The lithological as well as^faunal succession of the Sinisian 

formations in Western Shan-tung has been elaborately worked out 

by Messrs, ™illis and Blackwelder. Although the area that they « 

covered during their exploration in Shan-tung is limited, the 

Sinisian formations in N.E.China appear to be well represented in
Q~-

that area/ fte proved by the more extensive observation made by 

Richthofen. For this reason we may take "festern Shan-tung as a 

type-area showing the full developement of the Sinisian formations 

in N.E.China*

In Western Shan-tung, the Sinisian formations are divisible 

into three series according to Willis and Blackwelder:

Upper (c) Tsi-nan limestone massive limestone. 

Middle (b) Kiu-lung group limestone and shale. 

Lower (a) Man-to formation essentially shale. 

The sequence of these three series is not inferred but is 

actually observed. Therefore there is no question about their 

succession; and we may consider the above order as an established 

fact.

(a) Man-to formation. 

Blackwelder describes the Man-to formation' as being
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primarily a series of red and brown shales with interbedded gray 

and buff limestones, which are usually of earthy composition*

Good exposures of the Man-to formation were noted by Black- 

welder in the slopes below the cliffs on all sides of the village 

of Chang-hia, in the hills northeast of Sin-tai-hsien, in those 

between Kau-kia-pu and Yen-chuang, and 19 to 24 kilometers south 

of Po-shan. The total thickness, according to the same author, 

ranges from 135 to 225 meters*

On the slope of the Man-to-shan, south of Chang-hia, the
1* 

complete Man-to formation is exposed. The sequence is as follows:

(see section MOvl$

Kiu-lung group

Man-to form 
ation with 
(Redlichia 
chinensis)

5. Thin.bedded dark oolite and 
greenish shale•

4* Brown and gray shale with two 
intercalated thin layers of 
gray limestone and a layer of 
gray limestone lying at the base. 
This basal layer contains Sel9, 
Si 32 to Si 35.

3. Dark shale with a layer of olive- 
gray limestone lying at the base. 
The latter contains Se 30, Si 42, Si 32

2. Red shale with basal white
calcareous shale and buff earthy 
lime. The buff limestone yields 
Si 42, Si 37.

1. Shales with a band of buff earthy 
limestone near the base, a sill 
of syenite porphyry in the middle 
and a layer of slaty black lime- 
stone which yields Redlichia 
chineusis, (Si 7) in the upper part 
of the series.

(Unconformity)

Tai-shan Complex,



In the Sin-tai district, the succession of the !'an-to form 

ation is essentially the same as that in the Chang-hia district. 

In the slopes of the Hu-lu-shan, south of Yen-chuang and the 

Hwang-yang-shan, east of the Hu-lu-shan, Se 30, Sf 11, Sg 3,
Vv%

Si 43, Si 9 have been found £*^om the T- Tan-to formation.

(b) Kiu - lung; gr oup •

The Kiu-lung group largely consists of limestones with a 

subordinate number of shaly strata. The limestone is often 

oolitic and pseudo-Conglomeratic. The horizontal extension of 

each member of this group is not so persistent as the members of 

the underlying Man-to formation. Elackwelder says that a thick 

hard limestone belonging to the Kiu-lung formation sometimes grad 

es off into shales within a few miles. The Kiu-lung group is 

conformably underlain by the Llan-to formation,. and conformably 

overlain by the Tsi-nan limestone to be described presently. The 

total thickness varies from 275 m to 335 m.

The rocks belonging to the Kiu-lung group are exposed in the 

hills near the villages of Chau-ini-tien and Chang-hia, in the low 

pagoda hill near Tai-an-fu, in the hills 16 Kilometers southeast 

of the same city, in the mountains of the Sin-tai —— Yen-chuang
/

district and those lying about 16 Kilometers south of Po-shan.

In the Chang-hia district, the Kiu-lung group is divisible 

into three conformable series: \

5. Cnau-mi-tien limestone^ with Ptychaspis, 
Tsinania and Plectorthis (see section iq 
This limestone is conformably overlain 
by the yellowish dolomitic Tsi-nan lime 
stone. The transition between the
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Chau-rni-tien limestone and the T si-nan 
limestone is marked by a notable lith- 
ological change. The upper part of the 
Chau-mi-tien limestone consists of hard 
gray finely crystalline limestone with 
individual strata which are usually not 
more than 5 or 6 feet thick, and yields 
fossils Se 29, Se 36, Se 33, Sf 7, 
Sg 6, Si 108, Si 118, Si IBg. The lower 
part of the limestone is thinly bedded 
and sometimes exceedingly hard. It 
contains fossils Si,l, Si 163, Si 164, 
Si 81, Si 78, Si 79, Si 152, Si 118, 
Si 113, Si 114, Si 105, Si 111, etc. 
In the base of the Chau-mi-tien lime 
stone there is a stratum of dense 
slabby limestone containing peculiar 
pseudo-conglomerate which consists of 
a Olive-gray matrix and flattish, 
ellipsoidal or reniform pebble-like 
bodies rarely exceed 1 inch in dia 
meter. This slabby limestone yields 
Si 94.

2. Ku-shan _shale.
This is a calcareous shale of ligjit green 

colour with seams of dense limestone, 
destitute of fossil, about 50 feet in 
thickness.

!• Ghang-hia..limestone (with Dorypyge 
richthofeni, Anomocare daulis, etc.) 
The upper part of the Chang-hia form 
ation is composed of somewhat variable 
succession of dark and gray limestones 
which are occasionally oolitic: the 
middle part consists of massive, cliff- 
making beds of black oolite with grains 
of glauconite; the lowest strata are 
composed of thin-bedded olive-gray 
limestones which are in part oolite. 
Abundant middle Cambrian fossils 
have been found from various horizons 
of this formation. They are arranged 
in descending order as follows:- 
Se 24, Sg 1, Si 120, Si 145, Si 86, 
Si 29, Si 156, Si 158, Si 15, Si 85, 
Si 103, Si 149, Si 148, Si 98, Si 99, 
Si 89, Si 84, Si 51, Si 52, Si 63, 
Si 107,

Sf 10, Si 84, Si 102.



Sf 1, Sf 6, Sf 12, Si 51, Si 100. 

Sf 12, Si 51.

Si 84, Si 88, Si 106, Si 104, Si 02, 
Si 101, Si 89, Si 6.

Si 72, Si 15, Si 52.

Se 237, Sg 8, Si 69, Si 144, Si 44,
Si 45.

Se 31, Si 147, Si 68, Si 146.

In the Sin-tai district, the three divisions of the Kiu- 

lung group still hold; but here the thickness of the black oolite 

is much reduced, being replaced by shales. The Ku-shan shale is 

thicker than it is in the Chang-hia district, and it carries 

fossils which belong to the upper part of the Chang-hia lime 

stone and lower part of the Chau-mi-tien limestone of the Chang- 

hia district. The Chau-mi-tien limestone is essentially the 

same as in the 6hang-hia district.

Near Yen-chung, north of Sin-tai-hsien, Blackwelder
ho describes a section of the Kiu-lung group as follows:-

5. "uppermost limestone member" ...... .250 to 300 ft.
ff ( Thin-bedded gray limestones, often 

conglomeratic, which represents most of 
the Chau-mi-tien formation)" 
with the following fossils, 
Sh 2.

Se 32, Se 35, Se 33, Se 39, Sg 2, Sg 6, 
Si 151, Si 109, Si 112, Si 115, Si 116, 
Si 118, Si 94, Si 90.

Si 27.
*• ^** ** ™* *"* *•* •* ^* <•• •• ^» ^w ^m ^M MM ^m ^m ^m ^B ^M

Si 97, Si 94, Si 134.

Se 29, Si 57, Si 94, Si 55.



4. "upper shale member" ........ 100 to 120 fet.
"( Green shales, usually in two layers 

separated by a thin limestone. The 
shales themselves are sometimes soft 
and argillaceous, but at other levels 
are hard and slaty, containing numerous 
limestone nodules)" 
with the following fossils. 
Se 22, Se 18, Se 12, Si 1, Si 3, Si 21, 
Si 22, Si 25, Si 31, Si 30, Si 4-1, 
Si 146, Si 54, Si 8, Si 10, Si 58, Si 24.

"Middle limestone member" ...... 120 to 150 ft
"( Light gray denae or granular lime 
stone, usually mottled with ocher. 
Represents the upper one-third of the 
Chang-hia limestone)" 
with the following fossils. 
Se 25, Si 60, Si 83, Si 27, Si 26, 
Si 23, Si 17, Si 19, Si 149, Si 56.

Se 26, Se 6, Sg 1, Si 137.

. "Lower shale member" ........ 100 to 170 ft.
"( Soft green shales containing thin 
strata and nodules of dense lime 
stone}"
with the following fossils. 
Sc 1, Se 25, Se 9, Se 7, Se 12, Sf 6, 
Sg 1, Sg 7, Si 1, Si 63, Si 82, Si 157, 
Si 156, Si 15, Si 14, Si 123, Si 145, 
Si 136, Si 153, Si 132, Si 137, Si 53.

Sc 1, Se 25, Sf 6, Sg 1, Sg 9, Si 1, 
Si 137, Si 84, Si 155, Si 156.

Se 23, Sg 9, Si 1, Si 3, Si 119, Si 132, 
Si 137, Si 156, Si 15.

1. "Lowest limestone member" ...... .100 to 180 ft.
11 ( Dark gray limestone, much of it oolite 
and thick-bedded. The basal layers are 
frequently slabby and more or less 
replaced by green shales and calcareous 
sandstone)"
with the following fossils. 
Se 7, Se 16, Si 59, Si 71, Si 68,

Se 2, Si 59, Si 154, Si 126,
mm ™* ™" •• "• mm mm m* mm mm mm m» mm mm mm mm i

Si 70, Si 136, Si 123, Si 39.

*' Se 5 ' Se 85, Si 63 3*158.'



In the vicinity of Tai-an-fu, limestone strata form the 

i 0olated hill with a small pagoda about 1 mile west of the city. 

From this pagoda hill Elackwelder collected the following fauna 

which proves conclusively that the limestone isV&iau-mi-tien 

limestone*

Se 8, Se 13, Se 36, Se 39, Sf 3, Sf 8, Sf 4, 
Sg 13, Sh 1, Si 163, Si 165, Si 105, Si 78, 
Si 80, Si 57, Si 118, «* 44* Si 47, Si 46.

(C) Tsi-nan Limestone.

The Tsi-nan limestone is lithologically divisible into two 

parts. The lower light coloured argillaceous limestone and 

dolomite conformably overlies the Kiu-lung, and is itself over 

lain by the upper brown dolomitic uniform limestone. The upper 

brown dolomite almost represents nine-tenths of the whole Tsi-nan 

formation and it underlies the coal bearing series of much younger 

age. (see p /q£ ). The Tsi-nan formation is widely distribut 

ed in Shan-tung. Its exposures in the south of Tsi-nan and in 

the hill ranges of N.W.Shan-tung are most prominent.

In the Ohang-hia district, the lower part of the Tsi-nan 

formation is essentially calcareous with earthy and dolomitic 

material. The lower strata grade upwards insensibly into mod 

erately thick. bedded brownish dolomite which weathers to a blue- 

gray colour. The rock is slightly deformed, and traversed by 

calcite-veins. Fossils are extremely rare.

In the Sin-tai district, the nature of the Tsi-nan lime 

stone is essentially the same as in the Chang-hia district. 

Near Tsai-kia-chuang, the Tsi-nan limestone has yielded the 

following forms:



Se51, Sf 16, Sf 17, Sh 2, Si 191?.

Having reviewed the inportant work contributed by Blackwelder on 

the stratigraphy of the Sinisian formations in Western Shan-tung, we 

may proceed to gether a few scattered observations made by other 

geologists in the same province.

After extensive study of the Sinisian system in the Liau-tung 

province where the developement of the Sinisian rocks is much the
t\7O

same as in Shan-tung, Richthofen subdivide the same system into/major 

groups: X

\\) The unfossiliferous "Untersinisch" is conformably overlain by
«7 

(2) the fossiliferous "Obersinisch11 • In the opinion of Richthofen

the same subdivision of the "Sinisch" system holds in the province 

of Shan-tung. Lorenz also classify the "Sinisch11 formations into 

an upper and a lower group. It is uncertain whether the boundary - 

plane between the Obersinisch and the untersinisch drawn by Lorenz 

and that drawn by Richthofen agree with each other. Presumably they 

are approximately in the same horizon.

"Unter sinisch11
To 4-, 

the south of Liu-pu, in the Tai-shan mountain, Lorenz c ^-

observed that the Untersinisch consists of siliceous and calcareous 

dolomitic rocks. (Rauchwacken) Similar rocks occur at Tsi-nan-fu 

according to Richthofen.

To the south of ^ei-hsien, the Untersinisch of Lorenz is com 

posed of yellow sandstone in the lower parts which is succeeded 

upwards by red marl.

At Tschang-liu-tschang, the lowest bed of the untersinisch is a 

red, gray, sandy marl with sericitic scales. This is followed
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upwards by siliceous calcareous-shale (Kalkschiefer)

No fossils were found by Lorenz from the Untersinisch formation 

in Shan-tung.

"Obersinisch".

The Obersinisch of Richthofen and Lorenz is a thick series of 

strata consisting of dirty yellow sandy marl, shale, calcareous- 

shale (Kalkschiefer) and slabby limestone with beds of character 

istic globulitic or oolitic limestone. The similar globulitic or 

oolitic limestone was observed by Richthofen in the Liau-tung 

province; (Lung-mon series) and is also observed by Gottsche in 

Corea. Toll remarks that the oolitic limestone of Cambrian age is 

widely distributed in N.E.Asia.

The following observations werelfrade by Lorenz-withxregard
/- - -\ ^ 

to ,the Sixii si an, formation in Shan-tung:-/

To the south of Tsi-nan-fu Lorenz observed the following

[

succession of ̂ rocks: (see section NO. 22 ) 

10 • Coal-limestone (Kohlenkalk) 

9« Ferruginous clay (Lehmdecke)

(Note ——— Obviously No. 9 does not 
belong to the sequence of the bed 
ded rocks. It is probably superficial 
deposits of recent origin.)

8. Red limestone somewhat crystalline.

7. Bedded Black limestone.

60 Limestone "conglomerate" •

5. Yellow limestone.

4. Globulitic limestone, in part marmorized.

3. pure & sandy bright brown limestone.

2o Thick-bedded black or speckled limestone.
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1. Fossiliferous shaly globulitic limestone. 

In the hill south of Wang-tschwang, "between Mong-yin-hsien

and I-ahui-hsien, Lorenz observed the following sequence and coll-
ta 

ected three lots of fossils: (see section HI CK X\ )

8. Limestone containing Si 98 Si 176 . . . . . 24 m.

7* Limestone with an interbedded sill,
below the sill the limestone contains
Si 28, Si '28' ......... 68 m.

6. Slabby limestone ......... 50 nu

5* Marl ...............7m*

. 4. Green-gray massive limestone with a 
layer of green marl near the base* 
Just above the marly stratum the lime 
stone yields Si 145, Si 156, Si 1, 
Si 4, Se 21. ........... 59 m.

3. Dark green-gray massive limestone with 
Si 145, Si 156, Si 4. etc. .... 25 m*

2. Thin-bedded, sandy and micaceous lime 
stone with sandy layers and bands of 
gray crystalline limestone (spatkalk) 
containing large oolites' ..... 90 m.

1. Galcitic, ferruginous, brown-violet
conglomerate ...........7m.

In the limestone hill of Ho-shan, south of the Pu-tschi coal 

field, Lorenz collected a few fossils. They are: Si 189, Sf 15, 

Sg 5,

The limestone contains strata of shaly dolomitic-rock 

(Rauchwacke), as»d it is unconformably overlain by coal bearing 

series, (see section No^4>) Lorenz regards the limestone as "lower 

Silurian".



Chi-li.

Near the Nan-kou pass, N.W. of Peking, Richthofen noted the 

occurrence of the Sinisian formations consisting of the following
r

sequence: of rocks: '

M. Evenly bedded limestone without chert, 
dark gray to blackish; fine-grained; 
break splintery and conchoidal, some 
times uneven. Beds 2 to 12 inches 
thick, seldom more, well separated 
from one another. Non-fossiliferous. 
Here occur the limestones with hori 
zontally embedded, flattish, rounded 
bodies which give worm-like outlines 
in cross-section. The bodies here 
consist mostly of dense black, the 
matrix of crystalline limestone. 
These MWurmkalkeM are everywhere 
characteristic of an upper horizon. 
Another typical rock is greenish 
splintery limestone. Total thickness. . . 2000 ft.

L. Globulitic limestones clear gray to 
black. The Globulites are mostly of 
the size of oat kernels, seldom as 
large as peas, beds 2 inches to 2 
feet thick. Trilobites abundant ..... 500 ft.

K. Green strata* ............... 80 ft.

I. Globulitic limestones like 1, predom 
inating with dense homogeneous lime 
stones interbedded ............ 1500 ft.

H. 5. Red clay shales ............ 120 ft.

4. Gray limestone ............ 80 ft»

3. Red strata .............. 80 ft*

2. Dense siliceous limestones of flat 
conchoidal fracture, very evenly 
bedded; Whitish, greenish, reddish, 
prevailingly greenish-white ...... .200 ft.

1. Red clay shales ............ .100 ft.

G. Gray dense limestone finely crystalline . . 400 ft.



n-2.

In the Hsi-ping-shan, southern Chi-li, Richthofen observed 

Globulitic and conglomeratic strata underlain by red shales. The 

section has been already described in connection with the pre- 

Sinisian systems, (see p '-> f=\ ).

Shan-si•

In the Ta-tung-fu coal field, northern Shan-si, the Sinisian 

limestone is unconformably overlain by Jurassic coal measures, with 

a marked difference of dip. (see section K/c?«l4- )

In northeastern Shan-si, the Sinisian rocks exhibit nearly 

all the peculiarities of their equivalents in Shan-tung, but here 

only two lithological divisions can be readily distinguished.Accord 

ing to V/illis and Blackwelder they are:

(B) Upper. Ki-Chou limestone.

Gray limestofae. 

(A) Lower. Man-to series.

Sandstone, red shale and impure lime 
stone.'^i •.;*''*

The rocks are exposed near Ning-shan, along the southern edge 

of the Wu-tai-shan district, and on the northern flank of the VTu~ 

tai range.

The lower Man-to series sometimes unconformably overlies the
t

Tai-shan complex (see sectionsi^ 13), and sometimes rests unconform 

ably upon the Fu-tai (see section ) or the Hu-to rocks with 

local basal conglomerate. Moreover, the unconformity between the

Sinisian and the pre-Sinisian in these districts is shown by
between 

striking discordance /" the Sinisian and the pre-Sinisian strata

and the truncation of dykes intruded into the pre-Sinisian at the



junction between the lowest :,:an-to stratum and the older eroded 

pre-Sinisian beds.

The following section given by Blackwelder represents a part

of the Sinisian system as exposed at the south of Tung-yu, Shan-si.
ft

It may be regarded as typical developement of the Sinisian system

in N.E.Shan-si and S.W. Chi-li. The upper part of the system has 

been obviously denuded away.

(Dense Blue limestone,
(with fossils Se 33, Si 110 ........ 20 ft.

(Ocherous, gray, dense, conglomeratic limestone 
(with fossils Si 66, Si 24. ........ 75 ft.

(Massive, ocherous gray limestone. ..... 110 ft.

(Brown and gray shales and thin bedded
(limestone ................. 65 ft.
(with fossils Se 17, Sf 9, Sg 12, Si 16 
(Si 122, Si 128.

(Massive gray oolitic limestone ...... 45 ft.
Ki-chou (with fossils Sg 12, Se 11, Se 26, Se 20,

(Si 1, Si 15, Si 16, Si 135, Si 150. 
limestone. (

(Gray shales ................ 15 ft.

(Gray crystalline limestone ........ 9 ft.

(Gray calcareous shale ........... 8 ft.

(Oolitic limestone ............. 5 ft.

(Gray and buff shales with limestone
(nodules ............... ..,30 ft.
(with fossils Si 74, Si 128, Si 64, Si 40, 
(Si 159.

(Hard brown-gray oolitic limestone ..... 12 ft.

(Slabby buff limestone dense and hard . . . . 35 ft. 
(with fossils Sfl, Sf 12, Si 77, Si 65, 
(Si 62, Si 48.



(Red shale and argillaceous llrae stone
(with thin yellow limestone ........ 40 ft.

(Red shale and thin limestone ....... 30 ft.
Man- to (

(Argillaceous yellow limestone ...... 4 ft.
shales. (

(Red calcareous shale ........... IS ft.

(Red sandstone and conglomerate . . . . . .3 to 15 ft.

(unconformity} --

Pre- (Purple argillites; siliceous limestones 
Sinisian (and dykes of green-stones.

In the valley of 0-shui, north of the Wu-tai-shan and south 

of Tai-chou, magnificent exposure of the Ki-chou limestone resting 

on the Man-to shale, has been described by Richthof en. 0 ^

v j The limestone forms precipitous cliffs, and attain a thickness 

of about 2700 feet.

The upper part of the Ki-chou limestone generally contains few 

fossils except scattered specimens of orthoceras, coiled gastropods 

and other Ordovician forms.

In a narrow gorge, on the west side of the Sing-ho, below the 

city of Wu-tai-hsien, fossils were collected at about 10 feet above

the base of the Ki-chou limestone which is underlain by red-brown
I 

Man-to shale. The fauna consists of the following forms:

Sc 1, Se 10, Se 34, Si 61, Si 65, Si 73, Si 76, Si 38.



Central . China*

gorge district _of_the middle Yang-tze. 

The dissected broad anticline of the middle Yang-tze district 

affords splendid opportunity for studying the stratigraphy of the 

district. Various observations have been made at different times 

by different geologists. Although the records of the observations 

vary in detail, they generally agree in showing the main divisions 

of the sequence. of the rocks. Broadly speaking we are able to dis 

tinguish two lithological divisions as far as the Sinisian form- 

'ation is concerned:

(b) Upper. Ki-sin-ling limestone.
Massive gray limestone 
which grades downwards 
into slaty limestone 
and shales.

(a) Lower. Nan-tou series.
Tillite, sandstone and 
conglomerate.

At Nan-tou, a place which is situated at the northwestern 

entrance of the I-chang gorge, Western Hup eh, Blackwelder describes 

the following section: (compare section 37 )

(Massive brown-gray dolomitic
(limestone. ............. 4000 ft. 7

(Gray cherty limestone. )
(Light gray oolitic limestone )
(White arenaceous limestone )

Ki-sin-ling (Blaok argillaceous limestone )..... 250 ft. 
" o Brown calcareous shale )

limestone. -(Black ^y limestone & flint)
(Brown shale )
(Thin sheet of conglomerate • )
(with pebbles like those in )
(the underlying tillite, and )
(a matrix of greenish argill- )
(aceous limestone. )

(Unconformity) ~ ——— --..- —————— __.



(Glacial tllllte .............. 120 ft
(On this tillite Blackwelder writes 
("Hard massive boulder-clay or tillite 
(which is ni ether fissile nor stratified. 
(It is a greenish gritty clay-rock of 
(hackly fracture, in which lie irregular 
(stones of various sizes and kinds, with 
(their long axes at tandora angles with 
(the horizontal. The rocks represented 
(are gray granite, brown-rhyolite-porphyry, 
(mica- schist, massive green slate, earthy 
(gray limestones, quartz and chert. 
(- - - -The forms of the majority of the
(stones are subangular, i.e., angles are 
(present, "but are smooth and rounded* The 
(flattish surfaces of such slowly weath- 
(ering rocks as the massive silieeous

Nan-tou (ferruginous limestone are polished and 
(scratched in various directions - - - -

series. (The scratched stones were found in numbers 
(firmly fixed in the green tillite, in 
(such a condition as to show that they had 
(never been disturbed nor subjected to 
(surface abrasion since they were imbedded 
(there in early palaeozioc time1*. 
(Commenting on this description, the writer 
(agrees with Blackwelder in regarding these 
(deposits as true tillite; The shape of the 
(scratched pebbles, their firm setting in an 
(undisturbed matrix, etc disavow the possi- 
(bility of attributing the striation to 
( slickensides.

(Obscured by soil .............. 100 ft.

(Coarse, gritty, quartzite white sandstone.) 

(Purplish-brown arkose sandstone. )

( Conglomerate. )
( ) 150 ft.
(The pebbles in the conglomerate consist i
(almost entirely of small fragments of the )
(underlying Hwang-ling granite* )

(unconf ormity J

. Hwang-ling granite of pre-Sinisian age.
75 

At the lower entrance of the Lu-kan gorge, Pumpelly observed

that quaitzite immediately underlies limestone which contains



lenticular masses of flints. Apparently, Jjhere the tillite is 

absent*

Between the Lu-kan and Mi-tsang gorges, E.O.Abendanon found 

a purplish-brown limestone containing coiled nautilus and large 

casts of orthoceratites. After studying the section given by 

Blackwelder, Abendanon refers this limestone to the Ki-sin-ling 

limestone. Here^the Ki-sin-ling Ais underlain by schist and over 

lain by green shaleUiccording to Abendanon* (see p S3 )

Near Mau-ping-pu, between San-tou-ping and the upper part of 

the lii-tsang gorge, Richthofen observed the following sequence:

8. (see p

7, Gray-green sandstone with greenish
shaly strata. ............. 500 ft.

6. Thick-bedded, gray-black and yellow
limestone ............... 1100 ft.

5. Thin-bedded limestone. ........ .1200 ft*

4. Thick-bedded, blackish dark sandstone 
striking N by W.

3. Very hard schistose-rock of gray-green 
colour, partly due to the presence of 
mica, chlorite and hornblende* The 
rock is traversed by granitic veins 
and dip vertical*

2* Dark rock traversed by granite (Syenitic 
granite of Pumpelly) with fchite plag- 
ioclase, quartz.etc.

1. Granite of San-tou-ping.

(Note ----- It seems to be highly probable that an unconform 

ity exists between the base of bed No. 4 and the underlying rocks

as suggested by the striking contrast of the nature of the rocks.
u4 

This unconformity may be identical t© the unconformity between the



r/s

base of the Nan-tou series and the underlying Hwang-ling granite 

as described by BlackwelderA)

Between Kong-lin-tan and Sin-tan, Noda describes the following 

sequence:

5. Upper shale = Sin-tan shale by Blackwelder. 
greenish shale, becomes sandy upwards.

4. Pin-skan-Ba limestone .......... 400 ft.

3. Lower shale ............... 150 ft.
greenish shale with lenticular mass of 
limestone.

2. Niu-kan limestone ............ 300 ft.

!• Nan-tou series ............. 220 ft.

Sandstone and shales with lenticular 
mass of limestone and slates with 
a thin basal layer of sandstone.

• In the gorge district, Willis and Blackwelder d^a. not observe 

the upper limit of the Ki-sin-ling limestone; but they infer that 

the Ki-sin-ling limestone is probably overlain by the Sin-tan shale, 

a greenish shale (to be described later) this inference is borne out

by the observations made by Richthofen and Abendenon as cited above.
| 7 L

The district near the Ki-sin-ling.

The Ki-sin-ling limestone is well exposed along the divide 

between N.W.Hupeh and N.E.Su-chuan. In this district the upper part 

of the same formation consists of an alternation of soft green cal 

careous shales with thin strata and nodules of limestones of gray

and white colours about 200 feet thick. These are separated from the
a 

overlying Sin-tan shale by a hard light coloured limestone and/thin
the 

stratum of dense black chert. In the shales and /thin gray lime

stones, trilobites, brachiopods occur in abundance. In the more



massive limestone directly beneath the shales there are also num 

erous well-preserved casts of Orthoceras.

At a rocky narrow on the Ta-ning-ho, about 1.5 miles up the 

river from Su-kia-pa, the thin gray limestone which forms the upper 

zone of the Ki-sin-ling limestone, contains the following forms:

Sh 3, Se 49, Se 52, Se 53, Se 54, Sh 4, Si 196.

Si 193, Si 191, Si 197, Si 201, Si 198.

Near the mouth of the ravine immediately northeast of Su-kia-pa, 

in the similar gray limestone associated with green shales the 

following forms occur:

Se 49, Se 55, Se 56, Se 53, Se 57, Se 52, Se 54, Se 58.

Si 204, Si 199, Si 191 (of Si 190), Si 194, Si 192, Si 191,

Si 197, Si 200, Si 195, Si 202.

Blackwelder states that by a river bed about a mile above 

Chou-ping-hsien he found pebbles of gray-green oolitic limestone, 

pisolitic and conglomeratic limestone, and slaty black limestone, 

all resembling in a measure, certain phases of the lower Sinisian 

rocks in Shan-tung. In the limestone pebbles the following fossils 

were discovered:

Se 18, Se 19, Se 11, Sg 11, Si 5, Sj to Sj 6.

S.«W •.China •.

Eastern Yun-nan.

The presence of Cambrian formation in Eastern Yun-nan was first
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discovered by Lantenois who collected a few species of brachiopods 

(Obolella, Lingulella, Discina) and s. trilobite which is described 

by :,'ansuy as Olenellus (Mesonacis) verneani n. sp.

The recent research of Dr. Deprat in the same region has thrown 

much light upon the stratigraphy of the cambro-Ordovician formations. 

The said author distinguishes the Ordovician from the Cambrian on 

account of the discovery of certain typical Ordovician forms and . 

divides the Cambrian into two stages:

(b) upper stage
Jptychoparian formation.

Argillac€e-arenaci©us>-> group)
)Redlichian formation.

(a) Lower stage,

Compact grits with intercalated, limestone containing 

Redlichia.

A. Cambriano

The Cambrian formation is extensively exposed in Eastern Yun-rTan 

between the latitude of Yun-nan-fu and the river Kin-sha-kiang, and 

attains a thickness of at least 2000 m« • Although the formation 

covers a v.dde area in the region in question, it is rare to find a 

complete sequence of the beds as a consequence of complex tectonic 

movement: The strata are much broken up and. even overthrusted, and t- 

the rocks are often rendered schistose* In spite of this difficulty, 

Deprat is able to give us the following stratigraphical records which 

we may consider as sufficient to warrant the establishment of the 

divisions indicated above.

In the district of Ho-tein] N.W. of Po-shi, the Cambrian is 

only represented by its lower part which consists of (see section



5. Thin-"bedded yellow sandstone ...... 30 m.
with Si 9,

4. Micaceous and very sandy yellow grits . . . 70 m. 
with Si 181, Si 180.

3. Green sandy micaceous rock ....... 60 m.
with Si 181.

2. Green grits and quart zite with inter-
calcation of fissile yellow sandy shale r ISO m. 
with Sd 1.

1. Wine-red marly limestone, destitute of
fossil .................. 110 m.

At Si-yang-tang (or Tsin-shouei-keuou) to the north of Eul-long- 

si-shou, an apparent break exists between the Cambrian and the 

Ordovician. Certain upper Cambrian beds which are well-developed in 

the neighbourhood of the Siu-kai-tsen and elsewhere in eastern Yun- 

nan are absent in this district. It is uncertain as to whether the 

said break is brought about by the overt bruiting of the Ordovician 

strata upon the upper Cambrian beds. On this question Deprat writes: 

"Cette absence est probablement le resultat d'une lacune locale
A

d ! ord&r£ tei^tonique que fch le parallelisme de l f ensemble des assises

ne permet malheureusement guere d f affirmero On ne peut accepter 

l f hypothese d f une transgression directe de 1'Ordovicien sur les
t ' IT ,

couches a Redlichia chinefeis et Redlichia carinata puisqua une faible
i > i distance, a 20 K.M. au S., la horizon superieur a ptychoparia

yunnanensis off re un puissant developpement. L'Ordovicien schisto-
A |

marneux est du restK extremeinent brise."

The sequence of the Cambrian strata at Si-yang-tang as made out

by Deprat is as follows; (see section Mo. £4 )

Ordovician ----------- (see p (

(Break?) ——— ~. _ .._„..„.... ........



( 7. Fine, Marly yellow grits with ) 
( Si 180, Si 181. )

(Upper ( 60 Yellow and rose-red •ke^de-r marl) ..... 200 m. 
(stage* ( with Si 7, Sd 1. )

( (5. Green Sandy shale ............ 10 m.
a ( ( with Se 59.
m |

t (
•2 ( (4. Gray limestone ............... 20 m.
§ ( (
0 ( (3. Quartzite gray grits ........... .130 m.

(Lower (
(stage. ( 2. Gray limestone. ............... 20 m.

( 1. Arkose and quartzitic green grits ..... 100 m.

Near the village of Yi-long, east of Sni'-kai-tsen, strata 

belonging to the upper stage of the Cambrian are exposed. They are as 

follows: (see section ho 52> )

Ordovician 9......................

(8. Fine yellow shale sometimes po«y ...... 30 m.

( 7. Marl and sandstone prevailingly gray .... 10 m.

6. Green or gray shaly sandstone ....... .70 m.
V

5. Gritty sandstone ..............40 m.
with Se 6, Se 7, Si 185, Sg 5.

Cambrian. ( 4. Rosy Marl ................. 100 m.
( with Se 43, Se 42, Si 205.

( 3. Green shaly sandstone ........... 20 m.
( with Se 59.
( /U/.
( 2, Yellow or -&&&y marly shale with inter-
(. calated sandy layers ............ 80 m.

( 1. Green Arkose sandstone
(
( 2 & 1 contain Se 60, Sj 9, Sj 7, Si 7.

In the vicinity of La-ni-tang which lies in the valley of the 

Pa-tzen.ho, (between Lao-chou-to and Tien-houi) the following Cambrian 

strata are exposed!



9. A series of green and posy sandstone
with intercalated greenish hard marl .... 110 m.

8. Green scaly and noduler marl vrith greenish
sandy, bands ................ 200 m.
with Se 7, Se 21, Si 184, Si 206, Se 60 Sj 10.

7. Gritty sandstone with three sets of 
joints which divide the rock into 
prallelopipeds ............... 50 m.
with Se 61, Si 205, Se 6, Si 9.

6* Fissile, ]»e-sy marl with intercalated
bands of gritty sandstone ......... 160 m.
with Se 46, Se 60, Si 181, Si 180, Si 7, Sj 9.

5. Green marl and fine. grained, green
sandy shale ................ .30 m.
with Se 59, Si 207 o

4* Dull, Highly Calcareous marl and black shale 70 m.

3. Crystalline gray lir:e stone. ........ 35 m.
<\jt3) 

2. Fissile shale of posy and yellow colour. . . 45 m.

1. Thick-bedded gray and compact sandstone. . . 200 m. ? 

B. Ordovician.
q

According to Deprat, the Ordovician formation occurs in eastern
i

Yun-nan in narrow bands bounded by mighty dislocations. As a rule, the 

succession of strata is imcomplete along a single section, and the 

component beds are often brecciated or otherwise broken up.

the north of the hill near Si-yang-tang, (see p 1-xi ) one

of the dislocated bands carrying Ordovician rocks runs in a 1T.N.E. 

direction towards Yi-Ko-ssen. A transverse section across this band 

shows the succession of the Ordovician strata and the underlying 

Cambrian formation; The latter has been already described in p (2.1 

The Ordovician which overlies the Cambrian consists of the following 

beds: (see section Iv 0.



13. Gray limestone, much "broken up,
resembling the Cambrian crystalline
dolomitic limestone, destitute of
fossil ................. 10 m.

12. Highly decomposed very fine
yellowish sandstone and marl ...... 15 m.

. 11. Calaareous shale (Calcachist) and
micaceous black shale .......... 3m.
with Si 203.i

•

10. Decomposed fine, yellow marly
sandstone ................ 10 m.

9. Greenish fissile marl ..........30 m.

8» Extremely fissile and tender marly 
shale with alternating beds of small 
rolled flints and seams of scaly clay . . ?0 m. 
with Se 47, Se 48, Se 62, Se 49, Se 50, 
Se 1, SI 2, Sk 1, Sk 2, Sk 3.

fBreak)"? _. — _... ————— . — .. — ........ . . ...._ „.,_...„..,...

Cambrian ..............* (see p 1 2 | )
^ <\ ox, Ordovician rocks are exposed &t the N.E./Siun-tiBn.tcheoH..

^.

Between this prefecture and the lake of Tche-hou-kiang, at the rising 

behind the village Sias-tou-kao, Deprat observed the following:

5. Massive coarse sandstone with Bothriolepsis. . 100 m.

4. Black, Shaly sandstone bands with
Bothriolepsis ................. 2m.

3. Coarse, Arkose sandstone ......... ..10 m.

2. Yellow pulverent marl with intercalated
bands of gritty sandstone ........ ...80 m.

1. T-en(Bi.sr shaly marl with Malacostraces ..... 60 m.



The lower Yang-tze valley. 

In this region Richthofen has distinguished three groups of
\

formations of distinctly different lithological type. He regards

them as belonging to the Sinisian system; but his inference is not
» 

supported by palaeontological evidence, for he did not succeed to •*"

findTa single species from the formations in question. The formations 

are placed by Richthofen in the following order:

C. Ma-tsu limestone. 

B. Lu-shan Slate. 

A. Ta-hua sandstone.

The following records of observations are extracted from the 

voluminous work "China" vol. Ill* They appear to be the basis, on 

which Richthofen has drawn his inference in determining the strati- 

graphioal position of the three formations.

In the slope of the Ma-tsu-shan which stands on the northern side 

of the Po-yang lake, Kiang-si, Richthofen observed a series of fine 

grained, half.metamorphosed and slightly quartz-veined slates of 

green-gray, greenish and reddish colour associated with friable brown 

sandstone. He calls these rocks collectively A"Lu-shan slate". The 

Lu-shan slate is overlain by siliceous dark gray limestone with inter 

calated shaly and sandy slates which is 'followed upwards by a white, 

veined limestone containing masses of hornstone. (Hornstein-Knauern)
r.

These limestones are called^'a-tsu limestone. Richthofen states that



he Is- able to recognize, during the later part of his journey, the

immense development of these rocks in southern China, and considers
105 

them as Cambrian formation.

Along the northwestern slope of the Ta-hua-shan, southern An-hwei 

Richthofen made out the following sequence: ;(see sectionNP/t-z)

4. Heavily bedded limestone of gray and 
sometimes red colour with thin hard 
parting layers. The cross-section of the rock 
shows banded structure like the 
limestone of the Ma-tsu-shan; but 
here the rock is highly crystalline. 
The individual beds contain breccia- 
like layers ............. .about 400 ft.

3. A series of regularly bedded slates 
and slaty phyllites comparable with 
the slates of the Ma-tsu-shan ..... 1200 ft.

2. Extremely even-bedded shaly, 
siliceous and calcareous rock, 
finely grained, breaks into 
extraordinarily thin lamirae .... .about 500 ft.

1. Chiefly quartzitic sandstone cemented 
by sandy and shaly material. The 
rock is prevailingly red, but fre 
quently green and violet, and rarely 
brown and yellow. Pebbles brought down 
by streams from the highest peaks of 
the Ta-hua-shan were examined by 
Richthofen who found nothing but the 
quartzitic sandstone, and hence it is 
inferred that a large part of the same 
range is probably composed of the same 
formation. Richthofen calls it 
Ta-hua sandstone .......... at least 2500 ft

In southern An-hwei and eastern Kiang-si, between the coal basin 

of Lo-ping and the young red sandstone basin of Ki-Monn-hsien, there 

is an extensive exposure of slaty shale which Richthofen calls '(u 

Kauling formation. The shale is intercalated by greywacke-like sand 

stone, and exhibits a prevailing greenish-gray colour, but red,



yellow or even white layers are present. The rock is usually highly 

folded and strikes E.N.E. It is from this formation that the famous 

poreelain-rock of Kiang-si is obtained.

(Note - - - the lithology of the Kauling shale is comparable 
v/ith the Lu-shan slate.

Near Wu-kung-shan about 7 K M E.N.E. of the city of Nan-king 

Richthofen observed a series of limestone overlain by red sandstone, 

(of ? upper carboniferous age) The limestone is of blackish colour, 

fine-grained, finely bedded and crystalline; with veins of calcite. 

In some parts it is well cemented and in other parts it is quite 

loose. Parallel, thin, siliceous layers of yellowish-gray colour 

occur in the limestone; the former easily breaks into leaves. Even 

in the intercalated marly partings, Richthofen was unable to detect 

any traces of fossils. The same author says that this very limestone 

was met by him in the Ma-tsu-shan, near the Po-yang-hu, and it is 

distributed over an extensive area in the province of Kiang-si. 

Further- he definitely states that it belongs to the upper part of the 

Sinisian formation. For what reason Richthofen does so, the writer 

is unable to find out.

Immediately to the east of the city of ITan-king , a hill rises

above the loess plain on its southeastern side and the Yang-tze-kiang
northwestern 

on its &<srat-&*&at-«!Pn side. (Strawshoe channel) This hill is entirely

composed of siliceous limestone of lever-brown, yellowish, whitish, 

and reMish colour which dissolves into a peculiar siliceous spongy 

breccia. A pure gray-brown limestone with red veins occurs in the 

upper part of the limestone series, being exposed on the southeastern 

slope of the hill. In Richthofen ! s field note he compares this



limestone with that of the Ma-tsu-shan and the Mei-hua-Bhan; and on
<W * 

his geological map he colours it as "Sinicsh"; while^in conclusion of

his geological study between Nan-king and Cheng-kiang, Richthofen 

refers this dolomitic siliceous limestone to "from Silurian to

Devonian" 10 '
&j 

•On the N.W. slope of the Lun-shan, west of Cheng-kiang,globulitic
^

limestone crops out. It is a blackish-brown semi-crystalline limestone 

with round grains of the similar material as the "matrix"• Traces

of trilobites and orthoceratites were discovered in it. Richthofen
FI 

remarks that the lithology of this rock strongly reminds him^the

"Sinisch" limestone which is so extensively developed in Liau-tung 

and Shan-tung, N.E. China. Overlying this formation is a calcareous

shaly slate with graptolites which were at first mistaken by Rich-
llo, 

thofen as plant impressions. (The writer is particularly interested

in seeking for the record of the discovery of this fossil in Chinese 

geology, but unfortunately he only finds a brief indication of its 

occurrence in this single district.) The graptolitic slates are fol 

lowed upwards by spongy and cellular quartz-rock and quartzite which 

is overlain by micaceous slates. The whole sequence strikes N.E. 

and dips about 45 S.E. The upper part of this sequence is hidden 

from sight by a lake, (see p 1*5^ and section i^\- 5 )



111 Correlation. 

In Western Shan-tung, Blackwelder divides the Sinisian system

into three groups ——• The lower !5an-to formation, the middle Kiu- 

lung group and the upper Tsi-nan limestone. Riohthofen and Lorenz 

only divide the system into two groups The "Untersinisch" and the 

"Obersinisen". Judging from the general description of the lithol- 

ogical nature of these two groups, (see pploSJ^q) it appears to be 

highly probable that the terms "Untersinisch" of Richthofen and 

Lorenz, and the "l!an-to formation** of Blackwelder in the same 

province are practically synonymous. Accordingly, the "Obersinisen" 

of Lorenz and Richthofen would comprise the Kiu-lung group and prob 

ably a part of the Tsi-nan limestone of Blackwelder. Failing to find 

fossils in the upper part of the Sinisian limestone in Shan-tung, and 

seeing that the same limestone is immediately overlain by coal bearing 

series, Richthofen has erroneously regarded the upper Sinisian *4-&««fe 

limestone as "Kohlenkalk" which evidently suggests carboniferous age. 

Lorenz, on the other hand describes the occurrence of "lower Silurian 

limestone 11 in Shan-tung and observed erosion unconformity between the

so-called Silurian limestone and the overlying coal bearing series.
/*• "*"*" ""*• • 

(see section NTP, 2.5 ) By "lower Silurian11 obviously Lorenzv'means

Ordovician as proved by the presence of Asaphus Boehmi. It is not 

clear to the writer whether Lorenz includes the so-called "lower 

Silurian" in the "Obersinisch" or regards it as a separate system. 

To avoid confusion, the writer thinks it desirable to regard the sub 

division of the Sinisian system in Shan-tung given by Blackwelder as 

the standard classification.



In Northwestern Chi-li, the succession of the Sinisian strata as
p^5$

exposed in the Nan-kou ooction, (see p \\\ ) shows remarkable parall 

elism with that in Shan-tung: The series (h) exhibits every litholo 

gical peculiarity of the Man-to formation; above (h) there follows 

a series of globulitic limestones and other strata, (i,k,l,) which 

corresponds to the oolitic limestones and green shales of the Kiu- 

lung group in Shan-tung. The limestone (m) resembles the Chau-mi-tien 

and Tsi-nan limestone, for the development of the peculiar
*

conglomerate, and the general absence of fossils in the upper part 

of the formations are strikingly characteristic in both cases.

The incomplete sequence observed by Hichthofen in the Hsi-ping- 

shan, southern Chi-li; (see p yc\ ) shows that the development of the 

Sinisian formations is essentially the same in that region as in 

northern Chi-li and Shan-tung.

In _Northern Shan-si, the I-'an-to formation consists of the same 

material as it does in Shan-tung and Chi-li; The lower Ki-chou 

limestone which overlies the Man-to formation, contains oolitic and 

conglomeratic strata, showing strong lithological resemblance to the 

Chang-hia limestone of Shan-tung. Moreover they have yielded 

common trilobites and a brachiopod. (see p ). Thus it is beyond 

doubt that the lower part of the Ki-chou limestone is equivalent to 

the Chang-hia limestone. The zone of the conglomeratic limestone may 

be conveniently regarded as the divide between the lower and the 

upper Ki-chou limestone. Above this zone the Ki-chou limestone 

becomes massive, and contains very few fossils. T'Tiat have been 

found near the top of the formation are orthoceras, coiled gastropods 

and other Ordovician forms. Similar facts are recorded in the Tsi-nan 

limestone.^ Hence the upper Ki-chou limestone is considered to be



equivalent, at least in part, to the Tsi-nan limestone.

In the gorge district of the middle Yang-tze and the neigh 

bouring districts the Ki-sin-ling limestone appears to be divisible 

into two divisions The upper massive dolomitic limestone, and the 

lower shaly limestone, (see pjtS ) From the ur/ner part of the upper 

Ki-sin-ling liinestone Orthoceras and other Ordovician forms have 

been collected. On account of this palaeontological discovery and the 

massive nature of the rock, we may correlate the upper Ki-sin-ling -i 

limestone with the Tsi-nan limestone and the upper Ki-chou limestone. 

The lower Ki-sin-ling limestone contains a light gray oolitic 

limestone which resembles certain members of the middle Sinisian in 

N.E. China. Therefore it probably represents the middle Sinisian in 

central China. In the absence of palaeontological evidence it must 

be admitted that this correlation cannot be strongly advocated.

Regarding the lower Ki-sin-ling limestone as middle Sinisian, 

and assuming that the lower Sinisian time was not represented, in 

central China, by denudation but by deposition, a series of lower 

Sinisian rocks underlying the Ki-sin-ling limestone would be de 

manded. This assumption is rendered possible by the indication of the 

prolonged peneplagnation at the end of the pre-Sinisian period as 

inferred by 'Villis. and the quiet and general subsidence of the 

highly eroded continent without notable relief at the beginning of the 

Cambrian time throughout China.

The Nan-tou series which underlies the Ki-sin-ling limestone, 

consists of well-bedded, almost undisturbed red sandstone and glacial 

deposits. It is separated from the Ki-sin-ling limestone by an 

unconformity according to Blackwelder; but the same author remarks
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that the unconformity probably does not represent any appreciable 

length of time. Indeed it may be a mere local non-sequence. Owing to 

the presence of this break it appears to be not improbable that the 

Nan-you sories belongs to the u^per preT Sinisian group; but the 

undisturbed condition of the strata and the insignificant magnitude 

of the break (if Blackwelder*s suggestion is based on good reason) 

make it more probable that the said series was deposited in the early 

Sinisian time; hence we may tentatively regard the Nan-ton series as 

being equivalent to the Man-to formation in northern China. This 

inference is strengthened by the interpretation of the phyBiograp 

hical conditions in the early Sinisian time in China: The climate 

was presumably arctic over a large area of the country* In dentral 

rfhina where there was sufficient precipitation glacial conditions 

prevailed; while in northern China the aridity of the atmosphere 

prevented the existence of large mass of ice, and induced the
•

extensive formation of laterite from which the red soft marly shales 

of the Man-to formation are likely to have been derived* The general 

absence of organic remains in the lower part of the Man-to formation 

(about 100 ft) is also a fact that tends to show the severely cold
•

climate which rendered the shallow lower r.an-to sea thoroughly unsuit 

able for organisms to live.

In Eastern Tun-nan, (see pii^Sfl^) the lower stage of the Cambrian 

consists of gritty material with occasional beds of limestone. In 

this lower stage the species Redlichia chinensis is found. The same 

species also occurs in the Man-to formation in Snan-tung. The upper 

stage of the Cambrian consists of shales, marls, sandstones etc. From 

the upper part of this stage the species Obolus chinensis, Obolus
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damesi, and the genus ptyohoparia have been found. These also occur 

in the Kiu-lung group of Shan-tung. The presence of these forms 

leads Deprat to compare the Obelus chinensis zone in eastern Yun-nan 

with the lower part of the Chau-mi-tien limestone in western Shan 

tung. The sane author points out the lithological difference of the 

rocks in which the common forms occur in the two regions. The facial 

difference of a zone in lithology in places which are separated by a 

great distance, is of course completely within our expectation.

The Ordovician of eastern Yun-nan with the characteristic 

trilobite Dionjde formasa Barrande which occurs at the zone d3, 

stage D, of the Ordovician formation in Bohemia, is compared by 

Deprat with the Tsi-nan limestone in Shan-tung. In the latter 

formation Ordovician fossils also occur as already stated.

The calcareous formation near Tchae-tien (Tshau-tien,) "Tr estern 

Su-chuan,(see p (50 ) which has yielded Asaphus sp,Calymene sp, and 

Trinucleus richthofeni Kayser> is also compared by Deprat with the

Dionide zone of eastern Yun-nan. This correlation is discussed later.

In the _lower Yang-tze valley f (see p 1-2.5 seq ) Richthofen 

distinguishes three Sinisian formations-. —~— The lower Ta-hua

sandstone is regarded by the same author as probably belonging to
in 

the lower Cambrian; the upper Ma-tsu limestone and the middle Lu-

shan slate are sometimes referred to the Cambrian and sometimes to
Hz 

the Silurian by Richthofen. The writer is not sure as to whether

Richthofen did ever arrive at a definite conclusion in classifying 

and correlating these formations. A fourth formation, the Kauling 

slate, mentioned by Richthofen also evades classification. As appears 

in the earlier works of Richthofen, this formation is correlated with
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the Lu-shan slate on account of its prevailing greenish colour; but 

similar remarks are not found in the notes contained in the third 

volume of "China" Tiessen points out that there is a difference 

between the nature of the Kauling slate and that of the slate 

exposed at the lower course of the Hsin-ngan-kiang, Che-kiang. The 

latter should be regarded as Lu-shan slate according to Tieesen

whose inference is drawn from the observation made by Richthofen at
Hi

the Fonn-shui-ho. Therefore Tiessen thinks that the age of the Kaul 

ing slate cannot be the same as the Lu-shan slate and the former may 

be equivalent to the \Vu-tai formation in northern China. This 

statement opens the question that the Lu-shan slate may belong to the 

pre-Sinisian systems* Without further data, and above all palaeon- 

tological data, the writer is unable to criticise these arguments.

The Globulitic limestone of Lun-shan (see p )2-6r) underlying the 

graptolitic shale, is postively a Sinisian representative in the 

neighbourhood of Cheng-kiang.

In glancing over the list Ho. 1. (showing the Cambro-Ordovician 

fossils found in China) the writer notes that true Olenellus and other
A- C^wforms which characterize the/Britiete-, Scandinavian and eastern

fzr ——~^— ^—j'- ,_

North America:^ (Lower Cambrian fauna}' (The affinity between the

Cambrian faunas in these regions has been fully discussed by Peach)
A

are absent. The species Rediichia chinensis and Redlichia nobilis 

were originally referred to by \7alcott as descendent from Olenellus, 

but the same author now advances the opinion that the genus Olenellus 

appears to have left no descendents. A species bearing the name
-/

Olenellus? forresti as described by A.H.Foord occurs in western
ioi

Australia in the Kimberley district. The same fossil is regarded by



VJalcott as Redlichia. In Spiti, Northern India, Redlichia noetlingi
3c?V 

occurs/ From these facts and others VJalcott concludes that the ft

transgressing Lower Cambrian sea that contained the Redlichia fauna 

was confined to eastern and southeastern (presumably "Jalcott means 

southwestern) China and northern India; and that there is no record 

pointing to a connection between the "Punjab-ITan-to seaw and the 

Lower Cambrian seas of Northern Siberia, or <7estern North .nerica.

The Kiddle Cambrian fauna of China, as has been pointed out 

by Walcott, Lorenz and others, shows close affinity to that of North 

America and northwestern Europe. The absence of the genus paradox!des 

together with the presence of Dorypyge in China and western North 

America emphatically argues for the inference that these two regions 

probably belonged to one and the same life-province in the riddle 

Cambrian time. It is important to note that the majority of the 

allies of Dorypyge found in China are also the allies of paradoxides 

in eastern North America; further, G-ronwall has shown that Dorypyge 

is associated with paradoxides, Amomacare, etc., in northern Europe. 

Thus we are led to conclude that the Dorypygian zone in China is 

practically equivalent to the Paradoxidian zone in the western world.

Various species of ptychaspis are present both in the Upper 

Cambrian of China and the Upper Cambrian of Northern America. It is 

largely based on the presence of this genus that ^alcott assigns 

Upper Cambrian age to the Chau-mi-tien limestone. The genus Liostra- 

cus is, according to Lorenz, a Middle Cambrian form in Scandinavia,
(y 2.

but it is found in the Upper Cambrian in Shan-tung.

The fauna found at the top of the Ki-sin-ling limestone shows
Ikclose affinity to the Trenton fauna of North America and^vaginoceras



. 
limestone of the Baltic province of Russia according to Weller.

The presence of the genera Asaphus and Dionide proves conclusively t 

that the Chinese Ordovician sea was in communication with that of 

Europe*
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A
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Htote I. The reference no. of each species is only used

in this thesis for convenience. 

2. Hearly all those specific naraes to which no 

name of a palaeontologist is attached, are 

originally given by Dr. C* Walcott. Changes 

of generic names have been made by Walcott sin® 

the publication of the original description of 

certain genera. Only the latest generic 

references are mentioned in this list. The 

previous generic references can be found in 

"The Siaithsonian miscellaneous collections w 

vol. 64. no. I pp I4-I7.
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A3

••-SILURIAN —— DEVONIAN. 

(1) General Remarks.

The researches of Richthofen, Lorenz, rrillis and Black- 

welder, and others have shown that in northern China, the 

Sinisian system and the overlying Shansian system are separ 

ated by an unconformity of great magnitude. The top of the 

Sinisian contains fossils which indicate ordovician age as 

already mentioned; the base of the overlying system, yields

marine fossils, "he exact age of thesefossils, although is

still a matter of dispute, they undoubtedly represent the life 

of a period not earlier than lower carboniferous; [they may 

prove to be upper carboniferous or even permo-carbonif erous

forms. From these palaeontological data it follows that
— «

Si luro -Devonian deposits are practically absent in northern 

China, i.e., in the province of Shan-tung, Chi-li, Shan- si 

and probably Shen-si. Either during the whole of this period 

or a part of it, these provinces must have been subjected to 

erosion. Whatever might be the geological processes that had 

operated in the said regions throughout the Siluro-Devonian 

period, the net result of them was to produce a scanty strat- 

igraphical record.

In northwestern China, in the Man-shan region Obrutchov 

collected a few fossils which may be regarded as indicating 

the presence of Devonian formation. He also observed 

"Silurian" rocks in the same region.



In central China, a group of gneiss and schists is ex 

posed in the southern part of the ?<restern Tsing-ling-shan» 

These gneiss and schists are mapped by Richthofen as " 

"probable Silurian". On the southern flank of the Ta-pa-shan, 

(see physiography p fS ) near the northern border of the Red 

Basin of Su-chuan, Richthofen found a marine formation of 

incontestable Silurian age. Siluro-Devonian deposits of 

argillaceous composition also occur in between Ki-sin-ling 

(lat. 31° 50 ! N. long. 109° 30 f E.) and the gorge district of • 

the middle Yang-tze.

In the lower Yang-tze region, the ? Devonian formation is 

largely represented by coarse gritty material which, in one 

known case, overlies graptolitic shale of ? Silurian age*

In southwestern China, both Silurian -and Devonian rocks 

have been discovered. The latter is generally a massive 

marine formation spreading over large areas in the provinces 

of Yun-nan, Kwei-chou, Kwang-si and probably Hu-nan, and con 

taining abundant organic remains.

The nature of the junction between the Ordovician and 

Silurian formations in China is ill-understood except in the 

middle Yang-tze region where the conformable and gradual 

passage from the Ki-sin-ling limestone (Ordovician) to the 

Sin-tan series (Siluro-Devonian) has been clearly described 

by Blackwelder. Judging from the information furnished by 

Richthofen and Deprat, it appears to be probable that there is 

no conspicuous break between Ordovician and Silurian in S.E.



and S.W.China. This statement, of course, is qualified by 

the limited observations made by the two geologists.

The junction between the Silurian and the Devonian in 

S.E.China is not definitely known, since the determination of 

the age of the so-called Silurian and evonian rocks in this 

region is not conclusive. If we assume that the so-called 

Silurian and Devonian are also true Silurian and Devonian
> .,

O A ? '- , /Xf~» - ,'"*',v\. ^

formations, the <litholog!?ical difference between them seems to 

suggest that earth movement of notable magnitude probably 

occurred during the Siluro-Devonian period;; for the lower part 

of the Siluro-Devonian group consists of fine material, while 

the upper part of it is generally composed of coarse r 

sediments which often merge^ into massive conglomerate show 

ing the result of vigorous erosion.

Similar lithological change at the junction between the 

Silurian and Devonian has not been observed in western China 

nor is there any notable discordance of stratification that 

has been discovered amongst the Siluro-Devonian strata in the 

same regiono In all probability, the Silurian passes con 

formably into Devonian in western China. In the middle Yang 

tze district, the whole of the Siluro-Devonian strata consti 

tutes a conformably^ sequence according to Blackwelder. But, 

in S.W.China the Devonian is sometimes found to rest at once 

on "pre-Cambrian" rocks, and sometimes it overlies the 

Redlichian formation of lower Cambrian age.

The junction between the upper Devonian and the lower

carboniferous in the north of Su-chuan, V7estern China, 
appears to be a conformable one as far as Richthofen's



observation is concerned. In the middle Yang-tze district, 

the Siluro-Devonian formation (Sin-tan series) is overlain 

by the carboniferous limestone (Wu-shan limestone), accord 

ing to Blackwelder. In many districts in the lower Yang-tze 

valley there is a pronounced difference of lithology between 

the coarse Devonian sediment and the overlying calcareous 

carboniferous formation; but Richthofen does not mention any 

discordance of stratification and other facts pointing to 

wards an unconformity. In S.W.China, both Leclere and
t 

Depart states that there is no break between^TJpper Devonian
lu i .

and ̂ lower carboniferous.

Lorenz speaks of Devonian transgression in Shan-tung 

on account of the presence of coarse deposits between the 

eroded Sinisian limestone and the first fossiliferous hor 

izon above it; the latter yields forms which are most,likely 

to belong to the upper carboniferous or even the permo-car- 

boniferous period. In the absence of an unconformity between 

the fossiliferous horizon and the said coarse sediments which

attain a total thickness less than 100 m, the presumption is
^strong that these coarse sediments are^darboniferous form-

atione rather than Devonian. Therefore the writer is not 

inclined to accept Lorenz's hypothesis.

The fossils found in the Silurian rocks in China, are 

chiefly confined to a locality near Ning-kiang-tshou, north 

of Su-chuan where Richthofen made out the classical section of 

Siluro-Devonian strata, (see section t^o. i^ ). A few Silurian 

species are also known in eastern Yun-nan and elsewhere.



The more important forms are Favosites. forbesi, F.fibrosus, 

Halisytes catenularius, Heliolites, Orthis Galligramma, 0. 

bouchardii, Strophomena, spirifer, Atrypa, Orthoceras, Mod- 

iomorpha, etc.

The rich Devonian fauna found in central and S.W.China 

chiefly consists of brachiopods and corals. Among the 

characteristic forms we may count Spirifer curvatus, S.ver- 

neuili, Atrypa reticularis, A. aspera, Rhynchonella (pugnax) 

pugnue, Productella subaculeata, Uncites gryphus, chonetes 

orientalism Cyathophylluin caespitosum, C. helianthoides, 

C.roemeri, Favosites sphaericus, Calceola sandalina, 

Alveolites, Cardiola, etc. The small branching coral Aulo- 

pora appears to be a widely distributed typical Devonian form 

in China.

(11) Field Observations.

( Under this heading fossils are mentioned by reference number 

numbers; their generic and specific names are found in list 

No. 2)

S.W.China.

Eastern gun-nan.,

In eastern Yun-nan, Deprat has distinguished the Silurian 

or Gothlandian from the Devonian. Accordingly, they are 

separately described in the following pages.

A., .Silurian.

To the north of the latitude of Yun-nan-fu (about 25° 

20'No) in eastern Yun-nan, Deprat found a series of gray



)U.

shaly sandstone which crops out between the village of Hoang- 

li-tsuen, south of Lou-lan, and the little pagoda situated at 

Mi-chemin by the side of the road running between Hoang-li- 

tsuen and Hai-menrkiao. The lower part of the series was 

not examined by Deprat for it breaks up in an abnormal 

manner against the ptychoparian Cambrian. On the southern 

side the exposure ends in a compact gritty sandstone which 

according to Deprat, is identical with those overlying the 

Ordovician elsewhere in eastern Yun-nan» (see p 12.4 ) 

Southward, the compact gritty sandstone is quickly buried by 

the transgressive carboniferous limestone visible in front of 

Hai-men-kiao. The exposure extends towards E.N.E., and the 

strata strike N.N.E. which is also the strike of. the rocks 

overlying the Ordovician in the basin of the Tchang-hi-ho« 

Deprat assigns this sandy series to the Silurian, and gives 

the following sequence*

(5) A series of mottled, shaly sandstone 
with the intercalation of a scaly 
marl, the Hoang-li-tsuen marl; and 
contains SD-al----------70m.

(4) Unfossilif erous gray sandstone - - - 20 m.

(5) Unfossilif erous gray limestone - - - 10 m.

(2) Yellowish-gray shaly sandstone
exposed near the pagoda of lla-la-ly, 
and contains the following - - - - -50 m. 
fossils SD a 2, SD b 1, SD b 2, 
SD b 3, SD z 1.

fl if!^ 
(1) Compact gritty sandstone,^ only the upper r>art is visible

A ~ " t

Near Nan-ti, south of Yun-nan-fu, Deprat dis

covered a shale which contains Spirifer tonkinensis. On 

account of the presence of this fossil, Deprat regards this



shale as probably being the passage bed from upper Silurian
li_ to lower Devonian*

B.« Devonian*
^«
Tu Devonian formation attains a magnificent development in

eastern Yun-nan. The rich fauna that it contains has made it
in S.W.China 

the best known formation/for a long time past. The French

expedition of the Me-kong was the first to announce the pre 

sence of Devonian limestone in the province of Yun-nan. Dr.»
Joubert made a bold attempt to classify all the limestones 

in Yun-nan as Devonian, but in this respect he was quite

mistaken. Leclere afterward collected, during his journey
2H- 

in Yun-nan, several fossils which enabled Prof. Douville to

recognizetthe presence of the Middle Devonian and the upper 

Devonian in the Lou-nan district. Following this determin 

ation Leclere extended its a-o^lication to many other districts
3><? 

The Lantenoi's mission has done much to perfect our knowledge

about the different stages of the Devonian in eastern Yun-nan. 

It verified, at numerous localities, the presence of either ; 

the Upper Devonian or the Middle Devonian, and even recognized 

with some doubt, the occurrence of the Lower Devonian. The 

recent research of Dr. Deprat has not only definitely proved
i

the presence of the Lower Devonian in Yun-nan but has succ 

eeded in establishing no less than 18 fossiliferous zones 

representing the whole sequence of the Devonian strata in 

the same regiono

Devonian rocks occur in eastern Yun-nan in parallel 

narrow bands which extend in a TT.N.E. direction. The



main band runs along the margin of the Tie-tchen-ho basin in 

the shape of a scarp,and passes the towns of Lin-ngan and of 

Loii-leang. These bands are confined to a region which 

is limited, on the N.VJ. by the lakes of Cheng-kiang, Ning- 

chou, and Shi-ping-chou; on the S.E. by the broad Triassic 

basin. Outside this region in eastern Yun-nan, Devonian 

rocks have not been discovered, and they probably do not 

occur.

The Devonian rocks in this region are usually composed 

of sandy, shaly and argilla@eo-calcareous deposits. The
W/H*4»

last mentioned predominates, pure limestone a**e^rare. Within 

an insignificant distance, a zone often changes its lith- 

ological character while it retains the same fauna.

The complete succession of the Devonian rocks is well 

exposed between the heights of Po-shi at Ta-ping-pou and

the valley of the Tie-tchen-ho or the Pa-ta-ho. The sequence
\3 

has been made out by Deprat as follows:- (see section wo*



(d 6 a. Scaly argillaceous limestone - - - - 40 m. 
( containing SD a 4 to SD a 11, SD c 1.

(d 6. Crinoidal gray limestone ------' 40m.
( containing SD a 12 to SD a 17.

(d 5 a- TShite encrinus limestone .----- 100 m. 
( containing SD a 12 , SD a 17 to SD a 22.

0 (d 5 c. Compact limestone of rose colour . . 60 m. 
fl ( containing SD d 1. SD e 1.
OJ / 
•H (

g (d 8 b» Hard, scaly, light gray shale of
> ( Lou-tchai-tchong and of Yi-leang - - 200 m.
Q ( containing SD a 20, SD a 23,
^ ( SD a 24, SD e 2, SD f 1, SD z 2,
<D ( SD z 3. ft /
P4 (

& (d 5 a. Bright hard scaly shale with
( alternating calcareous bands, the
( individual shaly beds are usually
( 5 to 6 m thick. ---------- .80 m.

(d 5. Black shaly limestone full of
( fossils --------_--._« 200 m.

, ( the following species have been
( identified:
( SD a 21, SD a 18, SD a 19, SD a 26,
( SD a 24, SD a 27, SD a 28, SD a 29,
( SD c 1 to SD c 4.

(d 4 b. Nodular (rognonneux) shaly limestone
( gray or black ------------ 260 m.
( containing SD a 26, SD a 30 to SD a 39,
( SD e 3, SD b 4 to SD b 6, SD d 3 to
( SD c 5, SD c 6.

§1 (d 4 a. Gray shaly limestone and shales - - - 135 m.
•g ( containing SD a 40, SD a 21, SD a 18,
o ( SD a 26, SD c 6.
(D
Q (d 4« Gray limestone ----------- 35 m.
© ( containing SD a 19, SD c 7.
rH / 
TJ )
2 (d 3 b» Dirty-gray shaly limestone with
a ( polypiers (zone of Si-tche-yi) - - - 430 m.

( containing SD a 18, SD a 20, SD a 40
( to SD a 48, SD c 8 to SD c 18, SD c 5.

(d 3 a. Shaly "calcschists" with calceole - - 70 m.
( containing SD c 19, SD c 9, SD c 10,
( SD C 11, SD C 12, SD c 13, SD c 8,
( SD c 15, SD c 17, SD c $•



Middle 
Devonian*

Lower 
Devonian.

(d 5. Purple shales and " calcschists"
( with polypiers -----------__- 30 m.
( containing SD c 9, SD c 10, SD c 17, SD c 5.

(d 2 c. Coarse-grained yellow sandstone
( (zone of He-mo) with bands of
( limestone ----------.-_..,- 250 m.
( containing SD g 1, SD a 49, SD b 7.

(d 2 b. Hard gray limestone (zone of lan-nin- -
( tsin) ----------._.-_._.._ 25 m.(
(d 2 a. Scaly yellow shales (zone of Pa-mao-
( tsen) ---------------- -P20 m.
(
(d 2. T7 ery hard black limestone ------ 10 m.
( containing SD a 40 •

A series of fine-grained sandstone,
soft shale, and red and green
argillaceous limestone almost
unfossilif erous (zone of Ki-tse-tchong) 600m.
SD h 1. occasionally occurs.

(d !

(

In the district of Lou-nan, Deprat identified all the 

faunal zones described above except the lowest series, dl« 

Here the Devonian is unconformably underlain by the Cambrian 

on one side and separated from the Permain sandstone and con 

glomerate by a mighty fault on the other* The lithological 

sequence is as follows:-

(d 6 a. Shaly and marly limestone with characteristic 
fossils*

(d 6
Upper 
Devonian.

Shaly and marly limestone with characteristic 
fossils.

(d 5 d. Karly shale.

(d 5 b* Calcareous shale.

(d 5, d 5 a. limestone series more or less shaly.



riddle (d ft, d 4 a-b)
Devonian*( ) limestone series more or less shaly.

(d 5, d 3 a-b)

(d 2 a. A series of clay shale and red and
( green shaly sandstone (zone of Pa-rnao-tsen)

Lower (
Devonian.(d 2. Shale with Sieberella sieberi

( V. BUCK var. rectifrous B A R R.

Un c onf o nni t y J

Cambrian Red clay shale with Redlichia chinensis.

At a locality 10 K.M. to the east of Tien-sen-kwan, 

near Lou-nan, Leclere found that the Devonian formation was
\

overlain by carboniferous. He describes three lithological
4l divisionso They are as follows:-

Carboniferous
3. Alternating beds of shales and limestones

extending from near Lou-nan to the border of
the basin of Yun-nan-sen, and containing the
following brachiopods.
SD a 53, SD a 23,' SD a 10•

2. Thin bedded oolitic limestone resembling the 
globulitic Sinisian limestone as described 
by Richthofen.

1. Calcareous shale with well preserved fossils, 
among them there are SD a 53, SD a 9, SD a IS 
etc.

At Ta-kwan-ting (lat. 27° 40 ! N. long. 103° 50 ! E.) N.E. 

Yun-nan, Richthofen obtained a Devonian fauna. The fossils 

were sold in the town of Ta-kwan-ting as curios. Richthofen 

was unable to find out the exact locality' of occurrence. 

Presumably they were derived from the limestone mountains form 

ing the S.E. border of the Red Basin of Su-chuan. The



following species are among the identified forms:-

SD a 42, SD a 8, SD a 40, SD a 26, SD a 61 to SD a 65, SD c 6.

At Yang-liu-shu, Ta-kwan-ting, in a coral limestone
2 r\?>

SD c 23, and SD c 1 have been discovered. '/
Fron Ben-chou-tze and Ji-li-pu, Ta-kwan-ting, Yabe 

and Hayasaka obtained SD c 24. '

From these palaeontological data it can be inferred 

that Devonian rocks occur in the northeastern corner of 

Yun-nan.

Kwang-sl*-

At Tsien-kiang, (lat. 23° 30 ! N. long. 109° 40 ! E.) On
42 

the bank of the Si-kiang Leclere observed calcareous shale

containing "characteristic Devonian fossils" which overlies 

"pre-Cambrian" rocks. In the district of ITan-ning (about 

lat. 22° 40*N. long. 108E.) in the same province, Leclere 

mentions a rose-red calcareous shale of "Devonian" age about 

10 m thick overlying "pre-Cambrian", and being overlain by 

a semi-crystalline limest»one. This limestone attains a 

thickness more than 100 m, and forms the escarpment in the 

vicinity of Long-tcheou. Leclere remarks that similar seini-

cyystalline limestone is found at the base of the "carbon- 
mountains" 

iferous/situated bewteen Long-tcheou and Lang-son.

T. Davidson has described a Devonian fauna obtained from 

the province of Kwang-si, indicating the presence of Devonian 

formation in that province. It is to be regretted that the 

nature of the rock containing the fauna and the exact locality 

of occurrence are not known. The fauna consists of the follow

-ing forme:-



/
SD c 5, SD a S4, SD a 54 to SD a 59.

Kwei-chou

At Lan-mou-tchang, (lat. N. long. E.) half way 

between Hing-i-hien and Gan-shien, Monod noted that coal seam 

crop out on the slope of a hill. They are intercalated with 

sandy and pyritous shales. The coal bearing series is over 

lain by a limestone dipping 20 N.E. In the shales, Honod 

discovered many species of brachiopods which exclusively 

belong to the genus strep torhynchus. Fragments of phacops 

also occur in association with the brachiopods. Monod 

concludes that this coal bearing series is of Devonian age.

S ou them JIu-nan •

In the Kiang-hwa district,Mlat. 25° 20 'N. long. 111° 

30 ! E.) Oelnichen collected a number of fossils from a black 

limestone. The material was examined by Frech who reports 

the presence of the following species:-

SD c 20 to SD c 22, SD a 60, SD d 13 to 'SD d 16.

Western China.

ys
At Hoa-ling-pou a place situated in the valley of Lou- 

kiang, (altitude about 2,466 m) near the N.V/. border of the 

Red Basin of Su-chuan, (the writer is unable to locate the

exact position of the place) Loczy collected a Devonian fauna 

which consists of the following species:-



SD b 10, SD a 38, SD a 33, SD a 36, SD a 65 to SD a 68, 
SD 0 24 to SD C 28 •

**> 
Near the source of the Kia-ling-kiang, north of the Red

Basin of Su-chuan, Loczy observed a series of clay shale 

underlying carboniferous rocks. The shale contains the follw 

following fauna:

SD a 37, SD a 69, SD a 70, SD b 11, SD c 29, SD g 2.
r i 

In journeying from Ning-kiang-tshou (lat. 32° 50 *N.

long. 106° 25 f E.) to the Red Basin of Su-chuan, along the 

valley of the Pai-yen-ho, Richthofen crossed a large anti- 

c^-ine, the axial plane of which is overturned towards the 

south. He made out the succession of palaeozoic strata along 

his route. The whole sequence ranges from Silurian to Car- 

boniferous as shown below:- (see sections

(e. White and yellow hard quartz-sandstone
( with a basal layer of calcareous shale,
( dips N20°W viz., the same as the under-
( lying limestone.

Carboniferous?.Xf • Bituminous limestone containing black
( or white quart zite with brachiopods. 
( Richthofen. asserts that this series is 
( doubtlessly the "Kohlenkalk" being 
( identical with that occurring at Tshau- 

	tien»

(g. Gray limestone and soft gray calcareous 
(Devonian?.) ( clay shale containing Atrypa reticularis.

(h. Green slates (Schief erton) characterized
( by embedded nodules of limestone which
( contains species found in the underlying
( series i.fc*? Intercalated with the slates
( are limestone bands of very variable nature,

Hurian?.) ( sonetimes thick-bedded and sometimes thinly
( laminated, containing abundant fossils.
( each piece of the limestone shows organic
( structure. SD i 1, SD i 2, SD i 3, are the
( trilobites identified by -Richthofen.



(!• Limestone and slates containing abundant 
( corals, a few brachiopods and orthoceras 
( but no trilobite. Among the corals there 
( are SD c 50 to SD c 43.

(k. A thick series of green slates (Schieferton) 
( with intercalated limestone strata containing 
( brachiopods.

(!• Limestone with the intercalation of other
( kind of strata.
( The upper part of the series consists of
( siliceous limestone about 15 feet thick,
( which is succeeded downwards by a slate,

Silurian? ( then a cherty conglomerate or cherty
( sandstone. The pebbles of the conglomerate
( are sometimes well-rounded and sometimes
( angular. Trilobites and brachiopods occur.
( The lower part of the series consists of an
( alternate of shal® and limestone of varying
( thickness characterized by red limestone,
( red argillaceous limestone, andslightly
( crystalline limestone of greenish colour.
( In this lower part of the series SD a 71,
( to SD a 74, SD c 44, SD c 45, and crinoids
( occur.

(m. Slate (Schieferton) ( = K)?

In connection with this section, a number of brachiopods 

other than those named above have been described. It is 

much to be regretted that Richthofen does not give the exact 

horizon or series from which they were collected. Presum 

ably they are largely derived from the series h. The fauna 

consists of SD a 75 to SD a 80, SD a 1, SD a IB etc. The 

genus Orthoceras is especially abundant, sometimes it forma 

a whole band of limestone. Crinoidal stems and the genus 

Encrinurus also frequently occur in association with the 

brachiopods in coral limestones,

During the journey from Tshau-tien (lat. 52° 40 ! N. long. 

105° 40 ! E.) to Kwang-yuan-hsien (lat. 32° 2F f Ti. long. 105° 40 ! E)-



Richthofen observed important exposures of palaeozoic rocks.
Ou

At the south of Lung-fang-kou, (see section K/tf.?>5) A lime

stone formation containing quart zite is exposed. Prom its
0/4 

lithological character Richthofen identified it fro -be the

"Kohlenkalk" which he saw elsewhere in the north. Under the 

"Kohlenkalk" there occurs a series of limestone and slate; 

on account of lithological resemblance Richthofen correlates 

them with the series h & i described above. The sequence 

is as follows:-

5. Red and green slate (Schieferton) with thin
layers of limestone --------- 1000 ft.

4. ^ell-bedded limestone ----------90 ft.

3. Green-red and yellow slate ------- 200 ft.

2. Limestone bands prevailingly red and green
160 ft. 

1. A series of indurated and contorted shale
of red, brown and green colour with numerous
layers of limestone.

Central China.* 

In the middle Yang-tze district, Blackwelder des-
tr?

cribes a shaly series which he calls Sin-tan formation. ' 

This formation is believed by Blackwelder and V/illis as

Siluro-Devonian representative in central China, over-
under 

lying the Ki-sin-ling limestone and ^^-e^lying the T 'Tu-shan
4.

limestone. The Sin-tan formation essentially consists 

of olive green massive shale with intercalated beds of



reddish raudstones, quartzite and earthy limestone. The 

total thickness is estimated at 1800 ft in the vicinity of 

the Ta-ning-ho.

The upper part of the Sin-tan formation is exposed in 

the neighbourhood of Ta-ning-hsien (lat. 30P 42 ! N. long. 

109° 40*E.) and at Wa-tze-ping, between the Ki-sin-ling and 

Chon-ping-«iisien. It passes upwards into the overlying 

massive Y/u-shan limestone by a series of transitional aly 

ternating beds of shales and limestones. At a place north 

of Tung-kuan-kou and south of Ta-miau-ssi, near Ta-ning- 

hsien, the thin shaly layers lying between beds of greenish- 

gray granular limestone, belonging to the uppermost portion 

of the Sin-tan series,have yielded a fauna of brachiopods 

and polyzoao*. It consists of the following:-

SD f 2 to SD f 6, SD a 81 to SD a 84.

Crinoidal fragments, fish plate (?) and trilobitic remains 

(SD i 4) are also reported to occur in association with 

the forms mentioned above.

The lower part of the Sin-tan formation is exposed on 

the northern side of the Ki-sing-ling (lat. 31° 45*N. long. 

109° 30 T E.) where the Ki-sin-ling limestone lies overturned 

on the Sin-tan series. It is also exposed in the Wu-ehan 

and I-chang gorges. The lower part of this series grades 

into the underlying Ki-sin-ling limestone by gradual 

change of lithology and no discordance of stratification. A 

layer of cherty conglomerate or "lydite" is taken as the 

base of the Sin-tan series.



S.E.China.

The lower Yang-tze^valley.

About 3 miles from the city of Kiu-kiang, (lat. 29° 

40'N. long. 116° 10 ! E.) in a gravel pit Xingsmill observed 

the edges of metamorphosed strata of blvaish-grey limestone 

dipping vertically and striking " r .S.W. i.e., parallel to 

the trend of the Lu-shan situated on the " T . T.Y. of the Po- 

yang lake. Some 15 miles west of the gravel pit limestone 

hills appear. The limestone exposed in these hills is not 

metamorphosed, and its lithology is distinctly different 

to the limestone exposed in the gravel pit. Kingsmill 

infers that the limestone exposed in the hills is probably 

unconformably underlain by the altered limestone exposed 

in the pit. He assigns Devonian age to the latter through 

comparing with the limestones observed by Bickmore at Ki- 

yang, on the river Siang-kiang, eastern Hu-nan. At Ki- 

yang Bickmore saw a limestone bearing close lithological 

resemblance to that forming the hills of Kiu-kiang. This 

limestone rests on the overturned edges of altered limestone 

strata; The latter is lithologically similar to the meta 

morphosed limestone exposed in the gravel T>it of Kiu-kiang, 

and contains Terebratula? and Stringocepalus. Kingswell's 

own observation at the Tai-hu district (to be described 

presently) also tends to confirm that the altered limestone 

is probably of Devonian age.

In the Tung-kwan-shan (see section N/o-4 2, ) r.-R. nf.



Ta-tung (about lat. 31°N. long. 118°E.) Richthofen saw a

thick-bedded quartzit±c sandstone with thin layers of soft
114 

sandy shale; the shaly intercalation gradually disappears

towards the lower part of the series. This sandstone is 

followed downwards by a dark gray limestone which becomes 

thin-bedded and highly siliceous towards the lower part of 

ito The stratigraphical relation between the sandstone and 

the limestone is not definitely known; they may be uncon-

forraable according to Richthofen. He assigns the sand- 
the 

stone to/Devonian.

In the Hsiau-hua-shan, southern An-hwei, Richthofen 

observed a series of sandstone underlying limestone. The 

strata dip N.W. which is also the direction of dip of the

Sinisian strata exposed in the Ta-hua-shan further S.E.
•-{ 

Richthofen gives the following sequence:- °

J6. Gray limestone with much hornstone
( and intercalated marly and nodular

(Carboniferous?)( layers. Crinoids and brachiopods
( occur. Richthofen remarks that this
( limestone strongly reminds him of the
( carboniferous limestone of Hsi-hsia-shan.
( (p 187 )

(5o A series of sandstones.
( e. Sandstone.
( d. "Festes quartzite mit Verlust des
( Sandstein-Gefuger".
( c. Sandy conglomerate with quartzite

bevonian?.) ( pebbles
( b. Firm, thick-bedded sandstone of
( dark green colour.
( a. Stratified marl and sandy marl.

( Interruption for a distance of 3 K.M. by the lake) 

4. Heavily bedded limestone etc (see p lx£ ) 

In Dealing with the Sinisian system, the occurrence of



a graptolitic shale in the Lun-shan near Cheng-kiang, 

(lat. 32° 10 ! N. long. 119° 20 ! E. ) has already been des 

cribed* (see p Iz% ) On the Southeastern side of the bill, 

the bedded rocks are hidden from sight. Further S.E. there 

rises a second hill, the Kau-li-shan, (see section N<?4-5 ) 

which is the southwestern continuation of the Tshu-shan. On 

the northwestern flank of the Kau-li-shan, well-bedded rocks 

again makes appearance dipping in the same direction as the 

Sinisian strata of the Lun-shan, i.e., 'towards S.E. The 

horizontal distance of the interruption of exposure between 

the two hills to roughly 7000 to 8000 ft which corresponds 

to a vertical thickness of strata of approximately 5000 ft, 

assuming that the dip and succession of the hidden beds are 

as regular as those exposed in the Kau-li-shan and the Lun- 

shan. In the lower part of the N.W. flank of the Kau-li- 

shan, fine-grained, hard splintery quartzite of apple green 

colour is exposed. This quartzite is overlain by indurated

sandstone and conglomerate, attaining a thickness of 1200
i»5 

ft and forming the bulk of the hill. The conglomerate is

largely composed of quartz pebbles. To the S.E. of the 

Kau-li-shan, these coarse deposits are followed by the lime 

stone (3), coal bearing series(4) , and limestone (5). 

These will be described later (p \c\o~ )• Richthofen regards 

the sandstone and conglomerate as Devonian formation.

In the hill of Hwa-shan, (lat. 32° 5 f N. long. 119° 25'E.) 

half way bewteen Nan-king and Cheng-kiang, Richthofen 

observed a sequence of rocks to which he tentatively assigns



Devonian-ageo The sequence is as follows:- 

3. Red slate. 

2. Dolomite. 

1. Quartzite.

In the vicinity of Nan-king, Kingsmill has made out
3U 

the following sequence:-

6« Fine-grained yellow sandstone, finely 
laminated, capping Tsing-liang and 
other hills lying to the east of the 
city; dip 10° to 15° E.

5. Conglomerate composed of waterworn 
pebbles of quartz and limestone. The 
material becomes finer toward the top 
and the beds dip 15° to 50 E.

4. Coarse and granular, yellow and white 
quartzose sandstone forming low hill 
outside the western wall of the city; 
striking near E - W, dipping at high 
angles either N. or S.

3. Subcrystalline dolomite.

2. Gritty slates much contorted striking 
x N - S and dipping vertical*

1. Tze-chin-shan quartz much fractured, 
no trace of bedding.

Kingsmill states that 1, 2, and 3 in the sequence cited 

above are probably of Devonian age.

From a light bluish-gray crystalline dolomitic lime 

stone exposed in the Tung-ting-shan and the Si-tung-ting-
*4

shan in the lake of Tai-hu, southern Kiang-su, Kingsmill 

collected a few species of corals and brachiopods of 

Devonian aspect^ In a quarry N.W. of Hoo-chow, near the 

Tai-hu lake, the same crystalline limestone rests upon a 

quartzitic sandstone which Kingsmill calls the "Tung-ting grit"



Plant remains, such as ferns and conifers, oc^-ur in the upper 

part of the Tung-Ting grit.

(Ill) Correlation.

In Eastern Yun-nan,^ the classification of the Silurian 

and the Devonian rocks based on palaeontological data, has

been exhaustively described in pp ](+} tolM-""? • It is 

unnecessary to reiterate the evidence proving the age of the 

rocks. The Ta-kwan-ting fauna collected by Richthofen 

(p (Lf^ ) may not have been derived from a single zone, 

but as a whole, it is comparable with the Middle Devonian; 

The faunas of Yang-liu-shu and of Ben-chow-tze also belong 

to the same stage.

In the province _of JKwang-si • Devonian rocks doubtlessly 

occur. The fauna described by T.Davidson (p H4-& ) rather 

suggests upper or Middle Devonian age because 'of the presence 

of Aulopora tuba&forrais and productella sufeaauleatus.

In the jjro.vince of Jiu-nan«_ the presence of marine 

Devonian formation is indicated by the Kiang-hwa fauna 

(p m-Q ) which, according to Frech, is comparable with the 

upper stringocephalus limestone of Europe. The presence 

of the species Spirifer aperturatus SGHLOTH var. cuspidata 

suggests to Frech that the lower part of the same limestone
Z1D

is probably also represented in the Kiang-hwa district.

In western China, Loczy collected two faunas at Hoa- 

ling-pu and Kia-ling-kiang. (p 150 ) They are comparable 

with the middle Devonian of eastern Yun-nan according to Deprat

In Richthofen's Ning-kiang-tschou section, ( p )£o



<•;
both Silurian and Devonian are present. The series (e) is 

regarded by Kayser as probably belonging to the Middle 

Silurian or upper Llandovery. The series (i) with the rich 

fauna of polypiers and the characteristic brachiopod Orthis 

bouchardii is correlated by Deprat with the Silurian or 

Gothlandian in eastern Yun-nan, which also contains Orthis 

bouchardii; further he compares the formations containing ' 

these fossils in China with the graptolitic shale and 

Encrinus limestone of Burma, to all these time equivalents 

he assigns Wenlock Age. The series (h) is regarded by 

Kayser as representing Wenlock, while Deprat correlates it 

with the Ordovician strata in eastern Yun-nan. If Rich- 

thofen's section is in the right order, Deprat *s correl 

ation would be obviously an eroneous one. (Presumably

section) It is how 

ever not surprising for Deprat to make such a correlation! 

for the presence of Asaphus and Trinucleus ^ould certainly 

suggest Ordovician rather than Silurian. The series (g) 

is regarded by Richthofen as Devonian on account of the 

presence of Atrypa reticularis.

In .Central China, the Sin-tan formation (p )Si ) is 

underlain by the Ki-sin-ling limestone of middle Ordovician 

age, and is overlain by the Wu-shan limestone of either 

upper carboniferous or lower carboniferous age. That is to 

say the Sin-tan series is younger than Middle Ordovician and 

older than Lower or Upper Carboniferous. The fauna that has 

been obtained from the upper part of the series (p /$ 3> )



does not tell us the exact age of the containing; rock. 

The Bryozoans or Polyzoans are considered by Ulrich and

Bassler as being of Lower Carboniferous age, (Mississippian)
n*

the brachiopods, however, suggests to Girty an earlier 

period .-~ — .. Devonian or possibly Silurian* The assoc 

iation indicates earlier appearance of the Bryozoans or 

later range of the Brachiopods. Regarding the v/u-shan 

limestone which overlies the Sin-tan series as Lower Car 

boniferous, Blackwelder deduces the age of the former in
ftothe following way:-

From the Wu-shan limestone at Tung-kwan-kou, about 

1,200 ft above the fossilif erous horizon of the Sin-tan 

series, upper carboniferous forms were collected'; further 

more fossils obtained ©n the Ta-ning-ho, from the basal 

layer of the ?/u-shan limestone are also of upper carbonif 

erous age. It is therefore no part of the great limestone

can be assigned to the lower carboniferous. Thus there is 
> few 
no more than a /fceet of shale between a definite upper car

boniferous horizon and a doubtful one, which is either 

lower carboniferous or earlier. Blackwelder states that he 

does not think that it can be much earlier therefore assigns 

it to the Lower darbonif erous, and hence regards the under-
ru

lying 1800 ft of^Sin-tan shale as representative of Silurian 

and Devonian formation in Central China.

It is a remarkable fact that the cherty conglomerate 

which forms the base of the Sin-tan series (p iS^ ) is also

mentioned by Richthofen in his Ning-kiang-tschou section, (pjsi )



It would be too hasty, however, to state at present that the 

said oherty conglomerates belong to one and the same 

geological formation.

In the lower Jfang-tze jvalley_« the stratigraphical data 

are too uncertain to permit a definite correlation of the 

Devonian and Silurian rocks. From the observations re 

corded in pp l54K>'!Tfc, it appears that the Devonian 

probably consists of two series of rocks of entirely diff 

erent lithological type - - - - the crystalline dolomitic 

limestone, and the quart zite- and conglomerate. Richthofen f s 

at Hwa-shan (p /S£> ) and Kingsmill* s observation near the

Tai-hu- lake (p \S~~7 ) seem to agree in showing that the 

dolomitic limestone overlies the conglomerate.
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VI

(a) BEACHX OPOiDA; 

Orthjfe bouchardii BATTDS .......... x

Lingula loulaneiB 36 HAHStJY .........x

Spirifer tonkineiB i£ ............

Spirifer tenticulum V13RK .......... x

SDa5 Spirifer curratte SGHL ........... . x

S)a6 Atrypa dcuTillei MMSUY ........... x

Atrypa arimss p\» 3EGHW. ..........4 x

SDa8 Atrypa des quamata €OW* ........... x

SDa9 Ehynchonella hoati V3RIT. & KAY^ ...... x

SftalO Ehynchonella letiaiB ja GOSSBLEa: ...... x

Ehynchonella gigantea HAMHJY ........ i x

Ehynchonella (pugnox) pugnce HART. ..... x

Ehynchonella (camarotaechia) conrexa ICAMSCJY. ! x

^>irifer Terneuili MDECH.
rar. yunnaneisis HAEfHJY ......... x

9DaI5 Atrypa bodini MAJTSCIY 1

SDal 6 Anse. trophia proxima HAH OTf .......•• x

Spirifer curvatx» V. BUCK .........41 x
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V-
O

If 

C

f
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S)aI6 

3)aI9

3>a22

SDa26 

3>a27

3>a26 

9)a29 

S)a3G 

S)a3I

9)a33 

S>a34

S)a37

Atrypa reticularis

Atrypa SB para

Athyrfe concentric a T. BUCK.

Ortbie striatula D f OBB. . .

Products 6 p. .........

Ehynchcxnalla cmaliUBi OASSBLBI. 

Productalla eubaculeata MURCH* . 

LsiorhynchuB deprati KAJTSIY* . .
«

StrophalGB ia productoidee HORGH*

Ehynchonella productoideB 
long-tung-peei» Jts

Streptorhynchy& umbrae ulum SCHL 

Orthothetes crenjs tria PHTLL. .

burtini

Uncitas gryphiB 

Qyrtina hetaroclyta D"5HSR. 

Spirifar undiferous ROSFCSR 

%)irifer thetidie

^)iriferina crJstata SCHLDTH 
Tar* octoplicata

Ghonetes orientalJe T. LOGZY. ....

Valdheiraia whidbornei DAY. ......

Camarophoria s&-eu-tchoaneiB Js LOGZY. . 

Athyrcs concentric a M'COY. ......

Conchindium (Siaberella) g ale turn DA121.

concentric us QCHKTJR. • • •

pira takwaneiB & KAlr £»

X

|X

Ix

I

X 

X

X 

X

! x
X

X 

X 

X 

X 

X

X 

X



SDa46

SDa48

SDa52

H)a58

Plactarabonitos rohmboidatjg PHXLL. 

Bi«la&ma currirce trie llAHSdY. . . 

Ratzia yilaangarB as IMFSCJY. . . .

Jforas talla flayallai MANHJY. . . .

Magalantaras archiaci DS Vl!RB. . . 

Orthae e triatula DUUE. ......

Meras talla e p. ..........

%>irifer jouberti 05EL. & DAY* . . 

Ratzia plicata HAKTSJY. ......

LaiorhynchiB ©p».........

Atrypa axplanata SCHL. ......

%)irifer dae junctve SOW* .....

Spirifsr murchae oniana KDKUKCKs p. 

Rhynchonalla hamburii DATII^SOIT. . . 

Cronia otB oleta GOIDP. ......

Spirobae omphalodee ?*......

CornulitflB. apithonia ? GrOIDi1. s p. .

aparturatuB SCHLOTH. 
rar. c\« pidata D'AECH & T^RK.

%)irif»r undifaroiJB var.

[)rthis e triata ..........

Rhynchonalla parallipipada ....

Rhynchonalla yunnaneiB ae .....

Maras talla plebaia *.......

Rhynchonella cf. alliptica ^CKHUR.

^irifar cf. elegaie SCMIT. 

PentaiaenB galaatue DAT2 r̂  •

x

X 

X 

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

..

X 

X 

X

X; 

X

X

!x



SDa76 

SDa77

S>a78 

S>a79 

£Da80

3)a69 

SDa70 

9Da7I 

3>a72 

S>a73 

S)a74

3>a84

SDb4

%)irifer aperturatuB SCHL. . • 

PentaraeruB breriroB trig PHXLL.

Orthas calligrarama

Spirifer radiatuB

Leptaenas ericea, SOW. .....
»

Strophomena corrugatella DAT. 7 

OrtliJe kiauts changpeis jb n. s p. 

%>irifer eleratue DABL

r interlineatTJB SOW.

Ehynchonalla bovealas Var. s iners jg

Marie ta tumid a

9trophomena s home ueneiB as n. s p. 

Dalmanella (?}ep.

%>irifer (?) 6 p. 

Kbychonelle, (?)sp.

(b)

x

X

»x

X

Modiomorpha lav all ICAHOTT. .. 

Palaconcils triangularae MAET9JY 

Qythere sp«. .........

Cardiola migraiB BABE» ....

Hbdiomorpha duponti HAK8UY. . . 
Megalodon cucullat^B SOW. . . .

X

I x

.X

X 

X

X



SDb7 

S3>b8 

!SDb9 

SDblO 

SDbll

SDcI 

SDc2 

SDc3
t

F
-*C4 

c5 

SDc6 

SDc7 

SDc8 

SDc9 

SDcIO 

SDcII 

SDd2 

SDcI3 

SDcI4 

SDcI5

SDcI6 

SDcI7 

SDcIS
i

/

Limoptera inopinata MAHSUJk ........

Actinopteria ? densiradiata n. sp. LOCZY. .

(c) AKTHDZOA 

Qyathoidiyllum douTillei PESCJH* .......

Qyathophyllum roemeri M»"S.<ScH»......^

Qyathophyllum obtortum 3LS»3cH.......

Qyathophyllum res culosura PHTU*. .,.,.. \

Qyathophyllum antericunum M. 3» & H. . . . . .
i
i

Smithia hennahl II. B. &: H. ......... ̂

B'avoeites ephaericuB HALT* .........

i

|
'

\
J 
j

i

•

X 

X 

X

»

i

t x
?

?

X

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X

»

X 

X 

X 

X
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SDcI9 

SDc20 

SDC2I 

SDc22 

SDc23 

SDc24 
SDc24-' 

SDc25 

SDc26 

SDC27 

SDc28 

SDc29 

SDcSO 

SDc3I 

SDc32 

S)c33 

|E>c34 

SDc35 

SDc36 

SDc37 

SDc38 

SDc39 

SDc40 

SDc4I 

8)c42 

S)c43

Calceola s andilina U1TK» • . . .

Pares ites polymorphus OrOTDP. ........

"Sndophylluin acanthicum PBT2CH* .......

Par os ites aeteriscus PRT5CSH. ......

Par os it as goldfussi M. EDWARDS & HAI T '>4 . . . 

Pares itas goldfussi D»OEB. .........

Parosites asterlsci^ PR"SCH* n* sp* .....

Pares itas cerricornis BT^AJ^T. ....... j

Alreolites reticulatus STliinT. ........

Somphopora dasdalea n* sp. UHDS 
Pares ites forces i "3.H* . . . . .......

1

Heliolitos inters tinctxe TJLI&S* .......

Hal^sitas catanularia IIBDS. ........
AmplexiB dJstaiB n. sp. U1IDS. .......

Apiplaxus appondiculatis n. s p. "LTICDS. . . . < 

Qyathophyllijm angas turn TjOU©. ......••

Qyathophyllum deiB urn n. e p. UUDS. . • • • • 

Ptychophyllum richthofeni n. s p. TJ!IDS» . . < 

Ptychophyllum cyathiforme n. s p. Ti!tDS. . . . 

Platyphyllum s inaiB ie n. ©p. LITH^S. ....

Cy& tiphyllum cytindricum LOiy®. ......

.
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€Dc44 Cerig&tsr calamity n. s p. 

AraplexuB viduns n. s p. KAYS*

(d) & 

Styliola e p. .........

3>d2 Macrochilina arculata SOHTjOTH. ....... x

S)d3 Uatica antiqua GO£Di\ ............ x

MurchiiB onia loxonemoidee TOEDB. ...... x

Murchins onia bigranulos a TKRH. ....... x

HurchiiB onia angulata PHI^L. ........ x

HhirchiiBonia angulata PHTI,^
Tar conoidea IMT9JY. .......... j x

MurchiiB onia nargarita WHIDB. ....... ̂  x

Ballarophon s triat^ P'SRUSSAG & TSR1T. . . . .1 x

S)dIO Pleurotoiaaria dalphinuloidse SCHOtiTH. . i
9)dll Pleurotomariasubimbricata ?I» COY. ...... x

T«ntaculit% irregulars HAMSJY. ...... x

S)dI3 Bollarophon s trials PR'SOH. ........ 4 x

SDdI4 Ballarophon nemoria Icoieni ffRiSCH. ..... ^ x

Plourotomaria dalphinuloidoB D'ARCH.
var. aubcoe tata SCHT/EH. ........ .1 x

Pleurotoiaaria dalpMnuloidee D'ARCH*
var. nov. bathje chis tve * ........«- x

X



9)32

9)83

S)fl

S)f3

«Df5 

S)f6

(a) CEPHALOPODA

ParadocaraB globoB urn HD1I9T* ... 

OrthocarsB s p* .........

Cyrtocara& (KophinocersB ) ornataa

(f) BRYOZOA 
it alia columnar as MAJI9JY.

tulipora willis iana GIRTY 

tulipora s p*
-v V-

Leioclazna s p* 

Taeniodictya (?) s p. 

Fense, tella (?) 6 p.

(g) HTORAZOA 

Btromatopora .......

Stromat opera concentric a j

(h) OSCHACODA 

Cypridinia (Untorais ) s p» * .

-4-



(i) TEILOBITA 

Aeaphus sp. ................<?

SDi2 Calymana sp. ................ j?j

SB13 Trinucleus richthofeni n. sp. .......,?

SDi4 Proctus (?) sp.

(z) FLORA 

Sphancplryllum undt. ............ 4x

8Dz2 Lepidodondron sp. .............4 I x

SDz3 Si gill aria sp. ............... ! x
i : ;
1

i ; ;



CARBON IFEROUS -PERMIAN.

INCLUDING

THE SHANSIAN SYSTEM

(1) GENERAL REMARKS.

The upper palaeozoic rocks in China are well-developed, 

widely distributed, "but have not been systematically classified 

except in Eastern Yun-nan where the recent research of Dr. 

Deprat has not only enabled him to differentiate the carboni 

ferous from the permian, but to bring forward sufficient 

strati graphical data to subdivide each system into three 

divisions . Elsewhere in China the distribution and the nature

of the Carboniferous rocks are comparatively better understood
/fowv r" 

than^of the Permian. (The-presence of the former in Northern

China hars—freen~-def in.!-ke-ly known since Pumpelly f s time, who

remains which are also present in the coal

maa s tire«"~in Surope -aiad Hor t h A*ner i ca- *
V 

In Northern China, viz., in the provinces of Shan-tung,

Chi-li, Shan-si, Shen-si, Ho-nan and including Southern Manchu 

ria, the development of the upper palaeozoic rocks is essenti 

ally similar. They rest unconformably upon the Sinisian 

limestone to which miners often give a misleading name



"Carboniferous limestone 11 or "Mountain limestone". 

Richthofen, too, erroneously called the upper Sinisian
m

limestone in Shan-tung, Kohlenkalk" because of the fact 

that it is immediately overlain by the coal bearing 

upper palaeozoic group. The unconformity between the 

upper Sinisian and the upper palaeozoic in Northern China 

is usually not shown by discordance of bedding; but in 

the province of Shan-si, the Sinisian limestone under 

lying the upper palaeozoic group generally exhibits a 

rubbly appearance near the junction between the two, 

and it frequently shows highly iron-stained caserns, 

fissures, cracks filled up by shaly material clearly 

of secondary origin. Although these phenomena may be 

due to the work of the percolating water and therefore 

may not necessarily bear witness on the stratigraphical 

break, the hiatus of the life-sequence proves the exis 

tence of an unconformity beyond any doubt. The top of 

the Sinisian yields Ordovician forms, while the over 

lying upper palaeozoic group contains carboniferous fauna 

and in some cases Permian plant remains. This unconformi 

ty in northern China has been carefully described by

Richthofen, Lorenz, Blackwelder and others. No further
V enphasis is needed.

In summarizing the observations made in the 

province of Shan-si, Blackwelder introduced the phrase 

"Shansian system" to express the upper palaeozoic coal



bearing rocks in that province. Since the development 

of the upper palaeozoic group is essentially the same 

all over northern China as already stated, the writer f&
* *• . s * / a
^• f t,-'f, ^/V\^.'V-'^

propooGo to extend the application of the phrase

"Shansian System" ,to the complete upper palaeozoic
A

group of rocks and to the whole area of Northern China.

The Shansian system thus defined largely con 

sists of sandstones and shales with occasional "bands

of bituminous or carbonaceous marine limestones lying
>w

near the base or sti the base of the system. Intercalat 

ed with the shales and sandstones and sometimes lime 

stones are coal seams of excellent quality. The upper 

part of the coal bearing series generally merges into 

a massive barren sandstone, the age of which has not 

been definitely determined; but it probably extends 

to the beginning of the Triassic time or possibly 

later. Between this barren sandstone and the top of 

the coal bearing series, no stratigraphical breaks 

have been discovered. The sandstone is interbedded 

with basaltic lava in the province of Shan-tung.

The Shansian rocks usually occur in synclines, 

or on the top of plateaus and sometimes on the down 

throw side of large normal faults. They are often 

laid bare on the surface of the ground but occasionally 

covered by younger deposits.



In N»T7»China, viz., in the Nan-shan region and the 

adjoining districts, the scattered observations made by 

Loczy, Obrutchov & Bitterer have definitely proved the 

presence of marine carboniferous formation as well as 

coal bearing carboniferous rocks. But the stratigraphi- 

cal details of the upper palaeozoic group in this region 

have not been systematically described by any geologist.

In Central China, in the Tsing-ling range, Richtho- 

fen has shown that marine carboniferous with seams of 

coals are involved in the folding. With regard to the 

Permian nothing has been said by the same author.

In the middle Yang-tze district, Richthofen, Aben- 

danon, Blackwelder have described a massive limestone 

formation of Carboniferous age, with occasional anthra 

cite. It conformably succeeds the underlying Siluro- 

Devonian rocks; (the Sin-tan formation) and it is 

believed to be unconformably overlain by the "Permo- 

Mesozoic strata", but the unconformable junction has 

not been observed.

In the lower Yang-tze valley, the lower part of 

the Carboniferous is generally composed of marine 

limestone, massive and often bituminous, the upper 

part of the carboniferous usually consists of coarse 

sediments with intercalated coal seams, the Permo-



carboniferous and Permian are sometimes represented 

by Fusulina limestone and sometimes by pyroclastic 

or other volcanic products together with occasional 

coal seams. It is not clear as to whether or not 

the lower carboniferous, upper carboniferous and 

the permian constitute a conformable sequence, and 

as to how the lower carboniferous is underlain by 

the Devonian and the Permian is overlain by the ? 

Hesozoic in this region.

In the province of Hu-nan, the presence of coal 

bearing Permo-Mesozoic rooks is suggested by a pecu 

liar lamellibranch fauna which was discovered in one 

of the anthracite fields in that province.

In South-Western China, the occurrence of carboni 

ferous rocks was first definitely announced by Douville

who identified a number of species contained in a Pora-
U 

miniferal limestone. Subsequent research of< Lantenois

enabled us to understand that the Uralian or upper 

carboniferous formation attains wide development in 

Eastern Yun-nan, but the same author created much 

doubt as to the presence of the Middle Carboniferous 

or lloscovian and. Lower Carboniferous or Dinantian in 

the said region. Lantenois observed that the upper



carboniferous limestone sometimes rests upon Middle 

Devonian, sometimes Lower Devonian and even Cambrian. 

These observations led him to assume the existence of 

a stratigraphical break between the Upper Devonian and 

the Upper Carboniferous, and the absence of the Lower 

Carboniferous rocks in Eastern Yun-nan. In the years 

1909-10, the exhaustive search of Deprat and Mansuy 

resulted in the discovery of the lower and the middle 

carboniferous formations, the former being conformably 

underlain by the Devonian, and conformably overlain by 

the Middle Carboniferous. Thus the unconformity between 

the Upper Carboniferous and the Kiddle Carboniferous in 

Eastern Tun-nan has been definitely established.

According to Deprat, the Upper Carboniferous 

passes upwards into the Permian in perfect conformity 

in the region of Eastern Yun-nan, and there the Permian 

rocks are divisible into three series:- (1) A massive 

limestone is unconformably overlain by (2) a thick con 

glomerate which is succeeded upwards by (3) sandstones 

and interbedded andesitic and basaltic lava. These three 

lithological divisions do not correspond with the chrono 

logical divisions of the Permian period. The formation 

of the lower limestone occupied the whole of the Lower and 

the L'iddle Permian period. The earth movement which has 

given rise to the unconformity probably took place at the 

end of the Middle Permian or the early Upper Permian time.



The junction between the Lower Trias and the 

Upper Permian is not well exposed in eastern Yun-nan 

as the result of great disturbance experienced by the 

Triassic and the older strata. . In one instance how 

ever Deprat observed erosion unconformity between the 

Lowest Trias and the Uppermost Permian.
i

Fossils that have been found in the Lower Carboni 

ferous in China are chiefly brachiopods and corals. 

Among the characteristic species we may mention pro- 

ductus striata, P. cora, P. undatus, spirifer subconi- 

cus, Spirifer (Martinia) glabra, zaphrentis beyrichi, 

Z. spinulosa, Syringopora ramulosa, Michelina favosa, 

Lonsdaleia floriformis etc.

The LiiJ.dle and the Upper Carboniferous fauna is 

characterized by abundant Foraminifera. The well-known
e

species are Tatrataxis conica, Fusulina regularis, F. 

brevicula, F. multidepta, Doliolina aliciae, n. sp., 

Schwagerina princeps, ITecschwagerina craticulif era. 

Among the Brachiopods, the following species are con 

sidered to be fairly characteristic. Spirifer mosquen- 

sis, productus indicus, P.longispinus, P.lineatus, P. 

subplicatilis, etc. The genus phillipsia, the last 

representative of trilobites, is present in the Upper 

Carboniferous fauna of China.

A flora has been discovered from the coal bearing 

rocks in the northern part cf the country. . It r.



'i?
of Lepidodendron, Sigillaria, Cordaltes, Sphencpteris, 

Pecopteris, Taeniopteris, Neuropteris, etc. Some of the 

species occur in the coal measures of Europe and North 

America, others are only known in the Permian of Europe. 

It is thought by the writer that they probably represent 

the permo-carboniferous period.

The lower Permian fauna is, as in the case of the 

middle and the upper carboniferous, largely foraminifer- 

al; the Brachiopods spirifer blassi, camarophoria globu- 

lina, Martiniopsis inflata, productus gratiosus are 

thought to be the characteristic forms of the period.

The Middle Permian fauna is characterized by 

Doliolina leprda, Schwagerina verbecki, S.craticulifera 

etc. The Upper Permian fauna is very little known in 

China. It appears to be largely represented by Gastro 

pods and Lamellibranchs.

(£P F-IELD OBSERVATIONS.

(The full names of the fossils mentioned under this 

heading are found in List No.3).

S.W. CHINA.

EASTERN YUN-NAN

The upper palaeozoic rocks are well developed in 

this region; both the carboniferous and the permian are 

divisible into three stages, viz., upper, middle and 

lower.



A. CARBONIFEROUS

c. Upper Carboniferous (Foraminiferal limestone with
3ttft««ttf<erffl±<ty} (occasional basal conglomerate, 
(unconformity) .....„-

b. Middle Carboniferous (Upper part Limestone.
(Lower part Sandstone.

a. Lower Carboniferous (Upper part Limestone.
(Middle" part Shale.
(Base Sandstone.

a. LOWER CARBONIFEROUS. The lower carboniferous 

rocks in Eastern Yun-nan are exposed at Hoa-Keuon and 

extends towards Hi-leu where they appear underneath the
HUpper Carboniferous. They are also preserved in the 

vicinity of Po-shi owing to the presence of a fault. 

Deprat has made out the sequence of the lower carbonifer 

ous as follows:-

hV. Limestone of Tou-mou-nyi with CP bl, CP.bS.
IXh IV. Black limestone of Hoa-heuon with CP b3, 

CP.b4.

h 111 Yellow marly shale of Hoa-keuon with C.P.b5.

( h IT b. "Calcschist" of Tien-sen-kouang 
_ ( with CP b 6. 

h JU ( _
( h 11^ a. Marly shale of Tien-sen-Koung and 
( Peu-Kiao with CP b7.

__ ( Mottled sandstone and marl of Hoang-i-tien 
H 1 ( with CP b8.



This sequence is nowhere found complete. Sometimes 

the lower zones (h T, h TT) are thrust over the Cambrian 

as in the districts of Yi-leang, Yi-long and Tou-mou-yi; 

and sometimes the middle zone (h 111) is overfolded, and 

lies upon upper Carboniferous rocks as in the case of 

Hoa-Keuon, N.N.W. of Mi-leu-hsien. The zone (h v)is only 

observed by Deprat in the heights near the Blue River 

(Kin-sha-Kiang?).

b. Middle Carboniferous. The Middle Carboniferous 

comprises a mighty sequence of rocks in Eastern Yun-nan. 

They are exposed in the district of Tie-tchen-ho, and to 

the north of Yun-nan-fu. The strata are often broken up 

by faulting and thrusting. Deprat makes out the complete 

Middle Carboniferous sequence in Eastern Yun-nan as follows: 

h 2 Limestone of Lo-a-tien.

h 1 Limestone of Shouei-tang with a rich fauna of 
gastropods and others including the following 
species:-
CPcg to CPclO, CPbl6 to CPb 18, CPe 2, 
CPf2, CPf3, CPgl, CPg2, CPgS.

h,, A series of sandstone with coal and limestone 
with CPbl5.

n,b Upper sandstone (The zone of Lao-na-tong) 

h,a Limestone of Sha-tchong.

h (Lower sandstone (The zone of le-ma-tchoung) 
(Basal conglomerate of Sin-tchai.

At Shouei-tang, west of Tie-tchen-ho, Deprat found a 

carboniferous syncline bounded by two mighty faults, i.e., 

the fault of Shouei-tang and the fracture of the lake lang-



tsong. (see section N°5^ ). On the western side of the 

sync line the Cambrian formation with Redlichia chines is 

makes appearance. This Carboniferous syncline consists 

the following sequence of strata :- 

h 5 Light gray limestone with CP b 16, CP a 5*
_ _

<D-H( h 4 Dark gray limestone with CPa 6. 

h 3a Gray limestone with CP a 7 .

<D

PH / 
fXO (

ofl (
°( h 3 Limestone with CB a 8.

& 2 Gray limestone of Shouei-tang with Gastropods 100 m.

( h 1 Gray limestone (The zone of Lo-a-tien). ... 80 m.
(
( (17. Light gray limestone with polypiers . . . 120 m.
( (16. White quartzitic sandstone .... ... 2m
( (15. Coal. .......... .... ... 1m
( h, , (14. White quartzitic sandstone ..... . . 2m

m ( ( 13 . Hard green shale ............. 1m
o ( (12. Dolomitic limestone ........... 100 m
(D /CM ( (11. Fine-grained hard sandstone of red colour 12 m
'g ( (10. " Labrador i te tt . ............. 18 m
o ( (9. Largely red arkose sandstone ...... 10 m
^ ( (8. Fine, compact and homogeneous red sand-
o ( ( stone. 20 m

( (7. Conglomerate with small pebbles. .... 1O m
rH ( (6. Fine & compact red sandstone. ..... 15 m
§ ( (5. Well-bedded massive red sandstone ... 40 m 
•H ( h,b ( 4. Conglomerate with small angular fragments 40 m
^ ( ( 3 . Red sandy grits ............. 30 m

( (2. Hard green marlstone .......... 5m
( ( 1. Micaceous red sandstone. ........ 150 m.

Similar sequence of the Middle Carboniferous rocks up 

to the zone (h, , ) is exposed in the district of Lou-nan, north 

of Yun-nan-fu, and it is overlain by bedded Permian basalt.

c. UPPER CARBONIFEROUS. At a number of localities in 

Eastern run-nan, Deprat has recognised an important strati-



graphical break between the Shouei-tang limestone (hS) and 

the limestone containing Fusulina brevicula. The break is 

undoubtedly due to erogenic movement at the end of the 

Middle Carboniferous time, which was accompanied by vigorous 

erosion resulting in the removal of the Spirifer mosquensis 

limestone, the Shouei-tang and the Lo-a-tien limestone on 

the east of the Tie-tchen-ho and other localities; while to 

the west of the Tie-tchen-ho and in the region surrounded 

by the lakesof Tang-tsong, Eul-long-si-chou, lang-lin,
HV-

instead of erosion the period ^represented by the deposi-
, v t^v tion of the zone (hs) and its ow-fedying strata. For this

A

reason, Deprat regards the zone (h3) with Fusulina brevi 

cula as the base of the Upper Carboniferous .

After a careful study of the protozoa found in the Upper 

Carboniferous rocks in eastern Yun-nan, Deprat has succeeded in 

establishing the following palaeontological zones :-

^ ( h 9 a. Neoschwagerina multicircumvoluta n. sp ." / ra o (
| ( n 9 « Neoschwagerina craticulif era Schwag.

i 0 ( h 8. Schwagerina princeps Ehrenb.
•H / 
C O (
oo ( H 7 a. Fusulina incisa Schellw. P co )
^ (
^ tj ( h ?. Fusulina multisepta schellw and Doliolirias

o ( alicial n.sp.
?HrO } *

<D 08 (
S< ( h 6. Doliolina claudiae n.sp. and Fusulinellas .
PH C V 
£> fl (

° ( h 5. Productus of compressus waagen.
CQ /

§ ( h 4 i Fusulina kattaensis schwag.
«4 j

^ f h 3 a. Fusulina tcheng-Kiangensis n.sp. & Fusulina 
( reguJaris schellw.

( h 3 Fusulina brevicula schwag.
( & Fusulina regularis schellw.



As stated in the previous paragraphs, although these zone^ are

represented by sediment to the west of the Tie-tchen-ho, to
IL 

the east of the same river, some of .lower zones are frequently

missing: e.g. in the district of Mi-leu, the zone (h 7) forms 

the base of the Upper Carboniferous; and in the district of 

Tou-nan, the lowest zone is (h 6).

Between Lao-yun and Wou-lou-si-shou, about 10 km. to the 

north of the lake Tsir.-shouei-tang, Deprat observed the follow 

ing sequence:-

(Massive conglomerate more than 150 m. 
Upper Permian (

(Sandstone. ....... atout 10 m.

(Unconf ormity ) -————————— ——- ———— —————__..__...„—————

(h 7 a. Limestone with CPalO, CPa9.

Upper (h 7 Sandstone. . . . atout 10 m.
Carboniferous ( Conglomerate . . " 10 m.

( (With pebbles of Devonian limestone^.

(Unconformity) ———————————

Devonian Stringocephalus limestone.

*A :̂ .. A large anticline exists between Tien-sen-kouang and the 

plateau lying to the west of Ho-mo-Tchan the higher zones of 

the Upper Carboniferous are well-exposed on both sides of the 

anticlinal axis. The E.S.E. limb is composed of the folio-ring 

Permian r T Limestone with CP b 20.

-/ (h 9 a Limestone with C*P.a 15. '

Upper (h 9 Limestone with CP a 14. 
Carboniferous(

/ (h 8 Limestone with CP a 15, CP a 13.

(Unconformity) ————————— ————— -- ----- - ——— —....-

Lower carboniferous h 11, h 1JL a shale .
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B. PERMIAN.

c. Upper Permian. (Bedded andesitic & basaltic lava which is
(followed downwards by sandstone and conglom- 
(erate.

(Unconformi ty)

( Tow facies are recognizable: In the southern
( part of the region, the prevalent rock is a

b. Middle ( white limestone; while in the northern part
Permian. ( of it, i.e., in the vicinity of the Blue

( River, the Middle Permian is usually
( represented by bluish sandy deposits.

a. Lower Permian. Limestone

a. LOWER PERMIAN. According to Deprat, the Lowed Permian 

limestone is in perfect conformity with the Upper Carboniferous 

in eastern Yun-nan. The base of the Lower Permian has been 

fixed by the same author at the horizon where a unique fauna 

of brachiopods replaces the Fusulinidae which almost exclusive 

ly fill the higher zones of the Upper Carboniferous.

b. MIDDLE PERMIAN. There is no sharp lithological dis 

tinction between the Lower Permian and the Middle Permian. 

The faunas that they contain, however, show a remarkable 

difference: The Lower Permian fauna chiefly consists of 

brachiopods; while the Middle Permian fauna is, as in the 

case of the Upper Carboniferous, characterized by Fusulinidae. 

The species Doliolina lepida is particularly abundant in the 

Middle Permian, it sometimes forms a complete bed of limestone. 

The upper part of the Middle Permian formation generally con-
, •, Df Pi?Ar 

tains the species Neoschwagerina (Sumatrina) multiseptata n. op.
^k

and Neoschwagerina (Sumatrina) annae Volz.



c. UPPER PERMIAN. The Upper Permian conglomerate 

rests on rocks of various age indicating marked unconformi 

ty between the base of the Upper Permian and those underly 

ing it. Deprat describes many instances showing the un- 

conformable junction. The following is the most typical. 

At the cutting to the north of Wou-lou-si-shou, the Upper 

germian conglomerate overlies the Fueulina multisepta zone. 

The complete absence of the Upper part of the upper Carboni 

ferous, the Lower and the Middle Permian gives us some idea 

of the enormous scale of erosion that must have taken place 

before the deposition of the conglomerate. At a locality 

about J. K.M.S.S.E. of the cutting, the conglomerate rests 

on the Neoschwagerina craticulifera zone; while in the dis 

trict of Lan-nin-tsin it discordantly overlies the beds of 

Doliolina lepida.

The massive conglomerate is followed upwards by a series 

of sandy deposits of a very inconstant character including 

marly intercalations and occasional gypseous deposits. The 

thickness of these locustrine or lagoon deposits is extremely 

variable; ridges and hollows which characterized the land 

scape of the country during the transitional period from the 

Middle Permian to the Upper Permian, are indiscriminately 

buried underneath it. A splendid example illustrating this 

effect has been found by Deprat at a locality to the east of 

Ta-hi-ti, where an underground ridge of the upper carbonifer-
S*>v\V.

oua and the Lower Permian limestone protrudes Atne mantle of



the Upper Permian deposits like a Chaldean town rising 

out of the sand. At certain localities in the dis tricts 

of Pa-mao-tsn, Tchao-Koua, Lou-leang, the effect of the 

erosion at the end of the Middle Permian time is so clearly 

shown that the Upper Permian sandy deposits rest upon a 

veritable peneplain at which the pre-Upper-Permian folds 

are truncated.

The uppermost volcanic series of the Upper Permian age 

is well developed in the districts Seeing between the Tie- 

tchen-ho and the great fault of Pong-pou and Tchou-yuen. 

To the east of Wang-tang the whole series attains a thickness 

of more than 180 m consisting of bedded lava, tuffs and 

"cinerite". To the west of the lake Tsin-shouei-tang, 

Deprat observed the following:- 

Lower Trias ti Sands and marls. 

(Unconformity) ————————_~.. ___-____.„„ ____... „

(B Basalt, tuff and "cinerite 11 250 m. 

Upper Permian (r,,(Conglomerate. ...... 150 m.

( (Bands of grits. ...... 20 m.

(Unc onf ormi ty) ————~- —- • -— ————- -—————————————— 

Upper Carboniferous M 9-9a Limestone.

In the district of Fong-Wou-shan, West of Siun-tien-tcheou 

and north of the latitude of Yun-nan-fu, the complete sequence 

of the Permian formations is exposed. According to Deprat,

this exposure is probably the continuation of that of the
,( 

Yo-tiang-shan. He gives the following sequence:-



Upper Permian B "Labradorite 11 ....... 200 m.

(Unconformity) —— - —————————— .__ _ _.....„..,...._

(r,a Limestone with CP a 18 . . 20 m.

(r, Limestone with CP a 19, to 
Middle Permian ( CP a 24. ....... 10 m.

_
(r 1JL Dark gray limestone . . . 100 m. 
( with CP a 17, CP a 24 to 
( CP a 26, etc.

(r T Light gray limestone. . . .150 m. 
( with CP b 20, CP b 23 to

Lower Permian ( CP b 28, CP d 5, CP c 12,
( CP g 9.

N.W. YUN-NAM.

In the district of Young- tehang-fou, between Ta-li-fu
5? 

and Bhamo, Loczy found a fauna consisting of:-

CP b 29, CP b 30, CP g 10.

At Yun-nan-yi, near Ta-li-fu Lecleze collected a fauna 

from a gray marble, including the following species:- •> 

CP c 13, CP g 11, CP d 6.

KWEI-GHQU. 

A fauna was found in the shale of Ngan-tchoung-po, The

material was examined by Douville who reports the presence of
4-3 

the following species : -

CP b 18, CP b 36, CP b 37, CP d 7 . 

HU-NAN.

At Lo-shi-kiao, Shao-yang-hsien, Pao-king-fu, the following

species occur s-



CP g 12, CP g 15, CP g 13.

At Yang-chia-yu, An-hwa-hsien, chang-sha-fu, Yobe (?) 

found!- ^°

CP g 14.

E'rom the coal bearing series of Hwang-i-kang in the 

lower part of the Liu-ho, Richthofen collected a fauna of 

molluscs largely consisting of lamellibranchs . The follow 

ing are among the identified species:- 7

CP f 4 to CP f 16, CP c 14.

Stratigraphical details of the formation qu-i-eftl- yielding 

this fauna are not known.

VV£
CHIKA.

Between Batang and Ta-tsien-lu, west of the Red Basin of 

Su-chuan, Loczy found a marine formation which he assigns 

to the Lower Carboniferous on account of the discovery of
5S

Posidonomya becheri .

At Tze-de, near Batang, Loczy collected the following
5? brachiopods : -

CP b 4, CP b 31 to CP b 33.
y> ff.long 98° 

At Yarkalo (Lat. 29°/30* E), in the valley of the Lan-

tsan-kiang, Loczy found an interesting fauna which shows world 

wide affinity. The following species are among the identified 

ones: -

CP b 38 to CP b 43, CP d 8, CP d 9 . 

In crossing the Kiu-tiau-shan, from Tshau-tien to 

Kwang-yuan-hsien, (on the northern border of the Red Basin of



o

Su-chuan) Richthofen followed a sequence of strata dipping 

towards the north. The sequence consists of the following 

series:-^

7. Overturned strata of indeterminable nature 
with Atrypa reticuloris. 
(Thrust plane?)

c* 6. Thin-bedded limestone with marly and shaly 
intercalations.

& 5. Massive limestone containing black and 
' white quartzite. The limestone shows 

coral-structure*

if 4* Fine-grained gray limestone with
siliceous shale (Kieselschiefer) con 
taining fragments of Productus. 
In the limestone Spirifer lineatus 
occurs.

0 3. Coal bearing series Yellow and gray 
calcareous shale (Schieferton) crowded 
with fossils, capped by a seam of 
bituminous coal 4 feet thick*

L 2* Flaggy limestone with intercalated thin 
layers of highly bituminous argillaceous 
limestone which contains brown ironstones. 
These parting layers are full of marine 
fossils; Productus, Aviculopecten, etc. are 
especially abundant.

J 1» Gray limestone with quartzite containing 
^ abundant corals and Brachiopods; amongst the 

latter Spirifer lineatus occurs.

C ent r_alandS. E. Chi na .

The Jrorge district _of_,the .middle J£ang-tze. 

From San-tou-ping to the Lii-tsan gorge, massive limestones

are exposed. Richthofen describes the sequence of the limestones
Mfc 

as follows:-



/ g /

Carboniferous.

(13. Thick-bedded limestone. )

(12. Blue and White Thin-bedded
( limestone somewhat crystalline

- - 1500 ft.

(11. Thin-bedded nodular limestone - - - 1500 ft.
(
(10. Thick-bedded limestone free from
( nodules -------------- 150 ft.

(9. Green shale with dark reddish-brown
( siliceous limestone. The village of
( Sin-tan stands on this formation - - 800 ft.

(8. Thin-bedded yellow and green lime-
( stone striking N 35°E -------- 400 ft.
( containing fossils
( CP g 16, CP g 17, CP g 20 CP g 21.

Sevonian.J ( 7. Gray-green sandstone with greenish
300 ft.( shaly strata

6. (see p 11*7 )

In the middle Yang-tze region including the districts where 

Richthofen made his observations described above, Black- 

welder distinguishes a mighty limestone formation which he 

calls the Wu-shan limestone,-'consisting essentially of 

dark gray or blackish limestone,



and attaining a thickness of about 4000 ft. The lower part 

of the Wu-shan limestone contains layers of shales and local 

seams of anthracite together with flints and insignificant 

strata of quartzite. This formation is underlain by the 

Sin-tan series of Siluro-Devonian age (see p 152. ) and pro 

bably overlain by the Kuei-chou series (see p aafe ); it 

yields fossils at several horizons: At Tung-kuan-kou from 

a thin seam of black shale associated with anthracite which 

is believed to be about 1200 ft above the base of the Wu- 

shan limestone, Blackwelder obtained the following forms:-

CP b 44 to CP b 46.

In the limestone canon below T<^-ning-hsien, a brownish 

cherty layer which probably lies in the middle part of the 

v ru-shan limestone, has yielded the follov/ing:-

CP f 18 and Gastropods.

Near the salt well of Yen-chang on the Ta-ning-ho, a 

dark gray limestone about 800 to 1000 ft above the base of 

the Wu-shan formation contains the following species:-

CP d 11, CP d 12.

From the basal layer of the Wu-shan formation, 1 mile 

above the junction of the two main tributaries of the Ta- 

ning-ho, north of Miau-ir-tan, the following forms have been 

collected:-

CP b 47 to CP b 51.

2 miles north of Ta-ning-hsien, the base of the Wu-shan lime 

stone which consists of a dark gray limestone with nodules of

flints, contains the following:-



rt*
CP a 29, OP g 4, CP g 22, CP a 11, CP a 15, GP b .r,2

CP b 55, GP c 15, CP h 1.

(Note The Y/u-shan limestone of Blackwelder is

probably identical to the limestone se 

quence 8 tp 15 as described by Richthofen

Yabe and Sakahaya state that they have obtained a Per 

mian fauna from ilei-tze-kou, 20 lis south of Wu-chang« The 

fauna consists of CP g 25, CP b 54 to CP b 57.

At Lung-chiang-chen, Wu-chang-fu, from the Fu-shan

coal mine, the following Carboniferous forms have been ob~
*l 

tained:-

CP g 24, CP a 50.

Near Hwang-shi-kang, on the northern side of the Yang 

tze, a hill called Sang-hu-shan (lat. 50° 15 *N. long. 115° 

10 ! E) rises to an altitude of about 500 ft above the all

uvial plaino The hill assumes a S.E. trend. Crossing this
I 'C hill, Richthofen has made out the following sequence:- '

(see section No.

10. Whit embrown and brown-red rock 
(chiefly composed of sandstone?) 
of considerable thickness.

(9. Coal bearing series with plant
( remains. There are no shaly layers
( in this series*

(8o Soft shaly and sandy rock - - -probably FOO ft.

(7» Tuff-like sandstone with occasional 
( coal seams, without the slightest



( trace of coaly shale.

(6. Porphyritic tuff very thick.

(5. Porphyry rich in quartz and large
( crystals of orthoclase, highly
( weathered; it forms the dip slope
( of the Sang-hu-shan* 

Permifcn» * (
(4. White-gray quartz sandstone with
( intercalated siliceous conglomerate
( In the saddstone impressions of
( plant remains occur. They are believed
( to be calamites.

3. Goal-shale with a coal seam 2 ft
thick, plant remains sparcely occur 
in the shale; Schenk identified CP z 2.

(2. Sandstone only partially exposed*

Carboniferous.(1. Thin-bedded, soft, shaly rock of
( red colour.

To the southwest of the Sang-hu-ohan, forming the southern 

bank of the Yang-tze, there are limestone hills which are com 

posed of highly folded strata; the axes of the folds generally 

strike from E - W to E 20° N. In the neighbourhood of Shi-hwei-yan, 

Richthofen followed a sequence from the south to the north. 

He describes it as follows:-^ 10

7. "iVell stratified limestone free from 
hornstone as distinguished from the 
underlying series. The individual layers 
are sometimes thicfe-bedded and some 
times in thin laminae. The rock is 
hard and splintery and shows a light- 
gray colour. Fossils are probably absent.

(6. Light-gray limestone v;ith much horn-
J stone, well-bedded, each bed has a
7 thickness from 2 ft to 3 ft.

c (5. Very soft micaceous sandy coaly-shale 
Permian* j ^ with a coal seam and sandstone layers

( which contain plant remains. From the 
( shale a single species of lammellibranch 
( CP f 19 has been found.



(4. Thin-bedded siliceous shale 
( with yellow parting layers,

N (3. Thick-bedded dark gray lime-
Permian* ) ( stone containing much horn-
u ( stone.

( 2. Thin-bedded light gray and 
( splintery limestone with 

yellow shaly layers. The 
limestone atrata show wavy 
plication.

1. Limestone traversed by a 
network of calcite-veins.

The thickness from 2 to 6 is about 800 ft, from 1 to 

7 is about 1600 ft.

In the hills near Wei-yuen-ko, about 9 K.M. below 

Ki-tshon-hsien, Richthofen observed a series of limestone

which is lithologically similar to the beds 2 to 6 described
\T-\ above. In this limestone he found a rich Fsraminiferal

fauna including the following species:-

CP a 25, OP a 28, GP a 4, CP a 30,to CP a 35.



Kiang-s.l*

To the south of the Mong-shan, near Lo-ping-hsien 

(lat. 29°1T. long. 117° 10 ! E.), in the^tasin orP~t&e coal 

nwjautw^B"*, Richthofen observed the following sequence and 

collected an important fauna:

7. Red and yellow sandstone - - - - about 50 ft.

6. Soft argillaceous limestone with 
a band of hard limestone v/hich 
yields marine fossils -------- -10 ft.

5. Dark gray sandy shale (Shieferton ), 
perfectly and thinly stratified 
with indeterminable plant remains 
and a seam of bad coal ------- 240 ft.

4. Light gray firm argillaceous )
limestone rich in marine organic )
remains. )

3. Black marly shale with marine ) 100 ft. 
fossils. )

2. Dark sandy shale. . )

1. The main coal Ream --------- 10 ft.

The fossils mentioned below are derived from 6, 4 

and 3 of the above sequence;

GP h 2, CP e 5 to CP e 6, CP f 20, GP f 21, 

CP b 59, CP b 21, CP b 40. CP b 31, CP b 58 

to CP b 78, CP d 15, CP g 25, CP a 36, CP d 16.

The .lower. Yang-tze valley, ._

On the northern slope of the Pu-ki-shan, near Kiu- 

li-tswan, Ning-kwo-hsien, (lat. 30 P.5 f N. long. 118° 53 ! E.) 

Richthofen observed the following sequence of rocks:-



'V
5. A series of yellow sandstone.

4. Coal bearing shale containing 
Ammonites. The coal is worked.

3. Massive Pusulina limestone. 

2. Sandstone series.

1. Missive limestone containing 
coal bearing shales.

To the east of Nan-king, on the southern bank of the
•

Yang-tze, a steep hill rises to an altitude of about 1200 

ft above the river level, (about lat. 32° 15*N. long. 119° 

10 ! E.) On the top of this hill, a single old tree stands 

aloft. Hence the hill is popularly known as the "Single 

tree-hill". The proper name of this hill is Hsi-hsia-shan.

Richthofen describes the Hsi-hsia-shan as a conroressed syn-
)2/$ cline formed by a sequence of the following rocks:-

(see section ^4(9) 

8. Loess.

7. White quartz sandstone cemented by 
white spongy material and inter- 
stratified with conglomerate which 
contains well-rounded quartz pebbles. 
The sandstone contains reed-like plant 
remains ---------- y 1500 ft.

6. Thin-bedded marly sandstone and sandy 
marl of red and yellow colour - - -

about 100 ft.

( 5. Alternating beds of fossiliferous 
( dark gray limestone and marly 
( shale which becomes sandy towards 
( the upper part of the series. The 

/Lower \( black shale is sometimes coaly and 
Carboniferouso( contains traces of plant remains.

(
( 4. Dark gray, hard, splintery, thick- 
( bedded limestone with lenticles of
( "firestone" and inclusions of siliceous



( sponge. The strata are bituminous;
( yellowish in colour and semi cry-

Lower ^ ( stalline in texture. Fossils occur
Carboniferous/ ( in abundance in the upper part of the

( series. The following are among the
( identified species -------- 250 ft»

CP g 18, OP g 12, CP g 21, OP g 26, 

OP g 27, CP d 10o

3. Black and brown sandstone and con 
glomerate containing pebbles of 
quartz.

2. Interbedded soft quartz sandstone and 
soft, mottled shale*

1. Variegated soft shale with the admixture 
of manganif erous shaly-ironstone.

To the south of Pa-hwei-rniau (lat. 32° 10 ! N. long. 

119 15 ! E«) and north of Tang-shui, Richthofen observed a 

synclinal hill consisting of the following strata;,

(6. Coal bearing series of Pa-hwei-miau.
( This series is not involved in the syncline.

(5. Hard thick-bedded quartzite

(4o Gray limestone containing lenticles of
Carboniferous. ( black "firestone" and laminated sili-

( ceous intercalations with weathered and
( silicified fossils.
( (Richthofen remarks that this series is
( indisputably identical with the Lower
( Carboniferous limestone of the Hsi-hsia-shan)

(3. Quartzite and quartz sandstone striking 
( E - W and dipping 60 TT.

Devpnian. (2. Dark gray-green crumbly shale.

(1. Quartzite which probably forms the 
( bulk of the hill.

Immediately to the east of the city of Nan-king, the 

hill of Tshung-shan forms a conspicous escarpment on its



northwestern flank* The city wall runs along the lower 

part of this scarp. In this hill Richthofen found a series 

of coarse-grained sandstone and conglomerate dipping per 

sistently towards the S.E. These are overlain by yellowish 

cellular sandstone and black shale. The shale is full of 

fucoidal-like plant remains. Overlying the shaly strata 

are again sandstone and conglomerate containing large peb 

bles of quartz. Further S.E. after a long interuption of 

observation, Richthofen found, in a deep ditch, the expos-, 

ure of red sandstone and coarse red conglomerate with well- 

rounded pebbles of quartz, porphyry and limestone which is
124-

finally buried by the loess."(Compare Kingsmill ! s obser 

vation p 157 )

Similar sandstone and conglomerate are exposed in the 

hills lying between Pa-hwei-miau and Tung-yang, west of the 

Tshung-shan. To the east of the Tshung-shan, red sandstone 

and conglomerate also occur, overlying a yellow limestone; 

the former continue to run towards east and are once more 

exposed at the Hsi-hsia-shan where they are underlain by the

Lower Carboniferous limestone. Richthofen, therefore,
\ 

assigns th^sfc sandstone and conglomerate to the Upper

Carboni ferous.

In the lateral valley separating the Ts«hu-shan from

the Kau-li-shan, west of Cheng-kiang, Richthofen noted the
))£ , 

following sequence:- (see section 4^



5. Limestone which is in the neigh 
bourhood of the valley directly 
overlain by coal, the latter in 
turn Jn? buried under the loess.

(4. Coal bearing series of sandy and
( shaly strata forming the undula-
( tory hilly country lying on the
( south of the Tshu-shan - - - about 400 ft.

(This series admits further subdivision 
(as follows.

(f • Dark sand and carbonaceous shale 
J with a seam of coal.

(e. Brown sandstone with plant remains.
(
( (interruption of observation)
(
(c. Black siliceous shale unfossilif erous.

r \ (Permain. 1 (( (Interruption of observation)1 '
(a. Very impure fine-grained sandstone 
( with intercalated limestone. Fire- 
( stone occurs in the lower part of the 
( series. Productus and other brach- 
( iopods, Fenestella, corals, etc. 
( have been found.

(3. viell-bedded limestone containing
( firestone. The upper part of the
( limestone is a red variety of
( splintery nature, in Trhich are found
( crinoidal stems and abundant Fusulina
( together with CP b 91, OP b 92, CP g 28.
( This series is divisible into two
( sub-series: -

b. Mainly limestone -------- ftoo ft.

a.. Shaly strata with big ̂ 1-ajiaas of
firestone ---------- -1000 ft.

2. Quartz sandstone and conglomerate vrith 
yellow, brown, and white quartz pebbles. 
(Richthofen remarks that this formation 
is almost identical with the coarse sandstone 
and conglomerate of the Ilsi-hia-shan. Its 
thickness is very variable: On the west of 
the valley it forms high peaks, attaining 
a thickness of «* 800 ft. while to the



east of a narrow in the valley, it 
is much thinner.)

1. Granite with large porphyritic
felspars. It weathers to a blackish 
colour, (intrusion).

The whole of the above sequence strikes E N E and dips 

50° S S E. Towards the East the strike changes into E - IV. 

About 4 K.M. east of Lung-tan, on the flank of the Lun- 

shan, the quartzite (2) is found to rest on a graptolitic 

slate* (see p I2.S ).

Che-kiang*
*

At Kiai-kou (lat. 29° 45 ! N. long. 118° 45 ! E.), on the 

divide between the province of Che-kiang and Kiang-sl, 

Richthofen observed .a large anticline in which he was able
I2.Sto make out the following sequence:-'

5. Quartz Porphyry traversing a 
sandstone.

4. Quart zi tic sandstone.

3. Quartzose and quart zi tic elates ) 
(Schiefer) partly black and ) 
partly yellow, green or white. The ) 
lamellae of the slate are separated ) 
by scaly and talcy soft layers. )

2. A series of interbedded calcareous ) 800 ft, 
and siliceous rocks. The calcareous) 
rock is generally a crystalline ) 
bituminous limestone of grayish ) 
colour and fine texture; the sil- ) 
iceous rock consists of the follow- ) 
ing:-

c. Thin-bedded quartzite and other 
siliceous rocks. )

bo V/hite slate. The surface of the ) 
individual layers are )



often marked by long straight )
lines, probably due to organic )
remains. )

a. Exceedingly fine black ) 
siliceous slate )

In these strata, coaly substance ) 800 ft.
often occurs. The aai?j?®w black )
siliceous slate is strongly )
bituminous with thin seams of )
extremely impure coal which is )
used in the district for lime- )
burning. )

(Note These rocks seem to bear 
certain lithological resemblance 
to the "culm measures" of Britain)

1. Limestone.

In the neighbourhood of the lake of Si-hu, outside 

the city of Hang-chou (lat. 30° 10 *N. long. 120° E.), 

Richthofen followed a sequence of rocks from N.E. to S.Vf. 

He describes it as follows:- (see section N^.^-y) '-H

4. Red quartz porphyry and its tuffs.

3. Quart zite-like brown sandstone.

2. Limestone.

1. Coarse-grained hard sandstone.

In the lake of Tai-hu, on the northern border of the 

province of Che-kiang, a limestone island stands between 

the sandstone hills of Si-tung-ting and Tung-tung-ting. 

This limestone is charged with yellow-brown earthy material 

and crystals of calcite. Only 250 ft of it is seen above 

the water. Richthofen says that the total thickness of 

the limestone cannot be more than 800 ft. It contains 

abundant organic remains. In the material collected by



Richthofen, Schwager identified the following foraminifera,

GP a 8, CP a 13, CP a 37.

Besides the Protozoa there occurs many species of 

crinoids, corals and gastropods. Unfortunately they have 

not been described.

Tiessen remarks that this fossiliferous limestone and 

the sandstone exposed in the Tung-tung-ting and the Si-tung- 

ting are identical with those occurring in the neighbourhood 

of the Si-hu.

Northern China.

As already stated in the general remarks, the lithol- 

ogical nature of the upper palaeozoic rocks and their 

general stratigraphical relation with other systems are ess 

entially similar over the whole area of northern China. The 

only exception to this rule is met in the northwestern 

corner of the country, viz.-, the Nan-shan region, where 

massive marine formations yielding Middle Carboniferous and 

Upper Carboniferous faunas such as Spirifer mosquensis, 

Productus semireticulatus, Fusulina cylindrica, Schwagerina 

princeps, Doliolina verbeeki, Productus caneriniformis, etc, 

have been found. According to Futterer the "Doliolina 

formation" alone forms the bulk of the ^emenow \nountains 

near the lake Ku-ku-nor.

Elsewhere in Northern China, the Carboniferous-Per 

sian period is at least partially represented by the Shan- 

si an



/*•'*Cf .>,.
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system* The following records of observations will suffice
ryj^ &(**/{.r\/lrvJ'uv^

to show the extension of this system.

Ho-nan

In the Ja-mei-sen colliery, northern Ho-nan, Reid 

makes out the following sequence of the so-called coal 

measures: fc^-

Alluvium

Red and yellow clays)
)-----._ 250 ft. 

Conglomerate )

Arenaceous clays and shales)
) - - - 90 ft. 

Yellow and "brown sandstone )

(Shales and sandstones ------- 250 ft.
(
(Main coal seams -------__„ 18 ft.

(Shales and sandstones ------- 250 ft.
M Coal measures" (

(Flinty limestones --------- 30 ft.

(Brown and yellow sandstone with bands

(of iron ore --------___.. 80 ft.

"Carboniferous limestone ------ 2000 ft.

This section is believed to be fairly typical over the whole 

area of northern Ho-nan. The lowest member in the sequence, 

i.e., the w Carboniferous limestone" is not true carbonifer 

ous limestone, but is so called by the miners because it 

underlies the "coal measures". From the information furn 

ished by Richthofen and others, the writer judges it to be 

the Sinisian limestone which we have already dealt with.
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SJian-sl..

The Shansian system is excellently developed in the
fw n 

province of Shan-si. It occurs in extensive sheSt forming

the upper part of the plateaus, being upthrust by mighty 

faults. Natural profile showing the succession of the rocks 

is often seen along the wall-like edges of the plateaus. 

Different geologists generally agree in describing the se 

quence of the strata, but their deduction of age is not 

always the same.

Approaching the Tai-hung-shan, the southeastern edge of 

the Shan-si plateau, from the plain of Hwai-king-fu, 

Richthofen travelled across the complete succession of the 

rocks belonging to the Shansian system between Yu-tai and 

the small temple of Kwan-wang-miau. He describes it as 

follows:- (see section No.30) ̂

4. Unstratified sandstone.

( 3. Variegated sandstone containing 
( anthracite seams.

( 2. Tai-yang- series. Alternating
( beds of limestones, shales and
( sandstones, and in places being <$

Shansian.) ( capped by a black limestone. Near
( Hsiau-kou, (40 lis north of Yu-tai)
( the black limestone contains corals
( Spirifers, Orthoceras, Crinoids and
( Fusulina*

( ( Richthofen compares this variable
( series with the similar rocks which
( he found in the Po-shan coal field
( in Shan-tung.J



( 1. Very thick limestone, partially
fsinisian.) ( dolonitized. This is well exposed

( on the edge of the plateau*

The series (4) in/above sequence is sometimes called by 

Richthofen the "plateau sandstone" or the "plateau-schicten" 

It attains a considerable thickness.

Between Tai-ytaan-fu and Wen-shui-hsien, the exposure 

of the Shansian rocks is almost continuous^^Willis and 

Blackwelder divides the whole system into two series

Upper. Reddish sandstone with, subordinate 
sandy shale.

Lower. Soft shale of various colours, con 
taining coal seams and resting dir 
ectly upon the Sinisian limestone.

Immediately north of Yon-yi-ssi half way between Ling- 

shi-hsien and Ho-chou, from a local bituminous limestone 

interbedded with shales,Blackwelder collected the following 

species:-

CP b 79, CP b 80,' and Ostracoda indt.

Near the hills of Hou-yu-koo, west of Tai-yuan-fu, 

Leprince-Ringuet collected the following species from a
z>0 

highly fossiliferous limestone.

CP 81 to CP 84, CP'b 63?.

A rich flora has been collected from the Shansian coal 

measures. The exact localities and horizons which yield the 

flora are not known. It includes the species CP z 3 to 

CP z 27.



'•1
N.T.Williams describes the general succession of the 

Shansian coa,l measures as follows:-

5. Yellow-brown sandstone clay and
shale. This series is often denuded 
away; At Tze-chou where it is partially 
preserved its thickness reaches 1000 ft.

4. Shales and red sandstone - - - -100 to 500 ft.

5. Coal seam, persistent over a
large area ----------- 12 to 50 ft.

2. Sandstones and shales capped by a
layer of fire-clay - ------ 200 to 500 ft

1. Flinty limestone containing abundant 
brachiopods and resting upon-a-sand 
stone --------.--___- 10 to 15 ft.

According to Williams, coal seams sometimes occur below 

the flinty limestone. It is significant that this section 

is almost strictly comparable with that given by Reid in 

northern Ho-nan (see p |Cj<d-

Chi-li.

In the 'Ting-shan district, northwest of Tang-heien 

(lat. 58° 40 *N. long.H5°E.), there are three isolated 

areas of the Shansian rocks lying in a large syncline:

(1) In the Hing-shan coal field, the productive measures
>

consist of variegated shales and sandstone, As a rule, the 

higher beds are more sandy than the lower ones which contain 

coal seams. (2) In the Tien-hua and Yau-tou coal fields, the 

coal measures are so deeply dissected by the Tai-shan-ho 

that the underlying Sinisian limestone is exposed. (5) At 

l.'i-cheng, the Shansian coal measures are preserved in a



sharp trough or basin. The nature of the rocks is essen-
\ 

tially the same as in the Ning-shan ooal field.
2o 

In the Wang-ping coal field, about 20 miles west of

Peking, F.N.Drake makes, out the succession of the rocks 

belonging to the Shansian coal measures as follows:-

I. Sandstone ------------ thick.

#• Principally sandstone interstratified
with thin clay shales and some coal - -400 ft.

G-* Shaly sandstone and clay shales - - - 200 ft. 

F. Massive green sandstone ------- 500 ft.

E. Principally shale with thin-bedded
sandstone -------------- 500 ft.

D. Chert conglomerate and grit ----- 25 ft. . 

D to C. Carboniferous clay shale - - - - 50 ft. 

C. Coal ---------------- 55 ft.

B* Carboniferous clay shale with a
little sandstone --------- — 250 ft.

A. Limestone -------------- 2000 ft.

Drake remarks that the conglomerate bed D and the limestone 

A are the best guide for locating the coal seam C in the 

underground workings. The limestone A is undoubtedly the 

Sinisian limestone.

Shan-tung*

In fcft« Shan-tung the Shansian coal measures occur on 

the downthrow side of large normal faults. They generally 

rests unconformafrly upon the Sinisian limestone, and passes 

upward into a massive red sandstone with interbedded lava 

which is believed by Fdchthofen to be of Permain age.



In the vicinity of Yen-chuang, Near Sin-tai-hsien, the 

productive measures occupy a large part of the plain east of 

the Wen-no. The upper part of the series consists of quartzose 

sandstone and yellow shale with interbedded lava and tuff. 

The lower part of the series is generally composed of yellow, 

gray, black shales with subordinate amount of sandstone. 

Several coal seams occur near the base of the series. 

Associating with the coal seams there is a, layer of black 

bituminous limestone which yields marine fossils, such as 

CP b 44, CP b 46, OP 86, CP 85. According to Blackwelder

the total thickness of the Shansian coal measure in this dis-
($t 

trict may exceed 2000 ft.

In the Po-shan and the Hei-shan coal fields, Richthofen

collected a marine fauna out of which Frech has determined
lfe")> 2-kK 

the following species:- '

CP b 83, CP b 87, CP b 88, CP b 38, CP b 39, CP b 56,

CP b 61, CP b 90, CP c 16, CP c 17, CP c 18.

According to 'Richthofen, there are several marine bands which 

either form the lower part of the productive measures or 

immediately underlie^ them. He does not state ttrart :Prora

^horizon or horizons ̂ the fauna was obtained.

Elsewhere in Shan-tung, the nature of the Shansian 

rocks is essentially the same as in the Po-shan coal field.

(llll Correlation.

In eastern Yun-nan«. the different stages of the carbon 

iferous and the Perinain formations have been carefully com

pared by Deprat with the equivalent developement in the



other parts of the world. Further discussion on the age of 

the rocks seems to be unnecessary. Elsewhere in China, the

classification of the upper palaeozoic rocks has not been
Vrt»* "t- 

definitely established. Fw^all wjiat we know, four stages

seem to be distinguishable (a) Lower Carboniferous 

(b) Upper Carboniferous (c) Lower Permian (d) Upper Permian 

Granting this tentative classification, we now proceed to 

seek for the representatives of each stage.

(a) Lower Carboniferous.

In northwe st ern^Yun-nan^ the Young-tchang-fou fauna 

(p l~l*$ ) i s regarded by Deprat as comparable with the lower 

carboniferous of eastern Yun-nan.

In Central Hu-nan,. the presence of the Lower Carbonif 

erous formation is indicated by the Lo-shi-kiao fauna v (p 17

In northern Su-chuan, the thick marine formation with 

Brachiopods and a coal seam (p |&o ) suggests its carbonif 

erous age; but definite correlation is impossible without 

further data.

In the gorge district of the Yang-tze.«_ the massive V/u- 

shan limestone yields fossils at several horizons, (p |$2- 

The fossils are described by Girty who concludes that the 

collective fauna is related to that of the Salt range of 

India and the Gschelstufe of Russia; following this view, 

Blackwelder assigns the whole of the IVu-shan limestone 

(about 4000 ft tMck) to the Upper Carboniferous. At the

base of the same limestone, Richthofen collected a fauna

/ % ^1(p j«fc| ; which according to Frech, indicates Lower



Carboniferous age* Thus there is a conflict of opinion.

Considering both from palaeontological and strati- 

graphical point of view, the writer finds himself in favour 

of Frech^s opinion, i.e., to regard the base of the Wu-shan 

limestone as Lower Carboniferous* None of the forms men 

tioned by Girty is typically Upper Carboniferous, on the 

other hand the species Michelinia favosa and other corals 

are well-known Lower Carboniferous forms in Europe. More 

over only a few feet of shale intervene between the base of 

the Wu-shan limestone and the next fossiliferous horizon below

it; the latter is either of Lower Carboniferous age or older.
•

(see p /5^ ) Therefore in the absence of an unconformity 

at the base of the Wu-shan formation, it is difficult to 

regard the lower part of the Wu-shan limestone as apprec 

iably younger than the lower Carboniferous.

In the Hsi-hsia-shan,,. the dark gray limestone (4) 

(p (^1 ) contains a fauna which undoubtedly belongs to the 

Lower Carboniferous as pointed out by Frech. This limestone

formation is of great stratigraphical importance, for the
Yrcfo 

correlation of the Palaeozoic atr>»ta in the Lower Yang-tze

valley is largely based on their relative stratigraphical
•

position with respect to this fossiliferous formation.
Oj 3 mavine-fcYVndti'on

The exposure/in the Kiai-kou district (p I9| ) shows 

the presence of a peculiar group of rocks which may represent 

a facies of the carboniferous faniintion in S.E.Ehina.



2 .o 2.

The hornstone bearing limestones of the Ta-hua-shan, 

the Tung-kwan-shan, and the Hsiau-hua-shan, southern An-hwei, 

(p I S 5 )• with sponges, corals, brachiopods and crinoids, are 

believed by Richthofen to &&' belonging. to the Lower Carbon 

iferous. Although these limestones are petrographically 

dissimilar to that of the Hsi-hsia-shan limestone, Richthofen 

thinks that the dissimilarity is to be regarded as repre 

senting varieties of the Lower Carboniferous limestone in the 

lower Yang-tze valley, rather than characterizing different
t

groups of rocks* Moreover, the said limestones are overlain 

and underlain by coarse deposits both in the case of Hsi- 

hsia-shan and the other districts in An-hwei •

(b) Upper Carboniferous.

In_t_he .Hsi-hsia-shan .section*. the sandstone and conglom 

erate (7) (see p | £>*i ) is regarded by Tiessen as Upper

Carboniferous on account of the fact that similar rocks are
Oj

overlain by the Fusulina limestone :m the Tshu-shan (pjqo ) 

The latter is correlated by Frech with the Productus lime 

stone of the Salt Range»

The conglomerate of the Tshung-shan and the adjoining 

hill ranges (pj^<3 ) near Nan-king is according to Richthofen

the same1 conglomerate swt exposed in the Hsi-hsia-shan» Since 

we have assigned the conglomerate of the Hsi-hsia-shan to the 

Upper Carboniferous, we may also regard the Tshung-shan con 

glomerate as Upper Carboniferous.

The Fusulina bearing limestone of the Tai-hu and the



Hang-tshou districts (p | ^ z. ) are identical as pointed out 

by Tiessen. They contain no firestones, and are disting 

uished from the Pusulina limestone occurring in the Nan-king 

district by the fact that they are distinctly bituminous, 

that they contain thick parting beds; and that they include

layers of indented plates, (einander verzahnte Schicht-
M 

flocken) Ahd since their thickness is conciclerably less

than the Pusulina limestone of the Nan-king district, 

Richthofen thinks that the Pusulina bearing limestone of the 

Hang-tshou district is not identical with the Pusulina lime 

stone of the Nan-king district, but admits that they are most 

probably equivalent in part. Having scarcely any reason to 

suppose that the Pusulina bearing limestone of Hang-tshou 

represents the upper stage of the Pusulina limestone of Nan

king, he considers the former as equivalent to the lower part
}W> 

of the latter* Comparing the fauna contained by the Pusulina

bearing limestone of Hang-tshou with that of Upper Carbonif-
KL*.fr ^c v*-*u

erous of eastern Yun-nan, the writer is confident -fee place M\
them in an equivalent position because of the presence of 

Pusulina brevicula and Schwagerina princeps in both of the 

faunas.

The JjQ-ping fauna (p I % t ) has given rise to different

opinions as regards the age of its containing rock. The
17$" 

fauna has been described by Kayser who regards it as Upper

Carboniferous; Prech, however, places it in the Permian 

(Obere Palaodyas); Loczy correlates it with the Moscovian or



Middle Carboniferous; ^Filiegel-concludes that it represents 

younger Upper Carboniferous. Deprat correlates it vrith the 

Uralian or the Upper Carboniferous of eastern Yun-nan. It 

should be noted that among the 55 species described by Kayser 

a number of Brachiopods, Bryozoa, and corals also occur in 

the Upper Carboniferous of eastern Yun-nan. The Upper CarboH 

iferous fauna in Yun-nan is decidedly foraminiferal, while 

the Lo-ping fauna is predominantly molluscan. Fliegel

considers the Lo-ping fauna as slightly older than that of
3o5

Padang, Sumatra* This correlation would place the Lo-ping

coal bearing series in a somewhat equivalent position to the 

Lower Productus limestone of India. The presence of Strop- 

halosia, Richthofenia, Lyttonia, (=Leptodus KAYS.) etc., is 

in favour of this view. Further, the fauna has certain 

affinity to the Arfcirakian; therefore it cannot be much older 

than the Lower Permian* Thus the writer is led to agree with 

Fliegel in regarding the Lo-ping coal bearing series as the 

uppermost stage of the Upper Carboniferous.

The Yarkaifl fauna (p f^9 ) probably was not obtained frm
4*~K44

from a single Aae*%€ for it indicates different ages. The 

species Spirifer planoconverus and Septopora biserialis occur 

in the permo-carboniferous of Nebraska and Illinois; Camar- 

ophoria ranges from Ur&lian to Artinskian in the Ural region; 

but the polypora appears in the Lower Carboniferous of 

Belgium. Some of the other species are present in the Tfiddle 

Productus limestone of the Salt Range. The presence of this

fauna on the eastern Tibetan border proves it conclusively



that the present upland in western China was under the world 

wide Carboniferous and Permo-Carboniferous sea.

Finally we have the great Shansian productive measures 

to deal with (pp l^^f — } Q °\ ) Since Frech announced the 

opinion that the fauna derived from the Po-shan and Hei-shan 

coal fields (p 1^^) Shan-tung, indicates Lower Carboniferous 

age, it has been generally believed that the Garboniforouts 

coal bearing rocks in that province-are of Lower Carbonif 

erous age. After studying the fauna collected by nulls and 

Blackwelder (p / S ^ ), Girty concludes that it is comparable 

with that of the Pennsylvanian of North America; and hence 

he assigns the 3ha#*sian productive measures of Anorthorri: China 

to the Upper Carboniferous. Recently a paper dealing with 

the Brachiopods found in the Carboniferous rocks in Shan-tung 

has been published by^Sak^^^ who,(attack^ rFrech's opinion in
A

wltolOBjrle; he even doubts the authority of Frech f s specific 

determination-, stating that the figures and photographs 

given by Frech show that the material collected by Richthofen 

is too fragmentary to permit an accurate determination* 

Sakahaya says that he has obtained two species from a black 

limestone 1 to 3 m thick namely Productus of semireti©Hiatus 

var. hermosanus GIRTY and Productus (marginifera) typicus 

var. septentrional!s TSCHERN* The latter occurs in the

uppermost bed of the Carboniferous in Russia. This fact to-
3o(> x^v^~ 

gether with the occurrence of Fusulina lead^akagayi) to «rGU^|vc(

vaiaoe the opinion that the black limestone probably represent^ 

the highest horizon of the carboniferous formation in



Shan-tung. This black limestone appears to be the same lime 

stone layer from which Willis and Blackwelder made their col-

lectionJ) " It is uncertain as to whether the fauna described 

by Frech is derived from the same horizon; judging from the 

fact that carboniferous limestones do not attain great devel 

opment in Shan-tung, anfl that they are generally found near 

the base of the coal bearing series, the fossiliferous 

horizons cannot be separated by considerable thickness of 

rocks even if there are several horizons which yield marine

organisms. In attempting to remove this apparent palaeon-
Wl

tological conflict, Yabe suggests that there may be an un 

conformity between the Lower and the Upper Carboniferous 

in Shan-tung; but his suggestion is not borne out by facts.

The fauna collected by Leprince-Ringuet in Shan-si 

(p IQ fe ) was studied by Douville who failed to arrive at any 

definite conclusion as regards the age of the containing rock 

But he suggests that it appears to represent Westphalian or 

possibly a somewhat earlier stage.

The evidence furnished by the flora (p /Cj b ) derived
•

from the Shansian productive measures is still more sur-
^o\ 

prising. Zeiller says that the species Taeniopteris mul-

tinervis is only known in the Permain in Europe, and it never 

occurs in the Stephanian. /The other forms generally indicate 

the upper stage of the Stephanian or the Lower stage of the

Autunian.J

Taking the mean of the different cases mentioned above^ 4 
i*C p«l*t<y,a« InH 4euV*u, T^tta W Mv t(*C.«w fa Uit^fv^ti^ U>uU»-|'r

the v/riter tentatively pagarda the Shansian productive
^



measures are ganging from the uppermost Carboniferous to the 

lowest Permian* viz., iwyruue'nllrrg the permo-darboniferous 

period.

(c) Lower Permian.

In the previous paragraph, we have already determined 

the age of the Shansian productive measures in northern China 

to be permo-r carboniferous. Following this determination, a 

part of the unper .Shansian system i.e., the barren sandstones 

and shales (pp I9t>^'^^) ) may be tentatively referred to the 

Lower Per-nlan.

In the Tchu~s_han section, (p \Qo ) Richthofen mentions 

a mighty series of Pusulina limestone (5) overlying quartz 

sandstone and conglomerate; the latter overlies the Lower 

Carboniferous limestone of the Hsi-hia-shan. On account of 

the presence of Productus lime^tus and Lonsdaleia waageni, 

Waagen compares the Fusulina limestone (3) with the Zech- 

stein, while Frech correlates it with the productus lime 

stone of the Salt Range chiefly because of the presence of
U-i

Productus indicus. Richthofen thinks that the lower part of

the Fusulina limestone is equivalent to the Fusulina bearing
*

limestone of Hang-tshou which we have already palaeontolog- 

ically determined to be of tiie Upper Carboniferous age. 

If Richthofen's suggestion ia a correct one, the upper part of 

the Fusulina limestone (3) would necessarily belong to the 

Lower Permian in the absence of an unconformity between the 

upper part and the lower part of the same limestone. This 

agrees with Frech's correlation, V/aagen's comparison with



the Zechstein rather suggests the Upper or Niddle Permian *• 

age of the limes-tone. Since Richthofen does not state the 

definite horizons from which the fossils were obtained, we 

are unable to determine what portion of the Pusulina lime 

stone (3) belongs to the Lower Permian*

The coal bearing series (4) of the Pu-ki-shan (p /66 ) 

yields a cephalopod fauna which, according to Frech, is com 

parable with the Artinskian of Russia. It seems to the writer 

that the general succession of the rocks in the Pu-ki-shan 

is comparable with that of the Tshu-shan except the upper 

most series. If this comparison does hold, the coal bear 

ing series (4) of the Pu-ki-shan would be probably equiv 

alent to the coal bearing series (4) of the Tshu-shan. InvLa-
the previous paragraph, we have determined/^the Fusulina lime-

0*+- •)"'L'ir^ A ^' v i( ^c*^ % Hu ,> 
stone tad&e either entirely 'Lower Permain or parti aUy-^kg-

~v » ~

longjrjas to the Lower Permian-% If Frech ! s correlation of the 

coal bearing series with the Artinskian is correct, and if 

the comparison suggested here by the writer holds, the whole 

of the coal bearing series (4) and the upper part of the

Fusulina limestone (5) both in the Pu-ki-shan and the Tshu-
Permian 

shan would be the Lower/representatives.

The Foraminiferal limestone of Shl-hwei-y_au anr! Ki- 

tshon-hsierL_ (pp/sf-iss) yield Schwagerina verbecki,Texastria 

conica, Schwagerina craticulifera, which are also found in 

the Middle Permian of eastern Yun-nan. Here again we r^eet-: - 

the difficulty of finding the exact horizons from which these

fossils v/ere collected. However it seems justifiable to



assume that these Protozoa are derived from the limestone 

series below the series (4) in the Shi-hwei-yan section,
^. I', Y"*V'^

accordingly we may regard tJae lines tone belovr^senre horizon

in the lime stone (5) as the Lower Permain.
fossil 

In the Hwang- shi -kang section (p #3> ), the/plant

obtained by Richthofen from the coal bearing series 

(3) is, according to Schenk, related to Rhabdocarpus 

ovoideus which occurs in the Rothliegende. Hence Schenk 

believes that the series (3) is of Lower Permain age.

The.._Yun--nan-yi fauna* (p (7$ ) occurs in association 

with small polypiers. (Favositidae and multiporidae) Douville 

compares this fauna with that of the Productus limestone of 

Indo-China and the Permian of Russia, principally because of 

the presence of Stenopora. The fauna of Ngan~tsboung-po 

(p 17$ ) is likewise compared by Douvills with that of the 

Productus limestone of Indo-China »

(d) Upper Permain.

The plant remains (such as Cordaites, Stigmaria,

Calamites) that have been obtained from the urmer "part of
which contains lava fl©ws

the .Shansian system An _Shan-tung /indicate 'that their con

taining rock cannot be much younger than the youngest pal 

aeozoic; and we have already determined that the lower part 

of the Shansian system ranges from the Permo-Carbonif erous 

to the Lower Permian* Hence the writer is inclined to place 

the uppermost part of the Shansian system in the Upper Per- 

j "tout does not preclude the possibility that it may



range upwards into the Permo-Trias and downwards into the 

Lower Permain. This correlation is corrobated by the fact 

that volcanic eruption was also fully active in eastern 

Yun-nan in the Upper Persian time.

The upper most .p.art _o.f._the _Shansi.an system An _the 

provinces of _Shan-sjL_and _Ghi-li may represent the upper Per 

main; but the writer is unable to produce any evidence and 

he regards this correlation as a mere suggestion.

In the Hwang-s.hi-kang ..section (p |^>3 ) we have bedded

porphyry, phorphyritic tuff and sandstones attaining a thick 
being underlain by 

ness of 4000 ft,/a«d-e<v>er4y4rrg sandstone and coal bearing

rocks which we have regarded as Lower Permian. From th«£
Wf6 vA~ W^6tv><> 

latter I* acA wo .d^t&Ea&ijfte^that these volcanic rocks and their

interbedded sandstones and shales cannot be older.than the 

Lower Permian; and they do not seem to be Mesozoic depo.sits 

for volcanic activity is not recorded in the Mesozoic rocks 

elsewhere in the middle Yang-tze valley; certainly they can 

not be younger than the Mesozoic. Therefore we may regard 

the volcanic series and the interbedded deposits as Upper
0V,

Permain. As in the provioua case, ̂ f or this correlation we 

have the support from eastern Tun-nan where vulcanicity in 

the Upper Permian time is known.
*

The writer is unable to assign a definite age to the 

coal bearing series (4) of the Tshu-shan (p j Q Q ) and the 

Pu-ki-shan (p ) %-] ), but suggests that they may belong 

to the fiddle or Upper Permian.

2/0

The Kwan.g-i_-kang .fauna i a described by Frech who states



that the fauna, at tfee first sight, gives him an impress 

ion of being Trias because of the occurrence of Pecten 

Alberti, but the presence of Aviculopecten coxanus var. 

sinensis, Schizodus and Bellerophon puts him back to the 

Palaeozoic. After carefully weighing the chronological 

value carried by this unique fauna, Prech decides to 

announce that the productive measures of Hwang-i-kang is of 

the uppermost Permian age. (Obere Neo-Dyas) Seeing that the 

succession of the major groups of rockc is practically alike 

in most of the coal fields in the provinces of Hu-nan and 

Kwang-tung, as may be inferred from Richthofen's field notes, 

Frech is inclined to assign the uppermost Permian age to all 

the anthracite bearing rocks in these tv^ro provinces. The 

writer however thinks that this bold declaration is too 

premature.

The lower part of the Kuei-chou series (p "2.2.4,) has 

yielded a fauna consisting of Dielasma sp. (cf D-elongatum) 

Aviculopecten (?) richthofeni GIRTY, crinoid fragments and 

Poraminiferal tests (resembling those of the family Textul- 

ariidae). According to Girty, this fauna indicates the 

youngest Palaeozoic rather than the oldest l.'esozoic.



LIST Eto 3. 

POSSCLS POUltD IH CSARBOKEPBROUSr-PBBMIAHr
*

ROCKS IH CKEKA.
*

The reference no. of each s pecies is only 

UB ed in this thes is for convenience.
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(a) PROTOZOA

Spirillina irregularifi HDLL. ........

Tetrataxis conica SER"SHB. ........

Pusulina regularis SCESLLW. .......

Fusulina kattaensis SC5HW. ........

Pusulina tcheng-kiangensis n. sp, . . . .

Fusulina brevicula ............

Jhzsulina inultisapta SCKSLLW. ....... 

Fusulina incisa SCHSSW. .........

Doliolina claudiae n. sp. DHPRAT. ....

Doliolina aliciae n. sp. D3PRAT. .....

Schwagerina princeps 8HR15SB. ....... 

Keoschwagerina craticulifera SCHWAB. . . . 

Heoschwagerina nrulticircumvoluta n. sp.
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CPaI8 Heos chwagerina (Sumat rina)
raultiseptata n. sp. • X

CPaI9 Heoschwagerina (Sumatrina) annae VOLZ. . . x

CPa20 H«oe chwagerina globs a YABB» ....... x

GPa2I Doliolina pseudolepida n. sp. D15PHAT. . . x

CPa22 Schwagerina dourillei n. sp. D^SPRAT. ... x

GPa23 Pusulina marghertii n. sp. D^PRA1» .... j x
CPa24 Pusulina dxilis SCHWAG. ......... x

i 
GPa25 Schwagerina rerbecki SWII. ........ I i x

CPa26 Pusulina richthoJTeni SCHWAG. ....... x

GPa27 Pusulina japonic a ............ x

GPa26 Schwagerina craticulifera ........ x
i

GPa29 Schwagerina sp. ............. :

"PaSO JPufiulinella ............... i? ? 7

CPa3I Schwagerina lepida n. sp. SGHWAG. ....

CPa32 Climacaamina protenta n. sp. SCHWAG. ...

CPa33 Valrulina cf. bulloides BRADY. ......

GPa34 Climacaniraina cribigera n. sp. SCHWA3. • • ?

CPa35 Lingulina sp. .............. ?

CPa36 Pusulina cylindrica PTSCESR ?...... x

CPa37 Schwagerina glcmerosa (?) SCHWAG

- - - - —— - ~- - r

(b) BRACHIOPOBA 

CPbl llartinia glabra ............. ^ , ,
i j j

CPb2 Products cora ............. •JH{



CPb3 Chonates papilionacea PEILL. ....... x

CPb4 Productus cf. gratiosus WAAG.

CPb5 Productalla spinulosa .......... x

CPb6 Productus striata ............ x

CPb7 Productus undatus DSSR. ......... x

CPb8 Spirifar subconicus MART. ........ x

CPb9 Spirifer insculpta PHTLL. ........ x

CPblO Ehynchonellal angulata U1T.JT3 ....... x

CPbll Productus cf. striatus PSCK. EW. . . . . x

CPbl2 Product us nyetianus DS KOEF.
rar. lopingansis. ...........x

GPbI3 Orthothetas crenistria PHIL!*
rar. cylindrica M'COY. ........ x

CPbI4 Athyrie subtilita HAIL. ......... x x

OPbI5 Spirifer mosquensis ........... x

CPbI6 Productus cf. subco&tatus ......... xx

CPbI7 Athyris cf. subtilita IfiOIA. ....... x!1 !
CPblB Spirifarina cristata SCETjOTH. ...... j jx x

Orthothates crenistria PHILL.
Tar. sanilis PHIIJ* .......... x

CPb20 Spirifer blaesi. ............. x

CPb2I Eaticularia linaata !£AET. ........ x
t

CPb22 Productus cf. compress us WAAQ. ...... x

CPb23 Spirigerella grandis "WAACr. ........ x

GPb24 Camaropihoria globulina PHTIJ* ...... x

CPb25 Kami ptycMna spare ipli cat a WAAO. ...... -x

CPb26 MartinioiBis inflata WAA'J. ........ x
h;-



CPb27 Athyris cf. angulata MAHSUY. ....... x

CPb28 Productus gratioaus ¥AAS. ........ x

GPb29 ProductuB yunnanenBis LQCZY. ....... x
j |

GPb30 ProductuB punctatus LOCZY. ........ !x

CPb3I Spirigara (Athyris) globularis PHXIi. |

CPb32 Productus cf. oralis WAAG.

CPb33 ProductuB aff. s arniraticulatus MART.

GPb34 Uncinella indica. ............. ? x

CPb35 Athyris cf. madia ............ ? ~ ! '

CPb36 Productus intermedia .....

CPb37 Chonstalla ..........

CPb38 Productus scabriculus 11AET. .

CPb39 Productus s smireticulatus MART. ..... x x
i

CPb40 Reticularia waageni LOCZY .

CPb4I ITncinulus timorenBis BWE i
CPb42 Spirifer (Martinia) planoconTexi* SCJHOIL

GPb43 Camarophoria purdoni DAY. ........ x

CflioneteB s p. ......

CPb45 Ambocoelia s p. (cf. A* Planiccnrexa) . . . i 

CPb46 Cleiothyris (?) s p. ........... j

CPb47 Carnegia-bssslari aiETY. ........ . i f ,

CPb48 Derbymsp. ................ j
i

GPb49 Martinia (?) s p. ............. !
i ' ' 

GPb50 iamiptychlna (?) (cf. H. orientalis) . . .

CPb5I Kotothyris willifiiana GIKTY. ...... . j
! 

&b52 ^/rthotichia f?-**- • • • •



CPb53 

CPb54 

CPb55 

CPb56 

CPb57 

CPb58

GPb59

GPb60 

CPb6I 

OPb62 

CPb63
t

GPb64 

GPb65

CPb66 

CPb67 

OPb68 

CPb69 

OPb70

CPb7I 

CPb72 

OPb73

OPb74 

CPb75

Spirifar blackwalderi GXRTY. .......

Dalaanalla indicus ............

Productus punctatuB ...........

ProductuB sumatreiBiB var. palliatus . . .

Productus seiairaticuiatus ' •
™ «b

Productus s ainireticulatus

Productus longispinus SOWaSRBY. ......

Productus raongoliaus DIS^ISR. .......

Productus intsrmedius ABICH. -
^^ «• ^j

Productus cf. abichi WAA^l. ........
i 

Productus kiangsiansis KAYS. .......

Richthofania sin^nsis WM^. .......

Tyttomia richthofani KAY5. ........

Dalmanslla (Orthis) subquadrata
M «.« -i^*-r/i "WDWrTT

Orthothdtas circularis nov. nom. PREGK. . j

St rapto rhynchuB s ubplargonatis 
nov. nom. PR'SCEL ....... ..•.•*

Hustedia grandicosta (Davids on) HALU . .

j
i j

i

1

•

X

X 

X 

X 

X 

X

X 

X

X

i
X

i

X
i

X 

X

X 

X

X

I

7 

7

7

i 

I

i
•



CPb76 

CPb77 

CPb78 

CPb79 

CPb80 

GPb8I 

CPb82 

CPb83 

GPb84

tiPb85 

CPb86 

CPb87 

CPb88 

CPb89 

CPb90 

CPb9I 

GPb92

GPcI

GPc2 
CPc3

/

GPc4

Tarabratula haetata SOWSRBY. ......

StrophaloBia of. horrascane VTSRirSOIL. . . 

StrophaloBia poyangare is KAYS. .....

Chonatas s p. aff. C. f laming i ......

Karaiptychina s p. aff. H. oriantalis . . . 
Productus cos tat us SOW. 

Chonatas hardrars as PHILL. 

Spirifar duplicicoBta PHILL. . . •

Spirif erina cristata SOW. 
var. octoplicata

Marginifara s p* ............

Squaiaularia (cf. S. perplaxa) GrIRTY. . . 

Spirif er bisulcatus SOW. ........

Spirifar (Ilartinia) glabra 1IART. . . . .

Orthothatas cranistrla PHTLTj. .....

ProductijB gigantaijs ......

Products indie us PR3CH. . . .

Products linaat^ IPR3GK. . . .

Dialaemasp. (of. D. alongatum)

x 

x 

x 

?

? !?

X 

X

f
(c) < GASTROPODA

Plaurotomaria (JIburlonia) cayauxi 1IAIISUY. \x 

Plaurotomria (Mburlonia) wildani HA3JISUTY. xj 

Plaurotoraaria (Ilourlonia) s arauti HA2TSEJY. x 

Planrotomaria imilticarinata ?IA?F^JY» • • • I 'ix;



CPc5

CPco

CPc8 

CPc9 

CPcIO 

CPcII

CPcI2 

GPcI3 

CPcl4 

CPcIo

cpcie

CPdl 

CPd2 

CPd3

CPd5

GPd6 

CPd7 

CPd8

Pleurotoroaria (Worthenia) margaritifera
UAHSJT. . .

Pleurotomaria (WorthAnia) corBtantini

JELcrodonia imbricata MTOTf. . . . .
TurbinilojB is sinarsis HAUSOY. . . .
EEaticopBis margheritii MAMSOY. . . .
Mkrchis onia laevigata JIAMStJY. . . .
Bellarophon tannifascia DS KOU. , . 
HaticopBis cf. piriformis KASTSJT. . 
Littorina (Sunama) .........
Bttllsrophon sp. undt. .......

Suomphalue. s p. ...........

Loxonaraa walciodolaiB a DS KDH. . . .
\

Macrochailus cf. intarmedius D3 KD1?.

ITaticopBis cf. globulina 333 KDTI.

(d) BRYOZOA 

3?ene6talla paralagaiB MSSK. 

Polypora magastoma D-S BOH* 

Geinitzalla &?..•••-•

aoinitzalla crass a IX)?ISDAT*S% . 
Stanopora cf* crass a LQITSDAT.IS. 
Panastslla .......-••
Septopora bis arialos SWfALT^ .

x 

x 

x 
x
X 

X

X 

X

X



CPd9 Polypora fee tuos a DS K01T. ........ x

OPdlO Pis tulipora minor M» COY. ......... x

CSPdll (Jainitzalla chinaiBis GIRTY. ....... ?

OPdl2 Batostoraalla maakana GIRTY. ....... ?

CPdI3 Pis tulipora waaganiana GIRTY. ...... ?

CPdI4 llacroporalla ............... ? ?

CDPdI5 Rhombopora lapidendroidoe MSSK. ..... x

CPdI6 ?is tulipora tubarosa KAYS* ........ ? x

	(a) O'SPHALOPODA 

GPsI GlyphiocaraB sp. .............x

CPa2 OrthocaraB sinuatum IlAHSCfY. ....... x

CPa3 Plauronautilve oriantalie KAYS. ..... ^ x

OPa4 Plauronautilus mings hanaiB is KAYS. .... x

OPa5 Orthocerse cf. cyclophorum WAA^. ..... x

CPa6 Orthocarse bioinctum ABICH. ....... x

(h) TRIIJOBITA j
(

CSPhI
CPh2 . PhillifBia obtteicauda KAYS^R. . ..... x

CPh3 PhillisBia kaiBueiBis LOCZY. ....... ?

4-4-



(f)
CPfl SchizoduB raalani HAITSUY. ......... x

CPf2 Jb tart alia orient alls • UCAHSGY. ...... x

CPf3 Jfetartalla crJs tata MA1TSUY. ....... x

CPf4 Lada pfuculana) praeacuta WAAS.sp. .... x
*i

CW5 Schizodus pinguis VAAG. ......... x

i 
CPf7 Plaurophorus cf. acuta-plicatuB WAAO. . . x

CPf8 PleuropihoruB subovalis WAA^» .......; x

CPf9 Raudomonotis radialis Fiuiii. ...... i i x

CPflO Succula bayvichi ............. x

CPfll Allarisma cf. subalagais HIWSK. ...... x

GPfl2 Mmondia cf. nebraBcaiBis C?SLN. ..... x

GPfIS Mmondia tiese ani n. s p. ......... x

CPfI4 Pactan albarti .............. x

CPfI5 Aviculopactan coxan^B ........... x

CPfI6 Ariculopactan coxanis Tar. sinansis . . . j x

CPfI7 PoBidonoinya bachari ............x

CPfIS Schizodus 5 p. (cf. a curtus ) ...... T
jCPfI9 SchizoduB rotundatuB BROUN. ....... ? ?

i
GPf20 Aviculopactsn Il'coyi MESPC & HAYDm. ... x

Pinna confute i ana* KAYS» ......... Mx !

CPf22 Aviculop»ctani; (?) richthofani GlRTY. . . . I ! ! i x

G**-



i V

OPgl 

GPg2 

CPg3 

CPg4 

CPg5 

CPgo 

<3?g7

CPg9

GPglO

CPgll

CPgl2

CPgIS

CPgI4

CPgI5

CPgI6

Cpgl? 

CPgJS

CPgI9 

CPgSO 

CPg2I 

CPg22 

OPg23 

OPg24 

CPg25

(g) AHTHOZOA 

allipticopora 

LithOB trot ion loatiaiBis 

Haliophyllum Tasiculosun 

fyringopora sp. .... 

LoiBdalaia indica 

Zaphrantis s p. . 

Araplaxus e p. . .

cf.

LoiBdalaia s p* ....

Zaphrantis bayrichi .. 

Paohypora of* jabiaisis 

^rringopora ramuloa a OOIDF. ......

Biphypnylluiii 6 implax .........

Th^B anopihyllum longis apt at urn n. s p. . . 

Hatarocaninia ............*

Zaphrantis dalanouai M.E. & H. . . . .

Zaphrantas guarangeri 2<LB. & K. 

Zaphrantis e pinulOB a M. "B. & H. 

LoiBdaleia aff. s atinaria WAAS. 

Ifichalinia f arcs a OOU)!1. ...

Battarcbyia n. 6 p. . . • • • •

LonBdalaia chinaiBis OIRTY. . . 

Miohelinia micrOB toraa nov. nora.

LoiBdalaia omieiBie n. 6 p. 

lophophyllum prolifarum

x

X

?
X

X

X 

X

X

X 

X

. .

X 

X 

X 

X 

X

!

?
X

1 S

?



CPg26 loi^daleia floriformis .......... x

CPg27 LoiBdaleia papillata BTSCH. ....... x

CPg28 LoiBdaleia waageni PRT5CH. ........! i x '

I t

(z) 1'LOBA 
CPzI CalaraiteB (?)......

if . ""•*

GPz2 EhabdocarpiB dare IB SCEBtHL

CPz3 Calamity of. leioderma CJUTBI^R. ..... i
i

GPz4 Lapidodendron oculiB -f elis ABBADo. ....

GPz5 Lepidodendron gandryi RWAUIiT. ......

CPz6 Stigmaria ficoides HT^RNBURG* ......

CPz7 Cordaitas principalis G"3R1!AB. ......
|

GPz8 Poacordaitee s p. .....

GPz9 CordaicarpuB cf. allipticuB SL'UKKBiilRG. . . ? ?
! i 

GPzIO Shenopteris tannis GrnT™™ * •
A ! !

CPzII Sphenoptoras orient alls ABBADO

CPzl2 Sphenopteris ragularls ABBADO

CPzIS ^phenopteras alata SC:SKKBHRa.

CPzI4 epiienoptaris latifolia BROIT.

CPzIS Pecopteris recta ABBADO. . .
I GPzI6 Taaniopteris multinerrjs WSISS* ..... x

i e

CPzI7 Taeniopteris tennas ABBADO i 
I

CPzIS Taaniop^eris curvinervis ABBADO. ..... i. .

CPzI9 jfeterothaca crgee a ABBADO- ........ 1* t



CPz20 

CPz2I

CPz22 

CPz23
»

CPz24 

CPz25 

CPz26 

CPz27 

QPz28 

CPz29 

CPz30 

CPzSI
r

CPz32 

CPz33 

CPz34 

CPz35 

GPz36 

CPz37
f

CPz38 

CPz39

CPz40 

CPz4I

GPz42 

GPz43 

CPz44 

CPz45

Annulariasp. ..............

Lepidodandron eroarginatum ABBADO. .... 

L«pidopihloiQ& laricinue STSZHBTSRr}. ....
• i- * *

Lapidophloice chinenp is ABBADO. .....

Sigillaria fogolliana ABBADO. ......

Sigillaria pi ana ABBADO. .........

Qigillaria polymorpha ABBADO. ........

SLgillaria oculus -felis ABBADO. .....

Odontopteris reichiana OUTB. .......

Callipteridium giges GUTB. ........

Pacopteris cyathea SCHLOTH. ........ ^ ?

^plienophyllum oblongif olium G1SRH. ....

PlagiozamitaB planchardi BRRTtT. . . . . .

Annularia s ttellata SCHLOTH. ....... j PC x

Bfcuropteris flexuoe a ST'SRNB. ...... j . j

Hauropteris s chauclizari HOEPM. ......

Pacopteris arbonas cans SGHT0TH. ..... |x x

Calliptarium oriantalis .........

Lapidophyllum & p. ............

Sajnaropis affinis SCHMK. .'.......

PtarophylliAra carbonicuB SCH'&TK. .....

Cala;Tiita3 cis tii BROHO. ......... ! x x

Annularia longifolia BROK^. .......

Calaraitae suckowii BR01T1. ........

Cordaitae boraes ifolius OTU. ......", -,

Lepidodandron obovatum SCT3RB. ....... ? ? j
i * I



Sigillaria brardii BROHS. 

Archaaopt aris n. s p» . • 

Lonchoptaris n. s p. . . .



- • • TRIASSIG - JURASSIC.• • - 

(1) General Remarks.
•-, *"*
-4- " •

Rocks of indi spilt able Mesozoic age are known in 

Northern, Western and S.W. China. In Northern China, 

they are chiefly distributed in Northern Shan-si, Western 

Shan-tung and probably N.W. Chi-li. They consist of 

shallow water deposits containing thick seams of coal. 

The plant remains and a few species of fishes that have 

been gathered from these Mesozoic rocks generally indicate 

Jurassic age. It is uncertain as to whether trias also 

occur in association with the Jurassic in Northern China. 

Presumably the upper part of the massive sandstone series 

that overlies the Shansian system with apparent conformity 

belongs to the Triassic.

In the Nan-shan region, N.*J. China, coal bearing 

Mesozoic rocks may occur, but their age has not been 

definitely determined.

In the Red Basin of Su-chuan and the adjoining regions 

such as the middle Yang-tze district, the Hesozoic group is 

well developed and magnificently exposed; but the stratigraphical
•*

succession has not been systematically worked out. As far as may 

be gathered from the available information, here the 

Mesozoic rocks mainly consist of sandstones, shales and 

marls with subordinate beds of limestones, and seams of 

gypsum, rock salt and coal. The nature of the junction



between the Trias and the Jurassic in these regions is not 

definitely known, but it appears to be locally unconformable. 

The Jurassic beds merge upwards into a massive red sandstone, 

the age of which has not been determined.

In Eastern Yun-nan, S.W.China, the sequence of the 

Triassic formation has been worked out by Dr. Deprat who 

divides it into three stages. The lower stage essentially 

consists of marls and sandstones; the middle stage is 

predominantly calcareoivs; the upper stage is again a 

series of marls and sandstones. The Triassic base was 

observed by Deprat in one instance near Tsin-shouei-tang, 

resting unconformably upon the permian limestone; elsewhere 

in Eastern Yun-nan, the Triassic strata are broken up in an 

extraordinary manner due to over thru sting #5* flr«02>92*«97»yig, and 

therefore the natural junction between the Triassic base and 

the older rocks has not been observed by the same author. 

In Eastern Yun-nan Jurassic rock has not been discovered. From 

the study of the structure of the same region, we have reason 

to believe that the Jurassic rocks probably have been entirely 

removed through the processes of denudation if ever existed.

In the province of Kwei-chou, S 0 W. China, Leclere mentions 

a Jurassic dolomite resting upon the Rhaetic coal bearing 

series. The stratigraphical details, however, are not known.

During the transitional period from the palaeozoic to 

the Mesozoic in China, there seemed to be a widespread and 

far reaching change of physiography and phyBiographical

conditions. The change is not, as a rule, represented by a
/

sharp contrast in lithology between the palaeozoic and the



Me so zoic deposits. The same change at the same time does 

not appear to have prevailed over an area which is so wide 

as to enable us to recognize the advent of a new period. In 

one district there might be continual sedimentation without\
notable /reak, while in the neighboring region the palaeozoic 

floor might be lifted above the surface of the palaeozoic 

waters, and exposed to subaerial denudation. In view of 

such circumstances we cannot readily draw a definite plane 

to separate the uppermost palaeozoic from the lowest Nesozoic. 

For this reason the term fl permo-mesozoic f* has been used by 

some geologists for indicating the rocks formed during this 

transitional period from the palaeozoic to the Tlesozoic era. 

According to Suess, at the close of the palaeozoic era,

a Mediterranean came into existence in Central Asia. He
f51 

gives this inland sea the name "Tethys" which separated thed
Angara Continent in the north from the ^Sondwana land in the

South. Willis accepts this view and tentatively regards the 

Permo-Mesozoic strata in Northern China, i.e. the area lying

to the north of the latitude of the Tsing-ling-shan, as
I3<| 

belonging to the Angara/ series. The ? Mesozoic formation

occurring in the Nan-shan region is likewise considered by 

Obrutchov as the present at ive of the Angara formation. This 

hypothesis is supported by the fact that the Jurassic flora 

of northern China is closely related to that of Siberia.

The Chinese Triassic fauna, particularly the Middle Trias, 

has a strong affinity to that of the Tirol region and of 

the Muschelkalk of Germany. Gastropods and lamellibranchs



predominate. Cephahopods and drinoids are also 

represented. Brachiopods are rare. Naticopsis, Undularia, 

Myophoria elegans, M. Szechenyi, Terquemia difforals, 

Halobia, Encrinus liliiformis etc. are the characteristic 

forms. The Chinese Jurassic rocks have yielded a rich flora 

which has a strong affinity to that of the Angara series; 

podozamites lanceolatus, Asplenium Whitbyensis, are found 

nearly imall the regions frhere Jurassic rocks occur.

(11) Field Observations.

(The full names of the fossils mentioned under this heading 

are found in List No. 4.)

S.W. China.

Ib 
Eastern Yun - nan.

The Triassic formation occurs in a large band oran Elongated 

basin in the south eastern part of eastern Yun-nan, running 

between A-mi-tcheou and Mong-tseu, and extending in a N.N.E. 

direction. The region lying between Kwang-si-tcheou and 

Lou-leang is largely occupied by the Triassi^ deposits. 

Further N.E., the Triassic band extends into the Province of 

Kwei-chou. It is bounded both on the north-western and the 

south-eastern sides by faults of great ma;mitude, throwing 

the Triassic down against -permian and darboniferous. This 

sunken block of the Triassic strata is itself cut into 

rectangular blocks by a net-work of faults which are particu 

larly notable in the Mong-toeu district where the Upper



Carboniferous and the Lower Permian limestones are divided 

up in the shape of large angular pigeon-holes, many of which 

retain the Triassic sediment. Towards the east, in the 

direction of Kwang-si-tcheou, in the district of Tchong-ho-yun 

and on the northern boundary of the Ming-kien-shan, this 

block structure of the upper carboniferous and the Lower 

Permian limestone compartments lying in contact with the 

deeply sunken Triassic compartments, has been carefully 

described and mapped by Deprat. I need not repeat the detailed 

description here.

• Towards the north-east of Mi-leu, between the sub-
54me 

prefecture of thfi/place and that of Kwang-si-tcheou, the

country is largely covered by the Triassic rocks which continue 

to run in a N.N.E. direction towards Tou-tza. In the Hon- 

keuou district, the contact between the Trias and the 

palaeozoic is again an abnormal one; but here it is no longer 

a fault, but is a thrust; large mass of palaeozoic rocks being 

pushed upon the Triassic strata.

The following records of observations made by Deprat 

wjj.1 givecus some idea of the general strati graphical 

succession of the Triassic rocks in eastern Yun-nan. He 

divides the Trias in this region into three stages, viz., 

upper, Middle and Lower

(a) Lower Trias. In the vicinity of Ta-shouei-tanr*;, a 

village situated 14 K.M, N.W. of Hi-leu, Deprat' observed a 

series of red sandy rock (psammites) resting unconformably



upon a gray Permian limestone (VI). In the Argillaceous 

and the marly layers which are intercalated with the sandy 

rock, Deprat discovered the following fossils :-

TJA1, TJbl, TJG1.

The occurrence of these fossils, and the strati graphical 

relation between the sandy rock and the underlying permian, 

have led Deprat to conclude that the said sandy rock represents 

the basal part of the Lower Trias. He further states that

the upper part of the Lower Trias is well exposed in the
vu

heights of Shqi-tsin, near Ngas-tseu and in the hillocks to

the east of Ngafc-tsue (see section ̂ -- — -3). Here Deprat has
• <T

made out a conformable sequence of Lower Triassic and a 

part of the Middle Triassic rocks as follows :-

2c8 ( t. 17. Marly limestone with TJb2
\ 
)
( ta 16. A series of greenish sandstone

( t. 15. Limestone - marl
\ '
( t. 14. Yellow marl

\
OQ 
Oj

fc
H

<D

§

( t. 13. Yellow marly shale 

( 12. Yellow coare sandstone . . . . . 

11. Blue scaly marl .........

10. Brown-red scaly ma,rl. ......

9. Bands of fossilferous sandstones. 

8. Yellow pulverent marl with. • . . 

TJbl, TJal, TJb3.

15 m 

10 in 

25 m 

10 m 

22 m

7. Fissile yellow sandy rock 
(psammites) with. .... 3 m

TJzl, TJz2.



1 If
»-. , V

( 6. Yellow marl very fissile and
) scaly with fossils as in 8... 15 m

) 5. Fine-grained yellow argillaceous
( sandstone ... ... ... 8m

(4. Yellow marl.

( 3. Chocolate scaly marl.. ... 5m 

( S. Yellow pulverent marl. ... 2m

( 1. Yellow sandy rock (psammites) ^ 
) with fossils as in 7. ... 10 m ^"'"

(Unconformity ) —————————————————————————————— 

Permian ( Limestone (VI ).

Towards Siao-sin-tien, in the Mi-leu District, the lower 

Trias with llyophoria, Teaniopteris, Dyctyophyllum sp. etc., 

attains a greater thickness than the section mentioned above. 

There the lower micaceous sandy series alone is more than 

150 m thick and a seam of coal is present in the zone tl. 

which is not represented in the hills of Ngao-tseu.

To the north of the lake Tsin-shouei-tang, in the 

•district of Mong-tseu and Da-mi-tchou, the Lower Trias is 

separated by red "psammites" from the underlying permian 

basalt, "cinerite" and tuff; and passes upwards into the 

Middle Trias through insensible gradation. The rocks are 

composed of alternating beds of marls and sandstones.

(b) Middle Trias'- Deprat gives the following generalized 

section of the Middle Triassic rocks in eastern Yun-nan !- 

passage (tlV. Brown manganiferous shale of Tou-pi 

beds from ( with large Halobias (TJb4), 

Upper to ( • Ammonite (TJdl), TJd2, etc. ... 5m



2/9

Middle 

Trias

s

Middle Trias ( till. Argillaceous limestone v/ith

( TJd3, TJd4, TJd5 ... 

( t 11. "Complex" formation of

sandstones, shales and marls 

with coal seams ... ...

Marl of Tchong-ko-lo with.. 

Coarse sandstone and quartzite 

with "phtanites" of Lan-ni-pe. 

( 7. Argillaceous limestone. 

( t,, (6. Limestone. ... ...

( t 1.
( t,,,

u

( 5. Bluish limestone with 

( yellow layers... ...

4. Bands of marly limestone 

of Lo-se-tang... ...

3. Coarse grits and quartzite 

of Ngan-pien-chao. ...

( 2. Variegated marl. ...

10 m

150 m 

120 m

25 m 

200 m

15 m

30 m

100 m 

25 m 

70 m1. Va'riegated marly shale.. 

In the district of A-mi-tcheou, Lantenois has 

distinguished three lithological divisions of the Triassic 

rocks. They are as follows :-

(3). Sandstones and shales of Lan-ni-pe.

(2). Blue gray massive limestone of Ta-tshoung

(l). Versicoloured sandstones and shales of

len-fen-tshoung. 

Deprat states that, the series (1) is equivalent to 1 & 2
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small grains of red-brown ironstone and calcareous material 

are attached to the fossils, Koken judges the containing rock 

of the fauna to be an impure limestone. Koken says that 3ae 

is unable to find out the locality on any map of China. The 

writer has also failed to locate any District bearing the name 

"Tchin-ngai" through-out the Province of Kwei-chou; but he 

thinks that it is probably the wrong spelling of M Tchin-ngan" 

(about lat. 28° 20 ! N. long. 107° SO 1 E.) The fauna consists 

of the following species :-z"7^

TJc o to TJcl7, TJb21, TJa3, TJa4, Bryozoa, etc.

Leclere reports the occurrence of a dark hard limestone 

in the neighbourhood of Sha-tze-kang, near Kwei-yanp'. He
UTI-V^

regards this limestone asATriassic formation because of the 

presence of certain Cephalopods and small Gastropods. Among 

the Cephalopods, Douville mentions a form which, according

to him, is almost identical to Lecanites psilogyrus WAAGEN.
45, 

The latter occurs in the lower Ceratite limestone of Indo-China.

At Kiang-ti-ho (lat. 24° 53* N. long 104° 35* E.) in a 

micaceous clay shale, Leclere found plant remains which, 

according to Zeiller, resemble Glossopterir indica, Cladophlebis
44>

roesserti indicating Upper Triassic age.

On the left bank of the Blue River, Leclere observed

yellowish cavernous dolomitic limestone resting upon the
4t 

"Rhaetic coal bearing series". The same limestone is exposed

in many districts in the province of Kwei-chou, forming
a

characteristic plateaus. A.S.F.Bourne describes a limestone 

plateau lying on the N.W. of Jao-mong and forming the divide



between the provinces of Kwang-si and Kwei-chou. Loczy

and Richthofen also speak of the conspicuous features of
&l 

limestone mountains in these provinces. Leclere believes

that it attains a thickness of more than 200 meters. In 

the district of Iao-poU/., south of Tchen-ming, the upper part 

of th e limestone yields pleuromya and Gastropods (Hologyra?). 

Douville regards th em as Jurassic forms.

S.W. Su-chuan.

At Tai-pin-tchang (lat. 27° N. long 101° 45' E.) Leclere
&

found plant remains which, ac cording JZei Her, consist of the

following species :-

TJZ5 to TJz9.

To the east of Tai-pin-tchang, in the district of Tang- 

tang and Shuei-tang-pu, Yamada makes out the following 

succession of rocks and has obtained a few fossils :- 

(see section --- — '-)

( 6. Red and yellow sandstones and shales.

(5. Limestone.

(4. Red $ green sandstone and shales with
to \oJ /
•H ( coal seams containing fossil plants TJzlO
S-i

^ ( to TJzlS.
)

3. Diabase and its tuffs.

2. Limestone tf (Permo -Carboniferous )".

1. Sandstone. 
At Tschung-tjen, (the writer is unable to locate the

exact position of this place) toczy obtained a fauna from a 

carbonaceous limestone, which consists of the following



species :-

TJclS, TJc6, TJ014, TJb22, TJbl2, TJb24, TJb2,

TJb25, TJb23, TJa5, TJe3, TJel.

In the neighbourhood of Ning-yuan-fu and to the north 

of it, A.F.Legendre observed a plateau-forming limestone 

being overlain and underlain by sandstones. Failing to
m 

•^

find any fossil in this limestone, Legendre is unable to 

determine the age of it, but he definitely states that the

sandstone that overlies the limestone is the same formation
4 as that covering the red basin of Su-chuan*

Western China. 

The Red Basin of Su-chuan.

Abendanon describes the succession of the rocks forming 

the Great Red Basin of Su-chuan as the following :-

(7. Variable bands and layers of reddish brown

( ferruginous clay-rock and bright red sandstone.
) 

5 ( The latter is largelv aeolian deposit. ——————

( probably —— —— —— —— 2000 m

)(6. Shaly marl.. — - —— —— 50 m

( 5. Sandstone with intercolated clay shales
)
( which contain 3 to 4 seams of coal, each

OQ ( seam is about 1 m. thick. The upper part of
•H )
^ ( the sandstone yields TJzl3 —— -— 7
t" \

( 4. Calcareous shale and argillaceous limestone —— 400 m



( 3. Red-brown clay -rock & bright coloured 

( sandstone containing seams of rock salt, 

which are especially abundant in the 

vicinity of Kuei-chou-fu, Yen-tschan^ & 

Tze-liu-djin —— —— —— 300 m 

The series (3) is believed by Abendanon to be underlain by 

a massive limestone which appears to be the Wu-s^an limestone 

of Willis & Blackwelder. Since this limestone is not exposed 

inside the basin it is not mentioned here. By far the 

greatest part of the basin is covered by the uppermost series 

(7). Immediately to the north of Kwang-yuan-hsien, on 

the border of ]hhe Red Basin, Richthofen makes out the complete 

sequence of the rocks as the follo;7ing :.- (see section -^-^)

(6. Thick -bedded soft green sandstone ———— 500 ft.>
(5. Shale with subordinate red sandstone —— 600 ft.

( 4. Yellow sandstone with shaly strata —— 1000 ft. 

B. (3. Massive yellow conglomerate including 

j pebbles of limestone, hard sandstone, 

( becomes coarser towards the base. ... 300 ft. 

( 2. plant bearing gray shale and soft 

( sandstone containing two seams of coal, 

( each seam 3 to 4 feet thick. Among th e 

( plant remains Schenk identified TJzl.

( 1. Thick -bedded sandy and shaly rock of yellow 

( and gray colour. The lower part of this

( series probably contains coal seams —— 1000 ft.
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A. White-gray cloddy limestone which is followed dovnTTard a
ohsv-t' 

by a yellow dolomite, and then a massive lime ̂ A thin -

bedded green and white limestone 3ies at the base.

The followin ' section is described by Richthofen, 

showing the succession of rocks exposed in the anticlinal 

ridge below Tshang-shou-hsien, in the eastern part of the 

basin. '

8. Red sandstone; the sand grains are often coated 

by black metallic oxide.

7. Firm whitish and brownish sandstone.

6. A coal seam.

5. Firm whitish and brownish sandstone.

4. A coal seam.

3. False-bedded soft sandy strata.

2. Thin-bedded limestone.

1. Highly compressed gray limestone strata, 

traversed by white veins.

Near Chung-king (lat. 29° 40 f N. long, 106° 30* E.)
44^00 

the species TJzl4 has been obtained from a shale.

At Chin-gang-lin, Pun-hsien, TJz25, TJz21, TJz26 occur
2flc 

in a dark gray micaceous argillaceous sandstone.

At Ta-shi-gu, Ba-hsien, Chung -king-fu, TJzS5, TJz27
S^S 

occur in a dark shale.

Near Kv/ang-yuan-hsien, on the northern border of the
L

Red Basin, $oczy found the following species in a dark gray

shale

TJzSl, TJz28 to TJz35.
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The Kuei-chou basin & the adjoining districts.

The Kuei-chou basin lies between the Great Red Basin 

of Su-chuan and the Gorge district of the middle Yang-tze.

In this basin Willis & Blackwelder distinguish a series of
f$>5rocks which they call the Kuei-chou series. They believe

that the lowest stratum of this series unconformally overlies 

the Wu-shan limestone; but the junction between the V/u-shan 

limestone and the Kuei-chou series was not observed by them.

Willis & Blackwelder divides the Kwei-chou series into 

two parts —— (l) The lower part consists of reddish brown 

sandstones and hard shales; (2) the upper part consists of 

gray sandstones, shales with occasional seams of limestones 

and layers of coal. The total thickness of the Kuei-chou 

series in the Gorge district of the Yang-tze is estimated by 

Willis & Blackwelder at about 1,000 ft.

Richthofen describes the complete sequence of the rocks
'3>0 No^g

forming the Kuei-chou basin as the following :- (see section ' — ) 

9. Massive red sandstone. ... ... at least 1500 ft.

8. Blackish yellow sandstone of soft red strata, about 2000 ft 

7. Red sandstone with yellow calcareous and marly
00<D intercalations ... ... ... 700 ft.

® ) 6. Gray thick-bedded sandstone.. ... 150 ft.

o ) 5. Sandstone and black shale with 3 coal seams. 500 ft a
A i
? ) 4. Coarse thick-bedded soft sandstone, partly
® ( conglomeratic. ... ... ... 250 ft.
£ ) 3. Sandstones and shales with 4 thin coal seams. 2FO ft.

	(



, ~
( 2. Alternat^ of sandstone & limestone,siliceous

( yellow dolomite and yellow & black shale. ... 150 ft.

( 1. Red shaly and sandy strata.

Pumpelly & Richthofen obtained fossil plants in the 

Kuei-chou basin. They do not mention the exact locality and 

horizon from which each species was collected. Presumably 

the fossils occur in association with the coal seams. The 

collective flora consists of the following species :-

TJzl5 to TJz24.

S. E. CHINA.

The occurrence of Jurassic rock in the Province of 

Kiang-si is indicated by the presence of a Jurassic flora 

in the districts mentioned below. The flora is derived 

from a dark shale in the mines. (Coal mine?.)

1. At San-chia-chung, An-yuan, Ping-shang-hsien. )
( TJzSl

2. At Kau-kun, Ping-shang-hsien. )
( occurs.

3. At Chung-chia-fang, I-chuen-hsien. )
) TJzSl &

4. At Sha-shi-chiai, An-yuan, Ping-shang-hsien.( TJz36
) occur.

5. At Ssu-lu-pu, Hsin-an-hsien, TJz37, TJz38 occur.

6. At Lias-chia-shan, Zon-chien-hsien, TJz39 occurs.

NORTHERN CHINA.

Shan-tunK., 

The occurrence of Mesozoic deposits in the province of
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Shan-tung was first discovered by potonies who identified 

a Jurassic flora derived from that province. Lorenz 

mentions three places in Shan-tung, where llesozoic rocks 

are known to him —— (l) 3?ang-tse, South of Uei-hsien; 

(2) putschi, Southern Shan-tung; (3) Tsing-ko-tschwang 

in the Sin-tai "basin, The rocks are generally composed of 

compact and flaggy sandstone with relatively unimportant 

coal seams. The boundaries of these Jurassic outliers in

Shan-tung are still unknown, Lorenz aaya-- that ho is
IM 

inclined to Atakg tho viow that the llesozoic deposits

upwards into the Tertiary without notable break; the 

retreat of water from the Province was relatively a recent 

event. This, of course, is an open question.

Dr. S. Woodward has described a few well preserved 

species of fishes obtained from Poh-tze, near Layang-hsien. 

The fishes, according to the same author, indicate ? Lower 

Jurassic age. The writer is unable to locate the district 

bearing the iiame Layanr.-hsien, but thinks that the name Poh-tze
rv^w^feL

refers to the same locality as Putschi of Lorenz./\

Wada has found plant remains in a gray argillaceous

sandstone in the coal mines of Fang-tu, Uei-hsien, Among
2-9£ 

the remains, Yokoyama identified the following species :-

TJz25, TJz40, TJzSl.

These Jurassic forms prove conclusively that Richthofen's

original announciation of the age of the Uei-hsien coal
^ bearing rocks is erroneous, for he regards it as carboniferous.



s-*
i^f 
I

Northern Shan-si & Northern Chi-li.

•

In the valley of Sang-kan-ho and the upper part of 

the Hu-to-ho valley, Richthofen mentions Jurassic rooks 

being unconformably underlain by the " Sinisian" . He 

observed the exposure of the Jurassic in five localities — 

(l) Fan-shan-pu, (2) N.E. of Pau-ngan-tshou, (3) near Hsi- 

ying-tsze and Tuinulu (on the southern Mongolian border), 

(4) near Orr-shi-san-hau, (5) the west of Ta-tung-fu. The 

rocks mainly consist of sandstones with subordinate intercala 

tion of shales. In the localities (2) (3) (5), coal seams 

occur; and in Tumulu and Ta-tung-fu, plant remains were 

discovered. From the material derived from the Ta-tun^-fu 

coal field, Schenk has identified TJz45, TJz46; and from 

that derived from Tumulu, the same Palaeontologist recognizes 

TJz28, TJzl3, TJz21, TJz45 to TJz51.

At Pau-ngan-tshou, the coal bearing sandstone is 

overlain by porphyrite and porphyritic conglomerate.

From Hung-Liei-tshang to Tshai-tang, near the Nan-kou 

mountain, Richthofen followed a mighty 'succession of coal 

bearing rocks aggregating to a thickness of 15,770 ft. He 

describes it as the following :-

D. Porphyrite & porphyritic conglomerate. 

^^ ( (e) Dark sandstone and shale with

o o. ( bituminous coal seams. ... 500 ft.
•H v 
OJ )
Sj ( (d) productive series with anthracite. 600 ft.

k
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( (c) Red clay-rock, almost unstratified ... 2000 ft

C. )

( (b) Chiefly black or gray slates and 

( sandstones with intercalated quartz)
( conglomerate and anthracite seams —— 290 ft.

g ( (a) Principally gray sandstone which
g )
d ( contains irregular patches of mica

( flakes arranged vertically, green

( tuffaceous rock and anthracite seams... 2200 ft

(unconformity) ?

( B. Limestone with flints and quartzites, the 

( latter predominate in the lower part of

S ( the series ... ... ... 5520 ft.* )
•H
ra ( A. 3T Dark green sandstone.•H

•H (2. Green schist.
i )
JJ (1. Grey sericitic slates, often

QJ \ 
f

**"* ( contorted & quartz-veined.

At San-yu in the Tshai-tanr basin, Pumpelly obtained
.IS1 *-/- 

the following fossil plants from a brown sandstone :-

TJz52 to TJz54.

One of the above-mentioned species also occurs in the Tin- 

Kia-po flora obtained from southern Shan-si and described 

by Brongniart.

(Ill) Correlation, 

(a) Lower Trias.

It is true that the fossils that have been found in 

Eastern Yun-nan in the Lower Triassic rocks (p-1^-) do not



conclusively prove the Lower Triassic age, but the fact 

that they underlie the incontestable Middle Trias defines

the stratigraphical position of the psamrnites beyond any 

doubt.
f) >y I

The lime_stone of J3ha-t.ze_-kang; (p—-) is compared by 

Douville with the lower ceratite limestone of Indo-China; 

accordingly it may be referred to t 7^e Lower Trias.

The oo_al .bearing series (4-) of .Tang-tang 

overlies a volcanic series which is underlain by permo- 

carbonif erous limestone according to Yamada. In eastern 

Yun-nan, we know that there is an extensive volcanic 

series which represents a part of the upper permian, and 

no other instance of volcanic activity is known during the 

permo-carboniferous — Triassic period. Therefore it is 

highly probable that the volcanic series (3) of Tang-tang 

represents the Upper Permian; hence the coal bearing (4) 

is probably of Lower Triassic age. Moreover the flora
*

contained in the same series is according to Yokoyama, 

comparable with that of the terrestrial Gondwana system; 

(panchet group ?) the latter is generally regarded as Lower 

Trias.
m

The Red-brown .Qlay.-r.QQ3E and .sandstone. ,15) &£ the Red 

Basin of Su-chuan (p~-^0 probably belongs to the Lower Trias, 

for we have reason to believe its overlying calcareous series 

belonging to the Middle Trias.
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2.2. £aThe base of the upper _Kuei..-.chQu series (p——) 

contains a, fauna which according to G-irty, indicates the 

uppermost palaeozoic; and from the uppei0 phytiferous beds 

of the same series Upper Triassic or Lower Jurassic plants 

such as" Nilsonia, Pndozamites, Asplenium, etc. have been 

obtained. Therefore, the rocks lyinr, between the base of 

the upper Kuei-chou series and the plant-bearing horizon 

must be referred to the Trias. Exact classification of the 

Triassic strata being unavailable in the Kuei-chou district, 

we can only vaguely assign the Lower part of the' Upper Kuei- 

chou series to the Lower Trias.

(b) Middle Trias.

In ̂ Eastern Yun~nan, the lower part of the Middle Trias 

yields Myophoria Szechenyi. This species occurs in 

association with Terquemia difformis, Myophoria elegans,
Q.2.OEncrinus liliiformis at Tschunp--t.ien (p———); these are 

well-known Huschelkalk forms of Germany. The fauna of 

Tchin-ngan (p-^^J-) is likewise compared by Koken with that
«

of the Muschel-kalk of Germany and of St. Cassian of South 

Tirol. In the Himalaya region marine Trias with a pelagic 

fauna is known; while in southwestern China, the Middle 

Triassic fauna is almost f exclusively represented by shallow 

water forms. This fact indicates that the open ocean 14y 

to the southwest of China in the Fiddle Triassic time.

In eastern Yun-nan, Deprat distinguishes two passage 

zones between the Middle and the Upper Trias. (p2-i^_) The 

establishment of these two zones, as pointed out by Deprat,



are less arbitrary than it appears to be. In the zone t111, 

the fauna is related to that of St. Cassian Beds; while in 

the tlV zone, Cephalopods which are also present in the Raibl 

Beds, begin to appear. Thus the zone tlV in eastern Yun-nan 

appears to be equivalent to the lowest stage of the Keuper.
2 2.2.The .limea.tone. (.5). in _the. Tang-tang section (p———) nay 

be referred to Middle Trias, for it overlies the coal bearing 

series which we have already assigned to the Lower Trias; 

and it lies between Argillaceous and Arenaceous beds as in 

the case of the Middle Trias in eastern Yun-nan.

The .ArRi.llace.QUs .limestone. .(41 exposed in Red Basin of 

Su-chuan, (p--—) is overlain by sandstone and shales. The 

latter is regard by Abendanon, as Upper Trias on account of 

the presence of Asplenium argutulum. The underlying limestone 

is then likely to belong to the Lliddle Trias. Here again we 

find that the succession of the rocks is essentially similar 

to that of the Trias in eastern Yun-nan, i.e.., a calcareous 

formation lies between Argillaceo-arenaceous formations. In 

the absence of direct palaeontological evidence, however, the 

writer considers this correlation as only suggested, not 

established.

On the northern border of the Red Basin of Su-chuan 

near Kwang-yuan-hsien, (p----) the limestone (A) i?- overlain 

b^ 1000 ft of sandstones and shales. Above the sandstones 

and shales, Lower Jurassic plant remains occur. Hence it is 

not unreasonable to assume the Sandstones and shales to be



Upper Trias, and consequently to regard the limestone A as 

Middle Trias.

(o) Upper Trias.
Q.2.'2_The Tal-pin~ t chang .flora t (p——) is according to

fc, 
Zeiller related to/Trias and Lias of India and the Rhaetic

of Europe hence he concludes that the coal te aring series 

of Tai-ping-tchang belongs to the Rhaetic stage.

Both Newberry and V/hite regard the flora _Q.f the Kuei-chou 

basin (p--f) as belonging to the Rhaetic stage; vtfiile Schenk 

considers Nilsonia compta and podozamites lanceolatus as 

unmistakable Lower Jurassic forms.

Abendanon regards the coal bearing sandstones and shales 

(5) (plii) as Upper Tfcias on account of the presence of 

Asplenium argu^ialum. The writer suggests that the sandstones
"2 ^ ̂ \*

and shales (Bl) (p——•) exposed near Kwang-yuan-hsien probably 

belong to the Upper Trias on the ground that it is overlain 

by the Lower Jurassic.

(d) Jurassic.
"2.1- ^The flora of Chin-gang-lin, Ta-shi-gu (p—-) belongs to

<o 
the Jurassic according ̂ Yokoyama. The flora of Kv/ang-yuan-hsien

^ ^ 
(pli.k) also belongs to the Jurassic according^Schenk who

speaks of the affinity between the Jurassic flora in Siberia 

and that of Su-chuan.

There is much doubt as to what part of the red sandstones 

in the Red Basin of Su-chuan should be assigned to the Jurassic.



In all probability the Jurassic formation does not extend

to the top of the series, for doubtful dretaceous plant
2-1S 

remains and fossilized teeth and jaws of certain Tertiary
W&S 

mammals nave been found in the Red Basin.

In the Kuei - cjiou-basin , Richthofen describes a thick 

sequence of strata (p-~-). The gray thick -bedded sandstone 

(6) is regarded by him as the uppermost stage of the Jurassic 

formation in that region. For what reason Richthofen does 

so, the writer is unable to find out. But it is certain that 

his classification is not based on palaeontological evidence.

The occurrence of Jurassic rocks in Kian£-si

and Shan— tung (p-- — ) hasMDeen^already mentioned. The 

Jurassic flora derived from these provinces shows close affinity 

to that of Siberia.

The flora of Ta-tung-fu (ip--^-) is described by Schenk 

who mentions the presence o " the species Baiera angustiloba 

HEER. This form is also present in the Jurassic flora of 

eastern Siberia and the Amur district. The Tumulu flora (p--3) 

includes typical Jurassic forms such as Asplenium Whitbyensis, 

Podozamites lanceolatus, etc. From lithological likeness, 

Richthofen correlates the coal bearing series of Pau-ngan- 

tshou with that of the Ta-tung-fu and Tumula; the latter are 

palaeontologically determined as Jurassic, therefor Richthofen 

assigns the -pau-ngan-tshou productive measures to the Jurassic.
""} ^ f~l

The coal bearing series .of Tshai-tang (p — --) is overlain



by porphyrite and porphyritic conglomerate which also 

overlie the coal bearing series of Pau-ngan-tshou. Through 

this link Richthofen connect the Pau-ngan-tshou coal field 

with that of Tshai-tang and hence he determines the age of 

the coal bearing series of Tshai-tang as Jurassic. The 

Jurassic plant remains obtained by Pumpelly from the Tshai- 

tang basin prove the correctness of Richthofen's determination,
'L

falthough he does not mention the fact that Jurassic fossils 

have been found by PumpellyJ
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POST JURASSIC.

A long geological period extending from the upper 

Jurassic down to the present day, is poorly represented 

in China by sedimentary record. The exploration of geologists 

has so far failed to discover the presence of marine dretaceous 

formation in that country; and the existing records of 

geological observations converge to show that such rocks are 

entirely absent through-out the whole area of China proper. 

Terrestrial or lacustrine deposits of cretaceous age may 

exist, but they have not been definitely identified because 

of the general unfossiliferous nature of the Chinese post 

Jurassic and prepliocene rocks. Two forms of plants were 

collected from the Red Basin of Su-chuan, and have been described 

by Yokoyama who regards them as representatives of Cretaceous 

flora; but it is doubtful whether we can consider his statement 

as conclusive.

Tertiary rocks have a fairly wide distribution in China 

and in places attain a considerable thickness. They are 

essentially composed of soft red sandstones with occasional 

layers of shales, marls and conglomerates. In Southern 

Manchuria and Eastern Yun-nan, the Tertiary formation contains 

seams of workable coal; in N.W.China, beds of gypsum and rock

salt are occasionally found amongst the Tertiary deposits.
17 

Lacustrine limestone of ? Tertiary age'is known in Eastern
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Yun-nan. As a whole, the nature of the deposits suggests 

that th ey were probably formed in inland waters.

Tertiary rocks in China usually occur in isolated basins 

between mountains formed by palaeozoie strata. This fact 

leads the writer to suppose that the major surface features 

of China, at all events southern China, have not altered 

to any extent since the deposition of the soft red sandstone 

had begun. The most remarkable physiographical change since 

that time is probably the total disappearance of the inland 

waters; in their place we now find the red sandstones.

Stegodon, Mastodon, Hipparion, Trogoceras, Rhinoceros, 

and a large number of other mammals have been found in the 

Tertiary rocks in China. They indicate upper Miocene or
«

early pliocene age according to OT?n and Schlosser.

At the end of the Tertiary period the formation of loess 

began in Northern China; and it is continued down to the 

present day. Hills and valleys are often indiscriminately 

covered by this superficial deposit, representing the last 

record of Chinese stratigraphy.

Since there is not rruch to be described about the post 

Jurassic rocks in China, I shall only mention a few typical 

formations without strictly referring to their geological age. 

(a) Red Sandstone formation.

This formation essentially consists of soft red sandstones 

with subordinate clays and conglomerates. They are sometimes 

well-bedded, and sometimes false-bedded or even without any



**> ? ^

< V/
trace of bedding. In N.W.China, in the Nan-shan region, 

Prjewalski, Loczy, Obrutchov, mention the occurrence of a 

brownish-red, fine-grained sandstone of friable nature in 

association with red clays, gypsum and rock salt. This 

sandstone spreads over a wide area in the valley of the upper 

Hwang-ho and the valleys between the Nan-shan mountains, and 

extends to the south of Min-tsou. Above Lan-chou-fu, Kan-su 

it is deeply cut into by the upper Yellow River, revealing a 

thickness of over 3000 ft. The usually horizontal stratifi 

cation of tfee red sandstone is occasionally replaced by a 

gentle dip in contrast to the highly folded rocks underlying it.

In Western China, in the Si-shiu rang s, Loczy observed 

a horizontally bedded Plysch-like sandstone filling up the 

valleys between the high mountain ranges. The same ftysch-like 

sandstone occurs in Western Yun-nan. In this sandstone Loczy

found imperfect specimens of Palaeodictyon and (Jaulerpites;
2-91 

Schenk regards them as ? Eocene Algea. I

The uppermost stage of the Red sandstone in the Red Basin 

of ^u-chuan and in the basin of Kuei-chou, is thought by 

Abendanon and Richthofen, to be of post Jurassic age.

In the provinces of Hu-nan, Kiang-si, Hu-peh, Ho-nan, 

red sandstones and conglomerates occur in isolated patches.

To those occurring in the province of Hu-nan, Richthofen
131 

applies the name "Decke-sandstein11 .

Fossils that have been discovered in this red sandstone 

formation generally indicate pliocene age; but some forms are



known in the upper Miocene and other are present in the 

pleistocene fauna in other countries.

The more well-known forms are tabulated below.

Names of fossils.

Stegodon insignis ... ...

Rhinoceros Labereri n.sp. SCHLOSSER.

Felis sp. aff. pardus SCHL. ...

Aceratherium blanfordi 
var. hipparionum (KOK) SCHL. ...

Hippopotamus sp. indt. ... ...

Cervavus Oweni KOK. . . ... ...

Gazella palaeosinensis SCHL. ...

Hyaena sp. ... ... ...

Hyaena gigantea SCHL. ... ...

Mastodon aff. latidens SCHL.. ...

Hipparion richthof eni KOK. ... ...

Trogoceras gregarinus SCHL..^ ...

Hyaena sinensis OWEN. ... . ..

Rhinoceros sinensis OWEN. ... ...

Rhinoceros plicidens KOK. ... ...

Tapirus sinensis OWEN. ... ...

Names of the Provinces

in which they occur.
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("b) The Wen-ho conglomerate.

In the Wen-ho valley, Shan-tung, Richthofen and 

Blackwelder observed a series of conglomerate overlying the 

Sinisian limestone. Richthofen calls it the Wen-ho 

conglomerate. It sometimes attains a thickness of 100 

The pebbles of the conglomerate are fairly well-rounded, but 

angular ones are also present. They are principally composed 

of the Sinisian limestone, quartzite, cherts, red sandstone 

and various kind of igneous rocks. Sometimes the conglomerate 

is firmly cemented and sometires it is quite loose. The red 

sandstone pebbles bear more resemblance to the permian sand 

stone than to the Sinisian sandstone. Similar conglomerate 

occurs in the Ning-shan basin, S.W. Chi-li.

It is significant that all these conglomerates only 

occur on the downthrow sides of large normal faults. This 

fact has led Willis to assume that the conglomerates are the 

products resulting from the denudation of the fault scaups. 

Prom the study of physiography in northern China, Willis 

determines the age of the normal faults in Shan-tung to be 

early Tertiary, Accordingly he tentatively assigns the 

Wen-ho conglomerate to the Tertiary. It is to be noted that 

Blackwelder does not mention any progressive increase of 

angularity, sizes and thickness of the conglomeratic material 

towards the line of fault, as there would be if the material 

were derived from the fault scarps. Moreover, the pebbles 

are fairly well-rounded and water-worn. Thus it appears to



be not improbable that the conglomerates owe their 

preservation rather than generation to the normal faults, 

or in other words they were formed before the faulting 

took place. However, the writer kas no further evidence 

to support this view; and he accepts V/illis* determination 

of age of the Wen-ho conglomerate in preference to his own 

suggestion.

(c) The Gobi series.

The Gobi series of Obrutchov or the Han-hai series of 

Richthofen is widely distributed in Southern Mongolia and 

in the 'neighbourhood of the upper Hwang-ho Valley. The lower

part of the series generally consists of clay shales, clays
»e 

and marls with beds of gypsupe' and rock salt. The upper

part of it is usually a conglomeratic sandstone which often 

merges into the overlying loess without any sharp demarcation 

of bedding. At the Zsin-pin-daban, (altitude 4220 m) in 

the Richthofen mountain, Obrutchov olserved red sandstone

belonging to the Gobi series overlying rocks whi^h are older
t iq 

than the productus semiretficulatus limestone; an d he also

observed the same series lying in the synclinal valley of 

Bei-yan-kou.

Fragments of teeth and jaws of mammals were found in a 

soft marl belonging to the Gobi series at a place between Urga
1-2. 

and Kalgan. According- to Suess they are undoubtedly parts

of Rhinoceros and hence he concludes that the Gobi series 

belongs to the uppermost stage of th e middle Tertiary.

(d) The Coal bearing series. 

In Eastern Yun-nan, lignite bearing marls and sands



with occasional layers of marly limestone occur in th e
W'

basins of Lin-ngan, Tang-tche, Sin-hit*-, Llien-tien, Ui-leu, 

Mong-tze. In association with the lignite seams remains 

of Eertiary plants occur. In the impure limestone Deprat 

found paludines, Planorbes, etc. Deprat assigns this coal
•

bearing series to the upper pliocene. This series is overlain

by gravels, sands and marls of alluvial type^ 4 AV-^W^M H *x^ux ,

(e) The Hwang-tu or "Loess" ̂ '* 

In norithern China, large areas are covered by a peculiar
*

formation to which Willis gives the name Hwang-tu or YellowT

earth. The term owes its origin to the name of a village,
22.0 3*%>W zi*> 

Hwang-tu- chai, Shan-si, Richthofen, Kingsmill and others long

ago recognised this formation bearing strong resemblance to 

the loess in the Rhine province of Germany. Hence they call 

it the Chinese loess. After carefully examining the character 

of the Chinese loess Willis found that the term loess as is 

generally understood and as defined by Richthofen does not 

embrace all the properties of the vast superficial deposit 

in northern China. Hence he uses the term Hwang-tu in 

preference to loess.

Apart from recent Alluvium, the Hwang-tu is the youngest 

deposit of all in China. The processes of its formation are 

still operating today. As a whole, the Hwang-tu is a soft 

homogeneous cleyey material which is so fine in texture that 

it readily fills up the pores of the skin when rubbed. It 

is usually yellowish gray, but sometine s decidedly blue. 

Although the softness of the Hwang-tu is notable, large blocks



of it often breaks off from the main mass showing irregular
*

fracture.

The Hwang-tu sometimes shows well-defined stratification 

or even interstratified with gravels and sands, but in most 

cases, stratification is either obscure or absent. The internal 

structure of the Hwang-tu is singularly vertical. Tubes 

having a diameter varying from a fraction of a millimeter to 

the size of a large organ pipe traverse vertically in a rude
»

parallelism. Calcareous nodules are often found to arrange 

themselves in a vertical manner, i.e. with their longest axes 

pointing upwards and downwards. Their presence is clearly
*

due to the effect of percolating water.

From trie fact that the Hwang-tu rests on an irregula,r 

floor, we can readily "imagine that the thickness of it is 

very variable. In the deepest basin, it attains a total 

thickness of no less than 1000 ft; toward its margin where 

it laps over the flank of a hill, it thins out to nothing.

The Hwang-tu is largely distributed in the intermontane 

valley, but sometimes it occurs on the windward side of local 

heights and sometimes capn the summit of lofty mountains such 

as the peaks of the Nan-tai. The surface of the Hwang-tu 

formation in the valleys is generally concave mimicking the

shape of the floor on which it rests, but with larger radius
t 

of carvature. This feature is cureous and characteristic,

affording an .unmistakable sign of its presence to a distant 

observer. Such a feature may be partially explained by its



mode of deposition. The wind that carries dust particles 

is subjected to deviation and disturbance by projecting 

heights which sometimes cause eddy current and sometime deprive 

a part of its kinetic energy resulting in the deposition of 

the load which it carries; since the particles are very 

fine, they are adherent to any solid body so long as it is 

not exposed to the sweeping of a strong air current. Under 

these conditions the loose material would naturally find their 

resting places on the foot of high mountains, and follow the 

slope down to the valley. The curvature of the surface thus 

formed is apt to be exaggerated through subsequent drying and 

consolidation of the whole body of the Hwang-tu. Imagining 

in this way, it seems to be probable that the Hwang-tu is a 

wind-borne deposit. On the other hand the stratification of 

the Hwang-tu seems to suggest that they may have been formed 

as sediment in water; in this case the curious concave surface
«

can still be explained by applying the ingenious explanation

suggested by Prof» W.S.Boulton to account for the "Symon fault"
2-ixx)

in Britain. Taking both cases into consideration, the

writer concludes that the Hwang-tu was proably transported 

by wind, and largely deposited on dry land, but in places it 

may have been formed in water.

Land shells such as pliocathaica, pup (pupilla), Succinea,

(Lucena), Metodontia, Bythinia, etc. are frequeniA.present in'
the Hwang-tu; fossilized birds eggs have been occasionally 

discovered in it; mammalian remains are now and then reported 

to occur; but the U scovery of the tools used by palaeolithic 

and neolithic men has not been recorded as far as the writer *s



knowledge goes.

The imperfect organic remains found in the Hwang-tu do 

not tell us the exact date from which the formation of this 

aeolian deposit began. Attributing the change of climatic 

conditions in Central Asia to the end of the-pliocene epoch, 

Willis assigns the beginning of the formation of the Hwang-tu 

to the beginning of the Pleistocene time or the end of the
«^f

pliocene time. Recently V.K.Ting has reported that, in
m

places the Hwang-tu is intruded by dolerite; near the 

contact between the igneous intrusion and the Hwang-tu, the 

latter is baked hard, sliowing that either the formation of

the Hwang-tu is an earlier process than it is generally
MtLu* YLt^n, 

believed to be, or ijtgneous activity has^manifestod in recent

geological time in northern China.



CHAPTER V

IOT3DUS ROCKS Ilf CHIHA

Our knowledge about the igneous rocls in China is still 

more incomplet3 than that concerning the sedimentary group*. 

TOiat hs& been gathered by the writsr from various s ourcas is
»

tabulated below:-

CHIHA

Localities

Near Kalgan

Southeas tarn Mbn- 
11 a, north of <

-si & north 
of Chi-li

.-Nature of the 
rocte & their 
modaB of occur 
rence

Trachytic and 
Ehyolitic lava

Basaltic and dolar- 
tic lava often 
sho^ flow struc 
ture. Amphibolitae 
ale o occur*

Remarle

Belieyed to ba of 
Tertiary age.

This thick sheet of b« i; 
lava coven* an enormous 
area and appears to thin 
out towards the was t;

Tertiary age. (n«'ocene?)



Bound the city 
of Gheng~te or
Jthol, northern 
Chi-li.

from the north 
of Cheng-te to 
the loess plain, 
8LV. of Chih^feng 
latitude 42 20 IT. 
Chi-li.

from Pa~icru abcut 
latitude 41 H. to 
th« north of W«ng~ 
*u~ti about latitude 
42-40 H», Chi-li*

From Ching-hwang- 
tau to I-chcu all 
along the western 
coeBt of the gulf 
of liau-tung, Chi-li,

with
granite zone 

mt lies further 
inland, Chi-li*

Melaphyre, doler- 
ite, & dlcritic » 
reclB occur in 
8BS ociation with 
granite,

Quartz porphyry, 
orthopyre pcrphy- 
rite with occasion 
al granite occur in 
large masses and 
dykes*

TrachytQB' and anda- 
fcitoe occur in as&o- 
ciaticn with granite,

Granite & other 
acid

Chiefly 'quartz 
porphyry, OCGUI& 
in a long belt.

The trend of thes o two 
igneous zones 2s> approx 
imately parallel tc the
Sinian trend, viz*, 
SwW. The quartz porphyry 
appears to be the product 
of fissure eruption* Cod.

.bearing series of 7perm- 
c arb oni f e rcus age ' are 
disturbed by the extru
sion of thte porphyry. ,



11.

liau-si districts, 
Cfal-ll.

Numerous sills and 
dykes of Bhyolitic, 
basaltic, porphyrit- 
ic natureu

The productive measures 
of the Nan-piss 9 Ping-* 
kcw, Chou-yang and Pei- 
pias coal fields are dis 
turbed by the sills and 
dykes »

In the neighbour 
hood of Peking, , 
Chi-li*

Nan-ktu pess north 
of Peking, 
Ghi-li.

of Pao-ting~ 
fu, 
Chi-li.

Diorite and rhyo- 
lit•-porphyry and 
small HfiB&ae of 
granite.

porphyry 
andasites and 
bas alts»

Granite occurs in 
a long bolt.

231

Tha trend of the belt 
appears to agree; with 
the Sinian trend*

In the mountairs 
near Tang-tsien, 
Chi-li.

Dykes of gray bio- 
tite granita-por-< 
phyry with apophys - 
is of aplite.

Intruded into the funda 
mental complex.



Chi-li.
-lB ien, with 

granite* is Fels 
par-porphyry with 
crystals of quartz.

Iron Tang-h&ien 
to Pou-ping-bB ien 
and from I?ou*-ping- 
teien to Wu-tai- 
e ban

lo-toh-liang and 
ffcuang-i-iiao, 
iCht-li.

H.W. of Wan~lBian, 
Ghi-li.

Intruded into the funda 
mental complex.

r-

Numerous dykes of 
dioritic reels , 
hornblende por 
phyries f groenf 
stonas in coreid~ 
erabla s.

They are intruded into 
the fundamental complex* 
Some of them are schisto- 

&i» otharEp are unaltared
They bacoma Liore abundart, from ^ou-ping-lB ian to
Wia-tai-shan.

Quartz-karatophyre, iof

A few s mall dykes 
of white apliti & 
fina-grained gran 
ite* «

I Intruded into the Ta-yaxg
| limes tonou Along tha. co*v
j tact with. the dykes , the.
lima&tona is amphibolizai.

A little zuore than 
a mils 9. K of the 
Tillage of 
ihan,

Onelssoid granita* Tha granite liae in con 
tact with chlorit^-s ch»t 
The 1 at tar is cut aoro&s 
by dykes and reine of 
acid. Granite & pagnatita



Betwaen Shi-tsui & 
^i-tal-6 han along 
th« Tai-6han-ho>

About four 
or more H.W. of 

near

naar
of Idu-yuan,

In the Ho-e han 
range, Central

Tai-ehan district, 
t«m Shan-tung.

numerous dykas of
6 chis tOB ^ a/aphi- 
bolitae or green- 
8 tana of fine tax

The d^^kee are 20 to 100ft 
thick and panetrats the
fundamental complex, and 
the Wu-tai schists.

Numerous small 
dyka& of quartz- 
porphyry. Horn- 
blende-po rpihy ry

Grreenish horn 
blende -po rphy ry 
and gr^orB tone 
partly e chis tee e<

Unaltered, 
Tertiary?

Intruded into the gray 
slatae of the Hu-to 
series.

Crranit'3 
igneous

& other 
roc& •

^ssociatad with the 
gneiss a& and s chas ts .

Large botholitic 
maBS a& of medium- 
grained red gran 
ite compos ed large 
ly of orthoclase, 
quartz & biotita* 
Hornblende is usu 
ally absent* Some 
rarietias show gray 
colour owing to the 
lack of pink felspar 
& the presenca of un 
usual amount of epi- 
dot«e & chmoritag* 
Off-« hoots of Tejya 
quartz & pegmatite 
radiate from the 
central granitic

The dykas and reiis eman 
ated from the central 
granitic mass as cut a- 
oross schists & gneiss as 
of the Tai-shan complex 
showing that the' granits 
are intrusions into the 
fundamental complex. 
They are probably of 
Algonkian age* The alt ft p- 
basaltic dykae are beliar 
rro ba of po& t Cambrian 
age on accoun of their 
ratv emblance to thos e 
which pene.trat s Sinisian 
strata*



In the da& t bee a 
of Man-to butts, 
Ghang-laia, wag tarn 
fhan-tung.

Xau-kia-pu,
0f Yen-chuang, 
western 9ian-tung,

boss • Mac roe cop- 
ically, the gran- 
it a seldom axhibr 
its gneiss ie 
structure; But 
microscopic ex 
amination detects 
s evera deforma 
tion.

A dyke of grean- 
e tona travazG ae 
the rad granita.

8 yanita-porphyry 
and e yanitic 
lay a are kaomu

Ba&altic and
porphyoitic
sills*

I*5mila aae t of
Kau-kia-pu,
was tarn, Shan-tung,

Laccolitic in 
trusion with 
phanocr^ts of 
Alkali f als par 
& hornblanda in 
a matrix of 
quartz & f ale par.

In ths alluvial
plain north of

i-nan-fa, 
wee tarn, Shan-tung.

Ky pers -thane - 
gabbro or nor- 
ita with olirina,

Tha graazstona dyka is 
cut off at the uncon 
formity bane at h the Cam 
brian shal a > showing its 
pra-Carobrian age*

Intruded into the lower 
and middle SinJs ian & trat 
Panno-c arb onif a rous ?

ITaar tha contact of the 
brown shale with the 
laccolith cleavage plain 
are developed in tha 

& hale*

Forming round hills whici 
suggest the shape of ra» 
onants of old volcanic
necle .



2.3

2. Smiles W. S» W. of 
the city of Isi- 
nan-fu, western, 
Shan-tuag.

Yen-chuang coal 
fielu, near Sin- 
tai, western 
Shan-tung..

Jroai Po-shan north 
ward to Chou-ts un, 
western Shan^tung.

Quartz OB e syen 
ite-porphyry occurs 
as a dyke*

Abundant volcanic 
rocle occurring 
in the ferns of 
dykas , s ills , 8 ur- 
f ace flows , and 
tuffs. The lava te 
us ually of baB al 
tic habit* The 
and dykeB not only 
consist of olivine-
bas alt but horn- blende-s yenit 9-por- 
phyry and felspar-, 
porphyry. Most of< 
the intrusions are 
relatively thin.

Tuffe and baB altic 
flore.

Intruded into the lime 
stone formation of Tfei- 
nan-fu.

The bag altic flows and 
tuffe are intercalated 
with yellow e hales and 
s ancfc tones overlying the 
productive me as ure. Thosa 
igneous rocle ara regard 
ed by Richthofen as par- 
mi an formation.

Intercalated with tha 
red s ante tone of the 
San-tai 9

214-
Yang-e han, wee t of 
l«i~]&ien, weatern

Nepheline bas alt 
and other volcanic 
rocle.

Near Tong-tschou- 
fu,| extern 
tung.

Large areas of gran- 
ite, fissociatad with 
which are porphyritio 
rocte. Pykes of dior- 
itic cut across the « 
cry»talline limes tona 
strata; sheets of 
bss altic lava form



u
f.JL

an corar
of all the badded 
roc IB in tha dis 
trict*

H.W.

localities

On tha northern 
flank of tha Chi 
lian-* nan or tha. 
Kichthofen Mountain.

Haar Ku-ku-nor.

Hatura of tha 
rocte & thair 
modes of occur- 
•nca

Large granitic 
maes •

Boooarle

Intruded into & infoldad 
with the Han-« han s and- 
etone of Loczy»

ilS

GfnaJes » HMI corrita- 
granite, granitita, 
ho rnblanda-granit- 
ita and quartz- 
porphyry are com 
mon ae wall as ex 
tras ire rhyolite & 
tuff gabbro and 
norite are less 
common.



Tung-lo-pu,
f an-te ien,

o-ling, 
Plng-f an-hB ien, 
Kan-eu.

or dolerite.

Quartz-diorite and 
diabae «.

CT5HTRAL CHI1TA

localities

ftmg-s.han, Siung 
shan and Pu-niu- 
shan, 
Ho-naru

Between Lio-yang 
iBien & !%au-t 
in the was tern 
fc ing-ling,

Nature of the 
& their 
of occur*

ranca

Large granitic

Large bodies of 
diorite*

Remarfe

Occurring in association 
with gneiss and & chis te.

Intruded into gnei&s 
s chie te and cry* talline. 
limae tone*



Jwa-pa-quan, in 
the. was tern Sing 
ling*

Between Pau-!ki- 
teien <Sc Tui-teze 
sban in the was t 
9m Is ing-ling, 

i.

Ntar Idu-pa-ting 
in western Sing 
ling,

A broad zone of 
granite.

A large mass of 
granitoid rock.

fcuth of Lan-tien- 
teian,

i*

T

Granite contain 
ing red ortho- 
cla63» whits 
plrgioclaee, quartz 
and black raincx 

& oraotimes medium- 
grained & e ometimes 
COUIB e-grainad. 
Dykes of granita, & 
vaiiB of quartz and 
pegmatite are giren 
off from the cen 
tral mass.

2215
Occurring in ass ociaticn 
with gneiss.

The dykes and reiiB cut 
across w Silurian" lime- 
s tone. This granite 3s , 
less strained than the 
northern granitic mass 
of thes wes tern Ts ing-llig 
exposed to the north of 
the Tui-ts ze-shan.

Granite* 2S

In the Han-kiang 
district, south of

Granite and 
gabbroid rocte 
occur. Dykes of 

! poikilitic s auss • 
urita-gabbro are 
common.

"They ars probably pos t 
Triassic in age".



In the neighbour 
hood of Siau-ho, 
eeBtsrn !Ite ing- 
ling-* han, 
^ Ho-nan»

Tha main range of 
the ese tern Sing 
ling, 
Ho-nan.

Tha northBide of 
the D& ing-ling 
9ian-& i.

On tha e out hern 
aid* of tha Sing 
ling pfiB6 9
Sitn-ei.

Large maes es 
diorita.

of

Large granitic 
mc£.6 no sigiB of 
deformation hara 
bean detacted*

Blaclc & white 
granite of uni 
form and medium 
grain* It is com 
pos ed of glossy . 
quartz, microcline 
orthoclane, biotite, 
hornblende, ephene, 
apatite epidote*

In association 
echis te »

2.17
of biotite

____. granita 
of claar-gray col 
our; it is not 
travels ad by dykes 
except veins of 
pegmatite & aplite.

This granite pe/trologic- 
ally resembles the Pu-
niu-ehan granite.

Granite frequently occur 
in the central Tfeing-liig. 
According to Bailey Wiiu 
the lithological type of 
the varieties is exempli- 
fied by a & pecimen from 
the north side of the 
!fe ing-ling pass and that 
from the vicinity of the 
SL-ting-ho. The former 
tppe of granite prevails 
in the central and nortb- 
arn portions of tha 

han.



Mear Shi-ting-ho, 
Sien-Bi*.

In tha gorge 
district of tha 
mlddla Yang-tze. 
Above I-chang,
Hupeh* -

Tha hill ranga of 
tha Pei-yang-ehan, 
Brang-gang-hs ien, 
Bupeh.

Pala reddish 
granita of por- 
phyritic taxture. 
with phenocr^Bts 
of twined, ortho- 
clsse of tha 
carlsbad type & 
a fine matrix of 
orthoclas a & quartz 
and 9 orae farro- 
magneBion constitu- 
ante. Gneiss oid 
structure is notice- 
able in s oma of tha 
expos urea.

Gneiss oid granite 
or quartz diorita. 
Consisting of 
quart z, pi agi ocl«s e , 
biotita, hornblende, 
apidote and magne 
tite.

tones and 
other igneous 
mass as •

Between Liu-yue-ho and 
Ir-ling-pu, , the. granite 
lias in contact with the 
Hei-ehiu s arias (lime 
stone). The latter shore 
the effect of contact 
metamorphis m, Willis re 
gards his Hei-shul eerie 
SB carboniferous forma- 
tion, and accordingly he 
regards the age of the 
granite in the OB ing-liig 
shan as probably being 
pee t-carboniferous •

Purapelly obe erred, that 
the texture of the igneo>u 
msss^ becomes fine and tto 
ferr^nagnosian minerals 
become more abundant to 
wards its margin* This 
fact seams to indicate 
tha affect of magmatic 
differentiation and 
therefore tends to prore 
the intrusive nature of 
the granite. Willis regards 
it as an intrusion of 
Algonldan and possibly 
late Algoklan age*

Hus COTitft and biotite 
are abundantly deraloped 
along tha contact betwa^ru
the country reck and tha 
intrusion*



fSan-hu-e han, near 
Hwang-6 hi -gang, 
SL B. Hupeh.

-ye-hB ien 
district > 
as. Hupeh*

Kiu-gcng-e han on 
the,divide between 

. Hupsh & H.W.

Hwen~gang-e han, 
3>o-yun«*han etc.
from Kwang-ji-

and Hwang- 
-lB ian, 

Hupeh*

7'
Porphyry rich in 
quartz with highly 
weathered, large
cry&tals of ortho- 
clsse.

of
Intercalated with the 
productive measures 
upper carboniferous or 
permian age.

Granites & syenites 
occur in the form 
of boseea of moder 
ate size.

Granite.

Gneieeoid granite 
& granite porpbyry 
with OCCSB ional 
Cdiorite?)

The limes tones in contact 
with thu ign«oi« IHSBD e& 
show the effect of meta- 
morpihisia. Large bodiea . 
of ore deposits hare beei 
derived from thes e 
igneous xa»s es either thr 
through the prcces^ of 
differentiation from the 
original magma or ma tee- 
onatic changes on the 
part of the limestone.

Occur in association 
with gneiee and e chfe te



CHIHA

localities Nature of the 
roole & their 
modae of occur- 
ranee

han,
ien, 

liBtern Su-ohuan.

Granite. 2.32.

Btar Tien-chuan 
and Ya-chou, 
western Su-chou.

Granite.

from Bing-yuan-fu 
to fee-ta-ti and 

han,

Granite and 
porphyries •

Chtn-te,

Tz-de, 
Bu^chuan.

Granite, horn- 
blende-granit a, 
quart z^ic rit e , 
diab® e-pcrphyry, 
cours e~grained 
gabbro.

Fine-grained 
gabbro*

Remarle

Thes e granitic 
appear tc be genetically 
connected. They are dja - 
tributed in a long belt 
extending in the merid 
ional s er»e. In the Lo^r 
Ic district Legendre 
ote erred that the porpihy 
ie sometimes orerlain by 
the plateau-forming 
limestone (TrisBeic?) in 
the Lo-lo district.

Jteeociated with
and s chie te .

213



Beha~ra-la pass 
Su-chuaii*

Quartz-andes ite,

Mature of the 
rocte & their 
modes of occur- 
rence.

Between Ya~lcng~ 
liang and Kien- 
ehwazi ess tern Hui- 
li-ehou, 
northern Yun-nan.

Kan-lang-chaif

Quart z-leptymit e 
cut by-large dykes 
of nepiheline-« yen*- 
ite compos ed.of < 
Alkali f els pare , 
nepheline, eodalite 
ana carter!mite, with 
aegirite and subord 
inate amount of 
redsonite, 
lane and & phene*

corite-biotite- 
granite and augite 
andae ita with pheno- 
cryBte of labradorite 
and in & ome Yarietie* 
hornblende*

Remarle



Ho-ckuen-6 han

Yun^nan. ,
Jelspar bse alt 
with e ome horn- 
blende-andas ito 
at the .summit.

Yun-nan. [ Bedded laya of 
labradorie mela- 
phyra containing 
large crystals of 
olirine, augite 
labradorite etc*

Extinct

An exteiBive formation 
intercalated with middle 
carboniferous rocle«

4-
Mei-tchai, 

on the riTers of 
Kdu~tchou e SB tern 
Yun-r-nan, and in the 
zone of Hcu-kcuang 
fracture.

phyrite showing 
mieroUtic s true- 
ture with micro- 
lites of olijo- 
cl» e, augite an- 
define and a Tit- 
reo"us matrix* 
Sundary chlorite 
and a pihene are 
als o pree> ent.

Between Tie-tchen-
ho and the fault 
of Tchou-yuen, ^B 
Yun-nan; > 
yong--wou-6 han, 
weet^of Qtun-tien- 
tcheou, K 
Yun-nan.

Ba3s altic lara 
and tuffe with 
"labradorite" 
and "cinerite 11 .

15

Capping the upper per*- 
mi an formation. This > 
Tpenoian volcanic series 
3b expcs ed in a large 
number of localities in 
e SB tern Yun-nan.



In the districts 
of the Red Hirer 
and the basin of 
the Mcmg-teeu & 
the bss e of Nan-
ti,

Yun-nan.

Granites , lepty- 
nitas, or tour-- 
xnaliniferous pag- 
matite. with am- 
phibolitas and , 
gabbro.

of the lake 
Ta-li, 
K.W. Yun-nan.

Porphyry.

In the Ticinity 
of Ping-tchou,

of.Nan-ning,

Large granitic 
bass. Veirs of 
quartzes o tour- 
malinite cut 
acroe& the granite.

20

Thes e occur in ess ocia- 
tion with gneiss, schist 
and granular chlorite-tr 
(cipolin). The etaniferouS 
deposits in ^S» Yun-nan 
are derired from thes e 
igneous zosss ee . The 
mat amor phis im in thes e 
regiors is intexs a: In 

g oine c ee as , the met am- 
orphoj^ ed group OCCUIB . in 
contact with tha unal 
tered upper carboniferoB 
(Ko-kcoO but in other 
cssas the metainorphi&im 
«ren affects the Triss. 
(Kb-tieou) At Nan-ti> tto 

ivhole of the palaeozoic • 
group, including the 
Upper Carboniferous > is 
involved in the mestanor- 
phiism. Deprat states that 
the granite probably 
arrired s ometime during 
the DeYonian-Rheatic 
period and probably more 
than once.

Kwang-tung
Bas alt,



2

Kb-tio,
K»ang-tung,

The isle of Hai«
nan,
Brang-tungif

Gabbro or bytow- 
nite-diorite grad 
ing into ampihibo- 
lite; Tourmalina. 
pegmatite and 
inolaphyraB ale o 
occur.

Granite OCCUIB in 
southern part of 
the island; tuffe 
and lav 86 are found 
in the northern 
part of it.

SOUTE3RH & CHI1TA.

H. B. of Ho-lBien & 
west of Iden-ehan- 
teien, on the divide 
between Kwang-tung & 
firang-6 ±.

granite 
occupying large 
area*

i

In the neighbourhood of 
the granite tin ores 
occur. Signs of disturb 
ance are recorded in the 

8 ands tona, states and 
quartzite surrounding 
the granite.



Near Qii-liang 
& w» of Hwai-tzi- 
te ien, 
Kwang-tung.

In the Ticinity 
of Kwang-ning- 
teien,

North of Canton, 
Ewang-tung*

In the vicinity of
Hong-Sang,
Kwang-tung*

Granite,

Biotite-granite 
often exhibits 
"porphyritic 
structure".

Granite trav 
ers ed by quartz 
veia& and occurs 
in blocte. The 
size of the blocle 
ranga from a few 
feet to a few hun 
dred feet.

Quartz-porphyry 
wit!" breccias & 
ttfSJL. Biotita- 
£ranit3 & gran 
ite-porphyry, 
quartz-porphyry 
als o occur. In 
s ome c as es the 
granite-porpihyry 
shows flow struc 
ture.

Appears to ba genetical^ 
connected with the gran 
ite occurring near Ho- 
hBien.

ociated with granitoil 
gneiss and micaceous 
s chls t&.

7.10
The granite is deeply 
weathered. Large & small 
bloclfc lie at random on 
the ras idual red s oil 
res ulting f rora the de- 
compce ition of the gran 
ite. Thes e pe eudo-bouldors 
h«73 entertained the 
erroneous idea of 
action.

These granites probably 
arrived at the & arae 
geological time.
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Between Iden-kiang- 
kou .and Hwang-ehi, . 
Kwang-tung.

Korth of Hwei-chou, 
Brang-tung.

g-nan-lB ian, 
Kwang-tung,

Pong-ehan on tha 
liride batwodn 
Kiang-ei and 
Ear ang*-tung.

COUIB a -grained 
blotite-granits,

Biotite-granit3 
Probably contin- 
UOUB with that 
exposed to the 
north of Canton.

Hi-nan,

Biotita-granit«

Tha "palaazoic" s latas , 
s ands tonas , limee tonas 
etc. show the effect of 
c ont ac t sae t a^uo rphis n 
round the granitic ;-ns&&

Biotite-granita.

A large nmnber 
of granitic 
intns lore.

The ore depos its in the 
province of Hu-nan ars 
due to thes a int rue ions ,

Hfrei- chang-lBian, 
D j a-ki ang-h& ien, 
and, Ta-hu-rchien,

"Porpihyritic" 
biotite-granit^,

South of Lu-ehan, 
northern KLang-ei*

Grranite,

Intruded into tha 
"palaeozoic group11 *



batwaan
Tung-chian-te ian & 
An-king, 
northern An-hwai.

.Hong-chi a-chau, 
&W.,of An-iing, 
northarn An-hwai.

In tha districts of 
Chin-yang-lB ian, 
T ai-ping-is ian and 
Hwang-s. ian, 
aoutharn An-hwai,

northern Kiang-^u.

lii-ts hou-s han,

near U&hon-laang, 
Klang-s u*

(Jranits.

Biotita-granita 
oftan occur se> 
s

Injactad into "palaaozoiJ 
tonae and & lata& .

(Jranita.

Bae. altic and 
andos it a lava*

Ho rnblanda-gran- 
ito or tonalita*

ad in patchas pro 
truding from the mantis 
of

At tha Kin-shan tha gran- 
ita hs6 intruded into a 
flinty and dolomitic 
limes tone*

•..,--..

Jfe iang-s han, 
naar fehou-ldang,

u

Porphyriaa ociat^d with altarad 
& an(fe tona, niarbla and 
quartzita.

.J.



On the top of tha

near Han-king, 
Sang-eu.

See tarn Cha-kiang,

In tha district of 
Owang-tzei-lB ien, 
on tho dirida be 
tween Kiang-e>i and
ffu-kian.

Jrom 9iau-wu to 
Yen-ping-lB ien, 
Fu-kien.

A patch of
doleritic
rock*

Quartz-porphyry 
with subordinate 
a?ncunt of granite 
occupying a larga

granite

Granite with 
quartz-porphyries 
occupy large araae.

In the da&trict of
-te ien,

Prom Ku-tien-teien 
to Pu-chou,

Granite.

Riabeckite- 
granita and 
quartz-porphyry. 
Diabse e occure
to the west of 
the granitic zone.

Tha rock is largely 
covered by loess. Rich- 
thofen thinle that it is 
probably a volcanic nack

/&&ociated with tufjfe 
and agglomerate. The 
quartz-porphyry often 
penatrataa the granite.

Thee e igneous rocle 
sometimes exposed be 
tween belt& of "palaaozo 
s ande. tone, s latae , and 
limaBtone with coal seam 
and s oxaetimee between 

. haldB and & ands tone of 
doubtful raeeofic age. 
The granitic and porphy- 
ritic zona& appear to 
set ume a N.H. i -€w S. W.

teiB ion, i. a. » paralld. 
to tha coast Una of 
Fu-kien.



In the mountains
south of Tchang- 
ping-lBisn and ,
!»*• ,of Amoi,

Hear Amoi, 
Pu-kian.

In the mountain? 
of Ban-an, Tung- 
an, An-ki, Chen- 
chou etc.,
Pu-iian*

All along tho 
$>K* coast of 
China, from Cha- 
kiang to Kwang- 
tiing, and in the 
adj acent is lance,

Ghranita.

Granite st>s oci- 
ated with "gneiss 
and & chj& t& n .

Quartz-porphyi'y> . 
biotit«-granit3 
with other basic 
igneove rocfe.

Volcanic actiTity made a grand di&play by 
ejecting an enormous quantity of porphyries, 
quartz-porpihyriQB , quartz-fel^ita, granite 
TOlcanic conglonaerate and breccia. The rocte 
are SB a rule of acid or acid-intarmedlatfc 
character, but dykoe and laccoliths of bse alt 
and other green recie are also found, pene 
trating the more acid



CHAPTER VI

GENERAL GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

of China*

The study of geological structure, or tectonics, as 

Prof C, Lapworth has already pointed out, implies the 

study of the present surface feature (epidography), the succ 

ession of strata (stratigraphy), and the recognizable or in-
and the second 

ferred deformations (Geo-eidography)• The first/have already

been dealt with to some extent. At present it is intended to•«
gather observed facts which appear to throw light upon the 

principal- features of deformation and dislocation of Chinese 

Strata, and as far as the available information permits, to
*

infer the date at which, or the period during which such def-
• ,

ormation or dislocation took place. In a broad way we may 

divide eidographical features into three classes: (a) folds, 

(b) faults, (c) thrusts. Not only the classes (b) and (c) 

merge into each other by all gradations, but along one and 

the same line of disturbance we may find both folding and 

faulting. Abundance of such examples is found in China.

Since the surface features of a Country are controlled 

to a large extent, either directly or indirectly, by its 

eidographical structure, it is natural to connect our study
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of tectonics with the study of physiography. This princi 

ple is persistently observed in arranging the present chap 

ter. '

(The reader is recommended to read the summary (p i2>£to33>4-) 

first on the understanding that it is largely inferential; 

and a-±TjQ:--3ft» -far -jj-ftquciri^U to compare the tectonic descrip

tion of the several regions with plate I ).

Eastern and .Southern Jborder .of the Mongolian .plateau*
»

The Khingan flexure We have already seen that the 

Mongolian plateau is bordered on the east by a mighty range 

of the Great Khingan. (see p 22. ). This range only poss 

esses an eastern slope. The northern portion of it consists 

of a very broad fold in which the Angara beds in the plain 

of Amur and those in the Gobi region to the west of the 

great range are involved. Rhyolite and basalt occur on 

both sides of the folds. The eastern side of the range is 

sometimes steep and even precipitous. Suess raises the 

question whether this range is a "true flexure'* produced by

subsidence or a line of simple folding. He deals with this
/ 144 

question at some length, by comparing a variety of opinions,

finally he finds himself in favour of a Tt flexure 1* as defined
/ 

by Helm, i.e. a monoclinal fold accompanied by faults with
( 

downthrow to the east. Richthofen taking advantage of the

fact that the trend of the great Khingan is similar to that 

of th/e faults and flexures which form the eastern border of 

the !ohan-si plateau, indicates on his map a hypothetical,
I ' c£Afc> T0L*vU_

continuous fi^wi^e line passing the eastern flank of the
A



great Khingan and the eastern edge of the Shan-si plateau* 

The writer is unable to find any positive evidence given by 

Richthofen to show that these two flexures are really gene 

tically connected as they appear to be from his map. 

The age of the Khingan flexure Since the Angara beds 

are involved in the folds of the northern Khingan, it is 

evident that the folding and faulting which produce this 

long monoclinal flexure, took place in post Jurassic time.
»

From the simple and similar structure all along its length, 

we may infer that it has been probably formed by a single 

process of earth movement —• a bodily sinking of eastern 

Asia or at least Manchuria. Elsewhere in Asia such gigantic 

movements during post Jurassic time are only known to have 

occurred in the middle Tertiary and the beginning of the 

pleistocene. Assuming there has been no other earth move 

ment of great magnitude between Manchuria and Mongolia 

after the formation of the Angara beds, it follows that 

either Mid-Tertiary or post-Tertiary movement must have been 

responsible for the building of the great Khingan. If one 

is allowed to judge by the available data which are far from 

being adequate, one would be inclined to connect the fisiure 

eruption consequent to the Khingan movement (see the previous 

page) with the extensive volcanic flow in the neighbourhood 

of Kalgan, Southern Mongolia, during and after ? Miocene 

time, (see p 114^1
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The flexures _of .the Southern border of the .Mongolian plateau*

About half way between Tutinza and Hanoor, forming the 

divide between N.W.Chi-li and S.E.Mongolia, a plateau rises

to a height 5,400 ft above the sea level. According to
7k 

Pumpelly, the precipitous wall of the plateau faces

the south, but on the northern side of the edge of the plat 

eau a gentle slope follows northward. The wall extends to 

wards the west and northwest. To the south of the wall there 

are to be seen rugged mountain ™ith rivers winding in the 

valleys. To the north of it a vast plain strewn ^ith a few 

low hills extends beyond sight. The surface of the plateau 

near its edge is dissected and sometimes incised to a depth 

of several hundred feet. The tops of the dissected heights 

lie in the same plane indicating that they were originally 

continuous. The width of the valleys between the heights 

varies from several hundred feet to three or four miles. 

There are streams winding through them. Prom the base to 

the top of the wall nothing but volcanic rocks are found. 

It is believed by Pumpelly that the plateau is largely if 

not entirely, formed by volcanic rocks. Towards the west 

the plateau is succeeded by another plateau of similar v 

type. Further west a broad swell or ridge makes its appear 

ance. The extensive and thick sheat of lava thins., towards 

the west*

The age of the southern Mongolian flexure. Prom the facts 

stated above the writer infers that a mighty normal fault 

succeeded towards the west by an unbroken flexure



probably occur along the northern border of the provinces 

of Chi-li and Shan-si. The faulting and folding must have 

taken place in relatively recent geological time for the 

fault cuts the Tertiary lava off on the south.

The western part of the In-shan range which borders 

the north of•the rectangular Shen-Kan plateau, has been 

described as a sharply defined block, (p 2.^- ). 

The wall-like edge of this range strongly suggests a fault 

plane being eroded to some degree. This hypothetical fault 

may prove to be continuous with the southern Mongolian 

flexure.

THE GRILL OB1 PEKING.

On Richthofen's map we note that the area embracing the 

parallel mountain rangers in N.W.Chi-li is largely occupied 

by three different geological formations: The oldest group 

of gneiss and schists generally crops out on the lower part 

of both flanks of each ridge, the upper part of the ridge 

being covered by the younger group "Sinisch". In the valley 

we find the youngest group loess. If Richthofen f s observa 

tion is correct our natural interpretation of the structure 

of the "Grill" would be to regard it as parallel synclinal 

hills with their axes running JN.E: This simple but singular 

structure appears to extend over a considerable area. North- 

Eastward the Grill passes Cheng-te-fu and reaches Eastern

Mongolia. Northward it gradually sinks below the platform
-•V-'-* U

7



of recent lava; in the vast lava field the parallel ridges are
I-VJ 

however sometimes left unburied. Southwestward a structural

change pakes place on the eastern border of the Hin-chou basin*

According to Richthofen the northeastern prolongation of 

these parallel structural lines encounter a bend near Kai- 

ping, i.e., the trend changes from N.E. to N.N.E. and con 

tinues to run in/N.N.E. direction on the western side of the 

valley of Mukden* Making use of this suggestion, Suess says;

"if this should prove to be the case - - - - there would be a
J4k 

transition to the direction of Hhingan" which runs N by E.
}.•*> 

This view is confirmed by the observations made by Fritsche

who travelled from Peking towards the north. After crossing 

the watershed between the Lan-ho and the Liau-ho, Fritsche

reached parallel chains trending N.N.E,. He remarks that from
£. 

Kalgan to Fpn-niu-hsien the ranges bend from, N.E. to N.N.E. and

finally unite with the southernmost part of the Great Khingan, 

thence they assume the N N E trend. From the fact that the 

orographic axes generally agree with the tectonic axes in this 

part of the country, we may safely infer that the bending of 

the trend of the ranges also represents the bending of the 

general strike of the folds.

In the Wang-ping coal field, west of Peking, two systems

of folding have been recognized by N.F.Drake. One strikes
w* 

E-W, the other strikes^S.W. The latter agrees with the pre- ».:•;*

vailing trend of the parallel Mil ranges further northeast, 

and apparently they are genetically connected. The E-VJ folds
A

play an important role in the western and central part of



the coal field, the Chin-lung-shan and the Ching-shui-shan syn- 

clines are examples of this system. The southern anticline 

accompanying these synclines extends westward from the eastern 

end of the Ma-an-shan, and the accompanying northern anticline 

extends westward from near Hao-chia-fan. They bring up the 

Sinisian limestone to the surface, and flatten or die out

towards the plain of Peking where the beds lie in the syncline
of 

of the N E- S W fold. To the S.W./Pao-ting-fu the '-7.E.-

S.W. folds are again the principal structural feature. In 

the same district the massive limestone underlying the coal 

bearing series, stands out in relief on both sides of the soft 

productive measures. Throughout the districts of Ling-shan, 

Mi-chang etc, S.W.Chi-li, the coal bearing series owe their 

preservation to the prevailing N.E.-S.VJ. folds. 

Dates of the deformations fte-gaTrlln-g-"bire-repori/erH 

Regarding the reported occurrence of conglomerate at the base 

of the "coal measures11 near Peking as a sign of vigorous

erosion resulting from the prevailing N.E.- S.VJ. folding,
77 

Pumpelly writes: "The Sinian revolution (the N E - S W folding)

seems to have begun after the deposition of the limestone, 

(presumably he means the Sinisian limestone) and before that 

of the coal measures" Judging from this statement Pumpelly 

apparently did not observe or neglected the important fact

that the so-called coal measures are also involved in the T-J.E,-
14-7 

S.W. folds. Vrith regard to the "Grill" Suess vaguely remarks

that it dates from a very early period. His inference is 

based upon the fact that, in the parallel ranges, the Cambrian
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beds lie almost flat upon the gentle undulation of the ancient 

gneiss mountains. Neither of these views can be regarded as 

satisfactory.

Since the coal bearing series is affected to the same 

extent as the underlying limestone by the N.E. folds, it is 

almost certain that the N.E. folds traversing the coal fields 

of western Chi-li; and their probabre northeastern continuation 

that produce the "Grill of Peking", came into existence not 

earlier than the end of the period during which the coal bear 

ing series was deposited. Further discussion w4th regard toHi. 

the precise age of the prevailing N.E.-S.W. folding in China 

cannot be conveniently attempted until we have made a broad 

survey of the general structure of the whole country, (see p 

With regard to the E-W folds, the available data do not enable 

the writer to deduce their age.

The Principal Tectonic•..Features of .Southern Manchuria*

The structure of 'Southern l!anchuria is closely related to 

that of the northeastern provinces of China proper. The dis 

cussion of the latter naturally touches upon the former. 

Therefore it is necessary to indicate the essential tectonic 

features in this chapter, though it is outside the scope of 

this thesis. The principal geological formations of southern

Manchuria are (a) Gneiss and Schists including Corean Granite
(c) 

(b) Sinisian formation/coal bearing series (d) Sandstone grpup

(e) Tertiary formation with coal seams. The lowest group, i«e, 

the gneiss and schists together with the Corean Granite, is 

everywhere in South Manchuria impressed by two sets of strikes.



perpendicular to each other: The E N E - W S T' r set appears 

to be ^sf&a genetically connected with the W N Trr - S E S set.
3 

E.Cholnoky has described the essential tectonic features

under four groups: (a) The road from Mukden to Kirin runs along 

the northwestern part of the Kuleh mountain or the Kulek plat 

eau. Almost coinciding with this road, a line of great fracture 

extends in a N E - S W direction, separating the S.E. Liau- 

tung peninsula from the Liau-ho valley. All along this line 

young volcanic outpourings of the fissure- erupt ion type occur 

in great masses.' This line cuts obliquely across the prevail 

ing E N E ==&=£=&=]&, and a-s-ffi - S S E structural directions 

of the ancient gneiss and schists. (b) The parallel mountain 

ranges issuing from N.W. Chi-li are cut off by a fracture in 

Liau-si running along the western border of the Liau-ho valley. 

These two faults, (a) and (b), meet in the vicinity of Kirin 

according to Cholnoky who draws his inference from the great 

development of volcanic masses in that district. Being bound- 

' ed on the N.V7. and S.E. by these two faults the valley of the 

Liau-ho may be regarded as a graben. (c) A third fault runs 

along the eastern foot of the Chang-pei mountain and follows 

the course of the river Ya-lu. Southwestward, it appears to 

bend, until finally meet the prolongation of the ilukden Kirin 

line at a place in northern Shan-tung, where there is an 

intense development of volcanic rocks. The disturbance of 

strata observed along the S.W. corner of Liau-tung peninsula 

tends to confirm this view. (d) Between the Ya-lu fault and 

the Mukden-Kirin fault lies the horst of the Liau-tung penin 

sula. This horst is folded or warped along axes trending F-^ :
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The Tun range and its parallel granitic ridges in the north of 

Liau-tung, and the range of Shang-pai in southern Liau-tung 

are regarded by Cholnoky as examples of this group of folding. 

He further remarks that the Little Khingan with its general

E-W trend may be referred to the same group.
^

In the valley of the river Hsi, F.A.Moller observed fold 

ed coal bearing series of Tertiary age striking N E - S W. 

The folds are generally gentle and undulatory; but occasion-
*

ally, they are as acute as to produce dips varying from 70° to 

80°. vrher denudation has gone to an advanced stage, the coal 

seams crop out at the top of the ridgees. But in the majority 

of cases the lower coal bearing series is covered by the upper
•

barren sandstone. The undulation of the beds follows, to a 

great extent, the present surface feature of the valley. 

The age of the deformations and dislocations The E N E 

and the \V N W strikes exhibited by the ancient gneiss and 

schists appear to represent the oldest discernible group of 

deformation in this region. It has been frequently mentioned 

by Richthofen and others that the Cambrian strata in the Liau- 

tung province lie unconformably upon the pre-Cambrian gneiss 

and schistso The former are clearly not involved in the extreme 

deformation suffered by the gneissic and schistose group. 

Therefore the earth movement or movements which impressed the E 

N E and the K N W strikes on the ancient formations must have
^

taken place in pre-Cambrian time. Subsequent disturbances 

acting in E M E and N N W directions possibly exaggerated the 

pre-Cambrian trends. The faults delineated by Cholnoky have
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played important parts in determining the present relief of 

southern Manchuria. Hence they are likely to be of recent 

age. Along the lines of fracture we find masses of young 

volcanic rocks which are comparable in composition and in 

type with those found in southern Mongolia and along the 

Khingan flexure • We have already determined the age of the 

Khingan flexure to be ? Miocene. Through the link.(a weak 

one)of the similar occurrence of the volcanic rocks we may 

also tentatively assign ? Miocene age to these faults. 

Holler ! s observation in the Hsi-ho valley clearly shows 

that earth movement must have occurred in the valley either 

in the later part of the Tertiary period or in post Tertiary 

timeo Judging from the fact that the undulation of the sur 

face of the ground largely follows the anticlines and syn- 

clines, it is evident that denudation has not gone on to any 

extent since the folding had taken place; and therefore the 

movement was probably a recent event.

Nan-shan ranges _and_ ._their .eastern jpr elongation * 

With regard to the structure of these important ranges, 

we have at present very few reliable data. The facts that

have been made known are briefly indicated as follows:-
y\ __ 

According to Obrutchov the trend of the Alexander 111

range, (see physiography p ^L^ ) the Suess mountain, and the 

valley of the Su-lei-che does not follow the strike of the 

rocks. Consequently the coal bearing sandstone series of ? 

Mesozoic age is exposed in a series of troughs between the 

crests of older rocks on the main chain of the Alexander
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rangeo Along the valley of the Su-lei-che, on the northern 

flank of the Suess mountain, Obrutchov observed a large syn 

cline formed by a thick series of strata which he calls "post 

carboniferous series" (see section Iso>,2_) following both the 

northern and southern limb of the syncline are found coal 

bearing formation to which he assigns carboniferous age* The 

so-called carboniferous deposits are again unconformably 

followed (underlain?) on both sides of the large syricline by 

altered "Devonian" rocks which consist of green and red 

slates with intercalated limestone layers. On the southern 

side of the central syncline, the "Devonian" strata themselves 

are folded in a compressed anticline with its axial plane 

turned toward the south.

A greater part of the Alexander 111 range between the 

valley of the middle Su-lei-tschwan and that of the To-lai- 

chun is occupied by massive variegated sandstone and shale to

which Obrutchov assigns "upper carboniferous age" These
t

"upper carboniferous strata" are sharply folded on the north 

ern flank of the range, but less so on the southern flank of 

the same range. Strata of pre-carboniferous age are also indi 

cated on Obrutchov rs section (see sectionh#4.) They occur 

in a highly compressed manner along the lower part of the 

northern flank of the Alexander 111 range.

Along the northern flank of the Richthofen mountain, the 

northernmost one of the Nan-shan ranges, Obrutchov observed 

(see section MO) a granite zone along the lower part of the 

slope, which is followed upwards by coal bearing series of



"carboniferous" age, and the green and red slcates with inter 

calated sandstone of "Devonian" age. These strata dip almost 

vertically. Travelling toward the top of the main chain of 

the Richthofen mountain the same author observed compressed 

strata of ? Mesozoic, and "Silurian" age standing on their 

ends. In the valley of the Si-ning-ho, near the S.E. termin 

ation of the south Ku-ku-nor range, Obrutchov noted an exten 

sive flat sheet of Gobi deposits resting upon the steep 

"Archean strata" which form the Ku-ku-nor range. The inclin 

ation of the "Archean strata" is often as steep as 70 to 80° 

In the valley of Bei-yein-kou the extensive Gobi-series 

strikes E-W.

The structure of the "lan-shan ranges is highly complex. 

Though each range is a morphological unit, it possesses no 

tectonic independence. Broadly speaking, the folded strata 

forming the northern ranges show some tendency of overfold- 

ing towards the north, while the rest of the folds a-n-near to 

point southward. Thrusts and faults are relatively rare as 

far as we know.

Along the foothills of the southeastern Nan-shan ranges 

K.Futterer has made the folio-Ting observations: Between Kan- 

chou and Lian-chou, the "Jurassic" and "carboniferous" coal 

measures are exposed at three localities Shan-tan-hsien, 

Sin-ho-yi and at the south of Hsia-kou-yi. The exposure of 

coal seams in these localities is probably due to folding. 

The productive measures are quickly buried by clay and loess 

towards IT. r| ., E., and S.E. Between Ku-lang-hsien and Chiu- 

chao-yi the "Qua*ternary" sandstone strikes E 10 :; and dips
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55S. To the south of the Ping-fan-hsien and the north of 

Thung-yuan-yi, in the neighbourhood of a pass, soft shaly 

sandstone and conglomeratic strata strike E 15 S dip 23S. On 

the northern side of the pass the strike of the same strata 

changes to E 10 N and they dip 60S. The coal bearing series

exposed near the valley of the Ta-thung-ho strikes E 20 S dip
at 

15°N. At the north of Ping-Kou-yi anc^ many places above the

Si-iiing-ho the "Quaternary formation11 of red sandstones and 

shales strikes E 35 N to E 30 N, Near Ping-tsou-yi, S.E. of 

Si-ning-fu, and at many localities in the neighbourhood of 

long. 100° E. latitude 35° 25* N, the "Qua*ternary formation* 

strikes E.15 S. and the strata are thrown into wavy foldso In 

the east of Yei-tien, north of liin-chou, the " Quaternary 

formation" which consists of marly, sandy,and conglomeratic 

beds, strike from E 30 S to E 5 S. Between Kiu-tien and 

Yei-tien, bedded green-grey quartzite striking E 20 to 15S, 

and two series of limestone strata forming a single hill but 

differing in dip are exposed.

From these observations and others recorded in Futterer f s 

work 1f Durch Asien", we gather that, in the neighbourhood of 

Ku-lang-hsien, northern Kan-su, the strike of the so-called 

Quarternary strata follows the trend of the eastern prolong 

ation of the Nan-shan ranges, which bends towards east and 

northeast, (see p 14 ) Prom the S.E. of Si-ning-fu towards 

southern Kan-su, the same "Quaternary strata" strike E 15 

to 5 N. Evidently, from the latitude of Si-ning-fu or its 

neighbourhood towards the south, the axes of the folds of the



w Quaternary strata" agree with the general trend of the 

mighty Tsing-ling range.

Having gathered a few disconnected facts o£tt4n*MMF4«BiB0 

bearing on the structure of the Nan-shan ranges and their 

southeastern foothills, we may proceed to note some princi 

pal tectonic features of the Ala-shan range standing on the 

western margin of the Shen-kan plateau. This range terminates 

on the south in a broad range of moderate height, the Ye-tou- 

shan, which is traversed on the southern part by fractures 

running in E-W direction. Obrutchov regards this height as 

a horst. The strike of the ancient rocks that forms the 

Ala-shan range does not coincide with the trend of the range 

in a greaterpart of its western portion: The rocks strike 

N N E while the orographic axis of the range, more or less 

follows the course of the Hwang-ho, viz. it bends from N N E 

to E N E as it proceeds northeastward. Deep ravines and 

canons aa^e cut across the mountain in a direction correspond 

ing to the strike of the rocks but oblique to the orographic 

axis. ' It has been already pointed out by Loczy, Suess, Obrut 

chov, that the ranges bordering the Ifwang-ho are in some way 

related to the southeastern termination of the ITan-shan ranges.
«

To this important suggestion the writer ventures to add the 

following remark: If we produce the axial lines of the Grill 

of Peking and the Charanarinula range in southern Mongolia to 

the S.W. and those of the Nan-shan ranges towards the S.E., 

we would find them meeting in about longitude 107°E. (nearly 

the longitude of Pin-1iang-fu) Thus we get an imaginary arc .



formed by produced chains. This arc shows a similar rude 

parallelism to the amphitheater of Irkutsuk which is believed 

by Sueea to be the innermost one of the concentric arcs char 

acterizing the structure of Eastern Asia.

The dates of the deformations The available data are in 

sufficient to enable us to deduce the dates of the deformations 

hence it is not attempted here. We may note however, with cer 

tainty, that folding in very recent geological time affecting

the so-call Quaternary deposits, ha s taken place. Suess
14% makes a similar comment.

The Shen-kan block.

The surface of the Sheii-kan plateau is largely covered by 

the Hwang-tu or loess. Only here and there isolated hills 

composed of ancient limestone or other rocks pierce through 

the extensive sheets of superficial deposits. Although its 

structure is hidden, for the greatest part, from sight, we 

have reason to believe that deformation and dislocation of 

great magnitude have not taken place in this area since a very 

early period of geological history. The principal reasons are 

(1) the surface feature is essentially even. Mountains in the' 

shape of dissected chains are only known in the northwestern 

corner of Ordos. (2) The general structure of the region

lying to the east of it is simple, strata of Cambrian age
withou inclination.

often lies flat or /only gentle iraoi-iftfcd-.- We have already

inferred that the northern border of the plateau is probably
the

bounded by large normal fault, whil e /southern limit of the

area appears to pass into the zone of intense folding of the 
Tsing 
/flwa-ling range by relatively insignificant folds. Broadly



speaking, the plateau is a rectangular block fractured on its
& k-eJw^

northern end/thrown down against the Mongolian border,but un 

broken on the southern -oart. It is not surprising if we dis 

cover that the western and the earlier limbs of the great bend 

of the Hwang-ho have taken advantage of two lines of great 

fracture. The constrained bending of the mountain ranges 

lying to the north of the Hwang-ho may be looked upon as waves 

of parallel folds coming from the N.VJ. and being arrested or 

deflected by this stubborn block.

The last statement would incidentally put the date of 

faulting on the northern border of the Shen-kan plateau 

previous to that of the folding which has built the ranges-(at 

least some of them) on the southern edge of the Mongolian 

plateau. However one is hardly justified to do more than to 

put forward this idea in the absence of further evidence.

S. W. Chi -11 .and Shan- s!_•

Valuable accounts of the structure of these regions have 

been given by Obrutchov, Richthofen,Bailey Vrillis, Blackwelder, 

and others* The observations made, and the inferences drawn 

by Bailey IVillis and Blackwelder seem to be particularly import. 

ant» They spent a great part of their time in these regions 

during their research in China, and also they had the oppor 

tunity to review the early publications contributed by 

Obrutchov and Richthofen. For these reasons, the following 

information is largely drawn from the "Research in China" 

(vol. T part T)

In the Wu-tai district, II.E. Shan-si, V/illis and Blauk- 
welder distinguish at least four groups of rocks from



structural point of view. They are described below from the 

oldest to the youngest.

(a) The highly metamorphosed Tai-shan complex exhibits banded 

structure. The banding and jointing of this ancient group of^ 

rocks frequently approaches horizontality, mimicking the 

stratification of ordinary sedimentary rocks. Sharp contortion 

in small scale is the principal feature of the Tai-shan complex 

in this district as in other places where the fundamental group 

is exposed.

(b) Along Mie southeastern flank of the Wu~tai-shan, 

(section ) genei?aM-y rocks of the Wu-tai formation dip to 

wards N.W. at angles generally varying from 70° to 80 , but 

occasionally as low as 30 • Repetition of beds in the sequence 

shows the probable existence of thrust planes; and the occur 

rence of a series of similar beds on both sides of certain 

strata, in reversed order, etc have led Vrillis to interprete 

the structure to be a closed syncline. (see p ) He 

also thinks that the Wu-tai formation occurs along the south 

eastern flank of the Wu-tai-shan in imbricated or Schuppen 

structure ,, "of which the southeastern element, the Shi-tsui 

series, includes the oldest strata and in which each element 

towards the northwest takes in higher and higher strata".

(c) In the southwestern VJu-tai district the uppermost 

series of the pre-Sinisian rocks, the Hu-to series occurs in 

many minor folds, usually of a somewhat open character. The 

pitch of these folds is toward the southwest, rillis thinks 

that these folds lie in a broad synclinorium, and in accordance 

with this general interpretation of structure he regards the



argillaceous group of the Huto rocks exposed towards the north* 

eastern margin of the inferred synclinorium as lower series; 

and the calcareous group exposed in the central and south 

west ernpart as the upper series of the Hu-to formation*

(d) The palaeozioc group and the younger formations 

occurring in the Wu-tai district generally form broad shallow 

synclines which are barely deep enough to retain small iso 

lated patches of the coal bearing series of ? permo-carbonif 

erous age. (Tien-hua, Yua-tou, Chung-hua) Associated with the 

synclines are sharp anticlinal folds. They are sometimes so 

sharp that strata of insignificant thickness are pinched up in 

the shape of a keel. (S.E. of Shi-pan-kou, E, of Tou-tsun). 

Overfolding and thrusting suffered by the Ki-chou limestone or 

Sinisian limestone are also known in the hills of Tou-tsen, in 

the canon of the Sing-ho, S.E. of Wu-tai-hsien, and elsewhere 

in the Wu-tai district*

The mountain Ki-chou-shan, southeast of the Hin-chou basin 

exhibits highly complicated structure. The lower strata of the 

Sinisian formation stand almost vertical or even overturned in 

the northern foothills of the mountain. They are repeatedly 

overthrust from the north, sometimes by the Hu-to rocks and 

sometimes by the pre-Sinisian granite, and on the southeast are 

succeeded by overlying limestones, (the Ki-chou limestone) in 

a sharp compressed syncline. To the southeast of the crest of 

the mountain,anticlines and synclines involving coal bearing 

series, probably of permo-carboniferous age, occur. The trend 

of the flexures is more to the west of south than that of the 
wall-like front which forms the northwestern edge of Ki-chou-



shan. Consequently the outcrops of folded limestone strata 

arrange themselves en echelono The wall-like, and slightly 

convex front of the Ki-chou-slaan runs continously for a dis 

tance of 20 miles without prominent spurs. Its surface is 

gashed by ravines, but not yet deeply dissected. The surface 

of the front sometimes shows parallel grooves, which are taken 

as slickensides. These features have led Willis to believe 

that the steep front is a fault-plane. Through this Ki-chou

fault the folded and thrustaft strata which forms/ the Ki-chou->
shan, are cut off abruptly and lifted up at least, 5000 feet 

above the surface of the Hin-chou basin. Southwestward, the r 

Ki-chou range extends beyond Shi-ling, thence it sinks beneath 

the Hwang-tu plain.
K J-*~^V-»-€

Biroadly ^peaking ̂ the deformed Sinisian strata which form 

the greatest part of the Ki-chou range, lie on the southeastern 

side of a belt of pre-Sinisian formation. The latter is re 

garded by Willis as a large anticlinorium covering the area of 

the Wu-tai district, and extending southwestward probably many 

miles to the west of Feiui-chou-fu* More description about this 

hypothetical anticlinorium follows.

In attempting to gather the outstanding phyBiographical 

features of northern China (see p 1 2. ) I have already men 

tioned that a long watershed runs between the eastern limb 

of the great bend of the Hwang-ho and the Fen-ho. Between 

Yun-ning-chou (long 111° E. lat 37 30* N) and Wen-shiu-hsien 

(long 112°B lat 37° 30 f N) this watershed shows a somewhat 

steep border on its southeastern side and gives rise to a 

lofty range, locally known as Shi-hsia-shan. The trend of



/
this range is N by E according to YJillis. Both Y'illis and Rick 

thofen agree in stating that the main mass of the range is 

corrroosed of .Sinisian limestone; but their interpretation of
•*• *V^ •* x

structure are different. Qrr-argSormL Trf the apparently abrupt 

rising of the flat-topped plateau above the plain, Richthofen 

infers the existence of a normal fault running along the 

southeastern side of the Shi-hsia-shan. The same author be 

lieves that this inferred fault is continued towards the south

by the Ngo-shan fault bordering the west of the Feu-ho valley.
/*7

Will!s, on the other hand,observed step-like folding of the

Sinisian strata exhibited at the front of the Shi-hsia-shan, 

the beds being alternately nearly vertical and nearly hori 

zontal. He regards the structure of the Shi-hsia-shan and 

its N by E extension as a large anticlinorium which is struc 

turally connected with the Y!u-tai anticlinorium already re 

ferred to. As corroberation of his hypothesis* A
^ 
Y rillis relies on the reported occurrence of gneiss and granite

of pre-Sinisian type to the west of Fen-chou-fu, and the north 

westerly dip of the Sinisian strata observed near Yun-ning-chou 

by Obrutchov. The last-named author also regards the Sinisian 

formation occurring in the Shi-hsia-shan as a flat-topped

large anticline having a steeply inclined southeastern limb
70 

and relatively flat northwestern limb. According to Willis

this anticlinorium is probably one and the same fold which he 

is able to recognize at"the Wu-tai district further north 

east. Since in the Wu-tai district the anticlinorium is much 

broader than it is near Wen-shui-hsien, Willis infers that the 

axis of this gigantic fold probably pitches towards southwest.



From this interpretation of structure of Western Shan-si it- 

follows that the younger Shansian coal bearing series would be

principally found to the south of a zone at which the anticlin
JC,

orium of ASinisian strata begins to sink beneath the younger

coal bearing formation. Further, it has been observed by 

Willis and Blackwelder that the coal bearing series occurring 

in the area be tween the Fen-ho and the Hwang-ho is folded to 

such a degree that dips of 10° to 20° are common. From such 

observations Willis concludes: n ln general it seems probable 

that the structure of the so-called plateaus of Shan-si is 

marked by extensive folds having a north by east and south by 

west parallel arrangement" . These suggestions are evidently 

against the old idea held by Richthofen who discusses the

structure of Western Shan-si as plateau consisting of nearly
A.

horizontal coal -bearing strata.

These conflicting opinions cannot be left uncriticised 

in view of their important bearing upon the coal resources© 

of western Shan-si. Both Richthofen and Willis agree in 

delineating the structural lines (either flexure or fracture) 

of western Shan- si in a N by E —— S by W trend. But the 

strike of the rocks in the Wu-tai district involved in the 

hypothetical Wu-tai anticlinorium, is generally N E - S VI, 

i.e., it is more harmoniously related to the trend of the 

Grill of Peking than the tectonic axis of western Shan-si. 

Hence it seems to be unnatural to regard the Shi-hsia-shan 

range as the southwestern continuation of the Wu-tai 

anticlinorium. Again the writer cannot agree with Willis

in regarding the reported occurrence of gneiss and granite to



the west of Fen-chou-fu, and the observed northwesterly low 
the

gip of/Sinisian limestone near Yun-ning-chou as facts in favour 

of his hypothesis. For, the exposure of the ancient gneiss and 

granite, and the Sinisian strata can be easily brought about 

by normal faults as seen by V/illis himself on both sides of 

the -Fen-ho valley. His suggestion of the probable parallel 

folding seems to be, however, a valuable and important one* 

To harmonize the opinions expressed by Richthofen and Bailey 

Vrillis, we may, with reserve, regard western Shan-si as essen 

tially a plateau or plateaus traversed by parallel folds having 

N by E - S by W axial trend. Decisive conclusion can only be 

drawn after making a general survey of the region.

On both sides of the Fen-ho valley arcuate mountain ranges 

rise to great altitudes in wall-like manner. From the lati 

tude of Ling-shi-hsien (about 36° 50 ! N) to the headwaters of 

the Keu-ho, a tributary of the Fen-ho, a range called Ho-shan 

stands on the eastern side of the valley. The feature of its

steep front facing the valley, proves it to be a fault plane
>t/Tli 

with^ii /vdoubt. The length of this fault is approximately 50

miles- it runs almost strictly N-S with a downthrow of 8000 or 

10,000 feet to the v/est. Both ends -if this fault appear to

merge into unbroken flexures. On the western side of the Fen-
33 

ho valley runs the Ngo-shan fault in a IT N E direction with a

downthrow of 2000 feet to the east. Between this fault and 

the Ho-shan fault lies the rift valley or the graben of Fen-ho. 

The arcuate range Fong-huang-shan (see p 5 o ) , appears to be

the southwestern continuation of the Ho-shan range. Its curved
,, trends w the

front which faces/Fen-ho valley, /$* In the northern part',



io 
tf ®, but it gradually bends toward west. As- the

southeast of Pu-chou-fu the trend of the front is W by S. 

This steep wall is likewise a fault plane whith downthrow on 

the northern side. Immediately to the south of the Vrei-ho a

N - v;fault of great magnitude runs fft & &f #•$•&$$$& -en E by

by S. This fault forms the back wall of the Ta-hua-shan, with 

the downthrow.-to the north. Its western extremity may reach 

as far as the south of Si-au-fu. Thence the great system of 

fault amalgamates with the Tsing-ling flexure. It has been 

stated by TYillis and others that, the Ki-chou fault - — 

Ho-shan fault —— Fou-huang-shan fault —— Ta-hua-shan fault 

—— Tsing-ling flexure indicates a line of great fracture 

together with flexure and extends 450 miles from lat. 34 N. 

long. 108°E to lat. 38° 30* N. long. 113°E. Suess even 

believes that the fault and flexure marking the western border 

of the Fen-ho valley (The Ngo-shan and Shi-hsia-shan fault) 

extend northward as far as the plain of Ta-tung-fu. According 

to Suess* view the preservation of the Hesozoic coal bearing 

series in northern Shan-si is probably due to this line of 

great disturbance which throws down the coal bearing rocks on 

its western sideo

Eastern Shan-si, namely the region which I have called 

the Shan-si plateau (see p 2.^ ) is a true plateau standing" 

between the sunken areas on its western, eastern, and south 

eastern sides. On its western side it rises abruptly above 

the valley of the Fen-ho along the line of the Ho-shan and the 

Fon-huang-shan faults. On the southeastern and eastern side 

the edge of the plateau is likewise steep and shows Coulisse-



Ct
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like front with its convex side facing the plain of Flo-nan and 

the plain of S.E. Chi-li« Starting from the north of Hwai- 

king-fu f the front of the plateau runs in a E '.I E direction. 

TO the N.E. of VJei-hwei-fu it trends N.E. To the west of 

Chang-to-fu the trend of the front becomes N by E. Further 

north, its exact shape is unknown. According to Richthofen 

this plateau is crowned by coal bearing strata which either 

form very broad and shallow folds or lie inyA nearly horizontal 

attitude. These strata are apparently broken in successive 

steps with downthrow to the S*E. As indicated on Richthofen's 

map the steps appear to be more or less concentric to the curved 

southeastern edge of the plateau and converge towards the

southwestern corner of the region. Suess regards this height
}^{ 

as M a horst left in relief amid the broad sunken table land"

Throughout the whole area of Shan-si the structure is 

relatively simple. The flat stratification of the coal bear 

ing series, and the prevailing normal faults which preserve 

the palaeozoic as well as the Mesozoic coal seams, are the 

principal tectonic factors that have contributed to the

tremendous value of the coal fields in Shan-si.
the 

The dates of /deformation in S.W. Chi-li and Shan-si

The structure of the fundamental complex, being highly intri 

cate, and quite different to that of the later formations, was 

probably produced, to a large extent, in pre-Cambrian or even 

pre-Algonkian time. The inferred synclinal structure of the 

^u-tai formation forming the S.E. flank of the Yfu-tai-shan,

may also be due to an episode of pre-Cambrian earth movements, 
since it is apparently associated with the intrusion of the



augen gneias (see p 5^ ) of pre-Cambrian age. The folding 

and thrusting which affecc the Sinisian and the -oalaeo^oic 

coal-bearing series, evidently took place after the 

deposition of the affected coal bearing rocks. Foora the 

study of stratigraphy, we have reason to believe that the 

coal bearing series in N.E. Shan-si and S. rr . Chi-li is of 

permo-carboniferous age. Hence the folding must have 

occurred in post permo-carboniferous time. The folding, 

of course, may have taken place more than once in a more 

or less similar direction. Prom the general concordance 

of the coal bearing series with the Sinisian, it can be 

assumed with some confidence that folding of great intensity 

probably did not take place in S."r . Chi-li and Shan-si during 

Cambrian —— permo-carboniferous period. Last of all, we 

have the large faults with great throws to consider. Along 

the northwestern foot of the Ki-chou-shan, the Hi-chou 

fault cuts folds of Sinisian and the permo-carboniferous 

rocks in a direction oblique to the axes of the latter, 

indicating that the fault is younger than the folds. Moreover 

the young features of the steep front of the ranges tend to 

show the recent development of the faults. According to 

WiIlls' account, the fault scarps are so young that 

denudation has not gone on to any extent. If we may assume 

that the growth of the Fen-ho is consequent to the 

development of th e faults in question, we may make 

use of the conclusion flrawn by Willis from his



phyBiographical study in northern China to attempt a more 

exact determination of the age of the faults. Trrillis attrib 

utes the Fen-ho stage (see p 42. ) to the beginning of the 

Pleistocene time. From the above assumption it would follow 

that the date of the faulting is probably the end of the 

Pliocene or the beginning of the pleistocene. However, these 

are all debatable questions the writer does not intend to 

attach much importance to them at present.

The horst of Shan-tung.

Physiographically we have divided the province of Shan 

tung into three areas. The western area with its irregular 

parallel mountain ranges is separated from the eastern pen 

insula by the central depression. Along the western border 

of the central depressed area the river V/ei-ho flows from 

south to north. On the eastern side of the river the pre 

vailing rock is gneiss and schist of pre-Sinisian age, as 

mapped by Richthofen; while on the western side of it, the 

Sinisian group crops out nearly all along the course of the 

river. The transition from the pre-Sinisian area to the 

Sinisian area is apparently sharp. \7e may consider these facts 

as sufficient to warrant the inference drawn by Richthofen and 

Lorenz who regard the river Wei-ho as flowing on a line of

great fractures throwing western Shan-tung down against the
ifco 

eastern peninsula. The same view is held by Suess.

As to the structure of the eastern part of the provinces, 

there are few data available. According to Richthofen the hill 

of Tong-tschou-fu, N.W. of Che-foo, and the Hsiau-tschu-shan,



Ta-tschu-shan, S.VT. Of Ching-tau are composed of crystalline 

schists and gneiss. They show a N W - S E trend. On the same 

authors map of eastern Shantung, to the east of ^ei-ho fault, 

belts of "Sinich" formation with a general IT E - S W trend 

are indicated.

The structure of western Shan-tung, namely the area 

lying to the rrest of the TVei-ho fault, is much better under 

stood. In this area three principal tectonic features are 

recognizable ——— (a) Thegeneral northwesterly strike of the 

fundamental complex. (b) The general gentle inclination of 

all the sedimentary rocks younger than the pre-Sinisian, and 

the absence of notable difference of slip among the younger 

strata themselves. (c) Numerous normal faults of varying
i

magnitude.

(a) The shearing suffered by the fundamental complex is

intense; sharp contortion and complete re-cyystallization are
A

also the common features in it. Nevertheless planes of schist- 

osity are in many cases discernible. The following actual

observations wilr ruff ice to show its general northwesterly
A

strike

At Chang-hia district. 1 mile N.W. of Chang-hia, the
gneiss strike N 10 nr dip SO \V.

At Tai-shan district. In the ravine below Heavens
South Gate, gneiss and schists 
strike N 24 W dip vertical.

At Sin-tai district. The north of T sin- lung- shan the
pre-Sinisian rocks strike
N 40 W dip 70 - 80 S ^r .

o*ia ar e jaetde- by. v/i 1 1 is .



//

(b) In the Chang-hia district, Richthofen first observed

the dipping of the Sinieian strata 'gefitly towards N W.
A 

Killis 1 observation confirms this fact; but he interprets the
/

structure of the Sinisian strata in this district as a broad
m

anticline, theyaxis of which almost coincides with the high-
f

way, i.e., striking N.W. and pitching toward N.V.r . Local fold 

ing of the Han-to formation and the upper Sinisian beds are
/

also observed by Willis, but they do not appear to be of

general importance. Willis regards them as partial yielding
/

of a great strut of Sinisian strata when they were subjected
./

to compression. Apart from these instances the Sinisian and 

the overlying series are evenly bedded with northerly dips of
i

15° to 20° degrees.

(c) By for the most important tectonic feature of western
/

Shan-tfimg are the normal faults. It has been discussed by
/

Lorenz that the river Yi-ho is probably running along a line 

of great fault parallel to the Wei-ho fault, and the parallel

mountain ranges lying to the west of the Yi-ho f (see p3>2. )
/ 

owe their origin to normal faults. Lorenz's view is to a

large extent in accordance with Richthofen's and V'illis'
/

observations. The latter recognizes three sets of faults in
i

the Sin-tai district more or less cutting across one another. 

Those which trend N W generally throw the Sinisian and its 

overlying strata down on their southwestern side; those which
i

trend N S, as a rule, throw the Sinisian etc down on their

eastern aide but one exception is reported to occur, i.e.,

the Hwa-shan fault which throws the Sinisian down on its



western side; the third set nearly runein a E - W direction* 

The following are the more important ones:

1* The great fault followed "by the wen-ho valley has a length 

of 75 miles according to Richthofen. The amount of downthrow 

on its southwestern side is estimated at 8,000 to 20,000 feet 

2. A series of faults pass Mei-yu-shan, Po-shan and cross the 

Wen-no valley: having a length of more than 100 miles and run 

ning in a general N.S.direction.

5. Kiu-lung-shan fault runs in a direction N 80° E for more 

than 8 miles, with downthrow of 1,000 to 4,000 feet to the 

north. The Kiu-lung range is on the upthrust side. 

These faults are of utmost importance for preserving the coal 

bearing series both of Permo-carboniferous and Jurassic age 

in Shan-tung. The Sinisian and its overlying series dip 

persistently towards the north. If they were not broken we 

would find the outcrops of the younger strata succeeding the 

older ones from the south to the north strictly in accordance 

to the order of their age, and the coal bearing series of the 

same age would be only exposed in a single belt. To the south 

of such a belt the coal bearing series and its overlying strata 

would have been denuded away. But the large normal faults 

running more or less along the strike of the gently inclined 

strata have repeatedly brought down the coal bearing series 

against the older groups, and thus the former has been pre 

served down to the present day. The coal fields of Po-shan,
* 

Yen-chuang, Lui-wu, etc. afford splendid examples, (see section



"

In view of the facts briefly indicated above, it seems to 

be justifiable to regard this tectonically independent region 

as a horst, —— a shattered horst, in spite of our uncertain 

knowledge about the structure of the transitional zone 

by which the protruding mass of Shan-tung is separated from 

Jhe surrounding depressed plainso

The dates of the deformations The N W - S E strike, and 

the steep inclination of the plane of schistosity exhibited

by the fundamental gneiss and schists are not imparted "by the 

Sinisian and post Sinisian strata* Therefore it is certain 

that the compression which acts in N E - S W direction and 

which presumably impressed a N W - S E strike on the funda 

mental mass, took place in pre-Sinisian time. In sharp con 

trast, the pre-»Sinisian group is overlain by gently inclined 

Sinisian beds and the younger series. The latter have a gen 

eral N E - S W strike according to Lorenz, while r.f illis infers 

that they strike N W in the Sin-tai district. Owing to the 

gentle and very broad folding of the Sinisian and the post 

Sinisian strata, notable discordance of bedding between them 

has not been observed; and hence the absence of violent oro- 

genic movement in Shan-tung since Cambrian time is inferred. 

The faults affect carboniferous rocks and also the permian 

volcanic series. This stratigraphical evidence decisively 

proves the date or dates of the faulting to be post Permain* 

On this question Suess writes:, "The fractures in western

Shaii-tung are in part, at least, of pre-carbonif erous age
ifcl 

as is shown by the transgressive bedding". Suess does not

give any actual examples of such transgressive bedding as



mentioned by him., nor can the writer find any description 

about that kind of structure in Shan-tung given by other geo-

logistso
the

From physiographical point of view, Willis compares/ma 

ture erosion of the heights of Shan-tung with the faulted 

Basin range of America. The latter are eroded to a less 

advanced stage; and since the major faulting in the great 

Basin region is attributed to the Pliocene time, •"'illis 

argues that the faulting in Shan-tung accompanied as it is by 

a more matured type of scenery may have been completed before 

Middle Tertiary time.

The _T_sling-ling range.

The observations of different travellers across differ-
•V .A.

ent parts of this central watershed of China have shown that 

this morphological unit is by no means tectonically homo 

logous along its length^ nor is it symetrical on both flanks

in a single transverse section. The Ts^ing-ling range is
composed

therefore a complicated system/of deformed strata. The trend 

of its orographic axis is generally IV by N - E by S; but the 

strike of the strata which form the range do not necessarily 

agree with the trend of the present heights. The structure

of the Northern flank of -the range is, as a rule, relat-
is 

ively simple: Monoclinal flexure/probably accompanied by

normal faults and minor folds of swelling-up nature which 

Suess calls Back-folds (Ruckfaltungen). At the northern 

foot of the ranges to the north of the TVei-ho (not the 1TT ei- 

ho in Shan-tung) valley the strata are broken in blocks and



lying essentially flat. On the other hand the southern flank 

of the range, particularly along the middle part of its 

course, conditions are entirely different: Crowded folds 

being overturned towards the south appear at first, which 

are continued by more gentle ones further south. Looking at 

these folds as a whole, and following them from south to 

north, they strongly remind us of a series of waves coming 

from an open ocean and being arrested by a long stretch of 

head-land.

A ̂ David, Loczy, Obrutchov, Richthofen, Willis have 

travelled across this range along different routes and made 

valuable observations with regard to its structure. The 

following paragraphs are the abstract of the description 

given by these geologists:

(a) Western Ts*ing-ling. Loczy and Obrutchov 

crossed western Tsfing-ling-shan from "Hoj-shien" (Hwei- 

hsien), southern Kan-sti to "Quan-juon-shi en" (Kwang-yuan- 

hsien) northern Su-chuan. Their route lies in the neigh^- 

bourhood of longitude 106°E. In journeying from the Lo-jan- 

shien (Lio-yang-hsien) to Tschau-tjen, Loczy observed the 

occurrence of crystalline schists, gneiss, phyllitis, and 

crystalline limestone, which lie in isoclinal folds ,(see 

section No 2.7) and are intruded by large bodies of diorite. 

He distinguishes the schists from the underlying gneiss, 

though they are folded together. Metamorphosed palaeozoic 

and fossiliferous Devonian and carboniferous are also men 

tioned by him occurring in the VP6&& localities near the

gneiss district; Southward, beyond the broad zone of granite 
near " Jam-pa-quan" ̂ Jie recognizes two anticlines of



crystalline schist with a syncline of less raetamorpohosed 

strata lying between them. Along this section of the range 

both Obrutchov and Loczy agree in describing the structure 

as that of close folding, involving overthrusts. From Tshau-

tjen to Kwang-yuan-hsien, Richthofen observed overfolding
of 

with its axial plane turned towards south, and thrusting/the

Silurian strata upon younger series, (see section N^3 1 )

Richthofen crossed the TsMng-ling range from Pau-ki- 

hsien, to Pau-tshong-hsien, • His route lies Just to the 

east of longitude 107E, and about 45 miles east of Loczy ? s 

mentioned above. Starting from the V.T ei-ho valley Richthofen

noted (see section KJO.Z-^) a wide zone of granite, and in
occurs

association with it here and there/mica gneiss which merges 

into hornblende and chlorite gneiss. This gneiss is every 

where penetrated by the granite. South of the Twi-tszi-shan 

this granitic..and gneissic zone is followed southward by 

uniform chlorite schist, the Wu-tai formation, which

constantly strikes W 12 N — E 12 S in accordance with the
o o orographic axis of the range, and dips 50 to 70 S.

Succeeding the Wu-tai schist southward, is a zone of folded

middle palaeozoic and carboniferous formations extending as
1 H. 

far as Liu-pa-ting where Richthofen met a" granitic mass.

This folded zone is still striking W 12 N - E 12 S. Further 

south follows a belt of micaceous gneiss frequently inter-
WWv

calated fct ^crystalline limestone. These beds are intensely 

folded, and strike N.E.

(b) Central Tsiing-ling Bailey VJiliis crossed the

central part of the TsMng-ling from Chou-chi-hsien, to



Shi-tsuan-hsien i ^ lovigifude 108° £0 f E. Their route lies 

about 80 miles east of Richthofen 1 s, already described. In 

approaching the Tsing-ling-shan, from the VJeJi-ho valley in
V^jbw^^^

longtitude 108° 15 f they did not find the granite as s*fwmA by 

Richthofen, but observed the occurrence of chlorite schist 

together with thin beds of quartzite and siliceous marble* 

These rocks dip towards north at first, but they soon assume 

a steep southerly dip which is continued southward for 5.5 

miles. The strike of the rocks vary from E_W to E 10 S 

while the 1rend of the orographic axis is about E 15 N. 

At Liu-ye-ho, the schist group is succeeded by white quartz 

ite and massive grey limestone folded in a syncline.

(c) Eastern Tsing-ling Loczy crossed the eastern
to the Wei valley

Tsing-ling range from the Han vallej^ along the high way 

connecting the two valleys between longitude 112° and long 

itude 109°E. Travelling northward he first found Hesozoic
«

rocks lying in basins in the vicinity of the "Sie-ho, (Siau-

ho). Between the basins unaltered palaeozoic strata crop out.
a 

Further north he observed/M submetamorphic palaeozoic series"

of graphitic schists, pyritiferous quartzite; yellow dolomite, 

which were also observed by Willis ! party elsewhere in the 

valley of the Han, and to which they assign palaeozoic and

carboniferous age. These metamorphic palaeozoic strata are
"^•wvC

followed .by a broad^of biotite schist, gneiss, granular lime 

stone etc intruded by massive diorite. These rocks are un-

conformably overlain by soft sandstone and conglomerate of
W 

"Jurassic" age. Northward ̂ follows a narrow belt of the



palaeozoic metamorphic strata which again is succeeded by 

a broad zone of the monotonous mica schist gneiss etc with 

abundant intrusions. Here begins the main range of the 

eastern Tsing-ling which consists of "Archean Schists" 

and large intrusions of granite. These rocks are exposed in 

a zone, the trend of which corresponds to the strike of the 

Fu-niu-shan. [tu. sr

The Ta-pa-shan branch of the Tsing-ling-shan. The 

eastern prolongation of the Ta-pa-shan is also known as Kiu- 

lung shan WiHis and Blackwelder travelled in a southerly

' -^"

direction across this branch of the Tsing-ling-shan from near 

Chon-pin-hsien, the northwestern corner of Hupeh, to the 

gorge district of the Yang-tze. They recognised three zones 

of folding, each of them is nearly parallel to the orographic 

axis of the range, i.e. S.E. by E. On the north, a zone of 

intensely folded, badly shattered, and highly altered or even 

Schistose rocks, forms the central ridge of the range, the 

folds are overturned towards the south. Following this zone 

southward, they found a second zone, in which, although



intense folding is observable, no notable traces of dynamic 

Metamorphism was detected. Further south a third zone 

appears, which is characterized by relatively less crowded 

folds. Willis describes this third zone as a large synclin- 

orium with minor folds which give rise to local heights. The 

southern boundary of the third zone was not observed by ^illis. 

Judging from the general structure of N.E.Su-chuan and N. 1rr . 

Hupeh, the writer thinks that there would be an insensible 

transition from these folds to the folds occurring at the 

north of Wan-hsien, the northeastern corner of the Red basin 

of Su-chuan. Willis compares the general structure of the Ta- 

pa-shan with that of the Appalachian chain where the American 

geologists are able to recognize three zones similar to those 

indicated above.

K.Vogelsang travelled across the Kiu-lung-shan backward 

and forward along two different routes: one lies in eastern 

Su-chuan and the other lies in western Hupeh. His observations

structure of this mountain, essentially

agree with Willis. He noted that the general orographic axis 

of the range runs E S E; while the strikes of the "older rocks" 

are, in most cases, N E: The young red sandstone formation

which lies above all the highly folded rocks in this region,
/5"i

generally strikes N-S and E-W with gentle inclinations.

From these accounts we note that the structure of the r .»•:.. . c 

mighty Ts*ing-ling range is not so simple as indicated on 

Richthofen's map. (see p 

The dates of the deformations Folding in various directions

in flifferent parts of the Tsling-ling range, affecting the
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?
older formations, presumably indicates that deformation took

A
place at different geological time before the present Tsing-p *" - -i^
ling range^begs^n to grow. In the western Tsing-ling Rich- 

thofen mentions that the Tlicaceous gneiss and limestone forming 

the southern part of the range strike N.E. i.e., parallel to 

the prevailing trend of the rocks in N.E.China and elsewhere. 

This strike is sharply distinguished from the E 1? S trend of 

the YTu-tai formation etc which form the northern part of the 

range in the same longitude. The presumption is strong that 

the northern belt of the western portion of the range con 

sisting of the Wu-tai formation was folded in a southeasterly
the 

trend which is/prevalent strike of the pre-Cambrian rocks in

Shan-tung, Manchuria, Southern Mongolia, the Nan-shan ranges, 

and even in the ranges near the Lake Baikal in Siberia where 

Obrutchov determined the strike of the ancient gneiss to be 

S.E. The fact that the pre-Cambrian formation in the northern 

part of the Tsing-ling range strikes more to the east than the 

general strike of the corresponding formations in other parts 

of N.E.Asia, may by accounted for by the necessary re-adjust 

ment of strike resulting from the subsequent intense folding 

which gave rise to the present Tsing-ling range. If we regard 

the S.E.strike of the ancient folds and the more or less E-1Y 

strike due to the later folds as two compnnents, we shoul-"1 get 

the resultant strike something like E 12 S, as it is actually 

observed in the northern part of the wastern Tsing-ling.

A'Jguing in this way, we are able to recognize at least-: 

three sets of folding in the Tsing-ling-shan. (a) E by S



folds probably of pre-Cambrian age* (b) N.E.folds, probably 

of post carboniferous age, since they are harmoniously related 

to the prevailing trend in N.E.China. (c) More or less E - r7 

folding which has been responsible for the growth of the pre-. 

sent Tsing-ling range. Willis says that he has found a series 

of unaltered red sandstone resting upon the altered Kusi-chou 

series in the Tsing-ling-shan. He tentatively correlates this 

red sandstone with the Jurassic sandstone in the Red basin of 

Su-chuan, but for this correlation he is unable to produce any 

palaeontoligical evidance; and through this -orrelation he 

determines that the Tsing-ling folding is probably a pre-Jur- 

assic episode. Since the Haei-chou series to which he assigns 

Triassic age, is involved in Lthe folding, he determines the 

age of the Tsing-ling folding as post Triassic. . For the older 

limit we may agree with Willis on account of stratigraphical 

and palaeontological evidence which proves the early ! T esozoic 

age of his Kuei-chou series (see p 2,x-t). But for the younger 

limit, the writer cannot readily agree with him; for the soft 

red sandstone might be of any age. younger than Triassic for 

all we knowo

From the stratigraphical study in the district adjoining 

the Tsing-ling-shan, we have reason to believe that the date of 

the Tsing-ling upheaval may not be as old as Mesozoic. In a 

number of localities in Shen-si, Ho-nan, Hupeh etc, Pliocene 

fossils occur in soft red sandstone often accompanied by con 

glomerate. These fossilferous sandstones are either lying flat. 

or slightly tilted. Regarding such sandy coarse material as 

products resulting from vigorous erosion, we must postulate an



episode of earth movement of great magnitude immediately before 

the deposition of the essentially flat-lying sandstones. Lith- 

ologically the soft red sandstone occurring in the Tsing-ling- 

shan as mentioned by Willis is not unlike the fossiliferous sand 

stone occurring in the regions adjoining the great range. Thus 

the writer is led to believe that all the red sandstones refer 

red to Slfcav-fc were probably contemporaneous sediments formed 

after a period of orogenic movement ——— the Tsing-ling fold.- 

ing* Since the red sandstones are of Pliocene age, the move 

ment must have taken place either in the later part of the 

1'iocene or the early part of the Pliocene time* This inference

is strengthened by the demonstrable Post Eocene age of the
tel 

overwhelming Himalay^'an movement. It is difficult to .imagine

that the grsat Tsing-ling range which runs along the northern 

border of the Tibetan plateau, and is parallel to the Himalaya 

ranges,was not effected by the same movement.

The _Bed Basin of Su-chuan.

If we were to seek for a good example in China to 

illustrate the close relation existing between the surface 

feature of a region and the structure of the underlying strata, 

we cannot, perhaps, find a better place than the Red Basin of 

Su-chuan. In connection with physiographioal description, it 

has already been stated that the flat Red Basin is ribbed by 

parallel ridges, which generally trend N.E. and become more 

crowded towards the north eastern part of the basino Struc 

turally, we find these ridges correspond to more or less



denuded anticlines. Although the detailed structure of each « 

anticline is somewhat varied from one ridge to another or 

even from one part of a ridge to another part of the same, never 

theless the general disposition of the strata is essentially 

alike. The lowest formation exposed in the anticlines is be 

lieved to be of Triassic age, anfl the uppermost formation is a 

red sandstone. Apparently, they are all involved in the folds. 

The folds are as a rule moderately sharp; locally even miniature 

Alpine structure as well as overthrusting is developed. The 

lowest beds are folded to the highest degree. The change of 

dip from the lower strata to the higher ones is gradual, and 

the strikes of all the strata are the same in a single section. 

Therefore, in spite of the marked difference of dips bewteen 

the upper and lower formations, discordance of stratification 

has not been observed along the slopes of the ridges. The 

upper sandstone series lies horizontal in the synclines, and 

rarely attains a dip more than 15° on the flanks of the anti 

clines. The lower sandstone series often dips at angles more 

than 50° while the lowest strata——itpjMMH*fftffcftft, dip at angles 

of 60° or moreo

In the southern part of the basin the axial trend of the 

anticlinal folds is N N E. Towards the north, they bend round 

in the shape of arcs with their convex sides facing N. VT . At 

the north of Wan-hsien lat 31° 20' N, long. 108° 30* E^the 

average distance between the neighbouring anticlinal axes is 

much smaller than it is in the southern part of the basin* 

From the north of v,ran-hsien the strike of the strata rapidly 

bends towards east as the wave of folds proceeds north-Yards



Ultimately, it probably merges into the folded zone of the Ta- 

pa»shan or the Kiu-lung-shan. The axes of these anticlines

pitch towards south. Consequently, in the northern part of
U 

the basin and the tew&p limestone series a£e laid bare, which

often gives rise to the peculiar depressed crest (see p \y ) 

On the ridges on account of the fact that the limestone offers 

less resistance than the surrounding sandstones to tihs* forces 

of denudation. In the southern part of the basin the lime 

stone is generally hidden from sight by the overlying sand 

stones*
4

In the northwestern part of the basin the structural lines 

appear to run irr N-S direction and shows tendency to bend 

towards Northwest. This is proved by the arcuate anticlinal 

ridges surrounding the northeastern margin of the plain of 

Cheng-tu.

Date of the deformation It seems to be hardly necessary to
(M/UV-<>V- 

comment upon the genetic relation -of A the folds traversing

the Red Basin of Su-chuan; the harmonious arrangement as shown 

on Richthofen's map, the structural similarity that one fold 

bears to another, and the equal extent to which the uppermost 

red sandstones are affected,e44 tend to show that all of the 

folds -probably have had similar history of development. To the 

north of Kwang-yuan-hsien,(Lat 32° 25 r N. long. 106° 10 ! E.)at 

the northern margin of the Red Basin, Richthofen observed the 

occurrence of a conglomerate v/hich, according to the same 

author, forms the base of the Jurassic at that locality. On^K,^.
the western border of the basin conglomerates ̂ occupying -ear

similar stratigraphical position, are also reported



to occur. If these conglomerates are true early Jurassic de 

posits there must have been some earth movement whereby land 

masses were uplifted and subjected to vigorous erosion, in

the neighbourhood of Kwang-yuan-hsien etc, just before the
fc 

opening of^Jurassic period. But within the basin, along the

numerous exposures of the Triassic and Jurassic strata, no 

geologist has observed the occurrence of conglomerate between 

the Trias and the Jurassic. They all agree in describing 

that, the decrease of dip from the lower strata to the higher 

strata is gradual. If we were to form some opinion on these 

data, it seems to be justifiable to assume that the earth 

movement which took place immediately before the opening of 

the Jurassic period, only lifted some parts or the whole of 

the bordering regions of the Red Basin; the floor of the basin 

probably wrinkled into folds underneath the surface of the 

water; and such folds might have grown since: that is to say, 

deposition took place while the folding ^as in progress. This 

assumption would give us a simple explanation W£*ft#irag«M?d.**Hfc& for 

the gradual change of dip of the strata involved in the folds.

TheL^Grorge _district j3f the. Mid,dle. _Yang-tze etc. 

After passing the south of V/an-hsien, eastern Su-chuan, 

the river Yang-tze takes an east by north course, and cuts a 

straight channel on the flat strata of the red soft sand 

stone. Flowing eastward J it cuts (1) the Fong-shan gorge,near 

the town of Kwei-chou-fu; (2) the rru-shan gorge below the 

town of Y^u-shan-hsien; (3) the Mi-tan gorge above Sin-tah; 

(4) the Lu-kan gorge or Nin-kan-ma-fei gorge below Sin-tan;
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(5) The I-chang gorge above the town of I-chang.

Between I-chang and Kuei-chou-hsien, (lat. 30° 50 f E.)

there exists a broad anticline, the Hwang-ling anticline,
axis N 

with its/trending N E. Being eroded to an advanced stage, a

central granitic core of pre-Carabrian age is exposed between 

the I-chang gorge and the Lu-kan gorge. On both sides of the 

central core, lies the Ki-sin-ling limestone, Sin-tan shale, 

Wu-shan limestone in ascending order. The observations made 

by Pumpelly, Richthofen, Abendanon, Bailey Willis with regard 

to the structure of the anticline agree essentially but differ 

in detail. This anticline is followed on the northwest by 

a syncline —-— the Kuei-chou-hsien basin, with its axis 

running E - W. The southern margin of this Mesozoic basin 

is bounded by mountains of the Wu-shan limestone striking 

almost E - W. To the west of the syncline, above Nan-mu- 

yuan, a series of sharp folds have been sketched and mapped 

by Willis and Abendanon. According to the latter f s map, 

these folds are evidently parallel to those occurring further 

northwest towards the Kiu-lung-shan.
'• ' Ib4

Between the province of Kwei-chou and Hu-nan, ^ingate 

mentions- gorges similar to those in the middle Yang-tze 

district. If we draw a line along the eastern border of the 

Kwei-chou plateau, and passing the eastern terminal of the 

Yang-tze gorges at I-chang and those gorges mentioned by

V/ingate at Chen-yuan, (lat.27°N. long. 108° 30 f E.) we • find
t> 

this line singularly coincide in direction with the axis of

the Hwang-ling anticline. The question naturally arises:



o

Does this line indicate a flexure or fracture or both?. The
•

writer is unable to answer.

Further south, in the province of Kwang-si, Leclere men

tions two important flexures, both of them are indicated on
47 

his diagramatic geological section across the same province.

The western one appears to be a broad anticlinal fold which 

according to the diagram, bears close resemblance, in type, 

to the Hwang-ling anticline; It is cut into by the river 

Hoa-kiang. Hence Leclere calls it Hoa-kiang flexure, the 

eastern flexure is called by Leclere the zone of Hou-kouang 

flexure. It occurs in the vicinity of Hoai-Iuen, (lat 25° 

20* N. long. 109° 15° E. ) and brings "pre- Cambrian" formation 

to the surface. The granitic mass exposed to the IT.E. of 

Nan-ning •( lat. 23°N. long. 108° 20'E.) appears to fall in this 

zone. It is significant that the southwestern prolongation 

of the I-chang ——— Chen-yuan line would just fall in the 

Hoa-kiang flexure of Leclere.

The dates of the deformations On account of the uncertain 

data, deduction of the age of the deformations is not 

attempted.

The ̂ Si - Shiu .range s .

To the S.Yf. of th e Red Basin of Su-chuan granites and 

porphyries occur in gigantic scale. They are distributed in a 

belt which runs almost strictly N - S. To the west of this 

j o-neous zone, Loczy came across highly folded and faulted 

strata of ancient age, occupying nearly the whole region
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between Ta-tsien-lu (lat. 30°N. long. 10?,° 10'Eo) and Ba-tang 

(lat. 30°N« longo 99°E.) The deformation is ar>r>arentlv com 

plex. Nevertheless, the strike of the structural lines is 

essentially N - S, viz. parallel to the trend of the oro-

. graphic axis. At a place to the west of Ya-chou (lat. 30 IT.

/long. 103 E.) Loczy mentions that "Rheatic" beds are folded 

together with "Devonian", while in the neighbourhood of Li- 

tang (lat. 30°N. long. 100 20 ! E») the same explorer observed 

a basin filled up by soft red sandstone overstepping folded 

and highly inclined strata of the"Wu-tai formation" . To 

the sandstone, Loczy assigns post Pliocene age. It is hardly 

disturbed, evidently it is formed after the last episode 

of earth movement which has built the present Si-shiu ranges.

In the neighbourhood of Ning-yuan-fu (lat. 28°TT. long.
4s 

102° 20 f E.) Legendre describes the structural lines (the

axis of the Astrata), as running N - S parallel to the trend 

of the granitic zone which extends from ^Tin-yuan to Tse- tta-,ti 

and northward. To line east of the anticlinal axis (coincides 

with the granitic zone, )sandstones and limestone are found 

which form the eastern limb of the anticline; to the west of 

the granitic zone a belt of mica-schist appears. The latter 

is cut up four times, into blocks of approximately the same 

size. At a great number of points along the course of the 

fractures, veins of auriferous quartz occur. According to 

Legendre the structural lines trending N - S are more well- 

developed to the west of the granitic zone, than to the eas 

Perpendicular to the N - S strike, there is to be noted a set



of structural lines running almost E - V/. One of them coin 

cides with the lofty chain of the Ta-pao-shan (about lat. 

28° 30'N. long. 102° 30 ! E.) a member of the Ta-shang-ling, fcs 

shown on Legendre's map. (see section No^o) This chain 

appears to form the southwestern boundary of the Red Basin of 

Su-chuan« Along the northern foot of the Ta-pao-shan }.ime- 

stone (Triassic?) are exposed in patches; further north the 

ground is completely covered by red sandstone• To the south 

of Ta-pao-shan« the same'limestone as exposed on the north of 

the mountain,assume great importance. They are cut up into 

blocks, giving rise to a very characteristic landscape of the 

Lo-lo district. The sandstone which underlies the limestone, 

is frequently exposed along the scarps of the plateaus*

Summarizing these observations the writer notes that the 

prevailing N - S strike in western China is accompanied by E 

- W strike, at all events in the S. 1TT . of the great Red 3asin.

E a s t e rn Yun -nan oa

That fractures and flexures of all grades are present in 

eastern Yun-nan has been proved beyond doubt. Although the 

structure is highly complicated, the trend of the major 

structural lines appear to follow a certain order. Severe 

deformation accompanied by thrusting is a common tectonic 

feature in this part of China. As a rule, the strike of the 

thrust planes is parallel to the axes of their neighbouring
<. r/, 'v fa/tyM.-Aj ',

folds. l pololt~In the longitude of Pou-tou-ho, and to the south
the 

of/Kin-sha-kiang, the axes of folds strike E N E. This strike

gradually changes both eastward and southward. Towards the 

east in the longitude of the Po-tche-shan 4*ft*«
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long. E) the structural lines i.e., the axes of the folds
tiJkj* '.*.<•

strike almost N - S. The change of Gtrike AQj3*ajj£s in the dis 

trict S.W. of Po-tche.shan. Proceeding southward from the
the 

lower part of/Po^t-tou-ho, the trend of the axes again changes

first to N E, then to N N E, This N N E trend remains essen 

tially unaltered from Yun-nan-fu (lat. 25°N. long. 102° 40 f E.)

toward the south and the southeast. To the S.E. of A-mi-
o ° 

tchou (lat.25 40'N. long. 103 20 ! E.) another bend of the axes
IV^> W« '< 

of folds oaettr. X^f^~
This bend differs from the bend in the northern part of eastern

Yun-nan in that the latter bends in a northerly sense or 

counter-clockwise, with the convex side of the curvature 

pointing toward S.E.; while the former (the bend in the 

south && eastern Yun-nan )forras an arc with its convex side 

facing N.W. Throughout this region nearly all the folds are 

slightly overturned toward S.E.

Faults Eastern Yun-nan is profoundly shattered by a 

large number of more or less parallel faults. The majority

of them extend for a considerable distance. The one which
(lat. 25° 35'N. long. 103° 10 ! E.)

passes the west of Sien-tien-chou/covers more than two de 

grees of latitude with downthrow to the west. To the north 

of Sien-tien.chou, the same fault runs almost strictly N - S;

to the south of Sien-tien-chou it runs N by E ——— S by vr .
UT 

Branches are given off both in febe, northern and southern

prolongations. Towards the southern part of eastern Yun-nan 

the faults become numerous, all of them strike N by E — 

S by W. Accompanying this N by E ——— S by W group, there 

is a minority group, which strike more or less perpendicular



to the former, viz W by N —— E by S. The combined effect 

of these two seta of faults is to divide the strata into rude 

rectangular blocks. This phenomenon is well exhibited in the 

neighbourhood of the Fou-sien.hu, south of Tcheng-kiang 

(lat. 24° 35°N. long. 105E.) and N.E. of the Red River. It is 

apparently due to the^e faults that the Triassic formations 

have been preserved to the east of Tchou-yuan. (lat. 24 :T . £© 

long. 103° 30 ! E.)

The trend of the faults sometimes agree vrith the axis of 

folding, but more often the faults cut the folds in a dir 

ection slightly oblique to the axial trend of the folds. In 

the extreme southeastern corner of eastern Yun-nan the 

strikes of the principal faults agree with the axes of the 

folds occurring in the same district. Their common strike 

is N E - S V%, reminding us of the prevailing structural line 

in N.E. and S.E.China.

The dates of the deformations Since the folds described 

above are apparently related in a harmonious manner, it would 

be extremely unnatural, to assume that they are produced at 

very different geological times. However, to avoid the risky 

assumption that they are positively contempaneous, we may con 

fine our argument to a ^veil-defined area, say the Triassic 

basin in S.E.Yun-nan. Here the whole of the Triassic strata 

are intensely folded and thrustfcd in a similar way, and to 

the equal extent, as the permian and the older formations 

surrounding the basin. It follows that earth movement of 

great magnitude has occurred in S.E. Yun-nan in post Triassic



time. In the Mong-tze basin (lat. 23° 50 ! N. long. 103° 20 ! E.) 

and other basins,Tertiary coal bearing strata hardly show any 

sign of disturbance. This fact would determine the said post 

Triassic movement as being previous to the Tertiary coal 

forming period in Eastern Yun-nan. More exact determination 

of the date of this movement requires further data.

From stratigraphical study, Deprat is able to show that 

a ridge or chain came into existence at the end of the middle 

carboniferous period, extending from the neighbourflood of Lin- 

ngan (lat. 25 40 ! N« long. 103°E.) to the region of Lou-nan 

and having a N.N.E.trend. He calls it the "chain of Tie- 

tchen-how . Subsequent geological changes have put this chain 

entirely out of sight like so many other cases known in geo 

logical history. The writer makes special reference to this 

underground chain because it appears to have important bear 

ing on the distribution of coalfields in the neighbouring 

regions.

The .regions..to the South and Northeast of the Tung-ting basing 

Hu-nan The complicated nature of the structure of the 

region lying to the south of the Tung-ting basin, is revealed 

to some extent, by the irregular contour of the country, and 

the large number of intrusive masses. The tectonic complex 

ity of this region appears to increase in degree towards the 

southern part of the province. The meagre information furn 

ished by Richthofen and others with regard to the structure 

of this part of China is far from being adequate to enable us 

to deduce the axes of major folds and lines of dislocation.



Thus the writer is compelled to leave this important region out 

of discussion.

S.E.Hupeh The triangular area confined by the bend of the 

Yang-tze-kiang in S.E.Hupeh appears to possess interesting 

tectonic features as may be inferred by the zigzag course pur 

sued by the river Yang-tze round this region. The city of 

Yo-chou (lat. 29° 20 ! N. long. 113° 8'E.), the city of Yfu-chang 

(lat. 30° 30 ! N. long. 114° 25 ! E.) and the city of Kiu-kiang 

(lat. 29° 40»N. long. 116° 10»E.) may be regarded as the 

three apices of the triangle. From the information furnished 

by Noda and Ishii, we gather that the whole area is traversed 

by approximately parallel folds of isoclinal nature or 

slightly overturned towards the south. The axes of the folds 

strike E by N - V! by S in the western part of the triangle; 

but towards the eastern part of it, the axes seem to change 

from E - W to W fey N - E by S, Near the southeastern corner 

of the triangle, on the southwestern bank of the Yang-tze- 

kiang, (lat. 30°N. long. 115° 20*E&) strata of limestone are 

reported to dip S.W. and strike N.W. It appears to be highly 

probable that each bend of the river Yang-tze on the north 

eastern side of the triangle corresponds to an anticlinal 

fold. Of the northernmost one of these folds,the writer has 

some faint recollection of seeing the folded strata. They 

form the hills to the west of Han-yung and the central ridge 

across the city of ^.Tu-chang and extends further east; the 

west-easterly course of the Yang-tze below Yang-lo (lat.30° 

30*N.) is in all probability determined by this E - W foldo
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The axes of these folds gradually assume a E N E trend as they 

proceed southward i.e., towards the Kiu-gong range and the 

Nan-Bei range which frgrn the divide between the province of 

Hupeh and Kiang-si.

The,lower Yang-tze ..valley arid^S.E. China. 

The structure of these regions is little known. But 

from what we know it may be safely said that there is a prev 

alent strike of different strata, which not only determines 

the axes of the major folds affecting the older (pre-perni^i?) 

groups, but governs, to a lar.^e extent, the distribution of 

the younger formations. In the following TDages, I shall first 

deal with the scattered observations according to the province 

or the district in which the observations were made, and then 

attempt to gather the salient tectonic features characterizing
4ft

the whole of S.E.China.
3x 

Kiang-si The Lu-shan mountains (about lat. 29° 30*. long.

115° 40*.) standing on the northwestern side of the lake Po- 

yang, are formed by folded, faulted, and probably thrust 

strata of uncertain ages (see sectionNoty). It is reported 

that a coal bearing sandstone series is involved in the fold 

ing and an outlier of soft red sandstone lying unconformably

on micaceous schists occur on the top of the mountain the
Hu, 

'faults appear to hade towards^northwest being parallel to

the axes of the folds.
the 16i 

Along the valley of/Yuan-kiang, 1 (about lat. 27° 40* -

50* long. 115° 40* - 115 50*.) three groups of sedimentary 

rocks are exposed. The "lower palaeozoic", the "upper 

palaeozoic" and the red sandstone formation. The "l-
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"lower palaeozoic" group consists of sandstones, slates, 

quartzite and limestone. The slates are sometimes green and 

sometimes "black; those which are distributed in the districts 

of Chang-shan-pu (lat. 27° 40 f lu long 114° 55E.) and Chang- 

tshun-kwan, near Ping-hsiang-hsien (about lat. 27° 40 f long* 

115° 40) are more like shales than slates. The quartzite is 

either white or pink. The limestone forms relatively thin 

strata and is distributed in the district of Yuan-chou 

(lat.27° 45'N. long. 114 20'E.), and to the east of the 

Siang-kiang valley (about long. 115°E). The outcrop of the 

limestone extends from the Siang-kiang valley towards the

southwest. It has been reported that this limestone yields
w j, 

a rich fauna of corals, brachiorods, cri^oids etc. The lower
»i 

palaeozoic is chiefly if not entirely distributed to the south

of the river Yuan and the river Lu, the latter joins the Siang 

-kiang at Lu-kou (lat. 27° 40'N. long. 113E.) All along the 

Yuan-kiang valley, the "lower palaeozoic" rocks strike E.N.E. 

and dip *T .N.E.; whereas along the valley of the river Lu, they 

strike N.E. and dip S.E. Thus the lower palaeozoic group 

appears to form a syncline with its axis running roughly II.L.
•

and passing the vicinity of the ping-siang coal field.

The "upper palaeozoic" group principally consists of 

sandstones, shales, and coal seams with occasional limestones 

and conglomerates. It is widely distributed to the north of 

the latitude of Yuan-chou, (about lat. 27° 50 f ) and extends 

westwards to the vicinity of Li-ling-hsien (lat. 27° 55 f H 

long. 113° 25 ! E). In the neighbourhood of Fen-yi-hsien
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(lat. 27° 40 ! N. long. 114- 40 f E.), the "uirper palaeozoic" 

strikes S.E. and the "beds are highly inclined or even stand on 

ends. At Ping-kiang, and Ping-siang (lat. 27° 40 ! N. long. 

113° 30 ! E.), it strikes N E and dips steeply towards 1T.F. 

An anticline appears to exist in the vicinity of An-yuan 

(about lat. 27° 30 ! N. long. 113° 40 ! E.) with its axis trend 

ing N.E.

The red sandstone formation extends from the west of 

Siri-yu (lat. 27° 30 ! N. long. 113° 50 ! E.) to the districts 

of Yu-hsien, Liu-yang, Ohang-sha etc in eastern Hu-nan« 

It consists of red sandstone with intercalated shales and 

basal conglomerate. The last named diminishes in thickness 

as it recedes from the mountains formed by the "palaeozoic"

rocks". These red beds often/a^ - S (strikesA and argent 16 (d
Ifc- ~~ — * 

In the region adjoining the upper valley of the G-ang-

kiang, shaly slates together with alternating beds of sand 

stone and quartzite of doubtful "lower palaeozoic" age are 

extensively exposed. The hills and mountains in the neigh 

bourhood of the Gang-kiang valley are largely formed by these 

so-called lower palaeozoic strata* She "upper palaeozoic" 

formation distributed in the same region consists of sand 

stone with intercalated shales and limestone. The outcrop 

of this formation apparently occupies a much smaller area 

than that occupied by the "lower palaeozoic group" Uncon 

formity is said to exist between the upper and the lower 

"palaeozoic groups". Between Shuei-kin-hsien (lat. 25° 40 f !T 

long. 116°E«) and Yu-tu-hsien (lat. 26°N. long. 115° 18 ! E), 

the "palaeozoic strata" strike S.E. Sharp folds have not
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been observed in the same district. Between Yu-tu-hsien and
o o 

Gan-hsien (lat. 25 50 ! N. long. 114 30*E.); and between

Gan-hsien and \7an-an-hsien (lat. 26° 25 ! N. long.114° 45 f E.) 

the "palaeozoic strata" strike N - S. -To the north of Tzi- 

shui (lat. 27° 10 ! N. long. 115E.), the same strata strike N.E. 

Unconformably overlying the "palaeozoic group" there are 

patches of red sandstone formation which is distributed in 

the districts lying between Tzi-shui and r/an-an-hsien, it 

also occurs in between Fong-cheng-hsien (lat. 28° 8 f N. long. 

115° 40 T E.) and Nan-chang-fu (lat. 28° 40 f N. long. 115°•40*3.) 

These red beds are chiefly composed of red sandstones with 

intercalated layers of greenish shale and sometimes white
'Vw

sandstone. Conglomerates are well developed set the base of 

this formation. Between Shuei-kin-hsien and Yu-tu-hsien the, 

strike of the red beds agrees with that of the "palaeozoic 

formation" i.e., N.V7. Between Wan-an-hsien and Tzi-aii-fu 

(lat. 27°N. long.H5°E.) the red formation strikes N - S 

which is also the prevailing strike of the "palaeozoic group" 

exposed in that district. But between Fong-cheng and ITan- 

chang the red beds strike N.W. differing from that of the 

underlying "palaeozoic group". The dip of the red strata 

varies from 40° to 50° at those localities where the basal 

conglomerate is well developed: elsewhere the dip of the 

red beds rarely exceeds 20°.

Kwang-tung In eastern Kwang-tung, two groups of<4d'
palaeozoic rocks are said to be distinguished (A) quartzite 

sandstone and slates without intercalations of limestone;
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(B) strata similar to the rroup A but with intercalation of 

limestone. Carboniferous or Permian fossils are reported to 

have been obtained from the limestone. Those which belong to 

the group A are largely exposed in the southern part of the 

region*, e.g. In the valley of the Tung-kiang they are exposed 

between the south of Li en-ping- chou (lat. 24 20 'N- long. 

114 45 f E.) and the south of Ho-yuan; and in the valley of the 

Pei-kiang, they are frequently seen between Lien-kiang-kou 

and the north of Kwang-rchou. These strata strike E N E; in

the southern part of thei* -expo-sure 'they dip S S E, while in 

the northern part of their exposure they dip N.N.TJ. Thus they 

appear to form an anticline on the northeastern border of 

Kwang-tung.

The group B is distributed to the north of the yei-ling,viz. , 

«# the eastern Nan-ling range (about lat. 25°N). In the 

Pei-kiang valley the inter stratified limestones are well 

developed between Shan-chou (lat 25N. long. 113E. ) and Lien- 

ping-chou; in the Tung-kiang valley similar limestones are also 

exposed but their thickness is comparatively insignificant. 

The beds of this group B fetrike N.E. dip N.i"T . in the southern 

part of the area in which they are exposed; but towards the
OL-rf A^

northern part of the .ex^ess^e, they strike E S E and dip N.E.

A third group consisting of red sandstone and shale of 

apparently younger age than the group A & B described above is 

also the prevailing rock in eastern Kwang-tung o This red 

formation is largely exposed in the Tung-kiang valley between 

Ho-yuan (lat. 23 40 ! N. long. 114° 40 f Eo) and Hwei-chou 

(latSSo ii. long. 114° 35 'E.)
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In western Kwang-tung, between Su-hwei-hsien (about lat. 

23° 20'N. long. 112° 40 ! E.) and Hwai-tzei-hsien,A a denuded
(v, WPVV*^ fs*s

anticline of considerable size, exposesCgranite, and gneiss and
£^v4-*-4 

schists in the^-coa^e.; and a series of interbedded quartzite sand
K*J)4A

-stone and slates on both iisdas. The axis of the anticline 

runs in a N.E. direction and passes the neighbourhood of Shi- 

jien and Kwang-ning-hsien. (lat. 23° 40'N. long. 112° 20 f •) 

In the vicinity of Hwai-tzei-hsien, a patch of red sandstone 

appears to be lying in a basin or a syncline. To the north of 

this patch of red sandstone, the "palaeozoic" quartzitic sand 

stone and slate again appear* Their general strike is N.E; 

but round the margin of the granitic intrusion lying to the 

N.E. of Ho-hsien, the strata of the "palaeozoic 11 formation 

appear to be somewhat disturbed.
ICe

An-hwei l Gneiss and schists are extensively exposed 

in eastern Hupeh and western An-hwei. Beds of highly altered 

quartzite are also reported to occur in association with the 

schists. In the districts of Hwang-mei-hsien and Tai-hu-hsien 

(lat. 30° 25 ! N. long. 116° 25 f E.) the plane of schistosity and

the strike of the quartzitic strata vary from N N E to N W.,
/C ̂ U 

and ifcfc^dip^ as a rule, at high angles. At the north of An-

kin-fu, (lat. 30° 30'N. long. 117°E.) the strike of the 

ancient rock becomes N.E. The same strike is probably pre 

valent in the gneissic and schistose rocks which form the vast 

watershed between the river Hwai and the Yang-tze-^fciang 

(see p IS ) The fl An-kin series" of Noda which consists of 

alternating beds of limestone, slates, sandstone, is badly
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shattered by the intrusion of granite in the neighbourhood of 

Hong-chia-chien, N.W. of An-kin. The prevailing strike of the 

same series appears to be N.E. Red sandstone with basal con 

glomerate occur in the vicinity of An-kin. They strike IT - S

and dip 30 E.
Ml

In southern An-hwei, viz. the area lying on the south 

eastern side of the river Yang-tze, between Hwei-chou (lat. 

29°50!lUong.ll80 20 ! E.) and Chi-men-hsien, black shales under 

lie a massive series of conglomerate and red sandstone. The 

former are sharply folded, with their axes striking N E; the 

latter sometimes strikes N W and sometimes II E. But else 

where in southern An-hwei the red beds generally strike N - S 

To the west of the Black shale series in the neighbourhood of 

Li-men, a .series of green shale with subordinate intercalated

layers of green sandstone and black shales is exposed. To
W**w*~ 

the east of the black shale series, on the divide y af Che-kiang

and An-hwei; a series of black shale with intercalated green

shale and grey sandstone crops out, which presumably answers
the 

to the formation on the west of the central belt of/black

shale. They both strike N E and appear to form the two limbs 

of an anticline. On both sides of this hypothetical anticline 

a series of alternately bedded green and black shale with lay 

ers of quartzite is exposed in the neighbourhood of Kien-te- 

hsien, (lat. 30° S 1 !}. long. 117° 15 f E.) An-hwei; and to the 

S.E. of Shun-an (lat. 29o 30'IT. long. 119E.) and Shie-an, Che- 

kiang. If these shales and quartzite exposed in the two dis-
vtt^L* lU^^^*

tricts are really one and the same formation, it issiy^fe€< aT mem 

ber of the hypothetical anticline. The hills standing on the



southeastern side of the Yang-tze in the neighbourhood of 

lat. 30° 30 ! N«, long. 117° 40 f E. such as the Ta-hua-shan, 

Hsiau-hua-shan, Tung-kwan-shan and those lying to the N.W. 

of Ning-kwo-hsien (lat. 31° N. long. 118° 30 f E.) are, according 

to Richthofen, composed of sandstones and limestones of pal

aeozoic age (see section**, 4*>p i S5" ) All of the strata show
I 

a dominant N E strike.

The Nan-king district The structure of the hills in 

the vicinity of Nan-king deserves special mention. They 

are principally composed of palaeozoic strata, and appear to 

be tectonically connected with the heights of southern An-hwei 

mentioned above. In accordance to the bend of the Yang-ttze- 

kiang at Nan-king, the axes of the hills also bend from N.E. 

to W-E towards the direction of Cheng-kiang= The effect of 

bending is most conspicuous on the southern banks of the Yang 

tze; southward, the curved axes are soon replaced by 

rectilinear ones running N E - S W. It seems, as if, the 

N E folds in this region have been suddenly pushed against 

a stable block stretching in a E - W direction. This structure 

strongly reminds us of the curved folds occurring in N.E. 

Su-chuan but in a much smaller scale.

Che-kiang. In northern Ghe-kiang an anticline 

accompanied by two eynclines occur in the district of Chang- 

hua-hsien,



(about lat. 30° 20 ! N. long. 119° 20 f E.), Yu-chien-hsien (lat. 

50° 15 ! N. long. 119° 25'E.) and Fen-shui-hsien (lat. 29° 50'N 

long.'119° 25 ! E.) The anticlinal axis passes the neighbour 

hood of Yu-chi en-whs i en and runs in a N E - S W direction* In 

the denuded anticline* and synclines series of limestone, 

sandstone and shale, and siliceous sandstone are exposed. 

These are mentioned in ascending order. The same anticline 

continues to run towards ^est. In the neighbourhood of 

Shun-an-hsien'(lat. 29 30 ! N. long. 119E.) strata similar to

those found in the Yu-chien district strike E N E Evidently 
have ed

the axes/suffer/bending in the region where no observation 

has been made. Further west the strata strike N N E. 

Whether these changes of the trend of the folds are due to 

gradual bending or dislocation of the strata is a question 

which cannot be answered at present.

The tectonics of southern Ghe-kiang is presumably com 

plicated as a result of abundant extrusion and intrusion of 

quartz porphyry, granite, and other kind of igneous rocks.

Fu-kien In the province of Fu-kien the disturbance 

caused by igneous activity is widespread and far reaching. 

Here and there "palaeozoic" sandstones and slates are exposed 

but the strata are profoundly shattered. The gneisoic group 

exposed along the coast of Fu-kien and in the adjacent is 

lands generally strikes N E and dips N W. The coal bearing 

strata occur in synclines and they yield plant remains which 

are believed to be of "pemaian or carboniferous" age. Their 

prevailing strike is N.E.



From the data enumerated above, we recognize that there

are two striking facts which unite the southeastern and
r-> £+*•', -A/, I 

southern provinces of China as a tectonic whole: j (1) 'the

older rocks, probably including the early perml&n formation, 

are folded in a series of synclines and anticlines with their 

axes generally trending N E. This strike at once reminds us of 

the structure of N^E. China, the "Grill of Peking" etc. 

Purapelly first recognized this important system of folds

controlling the structure of Eastern Asia. He gave it -a tiuT' f 
name "Sinian system of folding • Subsequent researches of

Richthofen and others have greatly substantiated Pumpelly f s 
early

discovery. Since Richthofen^ time, the impor

tance of the Sinian trend seems to have been rather unduly 

exaggerated* K»Futterer remarks that the distribution of

Sinian folds is probably not so wide towards western China as
24 

assumed by Richthofen. This statement is borne out by the

prevailing N - S trend of the structural lines in the west of

the Red Basin of Su-chuan and in the Si-shiu ranges.
jW^-"- [l ^ ' 

(2) Red sandstones, shales, and conglomerate occur in long

belts or patches in the valleys between the mountains formed 

by ancient rocks (pre-permian?. ) • Their strikes sometimes 

agree with the underlying ancient formation, but more often 

they assume^different strike with a gentle dip. 

The dates of the deformations In dealing with the struc

ture of N.E.China, we have already determined the date of
which has given 

the folding/tHt**fc gave rise to the prevailing IT E trend, as

bein°- not earlier than the end of the period during which the
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coal bearing series in S.V/.Chi-li 7/ere formed, (see p 

Stratigraphically, we have reason to believe that the said coal 

bearing series is of permo-carbonif erous age (see p 2.£>k). 

Hence the folding in question must have taken place in post 

permo-oarboniferous time. The general concordance of the 

carboniferous and permo-carboniferous strata with the under 

lying Sinisian formation in northern China is a fact which 

indicates the absence of notable folding during Cambrian 

permo-carboniferous period; and therefore it tends to corr- 

oberate the inference that the severe deformation giving rise 

to the N E trend occurred in post permo-carboniferous time. 

In the Ta-tung-fu coal field, northern Shan-si, Richthofen 

observed unconformity between "Obersinisch" or the upper 

Sinisian and the Liassic coal bearing series. The former is 

steeply folded in the-Jaini-clon trend while the latter is only 

gently inclined. The Jurassic beds are apparently not in 

volved in the intense folding of the Sinisian. If Richthofen's 

observation is correct, the unconformity would enable us to 

determine the latest limit of the^folding which impreoagd the 

N. E titr-ilro upon ̂ the Sinisian and its apparently conformable 

coal bearing series as pre-Liassic. In southern China^the 

research of Richthofen and others In the Red Basin of Su- 

chuan and that of Deprat in Eastern Yun-nan have shown that 

two important and probably only two earth movements of 

erogenic nature took place during^rermo^darboniferous 

LiaSSic period: The first one occurred at the end of the
*» •

middle p'er«ian time > which probably lasted till the close of
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the palaeozoic era; and the second one marked the beginning of 

the Jurassic period* To compare the intensity and magnitude 

of these two movements in China, we may cite the accounts 

furnished by the above-mentioned authors. Richthofen ^.p* 

that the permo-Wesozoic rock, on the border of the Red Basin

of Su-chuan, lies unconformably upon folded, deeply eroded
hi 

and planed-off palaeozoics; and that the Jurassic strata with

local basal conglomerate and the underlying Trias do not,as a 

rule, show pronounced discordance of stratification, although 

unconformity is likely to exist between the two. Deprat says 

that in eastern Yun-nan, the massive conglomerate of upper 

permian age rests at once on the eroded massivepermian For-

aminiferal limestone and other older rocks, showing theflU* ' 
vigorous nature of the earth movement ̂ took place at the end

of the lliddle permian or the beginning of the upper permian 

time in the said region.

Thus in western and S.W. China we have evidence to show 

that the movement which took place towards the end of the 

palaeozoic era has probably caused a much greater tectonic 

change than that resulting from the early Jurassic diastrophju •

Now if we are justified to assume that the major earth 

movements that took place in N E China during the permo-car 

boniferous Liassic period also affected western and S 0 'V. 

China, we would be inclined to"associate the intense and far 

reaching Sinian movement in N S. China with the revolution 

ary permdan movement in the western and the southwestern 

part of the country, for the Jurassic one is apparently of 

much smaller magnitude*
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T:^e next question arises: what is the relation that may 

exist between the prevalent N.E. strike in S.LJ. China and. the 

Sinian trend in N.E.China?* Are they generated by one and 

the same process of earth movement?, or in other words, can 

we sail them all Sinian trend?. Their harmonious relation 

ship seems to demand an affirmative answer* Hence the writer 

tentatively assign the Sinian movement giving rise to the 

N.E. trend in N.E. and S.E.China to the end of the middle 

Permian. Later movements acting in the same direction as 

the Sinian might have exaggerated the Sinian folds.

The age of the fl red sandstone formation" in S.E.China 

is not known. It may represent different geological periods, 

that is to say, it may not be a single geological formation. 

This stratigraphical uncertainty forbids us to enquire into 

the dates of the deformations that it has suffered

S U MM

The whole of China proper is tectonically divisible into 

two parts. The long range of T sing- ling which runs from 17 by 

N to E by S forms the natural divide. Large tracts lying to 

the north of this range are either bodily raised as plateaus 

or sunken as grabens, exemplifying the block-structure; while 

the area lying to the south of this range is characterized 

by waves of folds giving rise to elongated domes and basins.

Northern China In the northeastern part of northern
irkct

China parallel folds occur ̂  TS:tay trend N.E.. In the north

western part, we find a series of folds having a general
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N.W. axial trendo These two sets of folds are either de-
the 

fleeted or cut off by/gigantic block of Shan-si,**»a Shen-si,

and Kan-su, which lies between the two folded regions. The
divided up

block itself i s/<Mate*£*^:-^taMMb by mighty faults. The shat 

tered horst of Shan-tung appears to be tectonically indepen 

dent from the other regions of Northern China.

Southern China In the western part of Southern China, 

parallel folds trending N - S form the Si-shiu ranges. These 

N - S structural lines are replaced by curved axes in eastern 

Yun-nan: In the northern part of eastern Yun-nan, the tec 

tonic axes bend from north to S.'TT .; in the southern part of 

the same region, they curve from N E to S S VI.

Arcuate folds occur in the great Red Basin of Su-chuan. 

The concave sides of the arcs face S.E.; northward they be 

come more and more compressed till they completely merge into 

the £&$-&&& zone of the Ta-pa-shan .folds.

The structure of S.E.China i.e., the region lying to the

east of the Kwei-chou plateau, is principally controlled by•

folds trending N.E.
Ota*v |aa^ 

The Fajor movements which have.engaged in moulding the

present tectonic features of China are summarized in the 

next chapter with reference to geological age.



CHAPTER VII

THE GEOLOGICAL HISTORY 

OF CHINA.

The Earliest Era in Chinese Geology.

The early stage of the geological history of China is as 

obscure as it is in any other parts of the globe. From various 

sources of information we have learnt that there is a group of 

rocks in China, which is believed to be absolutely basal, ex 

tending downwards for an indeterminable depth. The nature of 

the rock is highly complex both in composition and structure. 

It ranges from holocrystalline granitoid masses to a compact 

and contorted aggregate of heterogeneous material. More often,
It U

however, t&ey~-ar£ characterized by the presence of dark

schistose bands and lenticular layers, or by the inclusions of 

phacoids showing augen structure. Intrusions varying from 

large bosses to small dykes, from granitic to basaltic nature 

are frequently present; while veins of quartz and pegmatite 

are found in abundance. To this peculiar group of rocks the 

name fundamental complex or "Tai-Shan complex" has been applied. 

As the name indicates, the Tai-Shan complex is not a single 

system. A large number of geological processes were involved
x_

In its development during prolonged period of time. Some parts



of it, no doubt, belong to the Eo-proterozoic formation 

(p$0 ) while others are clearly intrusions of considerably 

later dates, the marble and quartzose mica schists that are 

infolded in the granitoid gneiss, betray,to some extent, 

their original sedimentary nature. If these calcareous and 

micacaceous materials were true aqueoujfs deposits, they may 

possibly represent the first sediments laid down after the 

separation of land and water.

The facts that may be of any value for elucidating the 

history of the development of the fundamental complex are so 

few, and the geological processes that might have been engaged 

in moulding its present features are necessarily so great, that 

in dealing with this mysterious page of the geological document, 

we cannot perhaps do better than give it the name "Complex". 

This unfortunate but convenient term has long been used to indi 

cate the similar ancient gneiss and schists in many parts of 

the world where geology has been systematically worked. It is 

unfortunate because it hides our ignorance, but it is convenient 

because it expresses the peculiar features by which we can 

readily identify the basal mass that forms the earth's crust.

The complexity of structure, and the extent of deformation 

and alteration of the fundamental complex, further tell us 

that the members of the same, whatever they might be, must 

have been subjected to overwhelming influence of mettfmorphism, 

possibly under high pressure and heat. Judging from the report 

ed contrast in complexity of structure exhibited between the 

fundamental complex and the series immediately following it,



one would naturally infer that the advanced phases of 

metamorphism in the fundamental complex had taken place 

long before the first sedimentation of the next series had 

begun.

The world-wide similarity in Lithology and structure of 

the fundamental complex is one of the most striking facts 

known in historical geology. Van Hise has found a stronghold 

in this fact for his theory of M Anamorphism". It is thought 

by the same author and others that these metamorphic rocks 

are most likely of deep-seated origin and that during the

very ancient time, earth movement of erogenic nature probably
» . 

took place; but subsequent denudation had plashed the upper

zone of the deformed and otherwise altered rocks away, leaving 

the lower zone - the so-called fundamental complex, exposed to 

atmosphere before the commencement of the following period of 

sedimentation.

We can readily imagine that these rocks became metamor 

phosed under great pressure, or in other words, under great 

thickness of superincumbent rocks. Such a hypothesis, however, 

necessarily postulates a long period of time intervening betweeri 

the date when the ancient rocks were formed a»d which afterwards 

became the so-called fundamental complex, and the date of the 

deposition of the base of the overlying series. This period 

would be of such a length as to allow the deposition of the 

enormous thickness of rock and the denudation of the same, if 

the complex proves to contain sediments. This is not so easy to



imagine, for the period involved would be surprisingly long.

Owing to the uncertainty of the geographical distribution 

of the true fundamental complex in China, it is practically 

impossible to deduce the distribution of land and sea in 

eo-proterozoic time. The geological forces which were then 

active may not have differed in kind from those which we can 

clearly recognize throughout the later periods but may have 

differed in degree. Intrusions and extrusions in this period 

were probably rampant. But with regard to the latter we find 

no trace in China. No trace of life in these rocks has been 

found. Indeed we cannot expect to find any record of it in 

such highly metamorphosed rocks even if it did exist. The 

recrystalllzation of minerals is generally complete. The

writer therefore does not hesitate to state that future
U 

investigations on this group of rocks a** most likely to enrich

our knowledge of mineral transformation and petrological pecu 

liarities, but with little hope of bringing any important 

strati graphical and historical facts to light.

Wu-tai transgression.

Continental China during the la$er stage of the eo-protero 

zoic time, was subjected to prolonged denudation resulting, first, 

in sculpturing the land surface to an advanced phase and then 

exposing the fundamental complex. The gradual lowering of the 

mean altitude of land was probably accentuated by local de 

pressions, which at once, was followed by the invasion of the 

Wu-tai sea. Thus the beginning of the meso-proterozoic (p ? *" )



period set in. As we have already seen, the basal layers 

of the Wu-tai system at the Wu-tai district are composed 

of such material as would be furnished by the fundamental 

complex which forms the mountains lying to the east of 

the locality where the lowest Wu-tai rocks are exposed. 

If the observations made by Willis & Blackwelder at the 

Wu-tai-Shan are correct, here we have strong evidence of 

the local invasion of the Wu-tai sea at the beginning of 

the Wu-tai epoch.

Unfortum tely, the available information with regard 

to the nature of the junction* between the fundamental 

complex and the base of the Wu-tai series is limited to the 

Wu-tai area, we cannot form any idea as to the exact manner 

by which the Wu-tai sea invaded the ancient land in other 

parts of China. Presumably the land surface had moderate 

relief and the transgression did not take place simultaneously. 

As indirect evidence for this hypothesis we find that not only 

the upper part of the Wu-tai formation - the deep sea facies, 

but the lower part - the shallow water facies is absent in 

many districts in Shan-tung and elsewhere. The absence of the 

Wu-tai rocks in these localities may be accounted for by the 

possible denudation subsequent to its formation; but this 

explanation does not preclude the possibility that the Wu-tai 

rocks had never been deposited in those areas or only deposited 

during the later part of the period.

In the Wu-tai district the quartzitic strata are gradually 

replaced by finer material till they become purely calcareous,
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which reminds us the pelagic deposits formed during other 

periods of geological history. This fact is, needless to 

say, strong evidence for the gradual deepening of the Wu-tai 

sea. The calcareous strata are followed upwards by conglomerate

then more or less schistose grits which merge ultimately into\
a very fine and uniform chloritic sbhists. Th^se, schistd seems 

to have attained wide development. Its occurrence in the 

Tsing-ling range in association with gneiss and granite has 

been described by Richihofen and others. The latest expansion 

of the Wu-tai sea is thus definitely proved.

In the middle of the meso-proterozoic period, the oscilla 

tion of the sea floor was probably followed by erogenic movement 

which resulted in lifting the land above water line and subject 

ing it to subap?ial denudation. The lack of adequate data florbids
A

us to discuss the nature of this movement, if it occurred.any 

further.

Prom the uniformity of the material constituting the
an. upper strata of the Wu-tai formation, we infer that the N*k-tai

sea was fairly deep, extensive and apparently ,free from the
C 

disturbing effect of currents. At the end of^toeso-proterozoic

time a large part of Northern and central China was under water 

in which quiet sedimentation continued for a period.

Post Meso-proterozoic and Pre-Heo-Proterozoic 
—Movement and igneous Activity .

The tranquil sedimentation a$ the end of the meso-protero 

zoic period was interrupted by erogenic movement resulting in



the alteration of the distribution of land -and water and the 

intrusion of large acid igneous magma. The Hwang-ling granite, 

the granite intruded into the Tai-Shan complex in the Tai-Shan

district, the augen gneiss intruded into the Wu-tai formation
in the
ai/Wu-tai district etc. were in all probability injected during

this time. The Tsing-llng area which was under the Wu-tai sea 

at the end of the meso-proterozoic period became in this time 

mountainous districts. The principal attack of the movement 

seems to have directed towards N.E. or S.W., for it has impressed 

a N.W.— S.E. strike on the rooks affected.

Huto Transgression..

The last period of earth movement and Igneous activity 

W4s again followed by quiet deposition in the Huto sea which 

covered a large area in N.E. China. Here begins the neo- 

proterozoic period. The relatively gentle inclination of the 

Huto strata and the very small number of basic igneous intru 

sions associated with them, as in contradistinction to the
A

intense folding, and abundant acid intrusions of the Wu-tai 

series, show that they have suffered little disturbance since 

the date of their formation.

In Southern Shansi, nearjthe Wu-tai district, the nature 

of the Huto rocks is reported to grades upwards from argilla 

ceous to calcareous material. If this observation is correct,

the Huto sea was evidently deepening during the fleo-proterozoic
i 

period in N. Shansi and the adjoining regions. How far the
%

sea extended to the Southern part of China is a question which



cannot be answerad with safety under the light of our present 

knowledge. But it seems to be fairly certain that a large part

of Shan-tu"ng and the Tsing-ling range which canie into exixtence
^ 

as the result/ythe last orogenic aoveaent, stood above the water.

Post Neo-Proterozoic and Pre—Sinisian Moveaent 
and Igneous Activity.

The continual and gradual lowering of the floor of the Huto 

aea in H. China seeaedto be accentuated by a aore general 

epeirogenlc rioveaent in the north, and orogenic aoveaent in the 

S. of the country. This movement was again accompanied by igneoue 

intrusions at a number of localities. They are essentially of 

basic composition and relatively insignificant in number.

Sinisian Transgression.

The lowering of the sea floor was still continued and the 

invasion of the late Huto or early Sinisian waters took t>lace 

far and wide. In the early part of the Sinisian period the 

climate of northern and Central China became severely cold. In 

the N. and fl.E. where there was 1 little precipitation, the 

atmosphere was arid and the decomposed material on the ancient 

land surface remained as lateritic deposits; in the Central 

China where there was sufficient precipitation, glaciation 

took place, the traces of which can still be seen near the gorge 

district of the Yang-tze. It is significant that at about 

the same time glaciation also took place in Norway. Hence we 

may assume with some confidence that there was a general lowering 

of temperature throughout the N. Eurasian Continent ( as we call



it today) at the opening of the Sinisian or Cambrian time.

In N. China, the land which had been reduced to an
3advanced phase ofA pene-plain and covered by lateritic deposits,

was gradually drowned by the encroaching aea without the usual 

production of coarse sediments.

In S.W.China and S.E.China there is also indication of 

the transgression of the Sinisian sea, which was followed by 

gradual depression of the floor. As evidence we find that the 

coarse gritty deposits of lower Sinisian age are succeeded 

upwards by fine argillaceous material. Similar change of the 

nature of the deposits from shallow v/ater facies to deep sea 

facies, is noticeable in many other parts of the country. The 

transgression of the Sinisian sea in China, is, therefore, not 

only of local importance but caused a wide, uniform, and pro 

gressive subsidence of the continent. Only a short time after 

the opening of the period the whole country was under the 

cover of fairly deep sea except the Tsing-ling range which 

probably stood above the water level as a peninsula with a 

few surrounding islands. It is hardly necessary to point out 

that the feature*of the Sinisian Tsing-ling range (such as the 

orographic axis etc.) might be very different to that of the 

present Tsing-ling range.

The Sinisian sea appeared to have invaded China from tf>£ 

N.E. where a sea of moderate depth - the Huto sea^had already 

been in existence before the commencement of the Sinisian period. 

On account of the continual deposition of the calcareous material 

and the very broad and gentle nature of the downward movement of
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the sea floor, at many places in N.B.China no striking 

discordance of bedfibetween the Sinisian and the pre-A r

Sinisian formations is reported to be observable. But when
the 

the Sinisian strata rest at once upon/Wu-tai formation or the

Tai-Shan complex, the unconformity is most pronounced in 

character.

The general invasion of the Sinisian or Cambrian sea 

into the Pre-Sinisian or Pre-Cambrian land ia not only a 

remarkable event known in Chinese Geological history, but 

has been noted in many other parts of the globe. The seas 

which drowned so many large areas of the pre-Cambrian land 

and also Cambrian land appearedto be connected with one another. 

Fairly highly organized marine animals such as trilbobites, 

brachiopods, etc. flourished in the extensive sheet of water 

in which they, no doubt, enjoyed free communication. The 

uniformity of physical conditions which prevailed for a long 

period in the open ocean, naturally tends to enhance the 

development of the cosmopolitan forms of life. Since then, 

but not until then, the continual evolution of fauna has 

been recorded a»t different geological periods in many parts 

of China. It is worthy of note that the apparent spontaneous 

appearance of fairly highly organized life in the early 

Cambrian time is equally conspicuous-and puzzling in China aa 

it is in so many other parts of the world. At many places the 

general absence of the traces of life in pre-cambrian rocks 

is thought to be due to ill-preservation, but this explanation 

does not apply to the Chinese pre-cambrian formations, for we



have in China, ahalea^limeatonea underlying the Canbrianf th«y are 

the types of Poefea- wfelch^are nost likely to preserve organic remains
_ the

ThroughputA Sinisian period there was very little disturbance in
S 

China except in the S.W. where occasional oscillation' of sea floor

are proved by the intercalation of limeatone in the lower gritty

aeriea^ and grits in the upper (\rgillaceous strata of the Sinlaian
local 

formation. Theae oscillations were evidently only/affairs,and in

no case do they seem to assume any great importance. Igneous 

activity was practically absent throughout the whole period.

Towards the later part of the Sinisian time, which probably 

includes Upper firdovioian or even Silurian, although differential 

movements of the sea floor became more pronounced, the essential 

feature pf the vast ocean still remained the same, viz. the whole 

of China was still covered by fairly deep sea; even the Taing- 

ling range which stood boldly as a peninsula above the early 

Sinisian water was at this time submerged. The land which had 

been eroded to an advanced stage, and the streams which had 

already reached their base level of erosian fed the open Sinisian 

sea with very little material. Consequently during the later stage 

of the Sinisian period the clear and calm sea received only meagre 

sediments from terreginous sources. On the other hand, where the 

local conditions favour the luxuriant growth of marine organisms, 

the afceletons of corals and brachiopods often aggregate to build 

up whole beds of Silurian strata such as those expoaed in N. 

Su-chuan. Redlichia and ptychopatia which lived in the early 

Sinlaian aea, completely disappearedj At *kia **•* in their 

place, Calymene, Aaaphua, Graptolitee, etc. characterized the 

fauna of the time.



pre-Devonian and ? Post -Silurian Mov bfti 

Either during or soon after the close of the Silurian period 

earth movement affecting a large area of China took place, northern 

China, viz., the area to the N. of the Latitude of the Tsing-ling- 

shari, was bodily raised above the sea; (In this respect the writer's

opinion differs from that of Richthofen who thinks that N.China' was
toi 

still under the water in Devonian time), while S.E. & S. rT . China

suffered folding of orogenic nature; the Western part of the country
l ><V

however, appeared to be slightly affected, for there the calcareous 

strata of Devonian age lie comformably upon the older rocks even 

without any noticeable change of lithology. This movement does 

not seem to be accompanied by igneous activity.

During the Devonian time in China the land lay to the north and 

the open ocean spread over the West & S.VI. In the middle Yang-tze 

region the sea was fairly shallow, and the floor of it was 

exposed to submarine abrasion. In the S.E. the sea was at first very 

shallow into which course sandy deposits were washed down. But at a 

later stage of the Devonian period, the bottom of the sea in S.E. 

China seem4d to be sinking with the consequent formation of limestone. 

In the province of Kwei-chou, coal seams occur in Devonian Shales, 

The coal is of good quality, and the seams attain workable thickness. 

Here we meet the first coal forming period in China.

The Chinese fauna of this period is essentially similar to the 

Marine Devonian facies of Europe: Aulopora, Favosites, Heliolites, 

Calceola, Spirifer, Atrypa etc. are the dominant forms. Therefore 

it is highly probable that the Chinese Devonian sea was in 

connection with that of Europe.

The Devonian rocks in S.W. China pass conformably upwards into the
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lower carboniferous. There was no remarkable change of the essen-
t

tial feature of land and sea during the lower carboniferous time 

except in the middle Yarig-tze region where the sea floor showed signs 

of sinking, and in the S.W. of it signs of rising. In the meantime 

the climatic conditions became suitable for the rapid and exuberent 

growth of vegetation on the land; and the free communication *f the 

worldwifle darboni f erous sea induced the cosmopolitan brachiopods, 

such as productus etc., to flourish in the water.

In the middle carboniferous time, the sea started to advance 

steadily towards the N. while in the S.W. the gradual lifting of

the sea floor had rendered the conditions almost estu)?ine. Coal
i

seams were laid down in between sandy deposits. Here begins the 

second coal forming period — the longest and the most important 

coal forming period in China.

EARTH Movement and "VCllcanicity in the Carboniferous Time. 

The closfe of the middle carboniferous period in S.W.China was 

marked by intense earth movement: folding and thrusting were accom 

panied by the eruption of Andesitic, rhyolitic and basaltic lava,
n v ' s

and intrusions of labradoric sills and dykes. It is surprising that 

such a violent movement and volcanic activity seema4 to have hardly

exorcised any effect in the northern part of the country where only
<

slight fluctuation of sea level can be inferred from the insigni 

ficant beds of doubtful middle or lower carboniferous age. This 

disturbance was quickly followed by the next period of transgression.

Upper Carboniferous Tranagression .

At the beginning of the topper carboniferous period, the whole 

area of Southern China started to sink, and the upper carboniferous

sea progressively invaded Northern China which was then largely
eroded



land. The magnitude of this transgression at least matches that of 

the Sinisian transgression. During this time the coal forming 

conditions prevailed far and :?ide. Lopidodendron, Sigillclria,

Annul^ria, Sphenoplyllum, Gordaites and other plants attained their
£ 

maximum developement on the'land, and foramirofral fuana played the
^ 

most important parts in the sea. At first, as the sea proceeded

northwards, *fc* estuarine conditions prevailed in the middle and S.E. 

China. Accordingly the lower coal measures in the said regions were 

laid down. As the sea advanced further north and north-east, the 

eatuarine conditions were shifted to the provinces of Shan-tung, 

Chi-li, Shan-si, Shen-si etc. Where the extensive perrao-darbonif- 

erous productive measures were then formed.

After a period of oscillatory movements of the sea floor during 

the permo.carboniferous time, the sea again started to retreat south 

ward, carrying with it estuarine conditions, and depositing once

more coal seams in the south-eastern provinces. The upper coal
• 

measures of the lower Yang-tze region most probably belong to this

period. Now another mighty erogenic movement follows.

The Middle .Fermi,an Movement and .Igneous Activity* 

In S.W.China we have seen that the Tipper darboniferous limestone
#

passes upwards into lower Perm^ain with perfect conformity. Indeed 

if not for the replacement of fusulina which exclusively fills up 

the Upper Carboniferous limestone by an unique fauna of brachiopods
•

characterizing Lower Pemfain, it would be hardly justifiable to

distinguish the lower Permain from the upper carboniferous in the
-t a' 

said region, fit the close of the Middle Permain time, however,

revolutionary earth movement took place, producing profound change



of the topographical features throughout China. This movement is 

particularly noticeable in Eastern Yun-nan where the conglomeratic 

sedimente of *k* trpper permian age overlie the Middle permian lime 

stone. The Tsing-ling range appeardfto have been brought into
' fa 

existence again, which separated the northern inland sea^Tethys"

from the southern open ocean. In all probability it is largely 

due to this movement that the prevailing Sinian trend in China was 

determined, and the enormous quantity of granite and porphyritic 

magma in S.E.China, Western Su-Chuan, and at a number of localities 

in central China was poured out or injected into the palaeozoic

strata. 0
/«£•" ">

After the Middle Remain movement, the surface features ofi
Southern China became more varied: Estuarines of rather complicated 

outline probably surrounded the projecting land. Amongst them fcRe 

anthracite field of Hu-nan with a peculiar lamelli branch fauna

seems to be one of the most important representatives. Although
*

this coal forming period is later than that of the carboniferous and
•*\ t i

permo-carboniferous time already mentioned, it can still be referred 

to the second period of coal formation in China, for the coal 

forming conditions probably continued sine* the Middle darboniferous

time.

Vulcanicity during the Upper Permian Period. 

The close of the Upper Permian period, viz, the end of the 

palaeozoic era was marked all over China by extensive out-pouring 

of basic and andesitic lava. Northern Shan-tung, middle Yang-tie, 

and eastern Yun-nan appear to be the three principal centres. The 

lava-sheets are partly preserved under the cover of the lower Triawsic 

sediments which are generally sandy and marly, indicating more or less



inland water or littoral origin. It is thus imaginable that in 

the lower Triassic time southern as well as western China was strewn 

by large and small lakes or lagoons, while nothem China was 

probably under the shallow sea of Tethys.

Earth movement of any preceptible magnitudelin the Lower 

Triassic time has not been recognised in China. The change of 

flora is however remarkable: Lepidodendron, Sigillaria, Spheno- 

phyllum, Cordaites and other palaeozoic forms largejydisappeared. 

True equiseta, peculiar genera of ferns, conifers cyc«adi?,etc. 

became more and more predominant.

Middle Triassic Transgression.

At the beginning of the Middle Triassic time, the comparative-
wffre 

ly shallow waters *.*# invaded by the open Triassic sea from the
—- Cc 

S.W. --Nearly at all the localities in,S.W. and Western provinces

of China, where the succession of the Triassic strata has been 

examined and recorded, we find that the lower Trias is character 

ized by sandy and marly deposits; in the Middle Trias calcareous 

formation predominates; while in the Upper Trias, again, we find 

a series of sandy and marly material. The invasion of the Middle 

Triassic sea apparently proceeded as far as eastern Su-chuan.

In the trpper Triassic time, or Rhaetic stage, coal seams of

workable thickness were laid down in S.W. and western China. This
was

third coal forming period & followed, for a time, by the deposi 

tion of barren sandstone and marl.

Jurassic Movement.

The beginning of the Jurassic period was inaugurated by earth 

movement of moderate magnitude. In S.W.China depression of the



Triassic floor was followed by the transgression of the Liassic sea. 

The estuaries or lagoons in which sands, muds and coal seams were 

deposited in the Rhaetic period, became by this tiros, a sea of 

moderate depth. This is shown by the occurence of the Jurassic 

dolormtic limestone overlying the Rhaetic productive measures in 

Kwei-chou and on the left bank of the river Kin-Sha-Kiang. Tirhile 

S.W.China was undergoing sub si dense, many parts of T'r e stern China 

were gradually rising above the water. Consequently a large lake - 

the lake of Su-chuan, was separated from the open ocean. The nature

of the movement which gave rise to the surrounding ridges or high-
tLiLvUk 

lands^of the lake^was probably in some parts orogenic and in the
•

other parts epeirogenic. Where the pressure was intense and the 

movement was violent, we find early Jurassic conglomerate due to 

the subsequent eubaerial denudation. The major push seem** to have

come from the S.E. as the Sinian movement. The tendency of it 

therefore to exaggerate the old Sinian folds as well as to produce 

new folds having a pseudo-Sinian trend. The folding of the floor 

of the lake of Su-chuan was probably continued to a much later date 

than early Jurassic. Northern China, the area to the north of the 

Tsing-ling range, appears to be little affected by the early Jurassic 

movement.

Owing to the excessive evaporation and gradual infilling, 

the water in the lake of Su-chuan became highly saline; finally seams 

of rock salt and gypsum were deposited together with marls and shales.

In northern China, along the southern margin of the inland sea,
the
/Tethys, coal forming conditions prevailed over a wide area in early

Jurassic time. Coal seams of great economic importance v:ere laid



down in Shan-tung, Shan-si, <&nehkwte4 Mongolia and other regions . This 

is the fourth period of coal formation in China. The fact that the 

monstrous flying reptiles and other peculiar saurians which charac-
»

terized the Jurassic fauna of Europe have not been found so far in ̂ 0 

Chinese Jurassic tends to confirm the existence of the inland sea, 

Tethys, in the Eurasian continent as we call it today. Just as the 

present Mediteranian separates Africa from Europe, so the Tethys

separated Europe from Asia in T Jurassic period.

The last Continent al Period.
€5 

As the Jurassic seas both recedfaag northward and southward from
A

China proper, the whole country was bodily lifted high above the mean 

sea level. Forces of denudation began to operate in full swing: 

Mountain ranges were planned down, the material thus produced being 

washed off by swift currents into the neighbouring valleys or basins. 

The country which was presumably characterized by strong relief at t 

the beginning of the Jurassic period gradually became a vast expanse
/of table-land. By A dretaceous time the processes of peneplaination

had almost completed their work. Geological and geographical changes
A

arrived at a stage of quiescence which continued for a time. Never 

theless the mean altitude of the land was still high, for even the 

worldwide denomanian transgression did not invade China any further 

than the southern border of Tibet where true marine deposits 

containing c*retaceous fauna have been found.

History repeats itself, towards the middle of the Tertiary tine, 

probably oligocene or Miocene epoch, the prolonged tranquility was 

broken by violent attack of erogenic movement from the south. The 

Alps of the Himalaya rose to a great altitude in the west of China; 

the Tsing-ling and the Nan-ling ranges attained their imposing 

features across the central and the southern part of the



country; large blocks of strata faulted down in northern China, 

to a throw of 10,000 feet or more; mighty granitic intrusion cov 

ering an area 60 miles long and 19 miles wide was squeezed out in 

the eastern Tsing-ling range; fissure and vent eruptions ejecting
*' L '<• 

enormous quantity of basaltic lava were rampant in southern Mango-

lia, Shan-tung, northern Kiang-su, answering to their sister 

volcanoes which were then also fully active in N.W.Britain and 

Iceland, thus the processes of erosion once more became vigorous. 

While the effect of the orogenic movement was gradually fad 

ing away, the quiet sedimentation in large and small lakes, (the

relics of these lakes can still be seen in S.W. and northern
N 

China), covering the depressions .was in progress. Where the water
'? cdut 

7/as saline, we get beds of rock.and gypsum interbedded in sand

stone and marl, where the water was sufficiently deep, lacustrine 

limestone was deposited. The numerous isolated areas of soft red 

sandstones which are so extensively developed, were probably form 

ed subsequent^ to the great Alpine Himalayan uplift.

The climate during the Middle Tertiary period appears to have
&* 

been suitable for rapid growth of vegttation. Coal seams were
/

laid down both in N.E. and S.W.China. Here we come to the flifth
i

period — the last period, of ooal formation in China. This terti 

ary coal is of particular economic importance in Manchuria and 

eastern Yun-nan at the present time.

The last phase of the infilling of the Tethys was represented 

by the deposition of the Gobi series which consists of clay and

sandy material with occasional seams of rock salt, etc. Since this
and 

time the whole area to the north af N.W. of China became land

dotted over with a large number of saline lakes



region well deserves the name "Han-hai" or Dry-Sea. 

As the result of the disappearance of the inland sea, the 

atmosphere in northern and N.W.China became arid. At the end of 

the pliocene or the beginning of the pleistocene time eaolian con 

ditions prevailed in northern, northwestern and to some extent 

southwestern China. The decomposed material was blown about, and

spread far and wide over hills and valleys. Thus the formation of
.//

loess began, and A continued down to the present day. Whether there 

was a general lowering of temperature during this period in China 

as in N.W. Europe and North America is uncertain, for even if the 

climate was severely cold, the aridity of the atmosphere could not 

allow the existence of large glaciers. The absence of large mass of 

ice in eastern Siberia today, in spite of Arctic temperature well 

illustrates such a case.

Since the Mid-Tertiary movement, striking tectonic changes do 

not seem to have taken place in a large scale. It is true that the 

bedded red sandstones of probable post Mid-Tertiary age are gener 

ally tilted, and in most cases the strata either strike N - S or 

E - W; but the dips are invariably gentle except in those places 

where the young sandstones were apparently deposited on the slopes 

of the ancient land surface. This latter fact seems to suggest that 

the "after effect" of the Mid-Tertiary movement probably lasted for 

a time during pliocene epoch. Later movement adad movements which 

have been responsible for the present physiographical features, are 

apparently of epeirogenio character. The sinking of eastern China or 

the rising of western China might have renewed the corroding power 

of the rivers Yang-tze-kiang and Hwang-ho, and enabled them to cut



deep gorges in Western Hupeh and eastern Shan-si.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion the writer notes with surprise, and against his 

expectation, & } that the familiar facts which have'been known 

in the geological history of Europe and North America, a.re also to
r

a large extent, represented in +hs courat of geological development 

in China. Let us begin to compare the Cambrian transgression with 

the Sinisian transgression. The gradual deepening of the floor of 

the Cambrian sea both in Britain and China, is indicated by the 

deposition of finer material towards the later stage of the Cambrian 

period. In the middle palaeozoic time, the Taconian movement in
•

eastern North America and the Caledonian movement in Scotland and 

Scandinavia deem to correspond to the pre-Devonlan end ? post- 

Silurian disturbance, although Suess takos a conservative attitude
\&o

in correlating these events. Then caine the extensive formation of

coal during the darboniferous-Permian period. The later part of
kM 

this coal forming period is characterized by the mighty Hercynian

or Armorican movement in N.W.Europe, corresponding to the middle 

Permian or Sinian movement in China. The next parallelism is the

middle Triassic transgressions both in Southern China and in-Southem
4f7p4rently 

and Cehtral Europe; they are *******£ comparable. Last of all there

occurred to the mid-Tertiary movements in Europe and Asia. Large 

areas were affected; enormous thickness of strata was thrown into 

Alpine folds <ln gigantic scale. These movements not only coincide 

in time and rival in magnitude, but even agree to some extent, in
<+>Up

direction as proved byAparallel trend of some of the major folds in 

China and Europe produced by the movement. Further, the mid-Tertiary 

folding in each case was either accompanied or immediately



followed by extensive out-pouring of basaltic lava.

In attempting to parallel the great movements in China with 

those in the western world, the writer is compelled to ask the 

question: Are all these great epoch-infeking events genetically 

connected? Do they have a common origin?



SECTION III

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
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CHAPTER Vlll

The Economic Aspect of Chinese Geology. 

Ao Coal Fie Id St.

Coal is abundantly developed in China. Geologically 

it occurs in five periods (1) Devonian, (2) Carbon- 

iferous-Perm%n, (5) Triassic, (4) Jurassic, (5) Tertiary. 

The Carboniferous-Permian period is the most important* 

Next comes the Jurassic, then Triassic. Tertiary coal is 

worked to some extent in the northeastern corner of China 

Proper, southeastern Yun-nan and Manchuria, while Devonian 

coal is merely known in the province of Kwei-ohofu

Geographically, coal is found in every province of
N«*rly 

China Proper. /The whole of the province of Shan-si is a

vast coal field; large areas of the province of Hu-nan 

and liiang-si are occupied by coal bearing rocks. The red 

sandstone in the Red Basin of Su-chuan is nearly every 

where underlain by a few coal seams of workable thickness* 

In the southwestern provinces, viz., Kwei-chou, Kwang-si, 

Yun-nan, all. of the five coal forming periods are partly 

represented by coal bearing series. A large number of 

isolated coal basins is known in the middle nd the lower 

Yang-tze valley. Belts of coal bearing rocks occur in the 

province of iii-^ie
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y.The Coal JFieldg of Shan-tunfi.

The ooal fields in the province of Shan-tung owe their 

preseveration to large normal faults. The coal bearing 

series is everywhere underlain by the Sinisian limestone and 

frequently overlain by barren sandstone and shales. In the 

western part of the province there are three separate basins 

(1) The Poshan-chichuan anthracite field lies in the Hsian- 

fu-ho valley. It is separated from the Hai-shan coal fieldf- 

by a fault running E - W. (2) The Lai-wu coal field lies 

in the eastern part of the valley between the Tai-shan and 

the Lieii-hua-shan. The coal basin of Lu-tsuin at the head 

water of the I-ho is regarded by Koerfer as the prolonga 

tion of the Lai-wu coal field. These fields produce bit-
/

uminous coal. (3) The I-tshou-fu and the I-hsien coal 

fields are situated in the southwestern part of the pro 

vince. The I-tshou-fu coal field yields a friable earthy 

coal of inferior quality; and the thickness of the seams 

are variable, ranging from 1 to 30 m. They are arranged 

like fish scales. The field extends over an a,rea of about 

9.6 square miles, and is frequently flooded by the down- 

pouring of the yellow river. r~'he I-hsien coal field lies 

to the west of I-tshou-fu and north of the town of I-hsien.

It yields bituminous coal of much better quality than that
more

of I-tshou-fu; moreover it is/favourably situated for trans 

portation. The productive measures in this field is over 

lain by porphyritic sandstone and conglomerate.



The Coal Fields of Chi-li.

The coal fields of Chi-li are generally found in the 

synclines of the prevailing Sinian folds, i.e., folds which 

trend N E. In the northern part of the province several 

coal fields are known:-

(1) Between Shan-hai-kwan and Kao-chao, a few seams of 

friable anthracite crop out, striking nearly parallel to 

the coast of northern Chi-li and dipping N.W. The individ 

ual seams are about 5 ft thick, and the coal is not of high 

quality; As a rule it is used for domestic purposes. Old 

workings are known near Chun-ho-se, Ning-yuen-chou, Kao- 

chao and Shi-men-tsai.

(2) Nan-piao coal field Parallel to the outcrop of 

the anthracite seams mentioned above, and about 15 miles
«

north of it, there is a second belt of exposure of bitum 

inous and anthracite seams which dip towards N.YJ. at about 

30° in the neighbourhood of Kao-li-ching-tze; southwestward, 

the dip increases and the nature of the coal changes from 

place to place. At Nan-piao, the seams become numerous and 

are of high quality; but further S.T7. they entirely disapp 

ear. Irregularities caused by intrusive dykes and sills 

are prevalent throughout this field.

.(5) Ping-kow coal field This field lies about 50 

miles N.W. of the town of Chu-ho-se and forms the gulch of 

Ping-kow. The coal is of sub-bituminous nature and is in 

tercalated with grey shales and conglomerate. The coal 

bearing strata are broken up by E - W faults which are 

often the cause of the inflow of great quantity of water



in the underground workings. According to W.A.Moller, this 

coal bearing series is of Tertiary age.

(4) Chao-yang Pei-piao coal field This field ex 

tends from near the town of Chao-yang to the northeastern 

end of Pei-piao, having a total extension of about 35 miles 

and being divided into three portions by igneous and schist 

ose rocks* The nature of the coal is variable. Anthracite 

and bituminous coal are both known*

(5) A number of coal fields exists in the district of 

Jehol. In the neighbourhood of the village of Y/an-ya-tsen 

thin seams of coal are worked for the purpose of lime- 

burning. N.E. of Chih-feng, in the vicinity of the Yuen- 

pao-shan, seams of hard brown coal having a thickness of 5 

to 10 ft are overlain by gravel and sand which are about 

150 ft thick.

(6) The coal field of Kai-ping is worked on modern 

lines, and yields excellent bituminous coal.

Three coal fields of economic importance are known in 

western and southwestern Chi-li:-

(1) 17ang-ping coal field About 15 miles west of 

Peking lies the Wang-ping coal field. The coal is sul 

phurous, hard and anthracitic. The main seam attains a 

thickness of 55 ft. The beds are either lying flat or 

gently inclined. A migftty series of sandstone overlies the 

productive measures.



(2) Tshai/coal field Near the LTan-kou mountain 

there is an anthracite field of Jurassic age. The number 

of seams IH reported to be no less than 9 or 10 each seam 

attains a thickness of about 5 or 6 ft. The difficulty 

of transportation has been the cause of mining inactivity*

(3) Lin-shan coal field This coal field lies about 

fifty miles S.VJ. of Pao-ting-fu. Here, as in other cases 

in northern China, the productive measures are underlain by 

the Sinisian limestone which stands out in relief on both 

sides of the soft coal bearing rocks, and forms a basin 

-with its synclinal axis running N E. The coal is worked 

at Mi-chang and Ling-shan in small scale.

The Shan-si Coal field and its related coal basins.

The whole of the province of Shan-si may be regarded as 

a single coal field. Coal seams belonging to two different 

geological periods are present in this vast area. The north- 

Y/estern part of the province, i.e., the Ta-tung-fu basin 

and the adjoining districts are largely occupied by 

Jurassic coal bearing rocks, while in the other parts of 

the province, coal bearing series of Permo-Carboniferous 

age is either buried underneath a secondary cover of sand 

stone and loess or exposed on the surface of the ground. 

Flat stratification accompanied by large normal faults is 

the principal tectonic feature throughout the Shan-si coal 

field. Igneous intrusion and extrusion are entirely absent.

To the southwest of Pin-yang-fu, a few ridges stand 

above the plain of the Hwang-tu. These unburied ancient



heights and their northern prolongation, the Ho-shan range, 

form an interesting line in the Shan-si coal field: The coal 

distributed to the east of this line is a pure anthracite, 

while that lying to the west of it is exclusively bituminous. 

This dividing line continues to run toward the north, and it 

passes the east of Tai=yuan-fu; consequently, the coal field 

of Tai-yuan-fu falls in the bituminous region. According to 

C.D.Jamison's estimate, the anthracite region alone occupies 

an area of at least 13,500 square miles, and the bituminous 

region probably covers an equal area.

The main seam of the Permo-Carboniferous coal is wonder 

fully persistent; it has a thickness of about 30 ft and lies 

150 to 300 ft above a flinty limestone which is also fairly 

persistent. In the bituminous region, workable seams also 

occur below the horizon of this flinty limestone.

The anthracite field of Ki-chou, which covers an area of 

150 square miles, ait* may be regarded as the northeastern 

extension of the main coal field of Shan-si. IT.F.Drake 

estimates the total coal reserve in the Ki-chou coal field 

at 3,000,000,000 tons.

Westward the Sh^n-si coal field extends into the south 

ern part of the province of Shen-si, where the flat strat 

ification and the persistency of the workable seams are 

maintained.

Southward, the plateau of Shan-si with the flat-lying 

coal seams descends to the plain of Ho-nan; there a few but 

important isolated coal basins occur.



(1) The Lai-neu-ho coal field This coal field lies 

to the south of the Tai-hang-shan and the north of the yellow 

river (about lat. 35°N. long. 114°E.) The main seam is about 

18 ft thick having a uniform dip 1 in 5 towards the south. 

The general succession of rocks is the same as in the Shan- 

si coal field. The coal is a smokeless anthracite of 

excellent quality.

(2) About 33 niles north of Nan-yang-fu, inferior an 

thracite is mined from two small seams of the Kin-li-shan. 

This small coal field is quite isolated.

(3) The coal area of Lu-shan and Ju-chou produces 

bituminous coking coal of ordinary purity. The productive 

measures overlies the Sinisian limestone. The area is 

roughly defined by the valleys of the Sha-ho and the Ju-ho, 

some 70 lis broad* Two seams are worked. (6 ft and 8 ft) 

In places the strata are broken up showing signs of dis 

turbance. But as a whole, the structure of the field is 

favourable for mining.

(4) The Ho-nan-fu coal field lies between the Lai-neu- 

ho and the Lu-shan coal field. It is believed to be the 

northern continuation of the Lu-shan coal field, but differs 

from the latter in that it yields anthracite. The coal bear 

ing strata are likewise slightly broken up. 

The Coal fields of N.W.Kan-su.

A few coal fields are known in the region surrounding 

the Nan-shan ranges. They are worked to some extent at 

Shan-tan-hsien, (S.E. of Kan-tschou-fu) , dn-ho-yi and



Thung-fan-yi in the valley of the Ta-tung-ho. The coal 

is generally brittle and somewhat sulphurous.

The Red Basin of Su-chuan as a coal field. 

According to V.K.Ting, among 146 prefectures of Su- 

chuan, there are 84 that possess visible coal fields. Two
•

or three workable seams having a thickness of 5 to 4 ft 

each, frequently crop out on the top of the anticlinal 

ridges and near the margin of the basin. The coal is not 

of high quality, but it answers domestic purposes. Small 

workings are seen from place to place but nowhere do they 

rise to the rank of modern engineering plant.

The Coal fields of the Southwestern Provinces. 

I propose to group the coal fields in the provinces 

of Yun-nan, Kwang-si and Kwei-chou together not because 

they are tectonically related but because we know very 

little about them. Rich coal fields no doubt exist in 

these provinces as can be inferred from their Strati- 

graphical development, and the occasional notes appeared in 

different mining magazines. If I may judge from the avail 

able information, I do not expect the occurrence of exten 

sive coal fields in the province of Yun-nan, for nearly the 

whole province was subjected to intense tectonic disturb 

ance in relatively recent geological time; since then a 

great part of the stratified rocks has been planed away. 

We may, of course, find local basins in the grabens or 

relatively sheltered areas in which the coal bearing strata 

are not broken up to such a degree as to entirely lose
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their economic value* At present a few small workings are 

known in this province. They are either tapping the Ter 

tiary basins such as in the vicinity of Fong-tze or working 

on the Rhaetic seams which are generally composed of vol 

atile coal and rarely exceed a thickness of 5 ft. Near 

Sin-chuin and Pa-che-kay good coking coal of Perma)i,n age 

is reported to occur. Round Tung-chuan carboniferous coal 

is knowno

The plateau-structure of the province of Kwei-chou and 

a part of the province of Kwang-si seems to be a favourable 

condition for the preservation of slightly disturbed coal 

seams. According to \Vingate, and Leclere, bituminous 

coking coal crops out to the II.W. of Kwei-yang and between 

Kweiryang and Kwei-ling. They a,re largely of Rhaetic age. 

The coal fields in these provinces are hardly touched.

The Coal fields of Hu-nan and Kwang-tung.

Richthofen divides the coal field of Hu-nan into 

three areas (l) The Liu coal field lies in the south 

western part of Hu-nan. It is apparently the continuation 

of the coal field of Kwang-si. Near the divide between 

Kwang-si and Hu-nan, the coal bearing strata are folded 

or otherwise disturbed; the coal is of inferior quality*, 

Northward, however, the quality of the coal inproves. In 

the vicinity of Liu-yang, the coal is an impure anthracite 

occurring in numerous seams, each of them attains a thick 

ness from 3 to 6 ft* The coal bearing strata are highly 

inclined. Small workings are found in a few places but 

they never reach a depth of more than 200 ft.



(2) The Siang coal field lies in the valley of the 

Siang-kiang and the valleys of its tributaries. The coal is
•

generally bituminous and contains iron pyrites. Good coking 

coal has been worked in recent years at Siao-hua-shi, (near 

Siang-tan)Lung-chau, Lai-ling, Ma-tou and Chun-chou. 

(central Hu-nan) The Ping-siang colliery on the border of 

the Kiang-si has gained great importance within the last 

15 years. It commands the chief supply of the Yang-tze 

towns. Collieries are also seen in the HenTChou district 

on the Siang-kiang.

(3) The coal fields of Western Hu-nan spread over the 

region of Shin-chau-fu and Yuen-chau-fu. They are little 

known, and hardly touched.

In the province of Kwang-tung, bituminous coal occurs 

in the valleys of the rivers Ui-lung and Sik-cheung, Lu- 

kuong, Pun-yu, Ping-hai, Fa-yuen and Mei-tan-tsang. Details 

of these coal fields are not known.

The Coal Fields in the middle and lower Yang-tze valleyo

In the province of Hu-peh, two coal fields are known: 

(1) The Djn-nan coal field lies in southwestern part of the 

province. It covers'the district of Hsin-shan, Tze-kuei, 

I-tu, Chang-yang and extends southward into the province 

of Hu-nan; thence it probably joins the coal fields of 

western Hu-nan. This coal field is not a single basin, but 

includes a number of small basins; The structure of these 

basins is unknown. Seams of bituminous coal having an 

average thickness of 4 ft crop out in many localities.
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(2j The -oal field of S.E. Hu-peh extends over the districts 

of Pu-chi, Tshong-yang, Hsin-kwo, Ta-yeh and Kwang-ji. Both 

anthracite and bituminous coal are known in this area. The 

coal "bearing rocks are generally folded together with the 

underlying limestone; the axes of the folds strike approx- 

inately B - W.

The coal fields of the province of Kiang-si are divis 

ible into four areas (1) A belt of coal bearing rocks 

containing thin seams of coal runs along the eastern foot 

hills of the Lu-shan and dives underneath the Po-yang lake; 

it reappears at Pun-tseh-hsien on the eastern border of the 

same lake. (2) The second area ©overs the district of 

Lo-ping, Teh-hsin, Yu-kan, Wan-nien. (3) The third area 

lies on the west of the Gang-kiang, and embraces the districts 

of Sui-tshou-fu, Fon-chen-hsien, Lin-kiang-fu, Sin-yu-hsien 

and the whole valley of the Yuan-kiang. (4) The fourth area 

lies in the neighbourhood of Kwang-sin-fu and extends into 

the province of Che-kiang forming the Kin-hua and Chu-tchou 

coal fields.

In the province of An-hwei, there is an anthracite field 

extending over the districts of Su-sung, Tai-hu, Kwei-che 

and Hwai-ning. The coal bearing strata are highly folded 

and often dislocated. The coal is rich in sulphur.

No important colliery is known throughout this coal 

field. In southern An-hwei, coal occurs in the vicinity of 

Ning-kwo-hsien« The nature of the coal and the extent of 

the field is unknown.



Coal seams occur in the neighbourhood of Nan-king and 

Chen-kiang. They do not appear to be economically imtjor- 

tant«

The Coal fields of Cherkiang and Fu-kien.

In the province of Che-kiang, anthracite occurs near 

Tung-lu-hsien. This anthracite field is disturbed by com 

plex tectonic movements. It lies between a belt of Palaeo 

zoic rocks on the northern side and a granitic mass on the 

southern side. At Yi-u-hsien, east of Kin-hua-fu, bituminous 

coal has been worked for a long time past* In the districts 

of Si-an-hsien, Kiang-shan-hsien and Tai=chou-fu both 

anthracite and bituminous coal seams are known. As a whole li 

the province of Che-kiang is least important among all the 

provinces of China Proper as far as their Coal-producing 

capacity is concerned.

In the province of Fu-kien, Ishii describes two belts 

of coal bearing rocks:" The first extends from Kien-ning-fu 

Yen-ping-fu southward to Ta-tien-hsien, Chang-ping-hsien, 

Lung-yen-chou and Yun-tin-chou. At Lung-yen-chou, it forms 

a syncline containing beds of anthracite. The second belt 

extends from Tsong-an-hsien, Shau-wu-hsien to the districts 

of Tai-ning and Kien-ning. Thif? belt also contains anthracite 

The coal seams usually attain a thickness from 3 ft to 6 ft 

and they are as a rule, much broken up.

The Annual production of coal in China.

The annual production of coal in China has not been 

accurately recorded. The figures quoted below t-.re merely



intended to show the approximate quantity.
>

The following estimate was given by T.T.Read in the year 

1911.

Province Anthracite 
(in tons)

Bituminous 
(in tons)

Sub-bitum. 
and lignite 
(in tons)

Manchuria

Chi-li 840,000.

Shan-si 4,000,000.

Shen-si

Kan-su
X-

Shan-tung 300,000.

Ho-nan 1,000,000.

Su-chuan

Kwei-chou

Yun-nan

Che-ldLang

Kiang-si

Hu-nan

Kwang-tung

Kwang-si

Other prov. •.._._....____

25,000.

2,090,000.

25,000.

500,000.

500,000.

500,000.

500,000.

250,000.

300,000.

10,000.

700,000.

200,000.

50,000.

100,000.

10.0.000 .

1,000,000.

150,000.

Total* 6.140^000... .5^9.00^000., 1.150.000.

Grand ffiotal 13,190,000.
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The Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce of the Chinese 

Government gives the following figures for the year 1913.

Shan-si 2,868,000.

Chi-li 2,701,000.

Shen-king 1,805,000.

Ho-nan 1,463,000.
•

Shan-tung 1,120,000.

Hu-nan 1,120,000.

Su-chuan 1,992,000

Kiang-si 949,000.

Hsin-kiang 600,000. 

Hei-lung-kiang 2§0,OQO

Kweq-chou 100,000.

Shen-si 100,000.

Hu-peh 100,000.

Yun-nan 86,000.

Pu-kien 50,000.

Ki-rin 44,000.

Kan-su 30,000.

Kiang-su 25,000.

Kwang-tung 12,000.

Kwang-si , lOyOOO.

Che-kiang 10,000.

An-hvvei 10,000.

Total. 14,515.yGOO. tons.



The Gaol Reserve of China.
• •

The available quantity of coal that China has in her 

store cannot be estimated even to the first approximation 

at the present stage of our knowledge* Attempts, hov/ever, 

have been made by different authors. They give us very
• .

different figures. Two instances are cited below:

Name of 
Province-.

Estimate due to
N.F.Drake.
(in metric tons)

Estimate due to
Inouye.
(in metric tons)

Shan-si

Yun-nan *

Hu-nan

Su-chuan

Kwei=chou

Chi-li

Ho-nan

Shan-tung

Kan-su

Kiang-si

Mongolia

Kwang-tung

Shen-si

Kwang-si

An-hwei -

Hu-peh

Fu-ki en

Che-kiang

O'

714,340,000,000,

300,000,000,000*

90,000,000,000.

80,000,000,000.

30,000,000,000.

22,668,000,000.

9,275,.000,000.

7,083,000,000.

5,129,000,000.

3,395rOOO,000*

1,200,000,000.

" 1,009,000,000.

1,050,000,000.

500,000,000.

187,000,000.

117,000,000.

25,000,000.

24,700,000*

1,200,000,000.
r

17,000,000,000. 

15,000,000,000*

3,080,000,000.

200,000,000.

650,000,000.

80,000,000* 

120,000,000.



Liang-su 10,000,000*

Manchuria 1,208,000,000.

Total. 996,612,700,000. 39,973,000,000.

The quantity of coal stored in the Shan-si coa,l field 

is probably overestimated by Drake, for he chooses his data 

for calculation from Richthofen whose opinion is decidedly 

too liberal. On the other hand, the coal reserve of the 

provinces of Che-kiang, Pu-kien, Kiang-si, An-hwei, 

Mongolia is probably under-estimated by Drake, for YJang, 

after a careful survey, reports that the coal field of 

Fon-chen, Lo-ping and Pu-liang in the province of Kiang-si 

alone contains approximately 500,000,000. tons, and that 

there are two billion tons of coal lying in the coal field 

of T7estern Mongolia. For the provinces of Yun-nan and 

Kwei-chou, Drake's estimation is based on the data given 

by Leclere whose description of the coal field in these 

provinces is by no means elaborate. Inouye f s estimation 

is still less satisfactory. It should be noted that both 

Inouye and Drake have left the coal fields of northern 

An-hwei out of consideration.

Assuming that the plus and minus errors of Drake's 

estimate . of the whole country cancel each other, we have 

some 1,000,000,000,000. metric tons of coal in China wait 

ing for mining exploitation. The present world consumption 

(before 1914) of coal per annum is roughly 1,000,000,000, 

tons*



If there is no change of the rate of consumption in future, 

the Chinese coal alone would be able to supply the whole 

world for 10 centuries. It is also interesting to note 

that the coal reserve in the whole world, as may be gather 

ed from the report published by the International coal 

cencus in the year 1913, is approximately 7.5 million 

million tons. If this figure and the figure given by Drake 

are something approaching the truth,,nearly one seventh of 

the total coal reserve in the world would be found in China.

B. Oil Fields. 

Petroleum are known to occur in China in two areas

(1) In the coal field of Shan-si and the adjoining regions,

(2) In the Red fiasin of Su-chuan.

(1) The Shan-si area In the year 1914, an agreement 

between the Chinese government and the Standard Oil Company 

of America was signed with the object of opening up this oil 

field. At first, a geological examination was made in the 

neighbourhood of Cheng-teh-fu, southwestern Chi-li, but 

the opinion of the experts was adverse. Subsequently at 

tention was turned to Yen-chang in the province of Shan- 

si and extensive drilling operations were conducted. 

Though seven wells were drilled to a depth of 3,000 ft, 

very little oil was found, consequently the v/ork was sus 

pended* Negotiations were continued for some time between 

the company and the government, with objects not made public 

but finally the matter was definitely abandoned by the Stan-
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dard Oil Company. The results obtained in Shan-si by the 

company appear to be at variance with local experience, 

for oil had been obtained in marketable quantities, and 

the government is said to be still keen to carry on the 

work.

Generally speaking, the tectonic features of the Shan- 

si area do not seem to be favourable for preserving large 

quantity of liquid and gaseous fuel, for the stratification 

of the rocks is essentially flat, and the strata are divided 

up by large normal faults, the edges of the dislocated 

blocks are often exposed on the side of the plateaus.

(2) The Red Basin of Su-chuan The occurrence of 

petroleum and natural gas in the Red Basin has been known 

to the inhabitants of Su-chuan since time immemorial. 

They are usually found in the salt wells in more or less 

quantity. Sometimes they are utilized as fuel for evap 

orating the brime, but in most cases, the petroleum is 

thrown away as waste. Such petroleum-brine wells are found 

at the following localities:-

Shi-yu-kow, south of Chung-king-fu. (lat.29°4!R f 'T long.!06°30*E) 

Northeast of Pong-lai-chien, between She-hong and Su-ning. 

San-yuan-chang, east of Yen-tin, (lat. 31 15 ! N. long. 105° 32'E.) 

Ji-tien-sze, northeast of Jien-yang (lat.30°30 f T! long 104°35 f EJ 

pong-chi-hsien. (lat. 30° 45 ! N. long. 105° 52*E) 

Yun-hsien (lat. 29° 35 f N. long. 104° 30'E.) 

Tze-liu-tsin (lat. 29° 25 ! TT. long. 104° 50'E.)

In the vicinity of Tze-liu-tsin and Yun-hnien, there are
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some 3000 to 5000 wells reaching to a depth of 2700 to 5000 

ft. The brine usually contains 15 to 50^ of petroleum. 

When the proportion of petroleum exceeds 50fo, the liquid 

is thrown away "being unprofitable to be used for the 

extraction of salt. From Tzu-liu-tsin to Kia-ting-fu 

(lat. 29° 30 ! N. long. 105° 50 ! E ) A large number of salt 

wells have been sunk. The mixture of salt solution and 

petroleum obtained from these wells shows a gradual in 

crease of the proportion of petroleum towards the direction 

of Kia-ting. The quantity of natural gas escaping in the 

district of Tzu=liu-tsin is reported to be no less than 

20,000 cub. ft. per hour.

In dealing with the structure of the Red Basin of Su- 

chuan, I have mentioned the fact that the whole basin is 

traversed by a series of sharp anticlinal folds accompanied 

by broad synclines. The axes of these folds generally run 

in a northeasterly direction; and the folds pitch towards 

the S.W. According to Abendanon. Since there is no great 

difference of altitude between the northeastern part of 

the basin and the southwestern part of it, Abendanon 1 s 

statement would mean that the southwestern part of the folds 

is less denuded than the northeastern part; therefore oil is 

more likely to occur in the southwestern part of the basin

underneath the unbroken domes than in the northeastern part
» 

where the anticlines are truncated. This inference seems

to agree with the known facts, for the majority of the brine- 

oil wells are situated in the southwestern part of the basin*



C. Qre Deposits•_ 

Iron.

Two classes of iron deposits are distinguishable in 

China:- (l) massive deposits associated with igneous in 

trusion* (2) bedded deposits, some of which are formed by 

the process of metasomatic replacement, others are of un 

known origin. To the former class belongs the famous de 

posit of Ta-yeh, S.E.Hu-peh. Deposits of similar origin 

but of varying size are extremely numerous especially in the 

lower Yang-tze valley. The ore is usually found in the con 

tact zone between dioritic intrusions and the upper Palaeo 

zoic sediments, e.g. the Fusulina limestone. VJithln the 

contact zone contact-metamorphic minerals such as garnet, etc 

are often developed. Besides the Ta-yeh deposit, the prin 

cipal deposits of economic value are the Ao-cheng ( T7u-chang) 

deposit in Hu-peh, the Cheng-men-shan deposit near Kiw^-kiang 

in Kiang-si, the Tai-ping and Fang-chang deposits in An-hwei, 

the newly discovered deposit near Nan-king, the Tsi-nan and 

Ling-cheng deposits in Shan-tung and the An-chi deposit in 

Fu-kien« Among the smaller but well-known deposits belonging 

to this class, the deposit of Tung-kwan-shan in An-hwei and 

the Likwoyi deposit in Kiang-su may be mentioned.

Extensive bedded iron deposits of sedimentary and meta 

somatic origin occur in the Shan-si and the Ho-nan coal 

fields. They are found between the Shansian system and the 

underlying Ordovioian limestone as lenticular masses, and 

sometimes in pockets in the Ordovician limestone. The ore



is either -limonite or hematite. V.K.Ting estimates the 

average thickness of this bedded ore at 30 c.m. or less, 

and he states that the irregular nature of the deposit

excludes the possibility of mining on modern scale. This
& 

iron field is worWd in two districts in Shan-si in small

scale: The one in the Ping-ting-chou district forms a 

narrow belt running across the Shan-si railway, the other 

lies in the districts of Luan and Tze-chou, S.E.Shan-si. 

The Shan-si iron industry is believed to be the' oldest in 

the world, but the general prospect, as pointed out by Mr. 

Ting, does not seem to indicate a hopeful future.

In association with the pre-cambrian rocks in northern 

China, there occurs well-bedded iron ore. The best example 

of this type is found at Lan-chou near the coal field. 

Unfortunately the percentage of iron is rather low. The 

well-known iron ore of Ping-siang in Kiang-si and that of 

the adjacent district Yu-hsien in Hu-nan are believed by 

V.K.Ting to be of the same nature as the iron ore of Lan-chou

V.K.Ting estimates the total iron reserve in Shan-si 

at about 300 million tons; nearly the whole of this quantity 

is unsuitable for modern mining. The reserve of the other 

deposits altogether amounts also to 300 million tons, of 

which at least half can be worked by modern methods. The 

total production of pig-iron in China in 1915 77as about 

300,000 tons, of which 136,541 tons was from the Hu-yang 

iron works, and 29,529 tons from the Sino-Japanese Coal 

Ilining Co. in South Ilanchuria. The rest are attributed to
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the small native furnaces in Shan-si, Su-chuan, Hu-nan, 

Yun-nan etco

Gold.

Rich gold deposits have not been found in China in 

great quantity. Judging from what we know, China is not 

likely to "be an important gold producing nation. Roughly 

speaking, we may divide Chinese gold deposits into four « 

classes: (1) Recent Alluvium, (2) Ancient Alluvium, 

(3) Tertiary sandstone (4) Reef deposits in pre-Cambrian 

gneiss and metamorphic rocks. Nearly all the gold nines 

in Manchuria and outer Mongolia belong to the first class. 

The four great rivers in Manchuria, the Amur, the Ya-lu, 

the Tu-men, and the Liao-ho drain large areas covered by 

gneiss and granite, whence the gold has been washed down 

together with other products of erosion, into the tribu 

tary valleys. All the great gold mines in the province of 

Hei-lung-kiang are situated on the right bank of the Amur 

river, those of Kirin along the tributaries of the Ya-lu and 

the Tu-men, and the mines of Mukden in the Liao-ho valley. 

In outer Mongolia, they are in the valleys of the Iro, the 

Shara, and the Kurduri, all of which are tributaries of the 

Selenga, which flows into the lake Baikal. Alluvial gold 

is found in the upper Yang-tze between Yun-nan and Su-chuan 

and the smaller streams in Shan-tung, Ho-nan and Jehol.

Examples of the second class are found on the banks 

of the Ya-lung river in western Su-chuan.



The Gobi series of Tertiary age is widely distributed 

in northwestern China,. In the ;Tan-shan region, it is often 

found to be auriferous.

In western Su-chuan particularly in the neighbourhood 

of Ning-yuan, Kiang-si, Hu-nan, Pu-kien, northern Chili and 

Shan-tung auriferous quartz veins occur in gneiss and schist^ 

almost invariably associated with granitic intrusions. The 

famous I'a-ha mine in Su-chuan and the Ping-kiang mine in 

Hu-nan are both working on gold deposits of this class.

In 1915, China produces 200,000 oz. of gold; over 

half of this quantity came from llanchuria.

COPPER.

Copper ores are widely known in China, but few have 

been proved of value. V.K.Ting, classifies Chinese copper 

deposits into five classes: (1) Llagmatic segregations, e.g. 

The permain basalt of Yun-nan and the Tertiary porphyry of 

northern Chi-li; (2) contact deposits, e.g. in the Ta-yeh 

and Hsin-kwo districts in S.E. Hu-peh and the government

mine of Pang-shin in Kirin; (3) replacement and fissure veins
in 

e.go the Tung-chuan-fu mines in Yun-nan and/the district of

Huei-li in Su-chuan; (4) impregnations exclusively found in 

the pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks of southern Shan-si and 

northwestern Hu-peh; (5) Sedimentary deposits, occurring 

in the Lower Triassic sandstone in Yun-nan and Kwei-chou, 

usually in the form of malachite. Among these five classes, 

the third is most important. The ore belonging to this
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class is of high grade, usually above S%, and the possible 

reserve is large.. Those belonging to the fourth class are 

usually of low grade but sometimes rises to respectable 

dimensions. The rest may be regarded as economically 

unimportant•

The present yearly production of copper in China is 

about 2,000 tons, half of this amount is supplied by the 

province of Yun-nan•

TIN.

Tin deposits occur in many localities in the province 

of Yun-nan, Kwang-si and southern Hu-nan. In the majority 

of cases, the ore is in the form of cassiterite and is 

-largely associated with granitic intrusions* In the districts 

of Ling-wu and Eiang-hua, southern Hu-nan, tinstones occur 

as lodes in limestone and granite. In the district of
\

Ko-kiu, eastern Yun-nan, which is the most important of all
»

the tin-producing districts known in China. It is a 

residual deposit; the minute crystals of cassiterite are 

scattered through the limestone not far from the granite 

and are usually too p'OOf to be mined. But as the lime 

stone is weathered away, a red residual clay is left in 

which tin ore is thus concentrated.

Tin is at present the most important metal produced 

in China. The production in 1915 vfas nearly 8,000 tons, 

over 80fo of this quantity came from Ko-kiuo



ANTIMONY.

China occupies an unigue position in the production 

of Antimony. Since 1908 the country has produced more 

than 50f* of the world f s total yield. In 1913 China 

produced 15,000 tons, that of the whole world being 20,000 

tons, while in 1915 China's production increased to 20,000 

tons. The mineral stibnite together with small quantity 

of antimony oxide is widely distributed in the province of 

Hu-nan. The districts of Sing-hua, An-hua, Yi-yang and 

Pao-ching in the valley of the Tze-kiang, are the prin 

cipal centres. The best known deposit is that of Shi- 

kung-shan where the ore beds occur brtween the quartzite 

and the overlying limestone which are either Lower Carbon 

iferous or Upper Devonian. These beds are folded into 

anti-clines and domes with which the ore appears to have 

a constant relation. In the AMi-chou district in Yun-nan, 

antimony deposit is reported to occur in the Triassic

formation.

Zinc, lead and Silver.

These three metals usually associate with one another 

(1) They occur in the Archean gneiss in northern Chi-li and 

northern Shan-si. The ore is not found in quantity but 

rather rich in silver, e.g. the richest galena from Jehol 

contains 100 taels per ton. (2) They occur in the Palaeo 

zoic limestone. Those belonging to this class attain a 

much wider distribution than the former class. But usually
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they are rather poor in silver content, (average 16 taels 

per ton) The government mine of Shui-kou-shan in Hu-nan 

is working on large pockets in the limestone, and the ore 

is said to be a mixture of galena and blende. Silver- 

bearing zinc carbonate and lead carbonate is worked in a 

small scale at Kung-shan, in the province of Yun-nan«

In the year 1914 China produced 6,000 tons of zinc 

and 5,300 tons of lead, as to the quantity of silver there 

is no accurate record but it probably does not exceed 

50,000 oz. the annual production of these metals in China 

is said to be steadily increasing since 1914*

MERCURY.

Hercury usually occurs in China in the form of 

suicide. It is widely distributed in the province of 

Kwei-chou and is also known in the province of An-hwei.

Tungsten.

The increasing demand of Tungsten for the manufacture 

of Tungsten steel in the recent years has led to the dis 

covery of '/'olfram deposits in a few places in southern 

China. Small quantities of this mineral have been brought 

to Hong-Kong for sale. It is said to have been derived 

from Cheng-chou, southern Hu-nan, but the exact locality is 

unknown. The analysis of the said material shows that the 

mineral probably occurs in the form of Wolframite. 

(Fe«*Mn.VI 0 4i» Similar ore is obtained from Wai-chou on 

the West River, Hai-fong, and Ho-chi. (about 120 miles N.E.
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of Ldu-chou, Kwang-si.) In the last mentioned district 

Wolfram occurs in veins traversing a "quartz-rock"

D. Underground Uater.

It is practically inpossible to discuss the conditions of 

the underground water in various parts of China at the pre 

sent stage of our knowledge. A special investigation on 

this vital problem is urgently needed, particularly in the 

vicinity of densely populated towns where the people e,re 

not over-anxious in choosing the quality of the water that ' 

they drink. The cause of raging epidemic is often traced 

to the free use of contaminated surface or shallow well 

water, the latter is often so shallow that it cannot "be 

properly called a shallow well*

In spite of the inadequacy of data, I venture to make 

a few broad remarks on the water-bearing nature of two 

young geological formations in China; On these formations 

the principal towns are situated. In northern China we 

have the Hwang-tu vrhich spreads far and wide over hills 

and valleys. It sometimes rests on the semi-permeable pre- 

Cambrian gneiss, schists and schistose quartzites, and some 

times on the soluble Sinisian and preTSinisian limestones. 

Occasionally it is underlain by porous sandstone of permo-r 

mesozoic age. The Hwang-tu Itself is of very inconstant 

thickness, and is, in some cases, intercalated with sands 

and gravels which are important permeable membranes in the



homogeneous Hwang-tu. Although the texture of the Hwang-tu 

is exceedingly fine and therefore highly resistant to the 

percolating water, it is by no means imperveous, for wells 

reaching to a depth of 30 to 40 ft, in the plain of Hwang-tu 

often yields respectable quantity of water for drinking and 

agricultural purposes. The singular vertical structure 

(see p X^fV- ) °f this material affords a passage for the sur 

face water to travel clown, which viciates the quality of the 

water underground. Thus it is not always safe to obtain 

drinking water from the Hwang-tu by means of shallow wells, 

especially when the wells are found to yield too freely. 

The city of Peking is situated in the Hwang-tu plain, there 

the Hwang-tu is intercalated with several beds of gravels 

and sands. These perveous intercalations crop out in the 

hills to the west of Peking, and form the intake of rain 

water. The thickness of the Hwang-tu in the plain is prob 

ably more than 800 ft, the gravels and sands are lying in the
«

middle part of the whole formation. Thus artisian condition 

appears to prevail under the city of Peking. V.rells reaching 

300 ft have been sunk in Peking, and they have yielded 

fairly large amount of drinkable water.

In southern China the young red sandstones (pz^S )
s

are distributed over large areas. The sandstones are often 

intercalated with shales which either form an imperveous 

cover or an inperveous bedo In the province of Hu-nan, 

underground water is frequently found to gush out from the 

fissures of the red sandstone. The town of Cheng-tu,



(the provincial capital of Su-chuan) the town of Chang-s^an

(the provincial capital of Hu-nan) and the town of Nan-
«

chang (the provincial capital of Kiang-si) all stand on 

this red sandstone formation. It is to be expected that 

large amount of water may be drawn from the underground 

source for supplying these towns.

E. Miscellaneous economic products.

In the pre-Cambrian formations in China, talc-schist 

occasionally occur as fairly thick layers, the pure variety 

is used for the manufacture of soap-stone or steatite. 

Large flakes of mica, chiefly biotite are found in the 

neighbourhood of Kau-chou, eastern Shan-tung. They occur 

in association with the pre-Cambrian schists. The Sinisian 

limestone of northern China is sometimes used as building 

stone and sometimes for lime-burning. The Kan-ling slate 

in the province of Kiang-si is largely composed of greenish 

clay-slates. In the middle of this formation there are a 

few beds of persistent and uniform porcelain-rock inter- 

bedded with sandy clay-slate; each bed of the porcelain-, 

rock is about 3 or 4 ft thick consisting of extremely fine 

clays in which are scattered minute crystals of Kaolimite. 

This porcelain-rock is worked in the district of Kin-teh- 

chien, which is noted for the production of excellent 

China-ware.

The crystalline Devonian limestone in the southwestern 

provinces is quarried as marble, particularly the black



variety, and used for building and ornamental purposes. 

The Fusulina limestone in S.E.Hupeh is used for lime-burn 

ing and cement-making in the middle Yang-tze region* In the 

lower Yang-tze region the Fusulina limestone is also used 

for lime-burning; but here it contains -"firestones" which 

appears to be composed of fine argillaceous or calcareous 

material permeated by bituminous substance. It is com 

bustible, for it is used for lime-burning. A careful 

analysis may prove that it contains valuable substance such 

as petroleum.

The flinty limestone and the sandstone which occur in 

the productive series of the Shansian system in the provinces 

of Shan-si and Chi-li, form hard and durable building stones. 

They are often used in the collieries of Shan-si and Chi-li 

for shaft-lining. Good fire-clay and pottery clay also 

occur in the Shan-si coal field. Those occurring in the 

neighbourhood of Tze-chou are of the highest quality.

In the Red Basin of Su-chuan, rock salt occur in the 

Triassic formation. It is pumped up from many thousands 

of salt wells. The salt wells are particularly abundant 

in the district of Tzu-lin-tsin where the annual production 

of salt amount to 300,000 tons supplying 1/5 of the total 

Quantity of table salt needed by the nation. Similar salt 

basins are known at He-tsin and Lang-tsin, S.E. of Ta-li-fu 

(Yun-nan)ll there the rock salt occurs in association with 

gypsum in the 0pper Permain formation. Gypsum is also

obtained in the Permo-Triassic formation betiveen Kwei-yang



and Kwei-lin in the province of Kwei-chou.

The Gobi series in northwestern China often contains

various kind of salts such as rock salt, gypsum, sodium and
I

potassium nitrate, etc. The gypsum deposit in the district

of You-chen, Central Hu-peh, is believed to occur in the Red 

sandstone of Tertiary age.

In the alluvial deposits in the neighbourhood of 

I-tshou-fu, Shan-tung, diamond has been worked. The dia 

mond is a black variety suitable for industrial purposes. A 

German firm attempted to locate the exact position of the 

deposit but did not succeed.
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